SURPRISE

107 Variations on the Unexpected
To Raine Daston

In his essay “Of Travel,” Francis Bacon recommends that diaries be used to register the things “to be seen and observed.” Upon returning home, the traveler should not entirely leave the visited countries, but maintain a correspondence with those she met, and let her experience appear in discourse rather than in “apparel or gesture.” Your itineraries through a vast expanse of the globe of knowledge seem to illustrate Bacon’s recommendations, and have inspired many to embark on the exploration of other regions—some adjacent, some distant from the ones you began to clear. Yet not all have journeyed as well equipped as you with notebooks, nor assembled them into a trove apt to become, as Bacon put it, “a good key” to inquiry. As you begin new travels, you may add the present collection to yours, and adopt the individual booklets as amicable companions on the plane or the U-Bahn. Upon wishing you, on behalf of all its contributors, Gute Reise! and Bon voyage!, let us tell you something about its genesis and intention.

Science depends on the unexpected. Yet surprise and its role in the process of scientific knowledge-making has hitherto received little attention, let alone systematic investigation. If such a study existed, it would no doubt have been produced in your Department at the Max Planck Institute for the History of Science. The topic is a seamless match with your interest in examining ideals and practices of scientific and cultural rationality—ideals and practices often so fundamental that they appear to transcend history or are overlooked altogether. It is also an endeavor too broad and diverse for a single scholar to pursue, and you would undoubtedly have approached it by joining forces with others. Guided by a vision of collective empiricism and nurtured by the joy of collaborating, you have both researched and practiced forms of intellectual cooperation. Working groups and their edited books have become a hallmark of the Department’s achievements. We have all experienced the recipe: bring together the right mixture of people and themes, in constantly fresh combinations, add a few audacious questions, and set in motion a series of unforeseen and highly productive encounters that generate unexpected findings, long-standing friendships, and a vast interdisciplinary network of like-minded scholars.
It is this network of varied sensibilities that we mobilized for a collective work on surprise and the history of knowledge, drawing on the Department’s characteristic outlook and the creativity of those who have supported and shaped it over the past twenty-five years. It was impossible for us to include each and every scholar in residence during the Department’s existence. In order to keep the project manageable, we had to restrict ourselves to inviting those who had been its members or guests for at least two years, or had been centrally involved in one of its working groups.

The response to our call was enthusiastic. As the papers came streaming in, we became increasingly excited. We realized that the synergies created by this project testify to the gratefulness that lives on within a vibrant scholarly community, and convey something of the intellectual and affective dispositions that sustained the life of your Department.

We envisaged a cornucopia of short texts crossing epochal and disciplinary boundaries. The contributors were asked to engage with surprise as a basic component of seeking, constructing, and experiencing knowledge of the world. The 107 pieces in this volume look at surprise as a historical category, as a staged performance or spontaneous reaction, or as part of a personal experience during scholarly endeavors. They mobilize different genres—from the erudite to the autobiographical, from the essayistic to the poetic and pictorial. Taken together, they engage with and build upon your work, foregrounding an epistemic category closely related to wonder.

Wonder, however, involves a paradox: it is the beginning of inquiry, but that very inquiry puts an end to it. Wonder is thus “a barometer of ignorance.” The present collection of texts nuances, perhaps even contradicts, the observation that “The more we know, the less we wonder.” For all those acquainted with you can attest to your permanent sense of wonder, your capacity to be surprised, and your ability to turn that emotion into productive accomplishments for the dignity and advancement of learning. Never blaséed, you have shared the curiosity of junior and senior scholars alike, encouraging them to pursue the paths this dubious passion opens toward its apparent end. Such an attitude embodies a manner of being in the world, a spontaneous yet reflexive confidence that the pursuit and growth of knowledge does not lead to melancholy world-weariness, but to ever-new and pleasurable sources of admiratio.

The result of our collective endeavor is presented here in alphabetical order by authors’ last name, the texts themselves ranging, randomly, from “A Family Conversation” to “Zufallsfunde.” As in the Encyclopédie, the arbitrariness of that order is meant to suggest the impermanence of systems and the frailty of methodical arrangements, while evoking unforeseen depths, unusual convergences, unexpected companions, and the indefinite and surprising ramifications of the ways of human understanding. The occasion seemed to lend itself less to purely erudite disquisitions than to a self-conscious epistemic and emotional exercise in friendship and gratitude. It is offered in that spirit, as a readable work to be dipped into for spells of browsing, and as a handy edition fitting in any pocket, tailored to your specific needs and practices of being on the go. May this collection be an enduring source of enjoyable surprise!

Barcelona, Berlin, London, November 2018

Mechthild Fend, Anke te Heesen, Christine von Oertzen, Fernando Vidal
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Erratum

John Carson’s essay was inadvertently omitted in the printed version of this book. It was added without page numbers to this pdf. We sincerely apologize to the author.
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Within three days in February 1953, some 6,000 new immigrants were evicted from a transit camp near Israel’s eastern border. Inhabitants of the camp, most of them Iraqi Jews who had arrived in Israel since 1951, had been involved in collective protests against unbearable living conditions, discrimination, and political control by the bigwigs of the neighboring town, Kfar-Saba. The sudden dismantlement of the camp and their dispersal into seven different transit camps, where conditions were even worse, was mainly intended to put an end to those protests. The eviction was carried out by military and police forces in a secret operation that took three days. Officially, nothing had happened. News reports were withheld by military censorship and most of the relevant dossiers have not yet been declassified. In the following years, however, references to the event gradually made it into the press. I turned to the newspapers.

How should one go about seeking clues to a non-event? Digitized newspapers invite you to search for single terms or combinations, but it is almost impossible to take in a whole page at a glance and skim for relevant headlines. What should I be looking for? Times, places, and personal names turn out to be the most useful hooks for sifting through unstructured, heterogeneous material. Once you catch sight of a person, a significant date, a promising site, you follow them. What else was that person doing? With whom or what was she or he associated? If a name works like a fishing-hook, temporal and spatial proximity are a net thrown into the sea of digitized texts: What else was happening there and then?

What emerges is a provisional map of possible links, their nature initially obscure. This low form of historical inquiry assumes that social, temporal, and spatial proximity matter and works mainly through contiguity, but seems to eschew schemes of interpretation. Once you have a hunch about underlying relations, chains of causality, or supra-local links, you might stretch your field of inquiry backward and forward in time or broaden it to other places or institutions. But first you cast your net as wide as possible. This does not even amount to following the actors, because at this stage, you don’t know who they are. In some respects, it is not so different from
working in archives, only that the page or the newspaper edition is a relatively random bundle of information brought together as newsworthy.

Following every newspaper item mentioning Kfar-Saba in the year after the eviction, I come across a report about a former camp resident, Ephraim Shemesh, who tried to take up residence in the town nine months later. He was prevented from doing so by the mayor. The camp dismantled, he wanted no more communist troublemakers. This throws precious light on the reasons behind the secret operation, turning an outlier into a limit case for a more common pattern of political screening. I take that back to the archive. There, the mayor mentions one of the main protest ringleaders, a “most dangerous instigator,” who is now trying to move back into town.1 Could it be Shemesh? Now I find a report about Shemesh opening a public meeting just three weeks before the eviction.2 I follow the thread of his name and find him two years later, residing in a settlement next to Kfar-Saba. It is reported that he was fired after publicly confronting a speaker for the ruling party. He started a sit-in at the labor exchange office to get his job back. This yields a clear sense of his political affiliation and local notoriety. Three years later, I find him filing a petition to the Supreme Court. By now, he is resident in Kfar-Saba and successfully challenges the local water utility company. The identity of his lawyer suggests that Shemesh may have moved to the moderate left.

The transit camp and the town prove good hooks to start with. To follow the evicted immigrants, I then look for every news item about the places they were sent. Are the nameless immigrants who protested against unemployment in one such camp as the ones evicted in 1953? If so, dispersal did not completely suppress their rebelliousness.

In state archives, such camps often vanish from view upon their “suppression,” which often meant nothing more than the replacement of tent compounds under government care with wooden

shacks attached to local councils—the seeds for a number of future poor neighborhoods on the outskirts of Israeli towns. Newspapers prove more rewarding. Their reports often preserve the informal, popular designation of an officially abolished camp, allowing me to locate it with some precision. On the other hand, they hardly mention women activists. People’s names are also in flux. In the Hebrew press, immigrants’ names—and Arab names more generally—are constantly misspelled, shifting from one report to the next and occasionally making it impossible to locate people. Jewish immigrants assumed newfangled “Israeli” names or kept switching between different ones.3 All this has to do with the combined effects of immigration and colonization. Typographic conventions fluctuate, too: in the 1950s, Hebrew newspapers used three different sorts of hyphens and at least two styles of quotations marks. This type of search is difficult in the absence of uniform designations, stable linguistic and typographic codes, a bounded and stable social landscape.

Times are no less tricky. How far into the past should you cast your net? What kind of temporal proximity is likely to generate relevant clues? Most of the immigrants evicted had arrived no more than three years earlier; this stakes out a rough and ready limit. But how far back should you go to inquire about the local elites that presided over the operation, their politics and alliances? Does the definition of proximity depend on the shape and dimensions of “what happened”? It’s difficult to delimit temporal proximity in advance, without formulating hypotheses.

With digitized collections, however, you are tempted to throw a tried-and-tested hook beyond reasonable limits, just to see what happens—something unthinkable when systematically skimming through newspaper issues one by one. Mine was a simple hook, the name of one of the transit camps where the evicted found themselves. The name reappears eleven years later. In 1964, a twenty-six-year-old radical journalist covering labor and social affairs meets people living in shacks under threat of imminent eviction at the pe-

---

1 Kfar-Saba Labor Council, March 9, 1953: Lavon Archive, iv-250-38/70.
2 Kol ha-Am, January 4, 1953 [Hebrew].
3 Shemesh himself used the Arabic form of his name, Shammash, in a letter to the editor of an Arabic newspaper: Al-Ittihad, March 6, 1953 [Arabic].
riphery of a town. They bear the scars of a previous eviction, and tell him that back in 1952—they get the year wrong—they were evicted under a false pretext from a transit camp near Kfar-Saba. This is the most vivid piece of written evidence about the event, reported by its victims eleven years after the fact. The journalist signed with his pen name, but I immediately recognize him. I ask him for more details. He reads the clipping with moderate interest: No, there were so many stories he covered; he does not remember it. “How have you come across this one?” he asks me, “Is this something you’re now working on?”

4 Joseph Galili [Algazy], “A Camp as a Permanent Dwelling,” Kol ha-'Am, July 2, 1964 [Hebrew].

Things Made Strange

Elena Aronova

The Second International Congress of the History of Science and Technology, held in London in July 1931, is remembered for the surprise appearance of a delegation from the Soviet Union. More unexpected still was the depiction of the relationship of science and history that one of the Soviet delegates, physicist-historian Boris Hessen, articulated in his paper. Hessen ventured to “present a radically different view of Newton and his work,” contrasting a familiar image of Newton as a lonely genius “divorced from life” to the one in which Newton “in the fullest sense of the word was in the center of the physical and technical problems and interests of his time.” Some of Hessen’s readers were taken aback—disconcerted, bewildered, or bemused—while others found his ideas eye-opening and groundbreaking. Hessen’s paper has had a lasting impact on the history of social constructivist thought in science studies and the history of science. His intervention and its context have been comprehensively analyzed, yet little reflection has been given to the heuristic device of surprise—making familiar things strange and unfamiliar—that Hessen used to great effect. Whatever Hessen’s own methodological premises were, he expressed quite consistently a methodological stance that had gained ascendancy in the first decades of the twentieth century within Russian-Soviet human sciences. The complex genealogy of surprise as a heuristic device might itself be surprising for historians of science today.

The motley crew of literary scholars, artists, and linguists known as the Russian Formalists had labeled their method estrangement or defamiliarisation (“ostranenie” in Russian, derivative of “strannyi”—meaning “strange”). Estrangement snatches ordinary things from the context of their familiar associations and makes them look unfamiliar and “strange,” as if seen for the first time. Most ambitiously, they sought to use art to surprise and shock us into confronting an often senseless reality, redefining our relations with the everyday world. As Viktor Shklovsky famously put it, “the device of art is to make objects ‘unfamiliar,’ to describe or represent the world in an unusual or

surprising way, and thus to “make it strange.” He takes examples from Lev Tolstoy's novels to illustrate the device of estrangement. Tolstoy, Shklovsky wrote, “makes the familiar seem strange by not naming the familiar object. He describes an object as if he were seeing it for the first time, an event as if it were happening for the first time.” For example, in War and Peace, Tolstoy describes an opera as “painted cardboard and oddly dressed men and women who moved, spoke, and sang strangely in a patch of blazing light.” Or, in “The Resurrection,” Tolstoy substitutes prosaic expressions for religious terms and words common to the dogmas and rituals of the church. As a result, Tolstoy “presented as strange and monstrous what [people of his time] accepted as sacred.” Tolstoy, Shklovsky argued, “uses this technique of ‘defamiliarization’ constantly.”

The parallels between this philological discussion and Hessen's discussion of Newton are unmistakable, in spite of all the differences in their position in Soviet society and the apparent absence of direct contact.

The Russian Formalists' technique of ostranenie is remarkably resonant with the ontology developed by science studies scholars and post-Kuhnian historians of science. Inaugurating the whole new genre of laboratory studies, Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar approached scientists in the contemporary laboratory setting of the Salk Institute in La Jolla, California, as members of “a strange tribe who spend the greatest part of their day coding, marking, altering, correcting, reading, and writing” and whose strange practices could only be understood “without recourse to the explanatory concepts of the inhabitants themselves.” Latour and Woolgar labeled their methodological stance an “anthropological strangeness.” Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer have put this ontology to work in historiographic practice. The authors of Leviathan and the Air-Pump approached the experimental culture of seventeenth-century England as an anthropologist would approach a foreign culture, trying to understand it from the so-called native’s point of view. Just as an anthropologist first comes to a foreign culture as a stranger, they pretended to be strangers to experimental culture. “Playing the stranger” was the heuristic device they endorsed in order to de-familiarize an activity the participants take for granted, to “query its taken-for-granted framework” and “to move away from self-evidence.”

In searching for allies in their project of questioning the “self-evident,” scholars usually point to Anglo-American cultural studies. Indeed, the lessons of cultural anthropologists such as Clifford Geertz, who described the scholar's “encounter with his object of study” as “the journey into another world, a magical realm full of surprises,” were not lost on historians of science in the wake of Kuhn. The anthropological focus on the localness of knowledge practices, rather than on the “universality” of knowledge, resonated with the post-Kuhnian turn in the history of science to local practices and the cultures of science. Be it a study of witchcraft among the Azande or the cultural history of objectivity and rationality, this “journey into another world” revealed the meanings of things within the context in which they were produced. The results of defamiliarizing the obvious and self-evident were often surprising to the historians themselves. Once defamiliarized and placed in historical context, the seemingly timeless and ahistorical objectivity “came to seem at once stranger—more specific, less obvious, more recently historical—and deeper... than we had ever suspected.”

“Estrangement”—making the familiar unfamiliar and strange—has become a central methodological strategy in science studies and the cultural history of science. As a heuristic device, “estrangement” has a strange genealogy indeed. If nothing else, it links together Boris Hessen, the Russian Formalists, Clifford Geertz, the authors of The Leviathan and the Air-Pump, and the authors of Objectivity in an improbable, yet not entirely surprising, genealogy.

---

A Matter of Skill

Maria Avxentevskaya

Ha. interject. {ha, Latin.}: An expression of wonder, surprise, sudden question, or sudden exertion.¹

The historical typologies of surprise include Aristotelian and Platonic interpretations, the casting of surprise as an emotional response and as a sense-making process. Considering it in the spirit of Plato’s ἐξαίφνης, a sudden flash of cognitive illumination displaying things in a new light, we will zoom in on the vocabulary of amazement in the early modern British history of knowledge. This discursive lens can help us to observe how speaking about the marvelous invoked nuanced responses to epistemic anomalies.

In the early seventeenth century, “surprise” in common usage indicated an ambiguous action. The etymology of the verb, ultimately from Latin superprehendere, meaning “seize, catch,” contributed to its mixed connotations: most often it implied “to interrupt an activity”—something not necessarily pleasing for those surprised. Whereas “surprise” resembled a lightning strike of new awareness, “wonder” referred to a more continuous encounter with the new, one also linked with a state of being baffled or taking a naive delight in magic tricks. Didactic arguments often cited “wonder” as part of the withering negation, “no wonder that.”

The epistemic role of amazement can be described in terms of stasis—a rhetorical technique best understood through analogy with physical movement. Stasis is the cessation of a motion due to a sudden noticing of conflicting stimuli to move in different directions. In rhetoric, this means pausing the discourse to ruminate on the possible unfolding of argumentative paths because one’s attention has been arrested by a new object. The procedure of stasis departs from a surprise and continues with wondering—asking questions about new phenomena to appropriate them into a tentative narrative, which is a logically neutral way to explore novel grounds without disturbing established beliefs.²

Early modern natural philosophy conceptualized wonderment by amalgamating its colloquial connotations with the legacy of classical rhetoric. Bacon’s Advancement of Learning (1605) famously characterized wonder as both “broken knowledge” and “the seed of knowledge.”³ The ostensible discrepancy between breaking and planting is resolved in Bacon’s explanation of how “aphorisms, representing a knowledge broken, do invite me to inquire further.”⁴ This insight is exemplified in his Novum Organum (1620), where the “broken knowledge” articulated in aphorisms induces a stasis-like disposition to pause the argument and examine the emerging discursive paths. Experimental philosophy redefined surprise as a noble state of mind and a precursor to making sense of puzzling phenomena.

But how should attention be attuned to the right cues for surprise? Which seeds will sprout into illuminating new ontologies? How could the mind, wrestling with the dialectics of case and series in the practices of collecting, adopt a nuanced treatment of irregularities in observation, thought, and action?

Early discourses of the mind deemed some surprises to be more surprising than others because they signaled anomalies that were harder to explain. Robert Burton’s The Anatomy of Melancholy (1621), which privileged “it is a wonder” statements, discerned such perplexing deviations from regular oddities. For example, although madness is a mysterious malady in itself, what is “more to be wondered at” is that “it takes every other, and sometimes every third in a lineal descent.”⁵ The pseudo-Aristotelian Mechanical Problems (3rd–6th c. AD) already discriminated between the degrees of learned wonderment: one could equally marvel at natural causes and human τέχνη appeared to contravene the laws of nature, but the most wondrous were things that paradoxically embraced opposites.⁶

John Wilkins’s Mathematical Magick (1648) followed the reception of the Aristotelian corpus in cultivating a sense of surprise.

---

1 Samuel Johnson, A Dictionary of the English Language (London: 1755), 954.
3 Francis Bacon, Advancement of Learning (London: 1605), Book I, 3.
4 Bacon, Advancement of Learning, Book II, XVII, 7.
Berlin, April 2008.
10 p.m., Tegel Airport. I board the night flight of the (now defunct) Hungarian Airlines, traveling from Berlin to Budapest. The journey isn’t long, under two hours. Some passengers are sleeping; others are staring at their phones. I have more than enough reading material for even a transatlantic journey: New York Review of Books, Der Spiegel, two novels. Somehow, tonight, none of these appear as attractive as they do on other occasions. Perhaps I should try to sleep? It doesn’t work. Spontaneously, I reach for the in-flight magazine. It’s something I rarely do: I have little interest in advertisements; I have heard the safety instructions many times. Leafing through, I stumble on a short piece, just two paragraphs: “This month we are celebrating the international day of guide dogs for the blind.” Guide dogs have been used since ancient times, explains the text, but their professional training started in Germany after the First World War to support the many young, blind veterans who wanted to be able to return to work and live independently. Little do I know that this in-flight magazine story will become my next research topic.

Groningen, late night, 2009.
Haphazard googling leads me to the work of Rudolphina Menzel (1891–1973), outstanding canine scientist. Among other contributions, she was the author of groundbreaking research on the developmental phases of puppies. I become interested in her life. Born into a liberal Jewish family in Austria, she studied at Vienna University and then researched, bred, and trained dogs. A Zionist, she gave her dogs Hebrew names and taught them to respond to Hebrew commands. Following the Anschluss, at the very last minute, she managed to leave Austria with her husband. This unlikely escape was thanks to a local SS member who warned them about the imminent danger and helped them to leave. There was a reason for his kindness. Earlier, he had received the gift of a dog from Rudolphina, a striking manifestation of solidarity across the deepest divides. The Menzels then settled in Palestine and Rudolphina created an infrastructure for the training of working dogs in Israel: guide dogs for the blind, mine detection dogs, security dogs. But she encountered a problem which she solved;
the “imported” European dogs couldn’t cope with the climate and the local parasites, and so she located a semi-feral type of dog used by the Bedouins and domesticated it. Indeed, the new breed turned out to be much better suited to the local environment. She called it the Canaan dog, and it became the “national breed” of Israel. To this day, Canaan dogs are often photographed with the Israeli flag in the background.

Central Zionist Archives, Jerusalem, April 2010.

“Could you please write your name in the registration book?” asks a friendly old lady as I enter the premises of the Central Zionist Archives. A rather strange situation, the likes of which I have not experienced since my childhood. Then there was no shame in not being able to write my name. But in my late thirties it is an entirely different feeling. Later that day, I ask a friend to teach me to write my name with Hebrew characters, and I suddenly realize how convenient it is to be left-handed in this new situation. The archivists are not particularly friendly; one of them is smoking in the little room behind the counter. This is a first: Smoking in the archives! Where all the unique and irreplaceable documents of many of the “founding fathers” of the country are being held! I wait at the counter and finally the requested dossiers are handed over to me. Some contain only a single sheet; others are very bulky. All are rather dusty, and I get the impression that no one has looked at them since they were delivered to the archives after Menzel’s death. The material is a miscellany: assessment sheets testing the capabilities of dogs for various working functions, manuscripts of articles, press clippings showing American youth visiting the guide dog training premises in the context of a bar mitzvah project, postcards sent to friends, a draft of a film script. Most of these items are crowded into one big paper box, and as I am trying to sort them out, a handwritten letter falls out of the box onto the floor. Picking it up, I notice that it is written in German. The author of the letter thanks the Menzels for the invitation to visit them in Israel, which he regretfully cannot accept because of his old age and failing health. He would, however, very gladly welcome the Menzels in St. Petersburg if they were interested in visiting him. The letter continues with a technical discussion in which he accepts some of the criticism leveled by Rudolphina at this theory of dog conditioning. And then, the letter falls again onto the floor, this time from my hands. I pick it up, put it back into the dossier, and silently ask Rudolphina, and Ivan Pavlov for forgiveness for having been handling their correspondence so clumsily.
La reine de Babylone a perdu sa chienne.

– Jeune homme, n’avez-vous point vu le chien de la reine ?
– C’est une chienne et non un chien, répond Zadig, une épagneule très petite. Elle a mis depuis peu à bas, elle boîte d’un pied et elle a des oreilles très longues.
– Vous l'avez vue ?
– Non, et je n’ai jamais su que la reine avait une chienne.

Zadig est condamné. Mais voilà que la chienne est retrouvée et il doit s’expliquer:

– J’ai vu sur le sable les traces d’un animal, et j’ai jugé que c’étaient celles d’un petit chien. Des sillons m’ont fait connaître que c’était une chienne dont les mamelles pendaient, et qu’ainsi elle avait des petits. D’autres traces m’ont appris qu’elle avait les oreilles très longues ; et, comme le sable était moins creusé par une patte que par les trois autres, j’ai compris que la chienne était un peu boîteuse.

La méthode de Zadig racontée par Voltaire est celle des traces. Cuvier prétendra la remplacer par une autre, qu’il élève au rang d’un principe : celui de la corrélation des formes. Pour illustrer son principe, Voltaire a écrit un conte. Pour démontrer le sien, Cuvier nous offrira une surprise : le récit de la sarigue.

Les ouvriers des carrières de Montmartre ont apporté au savant un bloc de gypse fendu en deux morceaux, laissant apparaître, quand on les sépare, la double trace d’un petit animal : sur la partie supérieure la tête, tournée du côté gauche, le corps et la queue ; sur la partie inférieure, ébréchée, seulement quelques os. Il s’agit d’identifier l’espèce.


La sarigue est un petit marsupial d’Amérique. Que vient-elle faire à Paris ? Le géologue Faujas de Saint-Fond a déjà attaqué Cuvier pour avoir identifié dans un fossile les restes d’un tapir. Puisque la faune du Nouveau Monde et celle de l’Ancien sont entièrement distinctes, comme l’a montré Buffon, il ne peut y avoir de tapisrs en France, qu’ils soient fossiles ou vivants. D’ailleurs, soutient Faujas, tout chez Cuvier est faux : le tapir, mais aussi les prétendus animaux disparus qui se sont multipliés sous sa plume : le mammouth, le mastodonte, le mégathérium, le paléothérium, etc. Ces reconstitutions ne sont que le fruit d’une imagination fertile.

La sarigue de Montmartre est pour Cuvier une aubaine. Avec elle, il entend bien répondre à Faujas et le terrasser définitivement : oui, des animaux d’Amérique ont vécu dans le passé à Paris ; oui, certaines espèces d’animaux sont aujourd’hui éteintes ; oui, le scénario des Epoques de la Nature de Buffon n’est qu’un roman ; oui, la méthode de reconstitution des fossiles fondée sur l’anatomie comparée, et plus particulièrement sur le principe de la corrélation des formes, est certaine, contrairement aux «édifices fantastiques» des théories de la Terre, que Cuvier méprise et dont Faujas est le champion attardé.

« Le vrai cachet d’une théorie est sans contredit la faculté qu’elle donne de prévoir les phénomènes ». Pour cela, Cuvier réunit quelques confrères qui seront ses spectateurs. Il grattera devant eux le morceau inférieur, à hauteur du bassin de l’animal. Vous y verrez deux os spéciaux qui soutiennent la poche marsupiale, annonce-t-il, preuve irréfutable que cet animal fossile est semblable aux animaux du Nouveau monde. Cuvier dégage délicatement la pierre et voilà qu’il triomphe : les deux os apparaissent, comme il l’avait prévu. Mais, s’il s’agit d’un marsupial, est-il d’Amérique ou d’Australie ? Cuvier, grattant encore la pierre, trouve la réponse définitive. Sur le membre
inférieur, le pouce est plus long que les autres doigts : c'est bel et bien une sarigue !

Le récit de la sarigue est entré dans la légende de la paléontologie. C'est le principe de corrélation des formes mis à la portée des enfants. Comme Cuvier l'écrit lui-même,
aujourd'hui quelqu'un qui voit seulement la piste d'un pied fourchu peut en conclure que l'animal qui a laissé cette empreinte ruminait ; et cette conclusion est tout aussi certaine qu'aucune autre en physique ou en morale. Cette seule piste donne donc à celui qui l'observe et la forme des dents, et la forme des mâchoires, et la forme des vertèbres, et la forme de tous les os des jambes, des cuisses, des épaules et du bassin de l'animal qui vient de passer. C'est une marque plus sûre que toutes celles de Zadig.

Pourtant, en 1880, dans un article ironique, Thomas Huxley est revenu sur ce principe. Il note que Cuvier n'a rien fait d'autre, en identifiant la sarigue, que n'avait fait Zadig avec la chienne. Son raisonnement est purement inductif et analogique : nul principe nécessaire, nul « science presque géométrique », ainsi que Cuvier l'affirme en conclusion de son article, mais seulement des traces et des indices. D'ailleurs, cette fameuse expérience réalisée publiquement a-t-elle vraiment eu lieu ? Sans doute. Pourtant, il reste un fait surprenant : en dehors du récit de Cuvier lui-même, nous n'en avons ni indication, ni témoignage. Cuvier est un très grand naturaliste. C'est aussi, il faut l'avouer, un grand illusionniste !
The wolf tracks appeared after a mid-May snowfall, running along a gravel bar in the river just in front of Adolph Murie’s cabin in Mount McKinley National Park. Upstream, Murie knew, there was no prey to attract a wolf’s attention at this season, so the most likely explanation was a den with pups. He followed the tracks for about a mile until they led away from the river and up a bluff. There, he later recalled, “I surprised myself and a black wolf, a male.” The wolf fled to a nearby ravine, where Murie could hear him howling and barking as he searched for the den.

Murie’s 1961 account of his years of field research in McKinley, *A Naturalist in Alaska*, is full of such unexpected encounters. Murie is surprised by wolves, wolves are surprised by Murie, squirrels are surprised by foxes, bears are surprised by other bears. Predators and prey alike are wary and alert, but surprises are nonetheless frequent, and occasionally fatal. Sometimes one party has the jump on the other, but often the surprise is mutual. Two animals, one of whom may be human, share a moment of shock, wondering what happens next.

Murie first arrived in McKinley—since renamed Denali—in the summer of 1939, on assignment from the National Park Service to determine whether wolves threatened the survival of the park’s population of Dall sheep. His study and the recommendations he drew from it loom large in the history of the US park system, helping as they did to bring a long-standing policy of predator eradication to an end. Over the following two decades, Murie continued to revisit Alaska, steadily widening the scope of his observations to encompass the park’s moose, caribou, bears, foxes, squirrels, voles, ravens, ptarmigans, cranes, gulls, weasels, and wolverines.

When necessary, Murie was capable of characterizing wildlife in the quantitative terms of population ecology, but his favored form of evidence was the telling anecdote. It was his stories more than his statistics that convinced conservationists that wolves helped to maintain nature’s balance by eliminating the weak, the old, and the
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diseased. This storytelling approach was atypical for field biologists of Murie’s generation, and even more so for the generation that followed him, who instead sought to solidify their status as scientific experts by adopting self-consciously “objective” methods—that is, methods that were quantitative, instrument-based, and avoided all talk of intentions or emotions. Murie’s methods, in contrast, harked back to Ernest Thompson Seton and other early-twentieth-century tellers of anthropomorphic animal stories.

Some of Murie’s favorite animal stories concerned moments of surprise. Punctuating his accounts of animal behavior and ecology, they distilled long hours of mostly uneventful observation into exciting instants of discovery. These tales also gave him an opportunity to communicate some of his most deeply held values. For Murie, explaining the behavior of wild animals was not enough; he wanted to understand them, which he believed could only be done by treating them as sentient individuals rather than as unfeeling automata or aggregate populations. As his older brother Olaus Murie noted, “true basic research” for Adolph meant “establishing an intimate relationship with the creatures that reveals their motivation in all they do.”

Surprising encounters, in this context, were signs of intimacy and steps toward understanding.

If surprise arises from a violated expectation, then the expectation that is violated most often in the pages of A Naturalist in Alaska is that of solitude. The particularities of animal behavior sometimes elicit Murie’s astonishment, but it is often merely the unexpected presence of an animal that catches him off guard. The same holds true for the animals he observes. A ground squirrel might suspect that there are foxes nearby, but the sight of a particular fox peering into the mouth of her burrow at this very moment still provides a jolt. The expectation of solitude required for this kind of surprise is, in Murie’s view, something that can be found only in the wilderness.

In the city or on the farm, cross-species encounters are either absent or too predictable to generate the surprises that will deepen understanding.

If Murie believed that the value of wilderness came largely from the opportunities it provided for solitude and surprise, then it is clear why he was opposed to the electronic surveillance techniques that were being introduced to the parks around the time he was writing A Naturalist in Alaska. The problem with radiocollars and similar devices was not simply the intrusion of technology into what Murie saw as the last remaining enclaves of pristine North American wilderness, but also their impact on the equal-opportunity economy of surprise, in which a fox in hot pursuit of a ground squirrel could be startled by a ptarmigan bursting out of the underbrush, or a scientist could stumble into the path of a wolf hurrying home. From Murie’s perspective, radiotracking looked like a means of monopolizing surprise, and as such it undermined one of the values that made wilderness worth preserving in the first place.

There is nothing innocuous about surprise; to find out that the world is other than expected is often to discover that it holds unforeseen hazards. While wolves posed little threat to Murie, bears could do serious damage, and they were a source of real and constant anxiety. Murie, too, was hardly harmless to all the creatures he met. On that late-spring day in 1940, after chasing away the black wolf’s mate, Murie crept into the den and used a willow branch to drag out three of the whimpering pups, one of whom he took back to camp “for closer observation and acquaintance.”

Surprising encounters, in this context, were signs of intimacy and steps toward understanding.

If surprise arises from a violated expectation, then the expectation that is violated most often in the pages of A Naturalist in Alaska is that of solitude. The particularities of animal behavior sometimes elicit Murie’s astonishment, but it is often merely the unexpected presence of an animal that catches him off guard. The same holds true for the animals he observes. A ground squirrel might suspect that there are foxes nearby, but the sight of a particular fox peering into the mouth of her burrow at this very moment still provides a jolt. The expectation of solitude required for this kind of surprise is, in Murie’s view, something that can be found only in the wilderness.

In the city or on the farm, cross-species encounters are either absent or too predictable to generate the surprises that will deepen understanding.

If Murie believed that the value of wilderness came largely from the opportunities it provided for solitude and surprise, then it is clear why he was opposed to the electronic surveillance techniques that were being introduced to the parks around the time he was writing A Naturalist in Alaska. The problem with radiocollars and similar devices was not simply the intrusion of technology into what Murie saw as the last remaining enclaves of pristine North American wilderness, but also their impact on the equal-opportunity economy of surprise, in which a fox in hot pursuit of a ground squirrel could be startled by a ptarmigan bursting out of the underbrush, or a scientist could stumble into the path of a wolf hurrying home. From Murie’s perspective, radiotracking looked like a means of monopolizing surprise, and as such it undermined one of the values that made wilderness worth preserving in the first place.

There is nothing innocuous about surprise; to find out that the world is other than expected is often to discover that it holds unforeseen hazards. While wolves posed little threat to Murie, bears could do serious damage, and they were a source of real and constant anxiety. Murie, too, was hardly harmless to all the creatures he met. On that late-spring day in 1940, after chasing away the black wolf’s mate, Murie crept into the den and used a willow branch to drag out three of the whimpering pups, one of whom he took back to camp “for closer observation and acquaintance.”

Stealing the pup left Murie with a lingering sense of guilt, but that, too, was part and parcel of the wilderness economy of surprise. His aim was not innocence but rather openness to other lives and other minds beyond the human—minds that were, like his own, sometimes surprised, sometimes surprising, and sometimes both at once.
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6. Olaus J. Murie, “Foreword,” in Murie, Naturalist in Alaska, xi–xii, on xii.

7. Murie, Naturalist in Alaska, 156.

Demographers in the early 1940s studying the “social and psychological factors affecting fertility” among white, native-born American couples completed a series of extensive interviews and punched the responses onto paper tabulating cards. Their worries about the peculiarities of small samples led them to interview disproportionate numbers in some classes of respondents, such as those who said they “planned” their families and yet still had many children. But that fix created a different problem: their final paper cards underrepresented more typical classes.¹ A solution lay between the pale-blue, heavy-paper covers of a small booklet—not in its few pages of text, but rather in its 26 pages, each covered top to bottom by nonsensical strings of printed digits numbering 41,600 in all.²

The booklet promised a surprise on every page—no, a surprise with every digit. Its author, L. H. C. Tippett, worked in Karl Pearson’s Department of Applied Statistics at University College, London, where he had been employing a traditional technique for coming up with random numbers to test some statistical theories. He filled a bag with paper “tickets,” each bearing a different number. Then he drew tickets from the bag. Other researchers at the time drew balls from urns or picked from shuffled cards. They had adopted the techniques of gamblers and priests to serve science. Balls, lots, tickets, or cards that had once been plucked by those seeking the thrill of uncertainty or some hint of the will of God became for statisticians machines for manufacturing statistically reliable surprises. Mathematical statisticians wanted a string of numbers that could not be explained by any logic or structure. They wanted to be sure that no one could predict what the next number in each string would be.

Tippett’s research demanded thousands of numbers, and he could not manage the process with his paper tickets. (One imagines the paper cuts.) Karl Pearson suggested he abandon the tickets, noting in a preface, “In short, ticket and cards, balls and beads fail in large scale random sampling tests; it is as difficult to get artificially true random samples as it is to sample effectively a cargo of coal or of barley.”³ Tippett visited the library of the Statistics Department instead.

Flipping through volumes of U.K. census data, he judged that the areas of each parish presented random patterns of digits. Years later he turned census figures into random numbers: “In order to avoid possible biases due to such factors as rounding, I discarded the first two and last two digits of each area, and copied down all the remaining digits, more or less in the order in which they appeared in the returns.”⁴ Future users could read the digits left to right, or in reverse, or by columns, or along diagonals to generate the greatest number of random strings possible.

Today the production of random numbers begins with an algorithm and relies on the power of the computer to generate surprise, to simulate with code the absence of logic and purpose. Tippett’s story refigures randomness as a quality to be sought among the debris left behind by the “avalanche of printed numbers.”⁵ It reminds us that statistics was, quite often, a science of the archives.⁶ And the computers in this case were not the generators of these numbers but their audience.

Pearson’s Department of Applied Statistics began publishing Tracts for Computers after it “carried out a great deal of computing work of one kind or another bearing on special war problems of a physical character” during WWI.⁷ The tracts offered the growing ranks of human computers a de facto textbook and brought into wider circulation the sort of tables that were essential to speeding calculations for complex problems: tables that included Tippett’s random sampling numbers. Audiences appear to have been greedy
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³ Tippett, “Random Sampling Numbers,” iii.
for these new resources: in the New York Public Library’s copy of Tippett’s numbers, the tables have been cut out, as were those in a similar, later tract.

Following Tippett’s library discovery, other researchers tied to Pearson’s lab through the global networks traced by its journal *Biometrika* began using his tables to test theories or design experiments. Over the next two decades, Tippett’s tables spawned new tables of statistical derivates in Kolkata and Uppsala. Those who used them also frequently took the opportunity to test the numbers for randomness and found them suitable for drawing small samples and generally devoid of any “systemization,” as a researcher at the Mayo Clinic concluded after making extensive tabulations from cards punched with the numbers—cards he used to randomize treatments in a study. Only the scale of the series presented a lasting problem: researchers needed more random numbers for larger-scale research.

Back in Indianapolis, the researchers also punched Tippett’s numbers into paper cards. They used the numbers to select 44 cases of “fecund childless couples” to duplicate and 161 cases of “fecund couples with one live birth” to duplicate plus 21 to copy two times over. By these duplications, the researchers applied the appropriate weightings to each group for the final statistical analysis. Which cards should be duplicated? Thanks to Tippett’s summer in the library, the answer came as a surprise.


---

À l’automne 1796, lors d’une course minéralogique dans le massif du Fichtelgebirge, Alexander von Humboldt voit sa boussole s’affoler soudain à l’approche d’un amas de serpentine verte, très pure : la roche semble dotée d’une polarité magnétique si puissante qu’elle a, à plusieurs mètres de distance, « détourn[é] l’aiguille aimantée de sa position naturelle ». Le voyageur raconte avoir éprouvé devant ce phénomène intempestif un vif sentiment de plaisir : le trouble déclenché par « la vue d’un phénomène nouveau » est pour lui un appel à ouvrir l’enquête. Dès ce moment, bientôt encouragé par le physicien et navigateur Jean-Charles de Borda qui lui conseille d’emporter au Nouveau Monde une boussole d’inclinaison, Humboldt fait de l’étude du géomagnétisme, phénomène dont la nature est alors mal identifiée, un objet de tous ses voyages : « Observons ; recueillons des faits indubitables ; c’est seulement ainsi que les théories physiques s’établiront sur des bases solides1. »

S’inscrivant dans la longue tradition qui, depuis Platon et Aristote, fait de la capacité humaine à admirer et à s’étonner le principe même de la connaissance, Humboldt reconnaît ainsi une portée heuristic à l’émotion que suscite la vue d’un phénomène inhabituel, extraordinaire. Symptôme d’un décalage, sinon d’une rupture, entre le savoir acquis, qui fonde l’attente, et l’observation d’un fait inattendu, insolite, la surprise est loin d’être une sensation passive, imposée de l’extérieur : elle excite chez le voyageur curiosité, questionnement, attention. À ce titre, au travers d’expressions qui disent l’étonnement, la surprise, l’émerveillement même – en allemand, Erstaunen, Überraschung, Verwunderung –, cette notion occupe dans l’écriture narrative de Humboldt une place cruciale, essentielle à l’évocation de l’activité de connaissance.

Cependant, la réaction face à l’imprévu ou à l’inconnu est loin d’être un sentiment univoque : à preuve, la variété des situations qui provoquent l’étonnement du voyageur au moment de son arrivée au Nouveau Monde en juillet 1799, et qui correspondent à des configurations cognitives très diverses. Le voici, alors qu’il vient de mettre le

pied sur le continent, près de Cumaná. Confronté à la nouveauté radicale de la faune et de la flore américaines, il tente de décrire à son frère Wilhelm l’expérience esthétique qu’a provoquée cette rencontre, la soudaine perte de repères, l’intense plaisir ressenti : « Nous nous promenons jusqu’à présent comme des fous [...]. On rejette toujours un objet pour en saisir un autre. Bonpland assure qu’il perdra les merveilles si les merveilles ne cessent pas bientôt2. » Submergés par l’émotion face à l’exubérance de la nature tropicale, les deux compagnons se trouvent dans un état d’égarement et de sidération, incapables d’aucune opération de connaissance. L’émerveillement et la désorientation restent une source d’excitation, de jubilation même ; mais ces sensations, cantonnées dans le registre émotionnel et esthétique, échappent sur le moment à toute analyse rationnelle. 

Peu après, dans les mêmes lieux, c’est une impression en complet contraste que suscite chez Humboldt la vue, non de la végétation cette fois, mais des masses rocheuses qui apparaissent à nu près de la côte. Ici, la nature et l’orientation des strates lui paraissent d’emblée familières, éveillant obscurement la réminiscence de choses déjà vues par-delà l’océan. La sensation reste celle de l’étonnement, mais le mécanisme épistémique qui la sous-tend n’est pas celui d’une rupture. Il est au contraire de l’ordre de la reconnaissance, qui permet d’établir des liens, de comparer, d’élaborer :

Lorsqu’à la fin d’une longue navigation, après avoir passé d’un océan à l’autre, l’habitant du nord aborde à une côte lointaine, il est surpris de trouver, au milieu d’une foule de productions inconnues, ces strates d’ardoise, de schiste micacé et de porphyre trapéen, qui forment les côtes arides de l’ancien continent [...]. Partout il reconnaît, et non sans une certaine émotion, au milieu d’un nouveau monde, les roches de son pays natal3.

Là où l’étrangeté du monde végétal et animal laisse le voyageur d’abord stupéfié, parce qu’elle paraît excéder toute possibilité de rap-
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prochement, le sol américain le surprend agréablement en offrant d’emblée des points de repère, des indices qui éveillent le souvenir, permettent le raisonnement, conduisent à la généralisation savante : au regard du géognoste, ces rochers attestent l’unité des phénomènes géologiques et l’universalité des lois qui, d’une rive à l’autre de l’océan, régissent la physique du globe terrestre.

Entre ces deux extrêmes – expérience du choc émotionnel face à la nouveauté de la nature américaine, sentiment de familiarité devant la structure de la terre –, tous les registres possibles de la surprise ont accompagné Humboldt au long de son voyage, forgeant le ressort psychologique et la dynamique de sa quête. Un demi-siècle plus tard, faisant retour sur son expérience, le vieil homme devait s’inquiéter à l’idée que puisse un jour s’épuiser, sous l’effet des avancées de la science mesurée et quantificatrice dont il s’était fait l’apôtre, le « charme de la nouveauté et de la surprise » dont son voyage avait été empreint.

Notre siècle, plus investigateur et maître d’un plus riche fonds d’idées, a trouvé une compensation à la perte des jouissances que faisait éprouver autrefois aux spectateurs surpris la masse impo-

sante des phénomènes de la nature. [...]. Cette conquête des temps modernes a pour garant l’observation de plus en plus pénétrante qui s’applique au jeu régulier des forces de la nature4.

Son inquiétude est bientôt levée, cependant, par la seule énumération des champs d’exploration nouveaux ouverts à la science de son temps : électromagnétisme, polarisation de la lumière, physiologie des organismes vivants, etc. Face au « vaste ensemble de merveilles qui se déroulent à nos regards comme un monde nouveau dont nous touchons à peine le seuil », l’enchantement et la surprise n’étaient pas près de disparaître de l’expérience des savants.
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As the orchestra evaporates into silence, a bassoon farts, loud and low. The music glides along serenely while the performers execute a slow-motion exodus. A recapitulation proudly appears in the wrong key, sowing confusion. A fortissimo chord crashes into a pianissimo cadence. The violins stop dead in the middle of a peppy fanfare to fix their sour lowest string. They appear to be protesting a newfangled technology, the wire-wound, gut G string.

Franz Joseph Haydn’s symphonic pranks weigh heavily in the history of European concert music. As many have noted, the master’s penchant for comic surprises augured the ascendance of a newly efficient apparatus, the orchestra, performing in a new environment, the public concert. Rendered by a large ensemble populated by seasoned performers, the slapstick effect of a loud sound in a soft passage could have the semiotic density of an omen—as Emily Dolan has put it, “an aural promise of the orchestra’s potential … signal[ing] to the listener that the entire movement plays with the idea of the orchestra.”

Haydn’s idea, however, was more than sonic. Whether subtle or slapstick, collective or individual, orchestral mischief was an expression of the will, and it seemed to emanate from the instruments themselves. Orchestral mischief thus could mirror an unruly audience, spoofing its flatulence, loud noises, and unpredictable fits. No misdeed, however, was left unassimilated in the musical order. Haydn’s maverick pranks also created a compact between composer and listener, who, as Scott Burnham proposes, is “in effect both straight man and insider, progressing from someone who is joshed to someone who gets the joke.” The musical joke enfranchised a distractible audience, enforcing keen attentiveness to a relentlessly argument of organized sounds that subsume all anomalies. As Burnham suggests, Haydn’s surprises spark a “shock of recognition [that] is no vertiginous glimpse into a solipsistic abyss but rather a surging confirmation of the self-transcending dimension of self-consciousness. [B]ecause Haydn always eventually fulfills the underlying protocols of his musical language … his style can be playful without being iconoclastic, witty without being subversive. Haydn’s playful disruptions ultimately confirm the sovereignty of Reason.”

Miming a rowdy audience with sonic jokes while taming it with a wordless affirmation of Reason is the hallmark of surprise in Haydn’s last 12 symphonies. The jokes come fast and furious in these “London” Symphonies, but they are fully sublimated, absorbed into the form. No one theatrically walks offstage mid-movement or makes a game of retuning an instrument. Surprise, when intricately woven into the warp and woof of a maximally dynamic structure, is apostrophized as the source of invention and the touchstone of contingent forms that appear and evaporate in real time.

Haydn’s most stunning musical surprise, the “fiat” chord that occurs when God calls forth light in The Creation, was, however, no joke, and it reminds us that the composer was never altogether modern. In a program note on The Creation, music critic Donald Frances Tovey called the question by insinuating the story of Haydn’s visit to the astronomers William and Caroline Herschel into the lore of the oratorio. The composer traveled to Slough to see the Herschels and their telescope on June 15, 1792, shortly after the completion of the triumphant performances of the first six London Symphonies. The occasion inspired Tovey to consider Haydn’s interest in rendering the music of the cosmos as a scientific affair. “The chaos [Haydn] intends to represent,” Tovey wrote, “is no mere state of disorder and confusion. He has a remarkably consistent notion of it, which harmonizes well enough with the Biblical account of the Creation; not less well with the classical notions of Chaos, whether in Hesiod or Ovid; but most closely with the Nebular Hypothesis of Kant and Laplace, which almost certainly attracted Haydn’s attention.”

As usual, Tovey’s comments provoke close listening, here by raising the question of a composer’s interest in cosmogony. “Being an artist,” he wryly proposed, “Haydn represents Chaos in a thinkable aspect.” In elaborating, however, he suggested that The Creation’s...
mighty opening downbeat evokes something beyond human thought. “Here is your infinite empty space.” The first thinkable event in this universe is a resounding measuring stick that subdivides a silent universe into zones defined by 2:1 frequency ratios. The ensuing motives, modulations, and chromatic harmony that compose the nebulae in this not-quite-empty space are made of pitches that subdivide octaves into 12 equal half steps, with the relationship between two proximate notes defined by a complex frequency ratio \( \frac{12}{\sqrt{2}} \approx 1.059463:1 \).

Equal temperament, facilitated by modern instrument design, migrated on many fronts from theory to practice during Haydn’s career. It reigns in glorious imperfection in his representation of chaos. The sustained dissonances and chromatic motives that coalesce in the latter phases of the formation of the universe, before God’s fiat, uncannily anticipate the music of the future: the leitmotivs and chromatic harmony of Wagner and even the atonality of Schoenberg and Webern, in which interval patterns uninformed by the possibility of ideal consonance govern musical order.

God, it seems, wanted something more: just intonation, transcendent consonance. As William Gardiner aptly described it in 1911, “At the fiat, ‘Let there be light!’ the instruments are unmuted, and the audience is lost in the refulgence of harmony.” Göde’s surprise is no more or less than a loud, long, C major triad. Pure consonance is unburdened for a few precious seconds from thinkable musical principles: norms of harmony and counterpoint and the musical jokes that affirm them. In representing the primordial chaos on the far side of divine light, Haydn anticipated negative dialectics. For the pious composer, however, the possibility of divine perfection appeared in the guise of a stunning shock of Admiration, the precondition and sine qua non of Enlightenment liberalism’s surprising jokes.

---

An informal survey of nonspecialists reveals that the most obvious point of intersection between “surprise” and “ancient science” is the “Eureka!” of Archimedes, or rather the exclamation point integral to his utterance. But, setting aside the lack of such punctuation in ancient Greek, the association fails. According to Vitruvius (De architectura, IX, Preface, 10), from whom we have received the apocryphal story, what the ancient mathematician was expressing when he devised a way to evaluate the purity of a golden crown was not surprise but joy (gaudio), however absent that emotion may be in this eighteenth-century image.

Furthermore, whatever his subjective experience, Archimedes both was and presented himself as a master of complex methods, in whose hands the subject matter of mathematics is familiar territory. Aristotle’s confident control of natural philosophy was similar, and it derived from his dual view of his subject matter. In the context of his teleological perspective, the coherence of the natural world was axiomatic. Only if napping through his lectures on the heavens would one have found oneself taken aback by the philosopher’s conclusions. In contrast, the phenomena of the sublunary world he described in Meteorology or the works on animals, not to speak of the collection of unanswered questions contained in the Problemata, might seem to offer many opportunities for surprise. Yet precisely because they were, by their very status, subject to necessity, accident, and chance, Aristotle had no commitment to their regularity, much less predictability. He was unsurprised by phenomena and the ways in which they could be understood, because he viewed the natural world as ordered and purposeful at one level, prolific and unfettered at another. The former might elicit admiration; the latter, low expectations. Neither was disconcerting.

Where, if anywhere, did surprise fit in Aristotle’s thinking? Answering entails philological choices, in order to avoid terms such as θαυμάξω, whose meanings center around “wonder,” a distinct domain into which only angels fear not to tread, and the history of which could fill a volume, were anyone willing to undertake such a daunting task. Verbs with the root “strike” (πλήσσω), notably ἐκπλήσσω and καταπλήσσω, sometimes tinged with alarm, are at least quantitatively distinguished from wonder. Aristotle himself reports that people often regard “amazement” or “stupefaction” (ἐκπλήξις) as “excessive wonder” (ὑπερβολὴν θαυμασιότητος) (Top. IV.5, 126b14-25). Indeed, he persistently associates surprise with both weakness and excess, that is, deviation from an ideal mean.

As a mental or emotional state, surprise interested Aristotle in moral and rhetorical contexts. People who were easily rattled lacked moderation. Any emotion, he explained in the Nicomachean Ethics, admits of excesses that keep people from achieving an appropriate equilibrium. Thus, neither those who are shocked by nothing nor those who are shocked by everything are capable of an appropriate modesty and sense of shame (EN II.7, 1108a34; see also: EE II.3, 1221a1 and III.7, 1233b28). If the habitus of being unduly struck by things bars one from fulfilling moral and social ideals, it also—indeed consequently—makes one a mediocre audience for serious art. The catharsis that a tragedy should produce requires the spectator to experience fear or pity, but, as Aristotle observes in the Rhetoric, those who jump every time someone says “boo” (ἐκπεπληγμένοι) are too
focused on their own situations to be susceptible to pity, while the overly brave or reckless are taken aback by nothing. (Rhet. II.6, 1385b29-34).

Surprise can have a positive function, but even when it does, its causes and effects reveal why Aristotle excludes it from the experience of the philosopher. In tragedy the mechanisms of catharsis may be served by the shock of recognition at an unwitting act. Sophocles’s Oedipus provides his example of a discovery that astounds the audience (Poet. XIV, 1454a6: ἠ ἀναγνώρισις ἐκπληκτικόν). In order to advance the goal of producing wonder, it is permissible for art to make a work more astonishing (ἐκπληκτικώτερον) by deviating from the truth, something that is not permissible in politics (Poet. XXV, 1460b13-25). In such cases, the author, by the use of rhetorical devices, may produce surprise in the audience, in whom it gives rise to emotional and ethical effects. Sometimes these are negative, as when an orator gives the false impression of speaking the truth, stupefying (καταπλήττον) listeners with empty sounds (Rhet. III.7, 1408a20-25).

But even if they are positive, the cause is not the truth and the effect is not knowledge. Surprise is thus dissociated from science.

In fact, surprise may be a reaction that separates the sheep from the goats, the connoisseur of nature from its mere audience. In that spirit, the first-century BCE Aristotelian De mundo expresses pity for small-minded people who are overawed (ἐκπληκτικῶτερον) by ordinary things like a cave or a mountain (DM I, 391a24). Aristotle himself seems to have been amused by those who failed to appreciate the abundance of variety in the natural world. Historia animalium mentions the enormous range in the size of internal organs within a species, apparent in sacrificial victims. He cites the island of Naxos, where “nearly all quadrupeds [have] such a large [gallbladder] that foreigners are shocked [ἐκπλήττον] when offering a sacrifice, supposing it is their own personal omen, but it is its nature” (HA I.17, 496b26-29).

Archimedes may have aimed to create a sense of surprise in his readers by the use of elaborate stylistic strategies. Aristotle had no such aim, although—indeed because—he recognized the rhetorical and psychological mechanisms involved. Neither admitted to having been caught off guard himself. Over the years, nature continued to deliver her surprises to nonscientists—consider the courtly recipients of electrical shocks. But the romance of the astonished scientist became hard to resist. By the time of the engraving, 1737, being caught off guard had changed valence and function. Both the philosopher and his audience look surprised, if for different reasons, and one could substitute Galvani with his frog for Archimedes with his crown. Bonnet was taken aback, even shocked, to discover that the pucerone he had been observing was a pucerone. In addition, however, the emotion that disciplined attentiveness produced in Bonnet was, by his own account, delight—perhaps akin to the joy that disciplined reasoning had produced in Archimedes.

---

Robert Plot, L.L.D., F.R.S., first curator of the Ashmolean, secretary of the Royal Society, Oxford professor of Chymistry, antiquarian, naturalist, and writer, grew up in Kent, where he heard a strange story that had been going around for generations: the story of a dream dreamed in 1586 by Sir Henry Wotton’s father Thomas, an estate manager in Boughton Malherbe, Kent, while Henry was a student at Oxford.

Plot owed the genre he is sometimes credited with inventing, the “natural history” of British places, to William Lambard, author of the *Perambulation of Kent* (1576)—dedicated to the Kentish dreamer Thomas Wotton! Plot’s contributions, natural histories of Oxfordshire (1677) and Staffordshire (1686), aimed to initiate a series describing in its natural entirety each county of England and Wales. In 1674 he had published a template for inquiries, inviting “the Ingenious of each County in my Travels” to contribute “informations”—preferably “strange”—in writing. *Enquiries* was revised in 1679 and 1693, but queries for the category “men and women” barely changed. In 1679, in a world without anthropology, sociology, or psychology, it asked, in sum,

*Know you of any strange accidents that have befallen Men or Women? Of any prodigious births, numerous Offspring, Hermaphrodites [sic]? Men or Women extreamly alike? of prodigious memories? Of extraordinary stature, either in excess or defect? of any that have strange antipathies to meat, drinks, animals, &c? of unusual fastings, sleep, dreams that have strangely come to pass? of Men of extream age, of sudden deaths? or of any reputed dead that have strangely come to life again? Know you of anything remarkable that attends a Family in their lives, or death? Are there any ancient Sepulchers hereabout of Men of Gigantick stature, Roman Generals, or others of ancient times? Has there ever been any certain apparitions hereabout? Know you of any strange customs now in use in this place? or any strange confusions in consanguinity or affinity?*

After 1674 he deleted “Know you of any Monstrous creatures to be seen in this Countreye?” Subsequent travels may have disappointed him (or he had not encountered the legless skink of Hampshire).

*The Natural History of Oxfordshire*, following an account of a madened squad of Poltergeister attacking Puritan Commissioners who set up a canteen in the former “King’s Bedchamber” at Woodstock’s manor house, relates a dream of Wotton’s that solved a crime.

Thomas Wotton, a little before his death dreamed, that the University treasury was robbed by Towns-men and poor Scholars, and that the number was five. And being that day to write to his Son Henry ... at Oxford, he thought it worth so much pains, as by a Postscript in his Letter, to make a slight enquiry of it. The Letter (which was writ out of Kent, and dated three days before) came to his Sons hands the very morning after the night in which the robbery was committed; and when the University and City were both in a perplext Inquest of the Thieves, then did Mr. Wotton show his Fathers Letter, by which such light was given of this work of darkness, that the five guilty persons were presently discovered, and apprehended.1

Although police still “solve” crimes by means of dreams and ESP, that is because the police are not interested in reason: their value is effectiveness. Are they surprised when dreams locate bodies?

A still stranger surprise lurks in the writing. Plot introduces the dream (itself a “work of darkness”) as “a remarkable Dream of Thomas Wotton Esq; ... whose dreams did usually prove true. The dream, ‘tis true, of which I am now writing, was had at Bocton in Kent, but the most important concern of it relating to Oxford, I thought fit rather of the two to place it here”. This conundrum—the proper bibliographical location, among Plot’s Baconian histories, of a Kentish dream with consequences for the Oxford constabulary and “five guilty persons”—shocked me into a series of questions I have pursued ever since (starting at MPI’s Abteilung II). What is a prophetic dream, that a Professor of Chemistry and Secretary of the Royal Society could see it as part of the “natural history” of anywhere.

---

1 Robert Plot, *The Natural History of Oxfordshire: Being an Essay Toward the Natural History of England* (1676), 210-211. The following quotation is taken from the same source.
“with rocks, and stones, and trees”? What is natural history, that this dream belongs to it? What is a place, that it could be hard to say whether its presence in a dream or the location of the dreamer’s body determines it? Is a place in a book, is Oxfordshire a book? What is thought, if a dream can do its work so easily? What is sight, if a dream can do its work in the dark? What is inquiry, if a dream can do it in our sleep? What are facts, when a dream knows them and the police do not? What is distance (whatever place is!) if a dream can cross it instantaneously? What is a County, if the categorical identity of a dream depends upon it? How is it different from a Book about one? Why does this dream “fit” better in Oxfordshire than in Kent?

I have no room to answer these questions. The work of many is necessary to arrive at a moment of structural understanding or familiarity that comprehends the phenomena together, in a flash of insight. But we share many of these questions with Plot himself. If wonder is, as Plot’s hero Bacon claimed, “broken knowledge,” then for all our nanotechnology, neuroscience, and driverless cars, we are broken still. In fact, scientists like it that way. Without the shocking pleasure of surprise (shared with travelers and aficionados of professional magic), it’s just another useful job. The alchemist Plot has discovered the collective nature of his work but does not mean to give up its private aesthetic thrill.

All people are desired, to whom these Articles of Enquiry shall come, maturely to deliberat [sic] each particular, and to answer as many of them as they can, ... and to have their Answers written in a Paper apart, to lie ready against the Undertaker of this Design shall call for them, in case they should then be absent from home; for which all persons shall receive due acknowledgements ...; and if they shall communica[t] any secret, shall be gratified with the suitable return of another.
“Admirose un portugués
de ver que en su tierna infancia
todos los niños en Francia
sabían hablar francés.
“Arte diabólica es”,
dijo, torciendo el mostacho,
“que para hablar en gabacho
un fidalgo en Portugal
llega a viejo y lo habla mal;
y aquí, lo parla un muchacho.”
Moratín, “Saber sin estudiar” (ca. 1870)

This satirical epigram by Nicolás Fernández de Moratín (1737–1780) tells the story of a Portuguese gentleman who, traveling to France, admires the “diabolic trick” by which even children speak better French than he can after years of intense study. Here, surprise is an amusing measure of ignorance: the joke is on the one who is surprised. The term surprise, likely of military provenance, compares a knowing subject to an ignorant one and gives the former strategic advantage; to be taken by surprise is etymologically coincident with the Latin prehendere. This version of surprise has also been implied by standard ways of writing the history of scientific error.

This is true for popularizers of science. Take for instance Benito Jerónimo Feijoo (1676–1764), who tells the same story as Moratín in the context of a series of pedagogical tales. He conceived these tales as tools against ignorance and false wit, from which came “so many miracles, apparitions of death, ghosts and elves, so many portents of magic and so many wonders of nature. Hoping to become admirable, people invent prodigious things, and vulgar people believe the most extraordinary things to be ordinary.” Feijoo’s program was one of disenchantment, and this required ridiculing vulgar surprise and awe through reasonable explanation.

---

1 A story he attributed to Antoine Le Métel d’Ouville, etc.
2 “Chistes de N,” Teatro crítico universal 6 (1734).
And it was also true for early philosophers. According to both Plato and Aristotle, astonishment and wonder were nothing less than the source of all philosophical investigation. But the intended outcome of those investigations was precisely the erasure of wonder: a satisfied curiosity might be wise, but it is no longer curious. For St. Augustine and St. Thomas Aquinas, on the other hand, the gulf between ignorance and wisdom was the unbridgeable distance between our knowledge and God’s. Wonder inhabited that gap. Such understandings of wonder would make the history of knowledge into the history of the elimination of surprise, gauging the ignorance of previous generations by recounting how former marvels became explained and normalized through the discovery of hitherto hidden causes.

Is that all there is to wonder? On the contrary, historians of science have worked hard to reenchant the past. Discussing *Wonder*, a book in which Philip Fisher challenges Descartes’s unsurprising program, Raine Daston asks incredulously, “[Does] one man’s wonder become another man’s raised eyebrow?” As she has shown in other places, the more phenomena were explained by the sciences and the more wonders were normalized, the more exceptions appeared calling for an explanation. Tighter rules lead to the proliferation of exceptions.

What does all this have to do with mutating oceans? Well, scientists, including oceanographers, have also used surprising surprises to legitimize their new approaches. In 1992, oceanographer Carl Wunsch suggested shifting paradigms: “Why does the oceanographic literature have so many papers expressing surprise when some element of the circulation appears to be changing? … [E]xpressions of surprise ought to be reserved for a determination that something has not changed over some time interval.” Wunsch’s paper, “Decade-to-Century Changes in the Ocean Circulation,” appeared in *Oceanography* as a manifesto for increasing the scale of physical oceanography. Zooming out from giving attention to local fluctuations to a global and longue durée–oriented perspective, Wunsch argued, would reveal that ocean currents and circulation were constantly changing in response to climatic changes and other factors.

The stakes of scale were simultaneously epistemological and ontological. Because of difficulties in observing the oceans and the scarcity of data, physical oceanographers had “resorted to treating data taken over many years and decades as though it were simultaneous,” losing “sight of the fact that a steady-state ocean had been assumed and not demonstrated.” Throughout the twentieth century, observers of ocean dynamics had mathematized the relationships between oceanic physical quantities (such as temperature and salinity). Scientists from Albert Defant (1884–1974) to Henry Stommel (1920–1992) sought to develop laws and theories of circulation that would help them in mapping and explaining the movement of water masses and in differentiating local contingent flows from fixed systems and patterns.

But the natural sciences seem to be becoming increasingly historical. As Norton Wise and others have argued, they aim at explaining no longer through laws but rather by narrating change. Similarly, a historical ocean requires not observation and deduction but monitoring and tracking. Wunsch was one of the main scientists in charge of designing the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE). The WOCE was a huge transnational project that deployed instruments from thermometers to satellites to measure variables like temperature and salinity across the world throughout an entire year. Given the necessary investments, it was unthinkable to sustain research for longer, but Wunsch hoped similar efforts could be carried out in
The modern scientific article is not notorious for its displays of affect. The format of such articles is designed to eliminate the subjective and personal: methods, procedures, results, conclusions, all presented in a form of scientific plain-speak. Indeed, as Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison, among others, have demonstrated, by the nineteenth century most western scientists were embracing a form of objectivity that idealized the mechanical production of data, with scientists positioned as modest witnesses, reporting without embellishing or distorting.  

I highlight the affectlessness of the modern scientific paper in order to underscore an unusual feature of the way in which psychologist Henry H. Goddard discussed his “discovery” and adoption of the 1908 Binet-Simon Intelligence scale. In 1906, Goddard was appointed psychologist at the New Jersey Training School for Feebleminded Girls and Boys in Vineland and tasked with conducting research on feeblemindedness, particularly its accurate diagnosis. Alerted in 1908 to Alfred Binet and Théodore Simon’s 1905 publication of a new way to assess intellectual ability, their intelligence scale, Goddard soon thereafter began experimenting with it. However, he found the scale of only limited value and responded skeptically to the 1908 revision, reporting later, in 1916: “It seemed impossible to grade intelligence in that way. It was too easy, too simple.”

There is no contemporaneous account of Goddard’s reaction to his experience with the scale. What we do have is a series of retrospective remarks starting in 1910 and continuing until at least 1923. In each, Goddard portrays himself as having been “amazed” by the 1908 scale and what it could accomplish. “No one can use the tests on any fair number of children,” he explained in a 1910 article, “without
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1 Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison, Objectivity (New York: 2007).
becoming convinced that ... the tests do come amazingly near what we feel to be the truth in regard to the mental status of any child tested.”

A year later Goddard lauded the tests for “their amazing accuracy,” and in a 1916 account described himself as “surprised.”

Finally, in a 1923 letter to Kimball Young Goddard explained: “When I read Binet’s ‘Measuring Scale,’ I rejected it as too formal and exact. I thought ‘mind’ could not be measured in that way. ... [However] the more I used it the more amazed I was at its accuracy.”

Whatever Goddard’s initial reaction may have been, what did it mean to invoke the language of amazement in these various reports recounting his first experiences with the scale? Typically, when Goddard remarked on his astonishment, he did so in the context of the close correspondence he discovered between the test results and the assessments arrived at by the staff at Vineland. A critical challenge facing the first generation of mental testing practitioners was demonstrating that their tests “worked.”

This was no easy task, as there was no agreed upon alternative system for scientifically assessing intelligence. The fallback was to rely on human judgment, gained on the basis of extensive experience with the individuals at issue, and to match that to the performance of the instrument. Goddard claimed just such a correlation between the Binet results and “Institution experience.” While he could have simply presented this match between the two forms of assessment without further comment, Goddard instead included allusions to his affective response. I would like to suggest they served at least two functions.

First, “amazement” helped Goddard make an epistemic claim that something new and of consequence had occurred. The instrument in Goddard’s hands allowed scientists to do something heretofore not possible: assess intelligence directly and accurately. This was, for Goddard, unexpected—a deviation from the way in which human mentality had been understood (“I thought ‘mind’ could not be measured in that way”). He tried the scale out only because he hoped it would be of some pragmatic value in classifying Vineland residents. “Amazement” helped to mark the novelty of what the scale was actually able to accomplish; moreover, it may also have suggested that there was an element of the uncanny. How could a psychological instrument do what had before required long experience and expert judgment? The mechanical amazed at the same time as it threatened the very expertise that had given it birth, a doubleness that may have haunted many of those who embraced mechanical forms of objectivity.

Second, “amazement” was also a moral claim, in this case about Goddard himself. Goddard the scientist had to appear sober and upright, immune to the temptation to announce something extraordinary in order to enhance his reputation. Representing himself as astonished allowed Goddard to underscore his modesty, that he was simply revealing and reporting what was really there and was as surprised as anyone else. This may have been particularly important for the Binet scale results where, as Goddard makes clear, the experience of administering the tests constituted a critical part of the process of becoming convinced by them. “The more I used it,” Goddard wrote Young, “the more amazed I was at its accuracy.”

Experience is not something easily transferred; trusting someone else’s experience requires trusting that they were the right sort of person to have the experience and report it faithfully. Thus, Goddard’s oft-repeated self-report that he was amazed may have helped bring attention not only to what he found, but also to his own persona as someone with the right demeanor to find it.

I do not want to hang too much on Goddard’s reports of amazement. Doubtless psychologists would have found his results of interest whether or not he reported his surprise at what the new instrument could accomplish. But I do think his desire to include such remarks illuminates something important about the role of affect in
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5 Henry H. Goddard, The Binet-Simon Measuring Scale for Intelligence (Vineland: 1911); and Goddard, “Editor’s Introduction,” 5.
8 Young, “History of Mental Testing,” 35.
scientific practice. Here, amazement and surprise help remind us of the deep entanglements of the moral and natural orders in the doing, if not the reporting, of modern science.

Vertige interprétatif

Karine Chemla

1984 marqua un tournant dans l’histoire de la documentation avec laquelle nous étudions les mathématiques en Chine ancienne. Au paravant, l’ouverture de tombes scellées dans les derniers siècles avant notre ère avait exhumé de véritables « bibliothèques ». Cet hiver-là, les archéologues découvrirent, dans l’ensemble de manuscrits que recelait la tombe 247 à Zhangjiashan, probablement fermée vers 186 avant notre ère, un texte mathématique. Les plus vieux manuscrits mathématiques connus jusqu’alors provenaient de la cache de Dunhuang, murée vers l’an 1000, tandis que les livres les plus anciens au texte desquels nous pouvions remonter par des arguments directs dataient, eux, au mieux, du 1er siècle avant notre ère. La découverte d’Écrits sur les procédures mathématiques représentait donc un événement majeur, qui éclairait des siècles sur lesquels nous ne savions rien.


Les hasards des séminaires firent qu’un jour Daniel Morgan me posa une question ô combien pertinente : pourquoi trouve-t-on des erreurs dans des sections d’Écrits portant la signature de correcteurs anciens ? Clairement, un texte mathématique donne prise à l’identification des erreurs de façon spécifique et leur analyse constitue un puissant moyen pour étudier les modalités de production d’un écrit. C’est dans cette perspective que Daniel et moi, conjuguant les compétences de l’étude des manuscrits et de l’histoire des mathématiques,
décidâmes d’examiner systématiquement les erreurs que contenu comme phrasé d’Écrits permettaient de déceler. Il fallait, pour cela, reprendre au début le déchiffrement du manuscrit, pour éviter d’attribuer nos erreurs de lecture aux scribes anciens.

Un matin, Daniel me confia sa perplexité. Son réexamen montrait que le document avait été écrit par deux mains différentes. Dans certaines sections comme « Réduire la largeur », qui occupait les lattes 164 à 181, ces deux mains alternaient même l’une l’autre y compris au milieu d’une phrase. Sur l’écran qui figurait une dizaine de lattes, Daniel traça la ligne invisible où la première main s’effaçait au profit la seconde. « Vois-tu où tu mets le doigt ? », m’exclamai-je. La section « Réduire la largeur » se composait de paragraphes de longueurs différentes, mais à la structure répétitive. Il me sauta donc aux yeux que si le tracé de la ligne invisible paraissait aléatoire, le passage de relais se produisait toujours au même endroit de la procédure mathématique, répétée, dans les divers paragraphes, sur des valeurs numériques différentes.

Le dessin des caractères invitait à distinguer formellement, dans chaque paragraphe, deux zones de texte, qui, d’un paragraphe à l’autre, s’avéraient être les mêmes au regard du sens mathématique. Progressivement, d’autres différences se manifestèrent entre les deux parties ainsi distinguées. En effet, Écrits comporte des tables numériques, systématiquement consignées sous la forme de listes de clauses séparées les unes des autres par des signes de ponctuation. En gros, dans chaque paragraphe de « Réduire la largeur », la première main n’écrivait que la partie tabulaire du texte, tandis que la seconde n’inscrivait que du texte continu relatif aux calculs effectués. La première main rédigeait de façon complète tandis que la seconde abrégait toujours. L’opposition formelle entre les deux zones coïncidait donc avec des différences de contenu aussi bien que d’expression mathématiques, que, dans le même temps, elle exhaustait.

L’ensemble des traits matériels de ces lattes imposait de revoir notre interprétation du sens et de la nature du document : contrairement à ce que les exégètes y avaient lu, nous n’avions pas affaire à un exposé mathématique, mais à des notes produites dans un contexte d’apprentissage, où la première main paraissait guider la seconde. Les calculs que cette seconde main rapportait de façon abrégée n’étaient pas copiés d’un autre document, mais reportaient les résultats d’opérations qui venaient d’être effectuées à titre d’exercice. Au lieu d’omissions de copistes, nous lisions désormais des notes produites en apprenant. Bref, la forme des caractères nous avait mis sur la voie d’une nouvelle interprétation du sens du texte et des modalités de sa production.


Dans les deux cas, les points signalaient des erreurs, tout juste celles que j’avais décelées. Une présence les avait apposés, et, par réaction, le scribe avait répété la copie pour la corriger. La corrélation des marques et de la répétition montrait que la reprise des caractères illustrait un mode de correction d’erreurs, dans un espace où scribe en cours d’apprentissage et auteur de points interagissaient. Or c’était, dans ce cas, la première main, et non pas la deuxième, qui avait formé les caractères d’« Inscrire de façon erronée sur un certificat ». Marques et écritures trahissaient donc un monde de plus en plus peuplé d’individus, dont il nous fallait lire les identités dans les traces. Leurs interactions avaient façonné tant le texte que l’apparence d’Écrits.
De plus, si c’était apparemment par copie qu’« Inscrire de façon erronée sur un certificat » avait été produite avant d’être insérée dans Écrits, l’acte textuel qui avait présidé à la réalisation écrite de « Réduire la largeur » semblait différent. Au total, les diverses sections paraissaient donc avoir été le fruit d’opérations scripturales variées. L’hypothèse qu’Écrits était un ouvrage composé de sections semblables succombait sous les témoignages de ces traces. Il fallait interpréter plus localement, en lisant tout à la fois les mots et la matière. Deux mains. Deux points. Et l’interprétation bascule.

Les écrits anciens se lisent le plus souvent dans des éditions modernes, qui ont gommé traces de mains et autres marques. Que reste-t-il du sens des textes ?

“1 hardly know of any experiment that is more likely to amaze and surprise than this is,” wrote Priestley, concerning the counterintuitive diminution of volume occurring on mixing nitrous and atmospheric air, his foundational eudiometric experiment. He characterized the earlier, famous Leyden vial experiment in comparable terms, “to this day, justly viewed with astonishment by the most profound electricians.” His paradigm of such unexpected events was the resurrection of Christ, whose unquestionable death and resurrection were in addition “peculiarly favourable to the design of providence.”

Priestley’s epistemic grasp of such events was indeed providentialist, an aspect of his attempt to detect God’s “different footsteps,” not the legible forms of divine creation in the space of nature, rather the less discernible traces of the deity’s action in the temporality of human history.

Varying degrees of providentialism were not unusual in eighteenth-century historiography. Less usual was Priestley’s insistence upon the actions of particular providence, not merely the general or ordinary providence of divine administration but the purposive providential attention to particular events, their historical sequence, and their consequence. Within these, recent scientific development received specific emphasis, the “amazing improvements in natural knowledge which have been made within the last century... [by which] there appears to me a very particular providence in the concurrence of those circumstances which have produced so great a change.” Primary examples were “the most unexpected revolutions... as in the history of electricity, and now in the discoveries relating to air;” the results, that is, of both his own and his friend Benjamin Franklin’s scientific research.

These, then, were signs of the times, but to describe such times as Priestley understood them requires further elucidation. More re-
The accelerated pace of scientific progress, typified by unexpected, fundamental discoveries whose historical significance was specified by Priestley’s profoundly religious epistemics of amazement, was thus not simply a providential matter. These signs were portents, designating the contemporary period as a providentially designed path to the prophesied catastrophes that would precede Christ’s return and a general resurrection, followed by a millennium devoted to true religion and the further pursuit of the truths of natural knowledge, a pursuit, Priestley believed, in which his resurrected being would participate.

Now, Priestley and his fellow Rational Dissenters are with some regularity assimilated into the historiography of the Enlightenment in Britain, although such work can tend either to marginalize or ignore the numerous apocalyptic and millennial expressions of his thought. He was undoubtedly a progressivist and a perfectibilist and thought himself an active participant in an enlightened age. Yet this light, this scientific progress, and its telos in a millennially perfected human nature was no bland expression of religiosity, for it was scripturally founded and prophetically motivated. As such, it is very far from the irreligious Enlightenment of Voltaire or Diderot, of Hume or Gibbon, the latter even suggesting the attention of the civil magistracy to Priestley’s writings. These might indeed be said to contain elements of the religious enthusiasm, superstition, and fanaticism the irreligious strove to extirpate. It may then be the case that Priestley’s amazement is, or ought to be, accompanied by this surprise to the historiography of the Enlightenment. There would be a disconcertingly steep historiographical admission price to pay, were conventional interpretive practice to include Priestley’s apocalyptic Enlightenment within its analysis.

5 Priestley, Experiments, xxiii, xxv, xxvii.
6 Joseph Priestley, A General History of the Christian Church, from the Fall of the Western Empire to the Present Time (Northumberland, PA: 1802), xvii.
7 Priestley, Lectures, 452.
8 Joseph Priestley, An History of the Corruptions of Christianity (Birmingham, UK: 1782), 483–484.

I rarely read something strange, even startling, in twentieth-century biology. But a 1924 passage by Herbert Spencer Jennings, on the metamorphosis of a Mexican salamander, left me incredulous. These aquatic salamanders, he claimed, reproduced true to form in captivity and could do so indefinitely. Their traits were even inherited in Mendelian fashion. However, when placed in drier conditions, the salamanders changed dramatically. Their bodies became smaller and less flat, the gills disappeared, and the animals moved onto land where they breathed air. They reproduced in captivity, but their tadpoles grew up to leave the water, maturing to live on land. The terrestrial variant also exhibited patterns of Mendelian inheritance. As Jennings observed, “Here we have two extremely different sets of inherited characters; which one shall appear is determined by the environmental character under which the organism develops. Both sets are hereditary characters; both sets are environmental characters.” So perfectly Lamarckian the giraffe might be jealous.

I teach Jennings’s “Heredity and Environment” in my history of biology class. It is a valuable statement by a geneticist in response to the misleading simplifications of popular eugenics. He famously asserts, “Nothing can be more certain than that hundreds of genes are required to make a mind—even a feeble mind.” One year a student asked me about the Mexican salamander. I tracked it down, expecting to turn up Jennings’s erroneous source. Instead, I discovered his description to be accurate and its transformation widely documented. Not only that. The axolotl (as it is called) is a popular pet and an important model organism—studied by biologists since the late nineteenth century because of its phenomenal ability to regenerate body parts as well as transform type. The salamander graces the cover of Stephen Jay Gould’s Ontogeny and Phylogeny, an exemplar of neoteny, the persistence of juvenile traits in adult form. Verging on extinction in the wild due to pollution and invasive species in its

---

two native lakes, the axolotl survives in captivity. In the last two decades, its artificial existence as a species has become a cautionary tale about environmental degradation.

*Ambystoma mexicanum*, as the species is now known, was part of the diet of Mexican Indians for thousands of years. The animal was called axolotl for the Aztec god Xolotl, perhaps contributing to the mythology of this shape-shifting deity. Europeans learned of the axolotl after Cortés’s troops reached Mexico City, in codices by Spanish friars, and a 1615 natural history by Francisco Ximénez. Alexander von Humboldt sketched the axolotl on his South American travels at the turn of the nineteenth century, publishing his description and drawings in 1806. Georges Cuvier obtained preserved axolotls (and other Mexican salamanders) from Humboldt. Among other species of Amphibia, an adult form existed that was entirely air-breathing. But no adult terrestrial form of the axolotl was known. Cuvier argued the axolotl must be the larva for an unidentified species.

In 1863, General Forey of the French Expeditionary Forces in Mexico sent 33 black and one white axolotl to the Jardin zoologique d’acclimatation in Paris. Six of these salamanders were given to Auguste Duméril, professor of ichthyology and herpetology at Muséum d’histoire naturelle. Duméril successfully bred the salamanders in captivity. In 1866 there were already 800 progeny. That same year he acquired a rare white axolotl from Léon-Eugène Méhédin. Duméril provided axolotls to individuals and institutions who requested them, even shipping them by train. Consequently, his initial set of seven became the stock for hundreds of thousands of axolotls found across Europe by the beginning of the twentieth century.

It was Duméril who first witnessed the metamorphosis of the gilled, aquatic form into the land-based form. The terrestrial amphibian, previously identified as a different species, also bred true to type in captivity. Duméril’s 1865 observation of the transformation was met with skepticism and inspired renowned biologists, such as August Weissmann, to study the axolotls directly. By 1870, the year Duméril died, the biological explanation of the axolotl’s transformation remained unknown, but its reality was unquestioned. The salamanders were thriving in European zoos, laboratories, and residences. As Christian Reiß, Lennart Olsson, and Uwe Hoßfeld observe, the emergence of aquaria as a new zoological infrastructure for science and recreation was crucial to the flourishing of axolotls in captivity. Axolotls were, in fact, the first exotic animals bred in aquaria.

Axolotls are haunting, beguiling creatures. The pale pink skin and fleshy faces of some make them look strangely humanoid. Countless artists have portrayed them, often as monsters or hybrids. They are symbols of metamorphosis in literature, most famously in Julio Cortázar’s 1956 short story “Axolotl.” The tale is set at the *Jardin des Plantes* in Paris, early in spring after a wintry Lent. The narrator visits the aquarium and becomes obsessed with the axolotls. He returns day after day, transfixed in front of the glass, and then, at some point, is transformed: “Now I am an axolotl.” (Kafka, meet magic realism.) From the other side of the glass, the narrator consoles himself with the hope that the visitor will “write a story about us.” I would add, one that is as wonderful and sad as the axolotl’s history.

Strange-ing—Encounter—Site

Rohini Devasher
Encounter

Directly ahead, the ground was indeed completely flat; to right and left, at the limits of the floodlit area, the rising curve could just be detected. They might have been walking along a very wide, shallow valley; it was quite impossible to believe that they were really crawling along the inside of a huge cylinder, and that beyond this little oasis of light the land rose up to meet—no, to become—the sky.¹

An unidentified object enters our solar system. Soon it transpires that the object is a perfect cylinder—54 km long, 20 km in diameter—and it’s heading straight for the sun. This is Arthur C. Clarke’s 1973 novel Rendezvous with Rama. What follows is a lean and gradual unfolding of what lies within that alien cylinder—the Rama of the title: a world turned outside in, with a cylindrical sea that arches above the explorers’ heads, possible cities dotted around the inner circumference and artificial light provided by three linear suns, embedded in giant trenches in the walls. Yet Rama the unfamiliar has strangely familiar undertones.

I first read the book more than 20 years ago, but Rama’s “climate,” if you will, has stayed with me, with its peculiar quality of light, ideas of interiority, inversion, and strangeness—not of haunting but of wonder. The theme of encounters between the “natural” and “technological,” “human” and “non-human,” where surprising intersecting patterns between the two are made visible, is something I continue to explore through my work today.

¹ Clarke Arthur C., Rendezvous with Rama (1973).

Site

A site will never be what you expected. Neither will your reaction to the site be what was expected. The landscape, weather, your tools; the camera, audio recorder, sketchbook: all function differently. Circumstances come together to force you to do what you can under a very specific set of circumstances. Once you have collected and recorded what you “could,” you make something of this collection, not of what you thought you might collect. You begin to speculate, to create fictions. My visit to the Mount Aso caldera during a 2014 trip to Japan was one such experience. Arriving there, within throwing distance of the most incredible active volcano, I realized I had forgotten the tripod camera mounting plate. As a consequence, I had to shoot all the footage with the camera on the ground. The result was a fascinating juxtaposition of foreground and background that would perhaps not have been possible with a tripod.

Spheres, a video- and drawing-based work, is the closest I have come to capturing or expressing the “climate” I associate with Clarke’s book. The work lies somewhere between reality and fiction. The raw material or video footage was shot on site at the Caldera. But in the work, it is reimagined so that we seem to be looking inside some form of hollowed out space; a sphere? We see a volcanic cinder cone crater, which stands as a sentinel of past upheaval; we see mist, cloud and fog, a distant horizon, an atmosphere. A sun, possibly artificial, simulates a daylight cycle, illuminating and obscuring the landscape by turns—a recognizable pattern in an otherwise strange but not entirely alien landscape. The landscape, because of its scale, provides an almost mythic realization of oneself within an environment. Eventually, the film will be projected onto a wall drawing, where video and drawn marks will interact in unexpected ways and complete the work.
For me, surprise has come to be a crucial part of the site, as an activator, or catalyst. When applied as a mode or methodology within art, surprise allows you to explore something new. It opens up a space for the investigation of something unfamiliar rather than, necessarily, a moment of acquiring knowledge.

**Strange-ing**

*Spheres* explores the interconnectedness of our relationship to the planet and offers a perspective that may be useful to our imagination of our future in both shaping and living within it. The work becomes a proposition, both geographic and metaphoric, of an attempt to imply the unobservable on the basis of what can be observed. The images conjured are a species of “chimera.” They are one thing, standing in for something else, pushing the limits of the known and the imagined.

What is that moment when the unexpected comes in and forces you to pay attention? Turning something on its head, asking the question “what if!” offers the possibility of chance and the equally real possibility of disappointment, and when it walks the line of the uncanny, it can change how we see the world.

Studies on creative problem solving have shown that one way of gaining new perspectives on a problem is to juxtapose it with something completely unrelated, thereby making the familiar ... strange. I like the analogy of a mirror in this context, not just because it references both the telescope and the microscope but also because when you mirror something, it is reversed, and very often that reversal is enough to make something familiar very strange.

Strange-ing then becomes a strategy for encountering, observing, and finally recording both environment and experience, while walking a fine line between wonder and the uncanny.

---

Rien ne semble plus étranger à la statistique que l'imprévu. Celle-là est la science de la régularité, de la répétition, de la liste, alors que celui-ci est surprise, inattendu, singularité. Pourtant, que serait un imprévu s'il ne contrastait sur un fond de régularités ? Symétriquement, la régularité n'émerge-t-elle pas d'événements qui, initialement, étaient chacun surprenant ? Il serait donc bien trop simple, voire erroné, de limiter le lien entre statistique et imprévu à leur mutuelle exclusion. Ils se rapportent l'un à l'autre selon des modalités bien plus riches.

Les statisticiens sont à la recherche de régularités pour quantifier le monde. Par exemple, ils recherchent des registres (comme ceux de l'état civil) dont chaque ligne répète méthodiquement la précédente. Ils cherchent aussi des cartes géographiques dessinant des zones de taille comparable dans lesquelles ils envoient des enquêteurs. Ils cherchent tous les supports réguliers, répétitifs, grâce auxquels ils peuvent concrètement dénombrer des individus.

Mais la régularité est dans les listes, pas dans l'activité de recherche de ces listes, pour laquelle l'imprévu joue bien souvent un rôle capital. Ainsi, au début du XXème siècle, le Ministère de l'agriculture des États-Unis (USDA) avait organisé un réseau d'enquêteurs sur tout le territoire, un dans chaque état, chargé d'établir les statistiques de production des principales cultures. Verne Church, le responsable du Michigan, remarqua tout de suite l'importance locale du cornichon, pourtant négligé par les statistiques fédérales. Il voulut absolument démontrer le poids économique de cette culture. C'est alors que la chance lui sourit. En voyage dans un train, il rencontra par hasard un représentant de commerce en sel qui, gracieusement, lui « a donné la liste complète des usines » de conditionnement du noble cornichon local ! Cette précieuse liste constituait le support matériel parfait pour compter le condiment. Ainsi, la statistique repose certes sur des répétitions, mais ces dernières surgissent volontiers de façon imprévue1.

---

C’est d’ailleurs la raison pour laquelle il ne faut pas croire à l’image du statisticien rond de cuir, bêtes et terne que la comédie du XIXème siècle leur a construit. Au contraire, les bons statisticiens sont rusés et malins car ils apprennent à susciter leur bonne étoile.

Si l’imprévu est un ingrédient, souvent inaperçu, entrant dans la méthode de production des statistiques, il arrive aussi souvent qu’il en soit l’objet. Ainsi, c’est pour se donner une certaine maîtrise sur les jeux de hasards et pour répartir les paiements, que les Lumières ont utilisé les probabilités. Mais lorsque les statistiques ont cherché à comprendre l’imprévu, celui-ci consistait plus souvent en accidents néfastes. Ainsi, l’Etat providence constitué au début du XXème siècle est entré en lutte contre la maladie, l’accident au travail, la mort, que chacun connaît mais sans savoir ni quand, ni comment ils vont frapper. Les actuaires, ces statisticiens spécialisés dans l’assurance, ont su produire des tables qui agrégeaient ces occurrences pour une population totale, ce qui fit apparaître leur régularité. Ce fut en rapportant les occurrences à une population et non à un individu, que les statisticiens ont trouvé des répétitions, grâce auxquelles les gouvernements ont pu répartir le coût parmi les assurés.

Puis au début des années 1980, alors que l’Etat providence était de plus en plus affaibli, de nombreux gouvernements l’ont peu à peu transformé en Etat sécuritaire. Les sombres surprises visées alors étaient les crimes et les délits subis au quotidien par la population. Pour en capturer les régularités, les statisticiens n’ont pas utilisé les méthodes actuarielles mais les registres administratifs de la police d’une part, et les enquêtes auprès des victimes de l’autre. Ils ont ainsi montré la régularité géographique et temporelle de la délinquance, qui a permis aux gouvernements de repenser et de mieux manager l’action policière.

Punctuation marks have their own history. In their disputes with scholastics, Italian humanists of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries revised punctuation, desiring to render texts more intelligible by progressively indicating and codifying their rhythms and logical relationships. Punctuation marks shaped sentences and articulated writing; they signaled delays and pauses; they invited the reader to a brief moment of review and afterthought. The new signum admirations, or punctus admirativus, or punctus exclamativus demanded the reader’s attention and focus. It corresponded in speech to a rising voice, to a brief textual fissure, to the Augenblick the speaker shares with the listener, before turning to something new. It was the rhetorical equivalent of the fermata on a closing chord in music. It left time for thought and admiration, for emotions and reflection, and for expectation.

Originally, the punctus admirativus existed in several versions, different from today’s exclamation mark. However, the printers of the late sixteenth century soon chose the now-familiar typographical sign. For sixteenth and seventeenth century German grammarians, the new sign voiced the optative, and more importantly Verwunderung, hence the early preference for the term Verwunderungszeichen over Ausrufungszeichen.1 Exclamation marks entered literary texts. In the Shakespeare First Folio of 1623, they accompany Othello’s increasing agitation. Exclamation marks covered a spectrum of emotions, from astonishment to fear, as noted in Diderot and d’Alembert’s Encyclopédie. The point exclamatif expressed not only “la surprise” but also “la terreur, ou quelque autre sentiment affectueux, comme de tendresse, de pitié, &c.” In German literature, Goethe’s Werther embraced the exclamation mark (now called the Ausrufungszeichen).

During the nineteenth century, the exclamation mark refined literary style, energized political and philosophical agitation, and standardized mathematical notation. Heinrich von Kleist used it sparingly but to great effect; his distinctive punctuation gave his texts
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melody, rhythm, and drama. The exclamation mark was also mobilized against an increasingly codified, regulated, and docile language by novelists and even by some philologists. Heinrich Heine, during the Restoration period, rebelled against the grammatical norms and conventions of his day with his punctuation and shorter sentences. The scholar Olaf Briese aptly sums up Heine’s style: “Schrift wird der Tendenz nach atemlos. Verschriftlichte Sprache. Kunstvoll–kunstlos, mittelbar–unmittelbar.” Friedrich Nietzsche mocked the impoverished academic writing of his time and advocated a return to great style, to the origins of language in the spoken word, to sound and rhythm, firmly anchored in action and life, in space and time. For Nietzsche, a text should not only be read; it should be experienced and excite—like music. The physiognomy of the text, the graphical rhythm, mattered—with the exclamation mark echoing the finger raised for attention. Later, in fin-de-siècle France, the writer Émile Zola took the exclamation mark to new political and moral heights in his open letter to the French president, published in the newspaper l’Aurore under the headline “J’Accuse...!,” printed in massive, bold letters (figure).

Nineteenth-century scientists, on the other hand, had so little use for the exclamation mark that when a mathematician from Strasbourg, Christian Kramp, suggested in 1808 the sign “!” for factorial operations, he very much displeased the British mathematician Augustus De Morgan, who complained of the “barbarism” of introducing new signs drawn from common language in mathematics. The exclamation mark, he quipped, had “the appearance of expressing surprise and admiration that 2, 3, 4, & c. should be found in mathematical results.” Scientific writing should not be contaminated by spoken language; it should be free of the subjective and devoid of the emotion that impeded scientific objectivity. Using the vulgar exclamation mark in publication would undermine the skeptical reader’s trust in the scientific argument.

Cultural differences in uses of the exclamation mark have persisted during the last two centuries. English and French speakers are still surprised by the ubiquity of exclamation marks in German, ranging from letter greetings to warning signs of all kinds. In German, the exclamation mark rather fesselt die Aufmerksamkeit of the reader, whereas in English, it often signals a vulgar attention-grab by the writer. The keyboards of German typewriters seem to have introduced an individual key for the exclamation mark much earlier than English or American ones. The philosopher Theodor W. Adorno deplored the expressionists’ overuse of exclamation marks and compared them to the multiple zeros of worthless German bills during the inflation of the 1920s. For him, as for many English and American critics, the sign had lost its power and authority and become dilettantish. Still, for Adorno, punctuation could polish a writer’s style when care and restraint guided the transgression of orthographic rules. There was room for subjectivity amid all conventions: the rules of punctuation would not always square with the subjec-
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Chronometrisch versiegelte Schlösser, Luftkammern in den Metallwänden, die vor Sprengung schützen: In der Ära des Bankdepot-Fachs experimentiert man 1910 mit allem, was kostbare Dinge vor unerwünschtem Zugriff zu sichern verspricht. Selbst in diesen ausgezeichneten Räumen jedoch ist das Finden nicht ausgeschlossen. Denn nicht wenige dieser Tresore verwaisen, wie der langjährige Depothüter einer New Yorker Bank sich erinnert.


---

1 John P. Carter, In the Cave of Aladdin: A Little Narrative of the Safe Deposit Vault (New York: 1911). My thanks go to Atiba Pertilla for surprising me with this source.

hineinreich, um die Inbesitznahme durch den Staat zu begründen – wie das Allgemeine Landrecht für die Preußischen Staaten 1794 festsetzt.³

Auf öffentlichem Boden bestehen nur Teilauflagen: Ein Fund auf einer Böschung kann der Gemeinde gehören, die diese Böschung unterhält. Der Finder einer Sache hat die Hälfte an die Armenkasse abzugeben. Findet man hingegen einen Schatz auf fremdem Boden, so erwirbt ausgerechnet derjenige Anspruch auf die Hälfte des Wertes, der nicht die Absicht hatte, etwas zu finden. Ausschließlich dort, wo ein Schatz durch Zufall in den Blick fällt, kann sich Teilbesitz konstituieren. Suchende gehen grundsätzlich leer aus. Schlimmer noch, wer seinem Glück auf die Sprünge hilft, Experimente anstellt und sich mit übernatürlichen Kräften verbündet, hat stets das Nachsehen:

Wer zur Nachsuchung von Schätzen vermeintlicher Zaubermittel, durch Geisterbannen, Citiren der Verstorbenen, oder andrer dergleichen Gaukeleyen, es sey aus Betrug oder Aberglauben, sich bedient; der verliert, außer der sonst schon verwirkten Strafe, sein Anrecht auf einen etwa zufälliger Weise wirklich gefundenen Schatz.⁴


Gesehene und jagte Tiere gehören dem Jäger ganz, nicht jedoch, wenn jemand auf eigenem Grund ein Tier mit geliehenem Pulver erlegt. In diesem Fall kann der Pulvergeber Ansprüche geltend machen. Oftmals sind Dinge, die bereits gefunden wurden, mit Grasbüscheln oder Palmwedeln markiert. Selbst Riffe und Graber können von Tabuzeichen geschützt sein:


³ Allgemeines Landrecht für die Preußischen Staaten (PrALR), Theil II., Tit. XVI, Abschnitt II, § 1–18
⁴ PrALR, Theil II. Tit. XX Abschnitt VI § 82, § 86

nicht einfach einbehalten werden, wie Überlegungen zu submarinen oder intergalaktischen Dingen bestätigen, etwa die Abkommen der „International Seabed Authority“ oder das „Agreement Governing Natural Resource Activities on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies“.


---

Random Enough to Trust

Paul Erickson

Dr. Strangelove: Of course, the whole point of a Doomsday Machine is lost if you keep it a secret! Why didn’t you tell the world, eh?

Ambassador de Sadesky: It was to be announced at the Party Congress on Monday. As you know, the Premier loves surprises.

Perhaps humans are not so good at surprises. The Soviet premier’s unfortunately timed announcement of the Doomsday Machine represented one possible way they could go wrong. As the nuclear strategists of the 1960s knew so well, the entire point of a threat is to induce change in your adversary’s perceived incentives. Your adversary had to believe the threat; and to believe, he had to know. A threat could leave something to chance: as Thomas Schelling would point out, an element of uncertainty could be essential to turning an incredible threat into a credible one. Or, as game theorists might suggest, the deliberate introduction of chance via some existential roll of the dice could blind an adversary to the specifics of your plan of action. But either way, the chance in question had to be a calculated chance—one honed with such mathematical precision that it seemingly left nothing important to chance at all. The truly spontaneous element, the “human factor,” or the unaccountable vanity of world leaders had to be systematically removed from the social and technological systems of Dr. Strangelove’s age if they were to keep the world safe.

This last claim was our central argument in How Reason Almost Lost Its Mind (2013)—and fittingly, from an early date, the computerized random number generator emerged as one of the enduring talismans of that project. Such a device’s seeming ability to reconcile randomness with rule-bound, computerized algorithms perfectly captured the Cold War style of rationality whose ramifications we sought to trace.

As Dan Bouk shows in his essay in this volume, there had been both supply of and demand for tables of random numbers prior to World War II in connection with problems of random sampling. The advent of digital computing dramatically increased both in the years following the war. A crucial spur to postwar demand was, of course, the use of random numbers in computer programs that simulated the
progress of chain reactions inside different possible nuclear weapon configurations: the “Monte Carlo method,” pioneered by Stanislaw Ulam and others. One such Monte Carlo simulation, described in a 1947 report by the polymathic John von Neumann and run on Princeton’s ENIAC computer, utilized at least three 8-digit random numbers each time it recalculated the path of a neutron through a bomb assembly. The first “shake” ($10^{-8}$ seconds) of the simulation would have required at least 300 such random numbers. A Nagasaki-sized bomb might last 50-odd shakes.\footnote{It is difficult to estimate, even roughly, how many random numbers would be required since it depended on the configuration of the bomb under consideration. See “Actual Running of the Monte Carlo Problems on the ENIAC” in John von Neumann Papers, Box 12, Folder 5, “Computers: ENIAC. Monte Carlo Method” (Library of Congress).}

Even in those early days, collections of random digits were widely available. The 1927 tables of L. H. C. Tippett provided over 40,000 such numbers; by 1939, Kendall and Babington-Smith’s *Tables of Random Sampling Numbers* would provide an additional 100,000; and finally, by the later 1940s, the RAND Corporation would produce far more, all laboriously checked for randomness and conveniently recorded on punched cards. However, even feeding these cards into an electronic computer exacted a significant cost in terms of time. As von Neumann would explain in a 1948 letter, it took the ENIAC some 600 ms to read a punch card but only 3 ms to multiply two 10-digit numbers together. Hence, he sought to have the computer generate sequences of “good enough” random numbers via a comparatively fast algorithm that involved squaring an 8-digit number and extracting the middle 8 digits of the resulting 16-digit number.\footnote{Miklós Rédei, ed., *John von Neumann: Selected Letters* (Providence, RI: 2005), 242.}

Our working group of six coauthors for *How Reason Almost Lost Its Mind* employed such a randomization algorithm, implemented via a few lines of visual basic code inserted into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, to help choose the order for our names on the cover of the book. Yet we didn’t trust the computer alone. Perhaps it was due to a healthy skepticism of our Cold War rationalists’ pretentions to algorithmic rationality. Or perhaps it was that, being the product of a specific programmer (me), the program was not a suitably impersonal and objective randomizer. The solution was precisely to reintroduce the human element into our randomizing system. That human element came in the form of a small child charged with the task of choosing a positive integer at random and pressing the randomizing button on the spreadsheet the requisite number of times. The child duly chose the number seven.

How random was this choice? In the mystic numerology of twentieth century psychology, seven looms large. George A. Miller, working at Harvard’s Psycho-Acoustic Laboratory on behalf of the US Navy, reflected on this fact in his classic 1956 article, “The Magical Number 7, Plus or Minus 2.” Synthesizing results from a wide range of studies, Miller remarked on how frequently seven represented a fundamental limit on human information-processing capacities. Briefly flash less than seven dots of light on a screen, and humans invariably get the number right; flash more than that, and they guess, usually incorrectly. Miller ultimately concluded that while seven’s recurrence was suggestive, it might simply be a coincidence. Even so, his brand of information-theory-influenced cognitive psychology turned the randomizing capabilities of humans into a topic of inquiry from the 1950s onward. If the tone of this literature is any guide, humans are not particularly good randomizers, whether our randomization strategy involves flipping coins or simply naming sequences of digits off the tops of our heads. Yet, as von Neumann would point out in his musings on randomization algorithms, there is no such thing as a random digit: there are only methods for producing randomness. Even if it did not reduce randomness to rules, our method—algorithm plus child—was hopefully random enough to trust.
1. The mountains look like an upturned, wounded hand, its gnarled fingers pointing slightly inward. Together, they dominate the southern corner of an island shaped like a yam. The area is sparsely populated and largely cut off from the outside world. But occasionally a traveler treks through the tall grass and dense woods and hurries on to one of the inns along the path around the mountains.

   The sun is setting. The young man pushes forward, fighting the overgrown thorny brushes and tall grass that flank the narrow path. He is new to this island. He has been sent to the remote place to serve as the local magistrate, a post that has been left unfilled for three years. Scrambling downhill, he stumbles over a tree root. He picks himself up, mumbling a curse. And just then he hears the calls. They are floating over from a distance, across the field of waving grass. He can’t see who is calling. He can’t tell if it is a man or a woman. Maybe it is a child? The words become clear. “Where have you come from? Where are you going?”

   When a traveler walks by, the serpent calls out and asks, Where have you come from and where are you going? Only these two questions are clearly audible, and the voice carries the accent of someone who hails from the central states. Those who don’t know better and answer will be followed by the snake, even if they go for tens of li. When the snake arrives, the smell of its foul odor wraps around trees. It breaks into the room and swallows the traveler who answered its calls earlier. (Inventory of Snakes, Qing dynasty)

2. The wind knifes through his tattered heavy coat. He bends down to deflect the slashes and cuts. He breathes hard, seized by a spell of dizziness. He tries to balance himself on his gloved, frostbitten hands. He knows he cannot stop. Still water freezes.

   Only a week ago, five of them crowded into a pile and took a group photo. The youngest two crouched down in the front, and the others lined up in the back with their arms over each other’s shoulders, their smiles visible behind their wiry beards.

   They unfolded a large map, on which a well-marked red trail snaked through the void.

   That was so long ago. Four lives ago.

   He is thirsty, with millions of acres of solid water around him. He is but a speck in a vast white desert, devoid of any possibility of coming across a cactus or a palm tree. He reaches the edge of a ravine. Crawling slowly over, he looks down.

   A large patch of shaggy grey on a wall of glistening ice catches his eye. Is it moving?

   In the north, there is a thick layer of ice. It spreads out 10,000 li and measures one thousand feet deep. Underneath, there are giant plant-eating rats. They weigh ten thousand catties each. Their flesh can be made into dried meat, a few bites of which will warm one up. Their skin can be used to make drums, the sound of which can be heard one thousand li away. Their hair reaches eight feet long and can be used for bedding, which keeps one warm. (Book of Marvels and Wonders, attributed to the Han dynasty)
3. “Look! A woolly mammoth!” A little girl points to a large stuffed animal towering over rows of fluffy, colorful tigers, pandas, seals, and bunnies. Her father, a bespectacled Asian man with odd resemblances to an older Queen Victoria, picks up the Ice Age character and hands it over to the girl.

4. She smiles, returning the book she was leafing through to the shelf and heading out of the store, her blue Camper shoes matching her eyes. She loves the walk across the park, along the gentle bends of the river. The afternoon sun reflects off the rippling water, like an invisible dragonfly dipping its tail and leaving a trail of dancing circles of light.

She walks up a bridge and stops to see two ducks gliding by. The spire of a distant church pierces through the sea of treetops. A boy with a baseball cap leans against a tree on the riverbank, a fishing rod next to him. A large leaf flutters down and rests on his shoulder.

One day, with a few guests, Wen Hui watched people fishing on the river. Suddenly one of the fishermen jumped onto the shore and started running like crazy. Mr. Wen asked him what was wrong. The man couldn’t say a word but pointed at his own back. When Mr. Wen looked closely, he saw something like a yellow leaf, about one foot long and with eyes all over it. It had attached itself so firmly to the man that it was not possible to remove it. Mr. Wen instructed a servant to burn it until it loosened its grip and fell off. In each of its many eyes, there were teeth like nails. The fisherman lost several liters of blood and died. (Miscellaneous Morsels of Youyang, Tang dynasty)

The boy stands up, stretches, and gathers his fishing rod and bucket. He looks up. She waves at him from the sun-gilt bridge. He smiles and waves back, “Hi, Mom!”

They’ll walk home together.
For me, surprise is the “vanishing point of desire.” Obviously, I have not invented this elusive definition. In fact, the more I reflect upon it, the more ungraspable the concept becomes. On the one hand are the dark shadows of das Unheimliche, Freud’s description of the bizarre feeling of déjá vu, and on the other, the Latin origin stupendus, meaning astonishment or amazement at some wonder. Moving between these is so precarious that at any moment one might be left with a big hole in the heart. The point of all this is to suggest that often we are caught off guard by something that has, in fact, been ingrained in us all along but escaped articulation or conscious awareness.

And so I have decided to let surprise reveal itself between two forms of expression. The first is the text offered below, in which I reflect on the scholarly activities I have been involved with in recent years together with a wonderful group of Israeli and Palestinian scholars at Tel Aviv University. This text is the result of a process that led us to an unexpected formulation about the inherently conflictual nature of the humanities. The second is a short film depicting our attempt to share something of scholarship in the humanities with Palestinian high school students. The result is a kind of transformative experience that seemed to come unexpectedly both to them and also to us, the organizers.

What is the relationship between “the humanities” and “conflict”? It seems to me that there are two ways to approach this question. One is to differentiate between the humanities as a field of knowledge and conflict as a condition of sociopolitical reality. Taking such an approach, the question arises: How do the humanities operate in and through conflicts taking place in the “real world”? Yet another way to approach the question is to adopt an inner gaze that recognizes the conflictual history of the humanities themselves, and ultimately faces up to that heritage.

The claim implicit in the latter approach is that those fields of scholarship that deal with human beings, their faculties (especially,

---

but not only, language), the kind of knowledge they produce, their sociability, their norms, and their identities are always-already taking place in conflict zones. Formulated somewhat differently: conflict is the existential mode of being of the humanities. Any attempt to completely disengage the “world of knowledge” and the “real world” is not only an abstraction but also an illusion in the same way that any reduction of the “real world” to the “world of knowledge” is also an illusion. And so our task is always dual. We must both understand how humanistic bodies of knowledge are “in the world”—which is always conflictual, and perhaps even more so in our present—while also learning how the “real” world always informs the making of knowledge of and about that world. Our actions are highly dependent upon our worlds of knowledge and our worlds of knowledge are always embedded in the “real” world.

Humanists—those who study human beings and human forms of life—have always been involved in some form of conflict; sometimes it emerges from within their own communities, sometimes from outside of them with rivals coming both from non-humanistic fields and from competing conceptions of human activity. To give just a few examples: Plato wanted to banish poets from his ideal city. Medieval universities distinguished the trivium (grammar, logic, and rhetoric) from scientiae (epistemic knowledge). Renaissance humanists bitterly fought scholastic philosophers for institutional academic dominance. In 1959, C. P. Snow delivered his well-known speech at Cambridge in which he claimed Western society was split between the culture of science and that of the humanities.

On yet another level, conflicts between the humanities and the environment within which those disciplines operate have always been simultaneously epistemic and political. At the epistemic level, we can mention the desire to try and purify the human experience of the world from any personal (subjective) elements by reducing that experience to facts deemed to be objective representations. Concomitantly, such attempts express a quest to cleanse language of any subjective elements so that scientists’ representations are able to perfectly mirror the world. These qualities of “true science” are also taken to be moral virtues, expressing good judgment, fairness, and a spirit of enlightenment. Thus, the battle is not simply epistemic; it is always-already political. Ultimately, there is always a conflict over who has the authority to give an account about the human world or to interpret it. Is authority held by scientists? Historians? Literary scholars, sociologists, jurists, theologians? And, what are the adequate tools for performing this job? Mathematical equations? Statistical probabilities? Literary interpretation?

The peculiar conflicts of the humanities relate to the nonnecessity, contingency, and indeterminacy of the human condition, which generate contradictions between the quest for theoretical and epistemic certainty and the need to accommodate local human perspectives. These tensions are connected to the status of interpretation as a method of attaching meaning, to the representative capacity of facts (or lack thereof), and to the inherently reflexive nature of the humanities.

To repeat, what is at stake is not only the relationship of scholarship in the humanities to the surrounding world, or its relationship with other fields of knowledge, but also the problem of contradictory quests within the humanities. That is to say, the central concern is the conflict between our idealistic yearning for the purity of knowledge and objectivity on the one hand and our desire for subjectivity and identity on the other. Such inner divisions, I am however arguing, are a source of strength and not weakness. For it is from this place of inner division—let me call it an inner wound—that critique of our flawed reality emerges and normative claims can be articulated.

* * *

Here is a short film that illustrates our space of freedom, as scholars of the humanities, to transform tension into a bond among young people in Israel/Palestine.² Don’t their eyes really embody the transient experience of surprise?

Mechanical serendipity could bring about a new age of surprise. But perhaps the ubiquity of the lucky find will blunt its force. I suggested above that, by definition, research leaves very little space for genuine surprise because it expects the unpredictable. The new tools to quickly access a wide range of heterogeneous sources might proliferate petty surprises but make genuine surprise even rarer.

Switbert Lobisser, ex libris for the mining official Alois Wolwich, woodcut, 1941, 9.4 × 6.6 cm. Österreichische Nationalbibliothek Vienna, E 20021.

Mechanical serendipity could bring about a new age of surprise. But perhaps the ubiquity of the lucky find will blunt its force. I suggested above that, by definition, research leaves very little space for genuine surprise because it expects the unpredictable. The new tools to quickly access a wide range of heterogeneous sources might proliferate petty surprises but make genuine surprise even rarer.
Raising Eyebrows

Mechthild Fend

It is hard to look surprised when you are actually bored. I imagine that this must have been a challenge for the models posing for the tête d’expression at the Académie Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture in Paris. They sat—holding and recomposing a facial expression during the two- or three-hour sessions—in front of a group of art students doing their best to draw the visible signs of a particular passion. The exercise had been introduced in the mid-eighteenth century after the Comte de Caylus, the antiquarian and amateur, lamented the lack of facial expression in painting. Determined to remedy the problem, he donated money for an annual competition for the best expressive head. Along with the new assignment, another novelty entered the art institution: female models. Life models serving for the study of the nude were, at the time, always male, as this exercise, which was the pinnacle of academic training, centered on the idea of an implicitly male, universal body.

Potential concerns about propriety should not have been an issue for the tête d’expression as the models remained dressed with only their countenance exposed. Still, the presence of women in the almost exclusively male institution (the number of female artist members was restricted to four at a time) caused some moral unease. Rather than opting for actresses, experts in the simulation of passions, Caylus advised the choice of honest and modest women with no such professional experience as models to facilitate the natural rendering of emotions.

His fellow academy members, the artists actually in charge of organizing the competition, agreed that the models should be young and, ideally, female, their expressions showing more subtlety and purity than faces furrowed by age and life experience. They cautioned, however, that it might be difficult to get...

---

hold of decent young women, available for the task. *Filles publiques* had to be avoided at all costs in order to keep students from “dangerous knowledge.”

Ever since its founding, the expression of passions had been a major concern for the Académie royale. The painter Charles le Brun, a key figure in the establishment of the institution, had attempted to organize the visual representation of the passions as part of his efforts to bring intellectual rigor into the teaching of art. In his influential 1668 lecture regarding the *expression des passions*, Le Brun elaborated on the various simple and mixed passions as well as their manifestation in the facial features of humans. In conjunction with this, he produced a series of drawings that demonstrated the visual alphabet of the passions. They condensed the emoting countenance to shorthand, the traces of which we can still see in today’s emojis. Raised eyebrows, wide open eyes, and a gaping mouth were and are the visual signs of “astonishment.” Le Brun agreed with René Descartes and his *Les Passions des l’âme* (1649) that the soul resides in the brain. The artist was more interested in the physical manifestation and visual expression of the passions though, and he stressed the significance of the eyebrows in the communication of feelings; because they are so close to the brain, these hairy lines trimming the forehead were chief indicators of the passions and played a crucial role in his emotional alphabet.

As we have learned from Lorraine Daston, emotional dispositions like “wonder,” “curiosity,” and “surprise” were key both in the seventeenth-century nomenclature of the passions and in approaches to the natural world. Le Brun included *étonnement* among the simple passions, and yet he struggled with it as might be suggested by the fact that he struck out the word “simple” in the inscription for his drawing. It reads “Étonnement simple Mouvement simple.” The trouble seems to be that in the initial moment of *étonnement*, nobody can anticipate what happens next. Le Brun explains that astonishment is an excess of admiration, in which the person experiencing it initially doesn’t know whether the “object is appropriate or not.”

There is also a distinction between *étonnement* and *surprise*: the former is potentially shattering, the latter uplifting. In fact, when *mouvements composés* were posed for the *tête d’expression* exercise, astonishment was typically paired with fear or terror and surprise with joy. Mixed feelings were, it seems, the academy’s attempt to manage the unforeseen. After all, the exercise was meant to inform

---

history painting—highly valued as the most prestigious painterly genre. In a historical painting, a figure or narrative was meant not to be frozen in a flash of bewilderment but caught in what Gotthold Ephraim Lessing would later call “a fruitful moment”—a transitory instant that allowed the viewer to imagine the progress of a storyline.

The Académie Royale held the competition for the prix d’expression almost every year between 1759 and 1790; female models were used in most cases. Étonnement was only posed for once, and surprise mêlée de joie three times, making it the single-most studied passion. One of the outcomes was Jean-Baptiste Regnault’s prize-winning drawing showing the head of a woman with loose hair and a strange headscarf (figure). Caylus had suggested that the model should wear her hair in a natural and picturesque manner, without any “ornement moderne sur la tête” and without a fichu that would prevent the student from properly rendering the transition from head to neck. In Regnault’s drawing, the headscarf serves to frame the face and to focus on the expression, accentuated by the slight opening of the mouth—the codified expression of surprise.

But the head breached the framework of Le Brun’s diagrammatic drawings, which were deemed too formulaic by the mid-eighteenth century. The eyebrows are not even lifted, and drawn from a slightly oblique angle, the head seems to have turned, suggesting a reaction to something happening to the woman’s left. From the corner of her eye, the young woman is looking straight at the viewer. If the drawing was indeed made d’après nature, she would have met the eyes of the artist while he was trying to catch her expression. Her pose perhaps transformed into an actual glance, an unexpected moment in the academic exercise. The drawing seems to register that the model, while mimicking the passion, suddenly felt it for real and became conscious of the relationship between pose and experience. Maybe her eyebrows dropped in that instant of self-awareness, just as those of the artist rose.

---

5 See the list in Kirchner, Ausdruck, 372–373.
6 Conférences, tome VI, 2 567.

A Family Conversation

Erna Fiorentini with Vincenzo Fiorentini

Time and again, I have reflected on processes of discovery. One day I heard an interview with a condensed-matter physicist who spoke about “having been surprised” by a material that combined seemingly incompatible properties. That physicist happened to be my brother, Vincenzo. What a wonderful opportunity, I thought, to pursue the making of knowledge in a discipline far from my own, the history of art and images (though I had previously trained in crystallography and geochemistry). I wanted to distill the nature of the surprise Vincenzo had experienced, and I asked him about it: “Si parva licet componere magnis...” he objected modestly when I opened the conversation with examples from the history of physics.

“Look,” I said, “I want to think about this question to honor Lorraine Daston, who taught me that there is no high or low in things or in the methods of looking at them; what counts is not valuing achievements but asking how and why they come into being.” Once I put it that way, Vincenzo agreed to continue the conversation. “You study the theory of condensed matter,” I started, a little bit skeptical. “It sounds like a contradiction. How do you work in this gap between actual physical material and abstract assumptions about how it might behave?” As I had expected, Vincenzo’s answer was incorporeal at first.

“We do computer simulations, on ‘virtual’ matter. If you were a cynic you might say none of the stuff we study actually exists.” But then, suddenly, after an in-depth description of the path from the abstract problem of fermions in an external potential to its most arcane computational aspects, Vincenzo touched earth. “Based on these first principles, we reify. Our virtual sandbox is a real physical system that we observe and manipulate—structure, components, external conditions—and, for all practical purposes, there are an infinite number of states transforming into one another from which you can predict properties that are experimentally testable—and often tested successfully.”

I wondered whether and why he would look for any particular possible incarnation from among this infinity of possible kinds of matter. “Yes, if we work with experimentalists, who want help and have questions. But as theorists, we are not necessarily after something specific. There’s no need for precise expectations that may or may not be fulfilled: that’s the fun part, I guess.”

I pushed further. “But how do you start studying one particular problem then, like that conjunction of incompatible properties you have predicted for your material?” I was eager to unveil a deliberate decision or a definite assumption as the origin of discovery and to take fortuitousness out of the equation.

He replied, “It is curiosity that mostly spins new problems out of old ones. That new result was an aside to other problems we had worked on involving materials with a certain layered structure—you know, looking, thinking, and fiddling with them, mixing in one species or another, say, or playing with the number of layers.” As my brother talked, I saw him as a child combining the pieces of a Meccano set. “We draw from experience and intuition, which is fine as far as it goes. But Nature has its own evil ways,” he added solemnly, “and as you proceed, step by step, you ask new questions and invent new ways to answer them.” I silently thought a concept like “operational creativity” would characterize that process. “Moreover,” Vincenzo reflected, “at the intersection of different fields you tend to build a repertoire of ideas that more specialized people may not have. Sometimes insights from unrelated sources condense into clues.” I considered that this was not surprise but rather a redirection of attention. Surely, it probably only works if you are open to reflection about what you have observed, beyond the standard paths. Or perhaps if you are the sort of person disposed to discovery. Vincenzo confirmed my conjecture: “The idea of a material with both ferroelectric and metallic qualities, which we have now discovered, had been suggested decades ago in a paper with a somewhat tongue-in-cheek title: Ferroelectric metals? Among colleagues we jokingly renamed it “Starry-eyed Unicorns in Condensed Matter?” I didn’t get the joke. He explained that, in general, ordered dipoles and abundant mobile charge cannot coexist, as the latter would kill the former—therefore, a few spin-doctored press releases aside, no one really talked seriously about “ferroelectric metals” outside scare quotes.

It seemed that people had been obstinately blind. “Is this lack of interest the reason why no one discovered ferroelectric metals until now? If you managed to see what no one else could see, what has been your secret?”

Vincenzo joked, “A serious stroke of luck.” Then, more seriously: “When we found polar symmetry (the first necessary but not sufficient ingredient of ferroelectricity) in a metal, we were only mildly surprised but became hugely curious about an unexpected possibility. And so, we pressed on.”

I interrupted. “So is this a particular form of surprise, a meta-surprise, as it were? One that keeps you asking, beyond complacency?”

“Yes,” Vincenzo agreed, “giving up was now out of the question. And we were rewarded, not to mention flabbergasted: the ‘impossible’ property—polarization, the other key ingredient—turned out to be computable and potentially measurable.”

“What was the impact? Were there follow-up experiments?”

“No many,” he grinned. “Everybody is too busy or cash-strapped to risk taking up a potential dead end. At conferences, most people don’t seem to get it, and I understand their puzzlement.” Look at that, I thought, even astonishment doesn’t always manage to get beyond the conventional explanations. In Vincenzo’s own discovery story, there was no trace of serendipity, no simple stumbling upon the unexpected, no unintended insight. His strategy was to keep his eyes open, take notice, recombine, and freshly direct attention.

“You immerse yourself in the interesting and the beautiful,” Vincenzo said. “Like when you are dazed by a mountain wall with an elegant route offering itself, looking fresh and untouched: you go forward, hoping to discover a new view.” I thought about how rewarding it would be if the alluring path were to keep its promise. “Quite so” he concluded, “provided you don’t find pitons and fixed ropes along the way.” That, I reflected, would be an entirely different kind of surprise in the process of discovery. What a wonderful opportunity for further family conversations!
Recherches sur la vie et les œuvres du P.
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years later in 1783, noting that he had found relevant materials by

in 1677.1 One French antiquarian commented,

as systematic knowledge (science),” one French antiquarian commented in 1677.2 Another historically minded amateur agreed about 100 years later in 1783, noting that he had found relevant materials by “lucky chance.”

Around 1900, German academics coined the term Zufallsfund (chance finding). However the term, while precise, also carried an aura of apology and ambivalence. In one typical instance, the archeologist Friedrich Koepp (1860–1944) wrote about the work of Ulrich Koehler (1838–1903), a prominent editor of Greek inscriptions: “The value of his publication is not diminished by pointing out that it was initiated by a gift of chance, the fragment of an inscription detected only a year before: what could have remained simply a Zufallsfund for others was turned into a proper intellectual possession by intensive work in this case.”

Even in the hands of a respected scholar, the use of Zufallsfund required qualification and justification. This ambivalence has remained. History as an academic discipline and the historian’s professional persona rely on the assumption that historical analysis proceeds in a strategically planned manner, in particular in the systematic search for pertinent sources. Quellenbeherrschung, the mastery of sources, is a recurrent topos of praise in academic reviews, and such mastery seems contradicted by chance and surprise encounters. This is, of course, a paradox: no researcher can ever be sure to have read all the relevant sources for a given research question. The possibility, however unlikely, that additional material might surface somewhere can never be ruled out and is in fact constituent of historical research. But by claiming “mastery of sources,” a researcher asserts at least that nothing of major importance is yet likely to be found. Such mastery, in a professional academic setting, supposedly does not rely on chance and other contingencies.

Whether or not chance is acceptable as a propagator of knowledge in the humanities depends not least on how chance actually happened. “The question is how ‘chance’ is understood,” one German historian blessed with making sensational findings wrote.3 She stressed that in her case “chance” resulted from “systematic research.” She found things that no one thought existed—things no one had thought to look for—but she did not find them in happenstance ways. This is usually still considered the via regia of historical research. Moreover, the researcher must not stop with his chance finding. A surprising and unexpected piece of evidence may initiate a new direction of research, but, as Koepp wrote, once the initial finding has occurred, all further research must shed the impression of coincidence. Systematic research is required to tame the impact of chance for the professional habitus of historians.

Historians are generally not too enthusiastic about acknowledging the impact of chance on their work. If stories about what actually

---

4 Amateurs are often more able to acknowledge chance as a key driving motor of historical inquiry. Several genealogical associations, for instance, maintain websites dedicated explicitly to the collecting and making available of Zufallsfunde; see http://www.zufallsfunde.net and https://www.familia-austria.at/index.php/datensammlungen/zufallsfunde.
happened in the process of finding the sources that build historical narratives are told, they are usually either relegated to prefaces or kept apart entirely in letters or memoirs. Hiding the contingencies of research might be an understandable rhetorical strategy—particularly for junior members of the republic of letters—to protect publications against becoming easy targets for critical commentary. For at least three reasons, we might want to allow for a more open acknowledgment of the contingencies of fact-finding procedures in archives and libraries.

First, usually scholars in the humanities today combine research with teaching. As pedagogues, we should consider it one of our responsibilities to acquaint junior scholars with the contingent nature of knowledge-making. Surely students will learn a lot by simply observing the habits and practices around them as they are slowly socialized into the broader community of scholars. But familiarizing novices with the accidental and unpredictable nature of scholarly progress should perhaps go beyond anecdotal evidence and learning by doing.

This pedagogy of chance should highlight the connection between unplannable realities and systematic work. Reading sources can be a test of patience, indeed a feat of endurance. And yet, while turning page after page of often boring texts, historians must retain a high degree of alertness. They must notice things that are “interesting,” though outside the current scope of research. To do this, scholars must be taught to expect the unexpected and to organize and manage their findings, especially those without immediate use.

Second, the digital age provides new stimulus for thinking about chance findings. Most scholars now make use of the various search engines available in the digital realm. But the results of full-text searches frequently resemble Zufallsfunde: they yield single items, largely devoid of context. What to do with them and how to build professionally valid scholarship on such accidental findings should be of paramount importance in our methodological reflections.

Third, most historians nowadays share an understanding that historical knowledge is never simply “found” or “there” but necessarily “constructed” or “made.” However, the practices of constructing not only historiographical narratives but historiography’s empirical basis should be highlighted. Careful assessments of the realities of research should be added to ongoing critical discussions about historiographical narratives and popular historical imagination to round out our understanding of the constructed nature of history. In the long process of knowledge-making, Zufallsfunde should figure prominently in such an assessment.
In Praise of the Counterintuitive

Yulia Frumer

Defiance of expectation and learning are intimately intertwined. Humans form models based on learned categories and feel surprise upon realizing that their experience does not align with those expectations. The sense of surprise, therefore, is a sign that learned categories need to be revisited, revised, and refined, priming the mind for further learning. Psychologists have determined that 11-month-olds learn more when the learning experience is preceded by an event that they did not anticipate.¹ In the history of science and technology, too, the arising of the unexpected is a sure sign that there is something intriguing going on and that learning is about to happen.

My own research path has been paved with the unanticipated. In my work on the history of Japanese technology, one of my greatest joys has been to find an idiosyncratic object. If there is anything that dealing with Japanese scientific instruments has taught me, it is that whenever I feel that an object or a practice is “bizarre,” I should reexamine my own assumptions about what is “normal.” Perhaps I am the weird one! Or, perhaps what I assumed to be “common sense” is not, in fact, all that common. The feeling of unanticipated incongruence alerts me to the fact that there are things I take for granted because they are deeply engrained in my own culture, and in other historical realities there might be another “common sense” that is different from mine.

My first memorable scholarly astonishment was learning about Japanese clocks from the Tokugawa period. I was stunned to discover that the length of hours measured by these clocks was not predetermined and equal, as in the clocks I know, but varied according to the seasons. It sounded like both a technological impossibility and a recipe for endless missed meetings. In order to explain the apparent anomalies of Japanese clocks, I decided, I had to explore them further. This led me to realize how many assumptions about timekeeping, clocks, hours, and time I myself took for granted. For example, I assumed that an “hour” is defined by its length. I assumed that the only relevant criterion for time measurement is the degree of precision. That an equal-hour system (“our” system) is essential for the functioning of large social structures. That each hour digit has to have a determined location on a dial, so that even when digits are not written one can still know the time by looking at the position of the hands. My surprise, however, led me to learn that social coordination depends not on a technological system but on an agreement. That people can schedule meetings, plan ahead, work overtime, and be punctual regardless of the timekeeping system they use. That there are numerous ways of looking at a clock and learning what time it is. And I also learned that the uniformity of our own timekeeping system conceals the fact that when we say that we “measure time,” we actually mean different things, depending on the situation. “Time,” I discovered, was a proxy for something else—distance traveled, motion of the stars, level of hunger, work left to do, nostalgia, chemical processes, and much more.²

If Japanese clocks challenged my assumptions about the nature of time, another Tokugawa-period device defied my assumptions about space. This device was a compass in which directions were reversed so that east was placed where I expected to see west. This seemed to contradict everything I knew about spatial orientation. Exploring the actual use of reverse compasses, however, I discovered that they show the world from the eye-level point of view, always indicating the direction the user is facing. The source of my confusion was not so much the device itself as the assumption that compasses show us a physical reality that is independent of us and that using a compass requires imagining looking at oneself from above. “Space” too was a concept that should not have been taken for granted.

Another surprise allowed me an insight into a process of knowledge transfer. I was reading notes taken by the chief Tokugawa astronomer, Takahashi Yoshitoki, who in the early years of the nineteenth century was making his way through a Dutch translation of J.J. Lalande’s Astronomie. On one page, Yoshitoki drew a diagram and

² Yulia Frumer, Making Time (Chicago: 2018).
clearly labeled it “based on fig. 222 of § 2686, vol. 3, page 383.” However, when I checked the relevant figure in Astronomie, I was surprised to see that the diagram did not look anything like the one Yoshitoki drew. My surprise was amplified by the fact that Yoshitoki knew very little Dutch; in numerous places throughout his notes, he indicated that because he could not read the text, he was interpreting the diagrams alone. Trying to understand how Yoshitoki got from the original to the picture he actually drew revealed that he was not learning from translation (as one might assume), but the other way around: he was only able to offer a kind of translation following an internal process of interpretation and learning.³

For me, surprise is not only beneficial but also fun. And I have been further delighted to discover that it is, in fact, structurally fun. When we look at the cognitive processes that result in a feeling of surprise, we discover that they are intriguingly (should I say “surprisingly”?) similar to those involved in creation of humorous effect. Humor, theorists say, relies on incongruities.⁴ We find something funny when there is an apparent contradiction between categories, and we “get the joke” when we find a way to resolve this incongruity. In other words, we perceive something as funny when we find a way to make sense out of apparent nonsense. The learning process that follows a surprise is just like that: we are astonished by incongruities and find a way to reconcile them. We tackle the thing that affronts our common sense and find a resolution. No wonder the process brings us so much joy.


On the January 27, 1785, Madame de Montesson, the wife of the first Prince of the Blood, invited Armand Marie Jacques de Chastenet, marquis de Puységur, to her mansion together with her personal surgeon, Claude-Louis Berthollet, to prove the reality of magnetic somnambulism. While Puységur, an artillery officer from the most illustrious of French nobility, was still only partly convinced of the value of Franz Anton Mesmer’s teachings, his brother, a navy officer, had persuaded so many sailors of the effectiveness and utility of animal magnetism that his whole ship had become a tremendous baquet, sailing on a sea of magnetic fluid. Magnetic spasms had replaced seasickness, and all the sailors obeyed the orders of their therapist-officer. Yet fantastic stories and accusations of charlatanism were exactly what Puységur, a man of the Enlightenment, wanted to avoid. Defining himself as a scientist and man of reason, assisted by an approved physician, and following the methods of academic medicine, he recorded each treatment with mention of date, name, age, sickness and its duration, and the final result, giving them the status of facts he soon published.

In his first work, *Mémoires pour servir à l’histoire et à l’établissement du magnétisme animal*, published in 1785, Puységur prefaced the account of his encounter with Madame de Montesson (initially called Mme de *** but identified by name in the 1820 edition) with a statement of his discovery of the power of magnetism. While he was trying his hand at a Mesmerian experience without any instruments, he unexpectedly and unwittingly happened to put his valet Victor in a state of lucidity without awareness. This had happened a year prior at Puységur’s estate, Buzancy, on May 8, 1784. Victor not only spoke in this condition but also answered his master’s questions, suddenly remembering very old events, detailing his own therapy, and proving to be more intelligent than in waking life. Victor was literally surprised since, according to what would have been the understanding of his contemporaries, “surprise” referred to a sort of
partial paralysis and meditation in a dreamlike state. As Grimm’s dictionary put it, “ein gedankenvolles sinnen und träumen.”

Puységur’s healing method, based on inducing an artificial state of calm sleepwalking, contrasted sharply with the violent crises that Mesmer advocated and which had quickly attracted much public attention. To avoid the charge of quackery, Puységur offered to treat everyone for free: loads of soldiers, Freemasons (among whom were a considerable number of military officers), and ordinary men and women gathered around the tree he had magnetized.

Puységur brought Victor, who had fallen on his head and was suffering from headaches, to Madame de Montesson’s mansion. Once magnetized, the valet predicted that his recovery would occur on the following Saturday between noon and 1 p.m., following a nosebleed in the right nostril. At the predetermined time, the magnetized valet was put on the floor, his face above a bowl. He began to bleed slightly from the right nostril and spat blood into the bowl. Puységur stood up, faced the patient, and leaned close to him, establishing intimate privacy in the space between them. All he knew was that the success of his therapy depended on will, belief, and confidence. Yet Madame de Montesson, as a proponent of the “severe sciences,” which were dominated by the physical and mathematical disciplines then gaining ground, distrusted the scene and requested a secret moment with the valet in which she unsuccessfully tried to open his eyes. A few days later, again in state of somnambulism, Victor disclosed their discussion to Puységur and told him, “Il est malheureux pour moi d’être votre sujet d’expérience.”

At the outset, Puységur had been astonished by his discovery, which had at once enthralled and disconcerted him. As a man of the Enlightenment, he did not want to go beyond surprise. He particularly rejected contemporary mystical, miraculous, spiritual, sympathetic, and imaginary explanations of somnambulism. The “invisible agent” was not a psychological spirit or virtue but a physical fluid:

---

In 1961, Yale psychologist Stanley Milgram crafted an answer to the period’s most pressing question: What had turned orderly bourgeois Germans into genocidal psychopaths? Located on a dramaturgical spectrum somewhere between the Eichmann Trial and Candid Camera, Milgram’s “Obedience to Authority” experiment revealed a universal human tendency to defer to authority, even at the cost of basic decency, a “prepotent impulse, overriding training in ethics, sympathy and moral conduct.”

Milgram claimed that he had isolated a crucial element of the psychology of fascism and reproduced it in ordinary Americans.

Before embarking on the procedure, Milgram administered a questionnaire to 14 Yale seniors, asking them to predict what percentage of the unwitting research subjects would go all the way to “Very Severe Shock.” The most pessimistic prognostication was 3 percent. The actual figure was close to 65 percent. Not only did the result confound the expectations of his surveyed students, Milgram explained, but it also shocked the laboratory personnel observing the experiment through a two-way mirror. In deadpan prose, Milgram also conveyed his own surprise at what he witnessed: “Subjects often expressed deep disapproval of shocking a man in the face of his objections, and others denounced it as stupid and senseless. Yet the majority complied with the experimental commands.”

The staging at Madame de Montesson’s mansion was all the more surprising in that all the protagonists were frustrated: the lady, who did not want to see the therapy; Puységur, whose evidence the public did not believe; and Victor, who was disregarded by all. In the salon, Puységur, in influencing Victor, and Victor, in grotesquely bleeding into a bowl on the floor, had not followed the scientific, moral, or social rules of medical evidence. Even Madame de Montesson did not bring Puységur’s contradictions to light: Was somnambulism the effect of a physical, universal, and pure fluid, or of human will? She disqualified the evidence but could not disprove the experiment. For Puységur, facts were neither pure nor outside the observer but, in the patient’s sentiment intime, embodied in the relationship between magnetizer and patient. Both Madame de Montesson and Puységur conducted therapeutic conversations with Victor, but by concluding “il est malheureux pour moi d’être votre sujet d’expérience,” Victor had the last word. He not only suggested the difficulty of defining facts and producing proof in the realm of mental life but also brought into question the very possibility that experiment could answer such questions. All before psychology as science even existed.

---

1 This and the following quotation are from Stanley Milgram, “Behavioral Study of Obedience,” Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology 67, no. 4 (1963): 371 and 376.

cles after the escalation of the American war in Indochina. The scorching critique so neatly anticipated by the “Obedience to Authority” experiment is summed up on the cover of Telford Taylor’s 1967 lament Nuremberg and Vietnam, which features an image of the Stars and Stripes stamped with a swastika.

Milgram published his long-awaited book Obedience to Authority in 1974, the year of Nixon’s resignation and the end of the “long sixties.” In it, he devoted a short chapter to the question of “expected behavior.”

Should there be a disparity between what people expect and what actually occurs, we are left with the interesting problem of accounting for the gap. For the expectations then come to have the character of an illusion, and we must ask whether such an illusion is a chance expression of ignorance or performs some definite function in social life.²

By this time, Milgram’s method for surveying expectations had a twist: now respondents were asked what they thought they themselves would do under the conditions of the experiment. The selected answers are reminiscent of any survey of American undergraduates today asking what they would have done in Nazi Germany: “I can’t stand to see people suffer. If the learner wanted to get out, I would free him so as not to make him suffer pain.”

A riveting chapter follows, describing the behavior of a small selection of individuals under the most disturbing variation of the experiment, in which the subjects were seated next to their supposed victims and had to force their hands onto a metal plate in order to administer the shocks. The cast of characters is arranged for maximum drama: the first is a 37-year-old Italian American welder, with “a rough-hewn face,” who goes all the way to the end of the shock series: “The scene is brutal and depressing: his hard impassive face showing total indifference as he subdues the screaming learner and gives him shocks.” The next subject is a professor of Old Testament liturgy, who aborts the series at 150 volts and “seems in no way intimidated by the experimenter’s status but rather treats him as a dull technician.” About the theology that inspired this subject to disobey orders, Milgram is contemptuous, dismissing it as “the substitution of good—that is, divine—authority for bad.” Next is a 35-year-old African American drill press operator, who executes the grim task right to the end, with “a sad, dejected expression,” and whose obedience Milgram ascribes to “total faith in the experimenter.”

The only character whom Milgram seems to admire is the fourth subject in the series, a Dutch engineer, who emigrated to the United States after the Second World War. Aborting the experiment at 255 volts, the Dutchman cries out, “I came here to help on my own free will. I thought I could help in a research project. But if I have to hurt somebody to do that… I can’t continue.” Afterward, in the debriefing, he sets the theme of unexpectedness on its head, expressing “surprise at the underestimation of obedience by the psychiatrists. He said on the basis of his experience in Nazi-occupied Europe, he would predict a high level of compliance to orders.”

The Obedience to Authority experiment was Milgram’s version of Sylvia Plath’s “Daddy” poem of almost exactly the same date: “I have always been scared of you, / With your Luftwaffe, your gobbledygoo. / And your neat mustache / And your Aryan eye, bright blue.”³ In exposing the banality of American evil, Milgram wanted to turn his naive compatriots into world-weary Europeans, like the Dutch engineer, whose experience in Nazi-occupied territory had given him insight into the infinite capacity of ordinary people to defer to evil. After the experiment was over, the Dutchman sealed his place in Milgram’s estimation by writing to the lab asking if he could work there: “Although I am… employed in engineering, I have become convinced that the social sciences and especially psychology, are much more important in today’s world.”

---

² Stanley Milgram, Obedience to Authority, an Experimental View (New York: 2009), 27–31. All further references in this essay are to the same passage of this volume.

“Our view is that advertising ought to surprise and even mystify, and should engage people’s imagination more than their reasoning.” This was the manifesto-style declaration that appeared in the Italian business magazine *Civiltà delle Macchine* in July 1954. During the 1950s, public relations departments in the larger Italian corporations used contributions by specialists from a very wide range of disciplines in company magazines that circulated both among their own staffs and outside the factories. These publications became testing grounds for the blend of technical, scientific, artistic, and sometimes philosophical topics. The promotion of industrial products included the popularization of science and technology, while the fine arts were required to assist by providing an additional cognitive and affective dimension.

This was not just about selling things but about engaging the population, educating people, and turning them into active participants in Italy’s social and economic recovery. While business magazines in the early postwar period emphasized the great strides made by Italy’s reconstruction, after 1950 the range of things that evoked surprise was extended: they enthusiastically presented a variety of technological innovations, scientific discoveries new and old, and works by both professional artists and amateurs. The intersections and overlaps between different spheres were often highlighted.

The topos of wonder is implicit in the concept of “the economic miracle,” the expression used for the economic expansion in the 1950s and early 1960s in West Germany, Italy, and Japan, the principal countries defeated in World War II, whose rapid recovery was indeed seen as “miraculous.” “Economic miracle,” *Wirtschaftswunder, miracolo economico*: the development of this label, applied retrospectively to a phenomenon perceived as astonishing, can be related to the multifaceted public discourse around the wonders of new industrial methods, their large-scale use, and the progress they delivered to society in general. The features of these fables can be delineated from a close examination of the magazines produced by Italian industry during the period 1949–1959; technology clearly proves to be the queen of surprise, followed by the fine arts, and then advertising.

Opening an issue of *Civiltà delle Macchine* (published by Finmeccanica and IRI), one found pages and pages of advertising, but there were no advertisements at all in *Esso Rivista* (Standard Oil) or in *Il Gatto Selvatico* (Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi and Agip), which were aimed mainly at each company’s own employees. All the editorial teams, however, initiated discussions of advertising with journalists and other experts who presented historical surveys on the theme; they included Carlo Balestra in *Il Gatto Selvatico* in December 1955, Achille Perilli in *Esso Rivista* in early 1957, and Renato Giani in *Civiltà delle Macchine* in the summer of the same year.

The discourse on advertising was supplemented by advertising images with an illustrative and explanatory function. In the publications that otherwise carried no advertising at all, these images were taken from the campaigns of their parent companies: Agip’s fantastical flame-breathing dog with six legs for *Il Gatto Selvatico* and for *Esso Rivista* the photograph of an elegant couple, out at night, strolling past an oil refinery. The latter magazine reported on the major campaign launched by the company in 1956 with the slogan “ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil” (note the assonance and alliteration). In Perilli’s words, this was about “recalling the countless uses of oil and its derivatives in contemporary life,” including nylon, the material for the elegant woman’s red evening dress. “Wonderful new fibers that oil helped make,” ran the photograph’s subheading: Perilli explains that its advertising mechanism was “to make readers curious and draw them into reading the text, from which they would realize, with amazement, how oil is actually the subject of the photograph. Thus the advertising trap will be elegantly sprung.”

The magazines were playing with the expectations of readers who must have understood their connection with industry but who were also looking for scientific and cultural entertainment from publications that presented themselves as nonspecialist. From their titles, illustrated covers, frequently glossy paper, and numerous pictures, *Civiltà delle Macchine, Esso Rivista, Il Gatto Selvatico, Illustrato Fiat, and Rivista Shell Italiana* resembled the illustrated magazines of the 1950s that were popular in Italy as elsewhere. The periodicals published by industrial conglomerates reviewed the in-
ventions of the past, present, and future, from the wheel to the missile, ancient handmade artifacts to synthetic fibers, the dam to the atomic pile, the telescope to the unmanned satellite, the steam engine to the petrol engine, the earliest to the latest drilling techniques for finding oil, and the simplest tools to automation in industrial production, computation, translation, and robotics. Confronted by so many discoveries and inventions, all—the factoryworker and the scientist, the poet and the painter—might experience wonder.

In showcasing various creations, the aim was to construct consensus: to consolidate the social fabric at the levels of both the company and the nation, with a Western perspective during the Cold War era. A part was also played by strangers to the world of production, such as the artists invited into workplaces who then told the public about industrial activity in a manner exotic enough to interest readers without overwhelming them; according to Renato Giani, writing in the first issue of Civiltà delle Macchine for 1958, they were “gifted with that kind of marvelous outsider’s eye whereby things seem surprising and novel, and are surrounded by an aura of mystery and miracle.”

While medieval wonders were symbolic of wealth and power, the many wonders extolled by Italian company magazines in the 1950s needed to draw a veil over power relationships while emphasizing the democratic aspect of universal benefit in the spirit of general progress. This position changed notably during the next decade, when criticisms of uneven development started to emerge even in the industrial magazines. However, the effectiveness of the surprise mechanism itself seemed to be fading, as can be discerned from a piece by Giuseppe Dal Monte in the October 1958 issue of Illustrato Fiat: “All these discoveries, which yesterday seemed like figments of the imagination but today are in use and may lead to further developments, have now accustomed us all, whether dunces or scientists, to not being surprised by anything.”

Translated by Stuart Ogletorpe
In a famous remark from the *Critique of Practical Reason*, Kant mentions two things that fill the mind with “ever new and increasing awe and wonder”: “the starry heavens above me and the moral law within me” (5:161). That remark is quoted toward the end of the fascinating history of wonder and curiosity which Raine, together with her coauthor Katharine Park, narrate in their 1998 book *Wonders and the Order of Nature*. Their point is to underscore a shift in the object of the emotion of wonder that came about with the Enlightenment. The proper object of wonder is no longer the anomalous, the surprising, the unexpected—the “wonder” of the *Wunderkammer*—but rather its opposite: the immutable regularity of the universal laws of nature, associated, for Kant, with the absolute authority of the moral law.

Is the experience of wonder, for Kant, definitively dissociated from that of surprise, of our response to the unexpected? I would like to complement Raine’s invocation of Kant by suggesting that Kant does allow for wonder as a reaction to the unexpected, although in a way compatible with the idea that it responds to the lawfulness of nature rather than to the apparently anomalous. The wonder I have in mind is described in the *Critique of Judgment*, where Kant has us reflect on the relation between nature’s empirical laws—the ones we discover through observation and experiment—and our own cognitive capacities. What turns out to be unexpected, in this reflection, is that nature’s empirical laws are such as to allow us to come to know them. There is nothing surprising about our capacity to know the a priori synthetic laws Kant identifies in the *Critique of Pure Reason*—for example, that substance is permanent or that every event has a cause—since these laws, like those of arithmetic and geometry, originate in our own cognitive faculties. But, Kant reminds us, these transcendental laws do not imply that “nature is a system comprehensible by the human cognitive capacity through empirical laws”: they leave open the possibility that the diversity of natural forms and corresponding empirical laws could be “infinitely great,” presenting us with “a crude chaotic aggregate without the slightest trace of a system” (20:209). That nature is, instead, comprehensible to us and indeed allows of being systematized by us in a thoroughgoing way, is entirely contingent—so much so that when we discover systematic unity among empirical laws of nature, it is like a “happy accident [glücklicher Zufall] favouring our intention” (5:186). The discovery that two or more apparently heterogeneous laws can be unified under a single principle yields “a very remarkable pleasure, often even a wonder [Bewunderung] which does not cease even when we are already sufficiently familiar with its object” (5:187). This is indeed close to the idea of wonder at the regularity of nature, but it includes an element of surprise. What we wonder at is not that nature is intrinsically regular but that it is regular in a way that we can comprehend—something that, given the independence of empirical nature from human cognitive faculties, we have no right to expect.

The wonder Kant describes here is linked with a different kind of wonder or admiration, that associated with pleasure in the beautiful. Like the first, it involves surprise. There are no rules for determining whether or not something is beautiful and thus no way that we could predict from the description of a beautiful object that we will find it beautiful (5:284–286). Like nature’s comprehensibility to us, the beauty of objects we encounter can be regarded as a gift, a way in which nature favors us (5:380). Kant holds that the capacity to experience beauty is a condition of knowledge, so the fact that we are able in principle to feel pleasure in the beautiful is no more contingent than our capacity in principle to bring objects under concepts and to organize those concepts under higher concepts. What is contingent is the fact that objects exist that awaken this capacity. We could perfectly well conceive of a world without a single beautiful object, just as we can conceive of a world in which our capacities to conceptualize and systematize nature are constantly frustrated.

Is Kant—the prototypical philosopher of the Enlightenment—willing to settle for this radical contingency at the heart of his philosophical system? On the one hand, he does, in typical Kantian fashion, discipline it by making it the object of an a priori principle: the

---

Catherine Goldstein

The epitome of mathematical surprise is perhaps John McKay’s observation in 1978 that $196883 + 1 = 196884$. Note that $196735 + 1 = 196736$ would not have done the trick. To become a surprise, the six-digit number on the right-hand side of the equation had to be associated with a well-known complex function, that on the left-hand side with an important finite group. Groups are perhaps the simplest mathematical structures used to encapsulate symmetries, from those of geometrical figures to those of roots of equations to those of movements of particles in physics. The classification of finite groups occupied dozens of mathematicians and thousands of pages in the twentieth century and involved constructions that amazed even the specialists of the field; John Conway, for instance, significantly described one of them in these terms: “In 1964, Zvonimir Janko gave us the first of a list of surprises, by announcing the discovery of a new simple group of order 175560, which at that time seemed quite a large number.”

The “large number” 175560 here is the order, that is the number of elements, in the group; we knew of groups of any order (for instance, the group of symmetries of the vertices of a regular polygon with any number of sides), but this new group did not belong to any well-known families and was simple, that is, indecomposable into other smaller groups. Since 1964, a handful of other new simple groups have been brought to light and their classification completed. The largest one has $2^{46} \cdot 3^{20} \cdot 5^9 \cdot 7^6 \cdot 11^2 \cdot 13^3 \cdot 17 \cdot 19 \cdot 23 \cdot 29 \cdot 31 \cdot 41 \cdot 47 \cdot 59 \cdot 71$ elements (a 54-digit number) and is known by the nickname “The Monster.” To help understand such large structures, mathematicians represented them in various ways: in particular The Monster can be represented as the set of symmetries of a 196883-dimensional space. And here is our 196883.

As for the 196884, it appears totally independently, as one of the first coefficients of the Fourier development of the so-called $j$-function, a function introduced by Felix Klein in the nineteenth century.

to classify curves. It has been studied intensively ever since, both by function theorists and algebraic geometers. But the great sensation was not due to a simple numerical coincidence; who would have cared if the respective numbers had been the commonplace 5 and 6, or even 12 and 13? The mere size of the number 196883 involves a quality of individuality; that its six digits unexpectedly appear all together in far-distant areas did not look like a coincidence, and the size of 196883 was decisive in convincing several mathematicians that a hitherto undetected connection was indeed at work.

That large numbers can create astonishment is not particular to recent times. In 1643, Pierre Fermat wrote to Marin Mersenne, “Vous vous étonneriez bien davantage si je vous dis de plus que toutes [c]es questions sont possibles et que j’ai découvert leur solution,” and then proceeded to exhibit 4687298610289, 4565486027761, 1061652293520 as the three sides of a right-angled triangle having a square as its largest side and also a square as the sum of its two smallest sides. How large must a number be to be a scientific surprise? Large is of course a subjective idea, but the point here is that the size itself is what explicitly mattered to provoke awe.

In this sense, large numbers are everywhere in the works and correspondence of Marin Mersenne’s circle. Mersenne marveled at the 40320 songs constructed with only eight notes and at the words constructed with 22 letters or more: “ici l’esprit joue avec l’infini et par là ‘l’homme s’assujettit le Ciel et la terre par la force de son entendement.” It is remarkable that the actual numbering of the possibilities—what Gaston Bachelard would see as the beginning of the scientific mind—did not decrease Mersenne’s feeling of marvel and surprise but gave substance to it, freed it. The number of words with 30 consonants and 20 vowels, in an imaginary language constructed with 39 consonants and 10 vowels, is thus said to be “prodigieusement grand, car il contient 73 caractères.”

But the effect of large numbers also lies in the display of mastery they imply. In the early seventeenth century, one would need to have, for instance, an intimate knowledge of numbers to recognize 1803601800 as the product of $2^2 \cdot 3 \cdot 5 \cdot 7 \cdot 11 \cdot 13^2$, which is the exact shape required to be a certain number of times the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle with given properties. Or, as in the Fermat example above, it proves that talent and an authentic method, not pure trial and error, are in action here and responsible for finding the (10-digit) smallest solution to a problem. The surprise here is caused not so much by the enormity of the world but by the mathematician’s talent.

In other circumstances, however, smallness can be the key to the surprise. Let us think of the principle known as John Dalton’s “law of multiple proportions”: when two elements form several compounds, the ratios of the masses of the second element that combines with a fixed mass of the first element can always be expressed as small integers. With a very similar argument, René Hauy tried to defend his position on calcite against that of William Hyde Wollaston: “les mesures [de Wollaston] ne peuvent être rigoureuses,” he writes, because “les rapports qui en dérivent seront représentés par de grands nombres.” Large numbers here would not have been significant because any real number can be approximated as closely as desired by fractions with large enough numerators and denominators. In natural phenomena, small often warrants the integer nature of the numbers

5 Quoted in Coumet, “Mersenne: Dictions nouvelles à l’infini,” 318.
involved, which in turn suggests that structural properties (atoms for instance) are at play.  

Surprise is a cognitive emotion par excellence, writes Nathalie Mauriac Dyer. As for integers, the variety of the surprises they encapsulate, “un bouquet varié de plusieurs fleurs de couleur et odeur différentes,” is perhaps what is the most surprising for the historian.

---

9 But not only there: the same issue appears in generalizations of the relation between The Monster and the $j$-function, where linear combinations with small coefficients of the data linked with groups appear as coefficients in the development of special functions.


11 This quotation, from the conferences of the Théophraste Renaudot’s Bureau d’Adresse, is mentioned in Simone Mazauric, Savoirs et philosophie à Paris dans la première moitié du XVIIe siècle (Paris: 1997), 79.
It’s a pretty good joke the first time you hear it. I was 12 when I saw it in the form of a one-panel cartoon. Two scientists were standing before a large white board. (I could tell they were scientists because there were some beakers on the table, some math was scrawled around the board, and their coats were white.) Among the formulae on the board, there was a box with a number in its upper right-hand corner and some symbols in the center, something like “?!??!” One of the scientists had turned to the other and said, “I’ve done it, Jones: I’ve found the element of surprise!” You get the joke, such as it is. In the realm of geeky science jokes it isn’t bad, and it has been rediscovered (or simply plagiarized, but I expect not) dozens of times. The charm wears off.

Now let me suggest one of those things that make academics no fun at parties: let’s dig a bit deeper into the joke. This move is a slantwise tribute to Robert Darnton’s classic 1984 collection *The Great Cat Massacre and Other Episodes in French Cultural History*, especially the title essay. Darnton provided an account of a printer’s shop in Paris where the apprentices had rounded up the stray cats and hung them en masse. To them, this was hilarious—to us, rather less so. Darnton’s brief for the cultural historian was to make sense of the joke, to elucidate why this slaughter would have struck these Parisians not only as thinkable but as a knee-slapper.

At first blush, our case does not seem an especially appropriate opportunity to undertake a similar inquiry. There is no moment of puzzlement: the joke’s funny enough. We even know why it is funny: the cartoonist has juxtaposed a common expression “the element of surprise” with the periodic table. That table classifies elements, and new elements would necessarily belong on it. The humor trades on the double meaning of “element” in English.

But there is something more to be said—two things, actually: one about the periodic table and one about the word “element.” The joke does not just present a lump of metal and describe it as the “element of surprise”; it creates a box that looks like a position in the periodic system of chemical elements, like the one in every chemistry classroom you have ever been in. In each of the many incarnations littering the Internet, we have all the trappings, such as a chemical sym-
thing with atomic weight 12 exists and fits in this slot. For Mendeleev, the only property an “element” had was atomic weight (today, we say the property is more accurately atomic number). The periodic table classifies elements, but chemists work in laboratories with basic substances. This essential distinction differentiates how Mendeleev thought of elements from how Antoine Lavoisier did in the late eighteenth century. Lavoisier spoke of basic substances.

Ironically, Lavoisier’s extremely influential 1789 textbook was translated into English the following year by Robert Kerr as Elements of Chemistry. In the original, it was Traité élémentaire de chimie— an elementary treatise of chemistry. Kerr was the one who changed the adjective to a noun, making Lavoisier’s title seem like a pun. That is the final point about the double entendre nerdy joke about “the element of surprise”: it only really works in English. Sure, by now you can find élément de surprise or Element der Überraschung or элемент удивления, but these are importations from the English. The expression—and the joke implied by it—work in translation because of the prior anglicization of global science that has taken place in the past several decades. That is something of a surprise, but it isn’t much of a joke.

bol, an atomic number, and typically also an atomic weight: for example, “Ah!” (number 104, weight 213—by number this would be rutherfordium, but the weight is far too light, more in the vicinity of astatine or radon), “Oh” (dubbed “alarmose”—the name of a sugar and not an element, but why be pedantic?—atomic number 231, which is obscenely beyond the limits of any table, and the number 41,903, just above the relatively light calcium), and the rakish “Wtf” (atomic number 222, a plausible future transuranic, with an equally plausible weight of 317,449,8, endowed with a few too many significant figures). The range of silliness points to something about how people understand periodic tables as emblems of science. Their “scientificity” is concentrated in the Helvetica font and some companion numbers, not in the relationships revealed by their placement in an array. This is how we end up with periodic tables of beer, of fruits and nuts, of desserts… In this context, the element of surprise is not terribly surprising.

There is a more interesting historical point if we concentrate on the fact that this is an element of surprise. The word has a rather intriguing chemical history. In antiquity, when atomism was a relatively fringe doctrine, the word “element” was not associated with the substances of matter. The most famous book of that period (indeed of all time) with the word in the title was penned by Euclid, and his elements were foundational notions from which one could build a glorious geometrical edifice. The Latinized Greek term became more common to distinguish substances in the early modern era, although, of course, plenty of vagueness and metaphor still surrounded its textual usage.

By the mid-nineteenth century, conceptual clarity about the technical meaning of “element” in English, French, German, and Russian lay at the root of the reasoning of chemists about the classification of inorganic substances and was particularly important for Dmitrii Ivanovich Mendeleev, whose 1869 version of the periodic system is the pedigreed ancestor of today’s wall charts. What precisely do we mean, Mendeleev mused, when we say “carbon” belongs right there on a periodic table? We don’t mean graphite or diamond, even though those things are pure carbon; what we mean is that some-
“The egg is a metaphor for surprise” was the tagline of a proposal for a huge “media environment” titled The Egg, designed by performance artist Wolf Vostell. A pioneer of the Fluxus movement in postwar Germany, Vostell planned to exhibit his installation at documenta 6 in the summer of 1977. The idea was to place a military airplane, a NATO Starfighter, on the roof of the Fridericianum, documenta’s main exhibit building. The airplane would be inhabited by an ant colony and connected by a tube to a room inside the main building so that, Vostell explained, “the ants can wander back and forth.” The room would be filled knee-high with water, and the wreckage of airplanes would float on its surface. Visitors would wade through the dark water while watching footage of airplane crashes on TV screens. For Vostell, this was nothing less than the “bodily experience of information.”

Apart from a critique of the Cold War arms race, The Egg addressed social dimensions of science and technology. While wading through the dark water, a German visitor was likely to remember November 20, 1974, when a Lufthansa jumbo crashed during take-off in Nairobi, killing 59 passengers. So there was something sarcastic about the subtitle of Vostell’s proposal, especially if you consider that he was born in 1932 and had experienced the Second World War firsthand: “The airplane is the egg in the hands of the sky.” Along with his proposal, Vostell constructed several object box versions of The Egg.

Vostell’s proposal also referred to science and technology in terms of consumer culture. In 1974, the Italian food manufacturer Ferrero had launched Kinder Sorpresa, Kinder Surprise, the famous chocolate egg that contains a toy inside. Created by product designer William Salice, it commercialized the idea of construction models that dated back to early twentieth-century hands-on education in

---

1 All quotes are from Harald Kimpel and Eckhart Gillen, UTOPIEdocumenta: Unrealized Projects from the History of the World Art Exhibition (Vienna: 2015), 86–93.
drawn on a specific form of knowledge: hands-on; *eggish*, if you will. They called their simple shacks “construction as original experience” (*Urerfahrung*). Following their intuition and emotions, the builders were like little children that made sketches on paper, unaffected by rationality. It was a little bit like Kinder Sorpresa: “Reasoning with their hands and inspired by the materials of the forest, the builders translate their unconscious idea of home into a constructed form.”

In other words, in the heart of a highly managed airport region, the Darmstadt students spotted a representative of new epistemology. Like the *bricoleur* of Claude Lévi-Strauss, the shack builders performed a sort of knowledge that was wild, hands-on, and environmental, relying as it did only on materials readily available.

The years 1977 and 1981 were crucial for those in the humanities who particularly cared about new epistemologies. In California, for instance, laboratory studies emerged with a hands-on approach to rationality that was typical for that time (and has remained so since). The scientists in Karin Knorr-Cetina’s *The Manufacture of Knowledge* (1981) acted no longer like the epistemic engineers of the Cold War years but rather like the bricoleur or the “tinkerer” (François Jacob), who constantly adapted to and chose from the material “environment” of the laboratory. According to Latour and Woolgar’s *Laboratory Life* (1979), these “working environments” were inhabited by a plethora of writing and other sense-making technologies. Vostell’s *The Egg* aimed to dismantle such technoscientific environments; the protesters had a similar ambition. A local politician from the conservative party intervened, and the installation never materialized (Vostell suspected censorship). The shack village was cleared in November 1981. Interestingly, Vostell’s didactic goals were somewhat old-fashioned. *The Egg*, he wrote, should produce a “surprise for humans.” Exactly at this point we find a cryptic addendum in his proposal, written in parentheses. Just two words: “(help—deconstruction).”

---

Michael Hagner | Purkyne, affektiv


gressive oder ängstliche Gesichtszüge kamen in dieser von Selbstbeherrschung diktierten Bildwelt nicht vor, und allenfalls Kindern, Geisteskranken und Schauspielern wurden solche Gemütsbewegungen zugestanden. Andererseits gab es ein starkes wissenschaftliches Interesse an Mimik und Physiognomik, das Lavater auf die Spur gebracht hatte und mit der Einführung der Fotografie auf eine neue Stufe gehoben wurde. Grimassenschneiden für die Wissenschaften war jedoch nichts, für das sich die Wissenschaftler hergeben hätten.


Purkině wollte ein solches Bild der Einbildungskraft seiner Nachwelt überlassen. Wer weiß das schon? Zweifellos beweisen die Selbstporträts, dass die Fotografie auch ohne besonderen technischen Aufwand Neues, Überraschendes, Subversives hervorbringen kann. Vor allem aber wird der Wissenschaft ihr eigener Wissenstrieb vorgehalten. Allein die unvorstellbare Vorstellung, Duchenne oder Darwin wären ihre eigenen Versuchspersonen gewesen, die sich in affektiver Bewegung fotografieren lassen, hätte manches humanwissenschaftliche Gesicht menschlicher aussehen lassen.

Anke te Heesen


Was Mortimer Adler und William Gorman wie Torwächter eingeschlossen halten, ist die materielle und personelle Grundlage vieler Jahre Arbeit, in der die ihrer Überzeugung nach wichtigsten Bücher der Welt von dem hier abgebildeten Mitarbeiterstab indexalisiert, exzerpiert und zusammengestellt wurden. „The exhausted-looking people grouped about the books and files above have just finished a monumental intellectual task. [...] They have come up with the thesis that the basis of Western culture is the 102 great ideas displayed above.“ Im Verlauf der 1940er Jahre hatte der Präsident und spätere Kanzler der University of Chicago, Robert M. Hutchins mit dem Philosophen und Autor populärer Schriften Mortimer Adler an einem Kanon der wichtigsten Bücher der sogenannten westlichen Welt gearbeitet. Als Grundlage einer humanistischen Bildung und Wiederbelebung der freien Künste im Dienste der amerikanischen Demokratie, wurden so über 400 Werke ausschließlich männlicher Autoren zusammengestellt, übersetzt und in einheitlichen Bänden herausgegeben. „The Great Books of the Western World“ erschienen 1952 und wurden als Teil der Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc., ebenfalls unter

---

George Skadding. "The 102 Great Ideas: Scholars Complete a Monumental Catalog." 
der Agide Hutchins, in einem feierlichen Akt der Öffentlichkeit übergeben. Ihnen war ein zweibändiges „Synopticon“ vorangestellt, das als ein Führer durch den Inhalt der 443 Werke aus Literatur, Wissenschaft und Philosophie von der Antike bis in das 20. Jahrhundert dienen sollte. Entstanden war so ein Bildungskondensat der Nachkriegszeit, das nur verschlagwortet werden musste, um zugänglich zu sein. Man hatte ein solides Fundament für ein sich selbst unterrichtendes Volk schaffen wollen, aber entstanden war ein unlesbares Vademecum, ein „antidote to pleasure“.2

Genau davon berichtet die Momentaufnahme des LIFE-Fotografen, die den vorläufigen Abschluss der Arbeit der „indexer“ festhält, „whose job it was to read and reread two or three authors apiece until they knew them perfectly.“ Man hatte alle Kästen über den Campus geschleppt, war in den dritten Stock eines der akademischen Bildung von Frauen gewidmeten Gebäude (der „Ida Noyes Hall“) gestiegen, wo Personen wie Materialien Aufstellung fanden. Die Gruppe war wahrscheinlich den Anweisungen des Fotografen gefolgt, hatte die Arme verschränkt, das Haar gerichtet, um gottergeben auf das Blitzlicht zu warten. Doch dann nimmt das zum Bild geforene „heavy reading“ eine unerwartete Wendung, denn, so liest man unter der Fotografie: „After a couple of years the indexers began to think like their authors and even to assume their names. From her window every morning Mrs. Freud (seated, front left, above) would wave to Aristotle (front, fifth from left) as he bicycled to work. Near her would sit St. Thomas Aquinas (rear, fifth from left), who liked to work 36 hours at a stretch and relax by playing the horses. Kant (rear, extreme right) was a man who had written his college thesis on ‘Misspellings in Old Southern Cookbooks.’“ Das ins Bild gesetzte Wissensmonument der 102 Schlagworte ist wohl doch nicht ganz so geknüpft zu verstehen. Der Betrachter beginnt die Fotografie erneut zu erkunden: Frau Freud hat für diesen Tag eine weiße Bluse anzogen und lächelt sogar in die Kamera. Auch Thomas von Aquins Lippen umspielt ein feines Lächeln, während Kant ganz unsere Erwartung an aufrechter Haltung und gebotenem Ernst erfüllt. Ist der Blick einmal geschärft für dieses Beziehungsgefüge zwischen den Personen, werden der Untergrund der soliden Kartei und die aufrechten Bücher in einen leichten Tremor versetzt: Könnte Frau Freud im Flirt mit Aristoteles vielleicht ein Fehler mit ihrem Stichwort Language unterlaufen sein? War Aristoteles nach einer schnellen Fahrradfahrt erhitzt im Büro angekommen und hatte im Furor dem Begriff Happiness zu viele Belegstellen zugeordnet (was ihn immer noch beschäftigt und deshalb düster blicken lässt)? Und welche Blüten hatte die Bildung von Herr Kant getrieben, der durch die Kochbücher des Südens bestens gewappnet erschien für die herkulische Aufgabe der Geschmacksbildung? Und dann Thomas von Aquin: Er könnte im Verlauf der letzten Jahre gemeinsame Sache mit Frau Goethe gemacht haben; womöglich hatten sie liebestrunken Textstellen am laufenden Band angestrichen, an Nachmittagen auf der Rennbahn diskutiert und am nächsten Morgen in die Kartei eingefügt?


---


_________________________
“Smaismrlmepoetaleumibunenugttauiras”: such was the August surprise Galileo Galilei launched in a letter-writing blitz just a few months after stunning the astronomical world in 1610 with his “starry message” about towering lunar mountains, old constellations studded with new stars, and as many moons circling Jupiter as there were Medici sons. Johannes Kepler quickly set about reordering Galileo’s “transposed letters,” announcing a month later that the Italian had discovered two moons around Mars as well. Or had he? Benedetto Castelli and the Jesuits at the Collegio Romano were among those who puzzled over the encoded missive—Galileo’s special way of keeping his friends close and (potential) patrons and rivals closer—but we know that at least a few were surprised again when Galileo revealed his breaking news later that fall: neither Martian moons as Kepler had surmised, nor shadows on the sun as Thomas Harriot had guessed, but a tripled Saturn as seen through the telescope. Kepler published Galileo’s solution for the Saturnine puzzle together with a new Galilean anagram, this time set in a natural language: “Haec immatura a me jam frustra leguntur oy.” In the end, though, it was Kepler who “read” Galileo’s latest news “in vain.” Venus’s phases were at issue, not a red spot on Jupiter.

Credit and priority motivated early modern encoding of astronomical news, as both codemakers and would-be codebreakers understood. Scholars enciphered their discoveries to prove prior knowledge of what might later become contested intellectual capital, as did Christiaan Huygens in 1655 with an anagram encompassing a verse from Ovid: “admovere ocvlis distantia sidera nostris, vvvvvvc ccrrhnbqx.” John Wallis quickly replied with a

1 Johannes Kepler, *Narratio* (Frankfurt: 1611), verso: “Salve umbistineum geminatum Martia proles.”
lengthy anagram that happened to use all the letters in Huygens’s. After receiving Huygens’s plaintext, Wallis unveiled the solution to his own cipher, which seemed to secure English priority in discovering the period of Saturn’s moon. Early modern cryptography was both a matter of state and of mathematics, and Wallis, a master of both, had deliberately constructed an anagram that allowed for whatever solution Huygens might eventually disclose for his own. This was no mere prank at Huygens’s expense but a pointed comment on the multivalency of such ciphers and their utility in addressing priority claims.

Early modern astronomical surprise was a staged enterprise. Galileo wrote in plain language of Saturn’s three-bodied appearance and, lest there be any misunderstanding, drew a diagram for the benefit of his current patron, the Grand Duke of Tuscany, while holding other correspondents in anagrammatic suspense. Undaunted by Wallis’ sciphered riposte, Huygens produced yet another, this time rearranging all the letters of the plaintext message in alphabetical order—“aaaaaaacccccdeeeeeghiiiiiiillllmmnnnnnnnnooooppqrrsstttttuuuuuu”—and sending it to the press. Huygens eventually disclosed its meaning (Saturn is surrounded by a ring inclined to the ecliptic) but only in stages, managing its impact through a print and manuscript campaign culminating in the lavishly illustrated 1659 *Systema Saturnium* dedicated to Leopold de’ Medici.

* Encoding surprise, early modern style, it stands in sharp contrast with the methods and motives of astronomers who, centuries later, sought immediacy in telegraphed astronomical news as a solution to the problems of awarding credit and coordinating labor within an internationalist astronomical community. Intelligibility,
however, proved more elusive. First published in 1881 and often re-
vised, the Science Observer Code for the "telegraphic transmission of
astronomical data" substituted dictionary words in place of numer­
als and common astronomical phrases. The resulting codebook—well
over 200 pages long—replaced "December 22" with "unexpert,"
"South preceding" with "unhelpful," and "Dreyer's Supplement to
Herschel's General Catalogue of Nebulae" with "unheated." Promo-
ted by the Harvard College Observatory in 1906, Willard P. Gerrish's
telegraphic code relied instead on printed forms, a few additional
syntactic rules, and a system of two-letter monosyllables for express­
ing numerals: "Memorizing the words "badefigoku, amenipotux, vy"
(12345, 67890; "vy" had a variety of meanings) will give command of
the code at all times."\(^{11}\) In 1931, the International Astronomical
Union's Central Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams sent out a cir-
cular acknowledging receipt of the missive "Buskin Ryves mipalone
fodaship stop babble mofament forilege honu
ant," but
bluntly noted, "The telegram is given in a Code unknown here."\(^{12}\)
Like
the eponymous discoverer of comet Ryves, early modern astrono­
mers were frustrated by undecoded scientific news. Yet they knew its
value in orchestrating scientific surprise.

\(^{10}\) Franciszek Karłowski, "Schreiben des Herrn Prof. Karlinski, Directors der Sternwarte
in Krakau, an den Herausgeber," Astronomische Nachrichten
66, no. 2 (1866): column 31
(no. 1562).

\(^{11}\) Seth Carlo Chandler and John Ritchie, The Science Observer Code
([Boston]: 1888); Harvard College Observatory and Willard P. Gerrish,

\(^{12}\) Elis Strömgren, Bureau central astronomique de l'Union astronomique international
(Observatoire de Copenhague), circular no. 331 (August 15, 1931), accessed September 29,
2018, http://www.cbat.eps.harvard.edu/iauc/00300/00331.html. For Ryves's code, see
nomical Society of the Pacific 8, no. 49 (1896): 109–133.
however, proved more elusive. First published in 1881 and often revised, the Science Observer Code for the telegraphic transmission of astronomical data substituted dictionary words in place of numerals and common astronomical phrases. The resulting codebook—well over 200 pages long—replaced “December 22” with “unexpert,” “South preceding” with “unhelpful,” and “Dreyer’s Supplement to Herschel’s General Catalogue of Nebulae” with “unheated.” Promoted by the Harvard College Observatory in 1906, Willard P. Gerrish’s telegraphic code relied instead on printed forms, a few additional syntactic rules, and a system of two-letter monosyllables for expressing numerals: “Memorizing the words “badefigoku, amenipotux, vy” (12345, 67890; “vy” had a variety of meanings) will give command of the code at all times.”

In 1931, the International Astronomical Union’s Central Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams sent out a circular acknowledging receipt of the missive “Buskin Ryves mipalone fodaship stop babble mofament fofimate fatelige honu...” but bluntly noted, “The telegram is given in a Code unknown here.” Like the eponymous discoverer of comet Ryves, early modern astronomers were frustrated by undecoded scientific news. Yet they knew its value in orchestrating scientific surprise.

Sur
---

Surprise begins with behind smoke, screens, or simple darkness, precisely because we perceive the world around us as an endless mystery. Any given surprise may awaken in us the apparent enjoyment we at times derive from surprise; this enjoyment reveals a challenge for our understandings. To embrace surprise thus suggests a different foundation practice of writing. Against surprise’s unrepeatability, can we craft texts that play on the finitude of knowing such that every rereading produces surprise? The desire to somehow preserve the unidirectionality of time. Thrown irreversibly toward a future shrouded in darkness, screens, or simple darkness, precisely because we perceive the world around us as an endless mystery. Any given surprise may awaken in us the apparent enjoyment we at times derive from surprise; this enjoyment reveals a challenge for our understandings. To embrace surprise thus suggests a different foundation practice of writing. Against surprise’s unrepeatability, can we craft texts that play on the finitude of knowing such that every rereading produces surprise?

Round
---

If every rereading is to produce surprise, then different parts should at every moment remain hidden.

Books may be used to amplify a place imperceptible—from the page to which one has yet to turn, such that when reading, we are often fraught with the observation that books, in some fundamental way, were designed for hiding. The very materiality of books signal their ambivalent the obscuring fold and the uncut leaf—in simple barriers to by refusing easy access, by deferring the act of knowing over space and time, a book It is perhaps in this sense that books should serve as a metaphor to stand on a page’s edge, awaiting the turn to come. book.

In March of 2016, from far beyond my horizon of anticipation, I found myself surprised by an e-mail signed “Lorraine Daston.” It was the first occasion for any direct communication between us—my first real interaction with the individual behind what had always been a near mythic name—and all the more shocking, as it came within it never that she was offering me a postdoctoral fellowship in her department at the Max Planck Institute for the History of Science. More than two years have now passed, and during these years, I cannot claim to have surprised Daston with any of my accomplishments, though she has never ceased to surprise me with her insights. Yet, for those such as myself less capable of these insights, another kind of surprise is still attainable. It is attainable in the manipulation of the space of page against the unrepeatability of time, such that each act of reading may find a new point of departure and follow a different trajectory—a different combination of lines, a different order of paragraphs, a different configuration of what is, at any moment, hidden and revealed. This is possible in text, in ways impossible in life. As Department II reaches one end, I would wish to believe that it still survives in this book. I hope that for you, Raine, and you, reader unknown, this text and the others that stand beside it remain open always to reading and rereading, presenting ever the possibility of surprise.

In March of 2016, from far beyond my horizon of anticipation, I found myself surprised by an e-mail signed “Lorraine Daston.” It was the first occasion for any direct communications between—my first real interaction with the individual behind what had always been a near mythic name—and all the more shocking, as it occurred within a week that she was offering me a postdoctoral fellowship in her department at the Max Planck Institute for the History of Science.

More than two years have now passed, and during these years, I cannot claim to have surprised Lorraine with any of my accomplishments, though she has never ceased to surprise me with her insights. Yet, for those such as myself less capable of these insights, another kind of surprise is still attainable. It is attainable in the manipulation of the space of page against the unrepeatability of time, such that each act of reading may find a new point of departure and follow a different trajectory—a different combination of lines, a different order of paragraphs, a different configuration of what is, at any moment, hidden and revealed.

As Department II reaches one end, I would thus like to believe that it still survives in this book. I hope that for you, Raine, and you, reader unknown, this text and the others that stand beside it remain open always to reading and rereading, presenting ever the possibility of surprise.
difficulty of conceiving what is not measurable, of Achilles, of the Tortoise, and of both being victims of mathematical sophistry. Only at this point does Bergson offer the thought that had been, for him, the beginning of everything. This is how he puts it.

Ce qui prouve bien que l’intervalle de durée lui-même ne compte pas au point de vue de la science, c’est que, si tous les mouvements de l’univers se produisaient deux ou trois fois plus vite, il n’y aurait rien à modifier ni à nos formules, ni aux nombres que nous y faisons entrer. La conscience aurait une impression indéfinissable et en quelque sorte qualitative de ce changement, mais il n’y paraîtrait pas en dehors d’elle, puisque le même nombre de simultanéités se produirait encore dans l’espace.

If Bergson had not told James how he had experienced this idea—if James had not pressed him for “adventures”—we might never have known that observing this had completely bowled him over. The thought is practically smuggled in: that dispassionate beginning—“Ce qui prouve”—muffles the shock of it, almost as though Bergson wanted to preserve the reader from the astonishment that it had given him.

And it is as though his own surprise might be too undignified to reveal in a work of philosophy. The word *surprendre* once had a marital sense, meaning sudden capture, being overtaken and taken prisoner, the consequence of a ruinous oversight; it is a word that, to be deployed to philosophical advantage, must be reserved for very particular occasions, moments of dire epistemological necessity. For the effect is detonation, and the philosopher must be willing to risk his own sovereignty with it. This was how Descartes described his predicament after being raided by his own doubt: “comme si tout à coup j’étais tombé dans une eau très profonde, je suis tellement surpris, que je ne puis ni asseurer mes pieds dans le fond, ni nager pour me soutenir au dessus.”

In the work itself, *Essai sur les données immédiates de la conscience*, this insight appears about midway through. Bergson helpfully gave James the page references. The discussion of scientific time comes after a long critique of the idea of intensity, after a critique of number, of the perception of space, of the nature of measurement, of the...

---


The 1920s was a fascinating decade for Berliners. In the immediate aftermath of the First World War, it seemed unfathomable that the city would soon become the world’s third-largest municipality. Despite the immediate political and economic turmoil, there was cause for optimism. The Bauhaus, originally located in Weimar and later resituated in nearby Dessau and Berlin, was establishing itself as the leading German school of architecture and design. German cinema was flourishing, featuring what would become classics, such as *Dr. Marbuse, der Spieler* and *Metropolis*, both directed by Fritz Lang. Berthold Brecht and Kurt Weill were entertaining the theatergoing throngs with rather poignant political morals, while similar messages from the pen of journalist and cultural critic Walter Benjamin could be read in the city’s newspapers. The capital could boast that it was the home of some of the world’s leading scientists, including the likes of Albert Einstein, Max Planck, Max von Laue, Gustav Hertz, Otto Heinrich Warburg, and Fritz Haber.

German radio was beginning to fill the airways with news and music. With this period of renewed industrialization and cultural, technological, and scientific achievements, a group of applied physicists, physiologists, engineers, musicians, and composers were tinkering away, inventing new musical instruments and genres. The technical expertise of radio engineers, who were contributing to the burgeoning form of communication, combined with the musical expertise present in the Berlin Hochschule für Musik (Conservatoire) and the financial backing of German companies and the Prussian Ministry of Science, Art, and Popular Education, enabled the production of a new electric musical instrument, the trautonium, which could be used for microtonal pieces and could mimic the timbre of numerous, more traditional instruments. In 1928, the Prussian Ministry for Science decided to address the issue of increasing the collaborations between musicians and engineers by creating the Rundfunkversuchsstelle within the Hochschule für Musik. Their solution proved to be extremely successful.

Radio and the research of applied, technical physicists, however, are not the only contexts in which we need to situate electric music in Germany during the late 1920s and 1930s. Also critical was the

It was not one of those times for Bergson. He was 26 years old and in need of a doctorate; it served him better not to show his own astonishment. “Ce qui prouve” made the argument without the backstory. And in this Bergson acted much like philosophers past and present, who, when not writing in a confessional mode, prefer to appear as clear-eyed councilmen who anticipate everything and keep their astonishment hidden.

Does this mean that a philosopher’s surprise is but a rare disclosure and that we readers would never detect it, if not for William James helpfully bobbing here and there?

With Bergson, no. For there is a form of expression that trafficks in the unexpected, that has surprise built into it like the charge added to a currency conversion: find it, give it its due, and see how a philosophy itself betrays a philosopher’s astonishment. Aristotle wrote of metaphor that it conveys “liveliness … and by the further power of surprising the hearer.”6 I think a metaphor also records the surprise of the writer, for this is the experience that prompts metaphor making. That distance between the ordinary and the unexpected that the reader, in a metaphor, finds reduced to the width of a wire is a distance that the writer, too, first tumbles over.

Bergson realized that time as it appeared in scientific calculations was only a placeholder. Time was really a medium of its own. Its closest likeness was water, but upon scrutiny Bergson’s time resembles no actual body of water. For it moves least at the surface, most at depth—a property not of water but of the particular vessel Bergson chose to contain it. Bergson’s time is a medium that resides in the mind. At its surface, floating “comme des feuillets mortes sur l’eau d’un étang,” are our clear and distinct thoughts.7 At depth, it is the mind in motion, whose every change changes the whole. Minds laden with time, time borne through the world by people: this was his dignified way of transmuting astonishment into philosophy, however undignified it would be for science.

---

research by physiologists into analyzing and synthesizing human sounds, particularly vowels and their corresponding formants, using gramophones. It was also a period of a new aesthetic, Neue Sachlichkeit, exemplified by avant-garde composers such as Paul Hindemith, Igor Stravinsky, and Arnold Schoenberg, who were trying to push the envelope of what constituted music and in essence saw themselves as following the calling of Ferruccio Busoni in 1907 to create a new form of music based on, among other things, atonality. It was an aesthetic of “absolute clarity,” “perfected handiwork,” “playful insouciance,” “formal consolidation,” and “objective forming” that distanced itself from emotional expression. The trautonium, it turns out, can be used as a heuristic tool to trace the contours of various disciplines, such as physics, electrical engineering, radio engineering, physiology, and musical aesthetics, which were actively coming together and cross-fertilizing in Berlin with funding from the Prussian government and German electrical companies during the 1920s and 1930s.

The initial trautonium was built in the Rundfunkversuchsstelle by physicist and electrical engineer Friedrich Trautwein and the musician Oskar Sala in 1930. It underwent various transformations throughout the 1930s and 1940s, including the Volkstraunton, built in 1932 with the generous funding of Telefunken. During the 1930s, Sala, who spent 10 semesters studying the natural sciences at the Universität Berlin, constructed the Rundfunktraunton and its portable counterpart, the Konzerttraunton, with which he toured Germany and its occupied territories during the Third Reich. The Nazis in general, and Joseph Goebbels in particular, welcomed and actively supported the new genre of electric (later electronic) music. Rather than considering it entartete Kunst, the Nazis encouraged electric music, claiming it was a musical genre showcasing German inventors playing classic works on new musical instruments. Sadly, the hope of a number of composers, many of whom became enemies of the Reich, including Hindemith and Schoenberg, that these instruments would produce unique tones and inspire compositions involving the new theories of atonality and serialism never came to fruition.

After the war, Sala continually worked on improvements to the trautonium. In 1952 he finished his Mixtur-Traunton, which was used in a number of Hollywood motion pictures, including most famously Alfred Hitchcock’s The Birds, in which Sala’s instrument created the sounds of the screeching birds and the flapping of their wings. He went on to enjoy an extremely successful career as an electronic music composer for numerous films in the Federal Republic of Germany. Trautwein, on the other hand, was far less successful. Having been a member of the Nazi Party, he had difficulty finding postwar employment. In the end, he struck up an ephemeral collaboration with Cologne’s Studio für elektronische Musik, building a melochord, which was a version of his earlier trautonium. It was used in a number of the Studio’s early musical pieces, including Herbert Eimert and Robert Beyer’s Klangstudie I and II of 1952.

In short, electrical engineers, physicists, and physiologists working on the synthesis and broadcasting of speech and music provided musicians with the long-coveted ability to generate new tones. Electrical engineers spoke of how science and technology enabled an aesthetic of precision that was part and parcel of the new music of the age. While music, engineering, and science were by now clearly separate professions and domains of knowledge—certainly more so than they had been a century earlier—the boundaries between them were still at times porous as collaborations flourished, and they sought each other out to create new musical instruments, sounds, and aesthetics.

---


Seneca was probably the first meteorologist. I don’t think he’d be displeased with this designation, applied to the select few interested in the most aleatory of things, meteor. The cryptic, inflammatory claim that “Wind is fluent air” opens Book Five of Seneca’s Naturales quaestiones. That Nero’s Cordovan advisor would consider it important to open a work with a sentence that—to our ears—appears to be as plain as indisputable signals either a discerning genius or an iconoclast armed against a vulgar error. An error the nature of which, at the time of my first reading, I knew nothing.

It took seven years before I discovered the likely explanation in, of all places, Israel’s Negev desert. Following a visit to the Blaustein Institutes for Desert Research, our host invited us to dinner at the home of her colleague, ethnologist and aridista Atonos (Ati) Leniarrd. Leniarrd’s reputation rested on two books: Faraway Places (1979) and Plants of Truth (1987). Both books challenged accepted views of traditional environmental knowledge. I had read neither.

Following dinner, our group sipping wild mint tea as the desert landscape assumed an ochre tint before the sunset, Leniarrd, in half-voice, casually remarked about the breeze that had just twisted the smoke of the dying coals: “We have been seeing less and less of this one in recent years,” he said. “It’s called Tarasq-al. People fear it may disappear. The Al-Tarabin tribes don’t mention it anymore, and the Al-Tayaha have not it seen in 60 moons. Some think it’s changed into majha, a dawn breath, detectable by feathers only.” A colleague asked how a wind could disappear. It’s not a wind, Leniarrd answered. He was speaking of Tarasq-al, not of a wind. “Look at the smoke,” he said, “only a Tarasq-al can make it move this way.” When we pushed him to speak further, we learned that Tarasq-al was not only a matter of the weather but a name for a state of things that can be understood only through the traces of its presence: herbs smelling stronger, consonants sounding harsher, hills seeming closer, echoes not returning, children running restless, scorpions hiding in the Pistacia bushes. None of this would happen during Sharqi, Khamsin, or Simoom (the last so dry, it stops newborn babies from crying).

What Leniarrd said next, however, suggested an uncanny possibility. Not only did different “winds” vary among themselves, one from another, but particular instances of each differed as well. There was no absolute Tarasq-al. Think of a fugue without the main theme, he said: its contrapuntal melodies would imitate a nonexistent template. But without a main theme, I said, would there not be a possibility—an absurdity—of a “wind” appearing only once, blowing only once in the whole course of known history? Perhaps, he nodded. And if so, did he think such a wind would have a name? Should it have a name?

Our conversation would have remained forgotten had it not been for a meeting titled “Wind und Wetter: Die Ikonologie der Atmosphäre” organized at the Kunsthistorisches Institut in Florenz in 2006. My talk was on the “hidden” history of European tornadoes. In the preparation, however, I stumbled upon Richard Bentley’s Remark upon a Late Discourse of Free-Thinking (1725) in which he engages in a discussion of the theological meaning of the wind Euroclydon. The term appears in Acts 27, where Luke names Euroclydon as the cause of the storm that led to the terrible but ultimately miraculous wreck of St. Paul’s ship on the ancient Melita. What vexed Bentley was that Euroclydon was a hapax legomenon: a word which occurs only once in a language or a corpus. But Bentley’s theory had suffered a blow in John Brekell’s Euroclydon or the Dangers of the Sea (1744). Luke knew better than to misspell the name of a wind, argued Brekell. Stunningly, Brekell then argued that Luke intended “Euroclydon” to be a hapax. In so doing, he was identifying the wind as a providential agent in a theology that required the deliverance of all 276 passengers on board the doomed Alexandrian freighter. This was no less than establishing that the storm, the shipwreck, and Paul’s actions created a monumental hapax historicon that led to “the greatest moral revolution the world ever saw,” as the Wesleyan-Methodist Magazine put it in 1859. Whether Brekell entertained the possibility that the hapax legomenon referred to a hapax phenomenon remains moot.

Days before the Florence meeting I dropped a line to Ati Leniarrd: “Dear Ati, just a quick note before I go off to a conference on wind and weather. I’ve recently dug out something that goes back to our
conversation about Tarasq-al. You will remember the possibility that in the vast spaces of time there could indeed be a ‘wind’ so unique as to have a singular appearance, a nonce wind, a wind of such profound consequence that it could come only once in the course of history and subsequently even be known as such! I might have something to report on that matter, but let me see if there’s any feedback from the meeting.”
Consider an abstract object. It is made with language, though it can exist at several scales, from individual phonemes to entire chapters. This object collocates or rearranges several beautiful or uncanny or marvelous things in a novel way, so as to promote a particular aesthetic response, a distinctive and distinctively pleasurable experiential texture of responsiveness to the heterogeneous world brought into view by a work of art. Such textual objects are everywhere in South Asia, where surprise and wonder can be found not only as classifiable psychological or existential phenomena to which we are susceptible: wonder in South Asia can involve the creation of textual objects that seek to keep in view not particular bits of the world so much as ways of having a world in view.

Such wonder as these abstract textual objects exemplify does not typically involve curiosity, being rather more closely related to desire and its satisfactions. When strangeness or the uncanny are counted among the possible moods sustained by such objects, they do not serve as goads to inquiry. The Buddhist poet Aśvaghosa (fl. first to second century CE), the first poet in Sanskrit whose work has come down to us, offers us a metapoetic contrast to help with this. Contrast Siddhārtha’s thought-inducing shock at what the world showed him of himself with the effect on his family of a story of his departure. This version is narrated by a character in Aśvaghosa’s Life of the Buddha, and though we do not hear it in its entirety, we may gather that it echoes but does not repeat Aśvaghosa’s own narration of the event. Of the story within the story, we are told that it is constituted of many uncanny marvels and that it promotes the reoccupation of grief by wonder (vismaya).¹ For Aśvaghosa, however, the uncanny offers only a momentary suspension of one’s psychological life. This semblance of being drawn out of oneself ought to be contrasted with Siddhārtha’s own existential shock and variety of wondering steps into analytic inquiry: the former, concealing the world in a variety of shared aesthetic responsiveness, only perpetuates the undertow of

But that paradox can be softened by noting that the expectation that inquiry bottomed out in wonder serves as a criterion for orienting oneself successfully in thought to the world. What I mean is this: that the mirabilia that can be found to dot the romances of poets and (on occasion) the exempla of the proofs of philosophers in South Asia might not be token instances of irrationality, the breaking off of thought, but part of a tissue of shared conventions and sensibilities that transmute the skeptic’s dogged questioning into the satisfaction of knowing that reality, if it is to be worth the name, still exceeds the grasp of any final conceptual vocabulary.

The lives of wonder in South Asia have yet to find their biographer. But let’s close with that which has pleasantly surprised me, a philosopher’s take on the wonder of public events of revelatory significance, or pratiha¯ra, in South Asian Buddhism. “Miracle” is the usual translation, but the instances of pratiha¯ra do not correspond especially well either to the private medieval experience of grace or to the new variety of evidence of the senses Lorraine Daston has taught us to find in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century European literature on prodigies and miracles. The pratiha¯ra is a kind of public achievement of salience and significance, testimony to the power and worth of the one who brings it about, but not for that an event that stands as evidence for a proposition. It is an accomplishment that effects something in the world, valued for its ability to capture and reorient the minds and hearts of those who witness it. Now Vasubandhu for one asks, What is the greatest miracle for which we praise the Buddha? His answer, offered once at the beginning of his magisterial Treasury of Metaphysics and once again toward its close, is this: we praise the Buddha for the pedagogical miracle that is his use of arguments in conversation. Why? Because a mind changed by argument, unlike a mind stunned by coercive displays of power and magical ability, is a mind lastingly altered. A miracle we take for granted, then, though no wonder, thought Vasubandhu, is more worthy of praise.

---


It was my third year in graduate school, and I was digging in to a history minor with an independent study on the intellectual history of German anthropology. Rudy Koshar was advising the project, and following the swerve in his own research program to issues of political theology, I was casting about for a focus that would allow me to digest a lot of literature on exchanges between secular and religious commitments. I was intrigued by the work of Wilhelm Schmidt, SVD (1868–1954)—known to me at the time as the founder of Anthropos and the author of a curiously late book (1937) on the rudiments of the “cultural-historical” approach to ethnology. Here was a self-trained institutionalizer, an apologist wielding “scientific” methods, and a diffusionist thinker curiously out of step with his time. It seemed likely that he would open a number of doors, and I wanted to learn more.

It didn’t take long—a quick Google search, really—to discover that Schmidt was also the author of the first European study of Mon-Khmer (known today as Austroasiatic), an ethnolinguistic grouping at the heart of a debate that had structured my own mother’s research since the early 1980s. Surprise! Like generations of linguists before, my mother has assembled historical linguistic evidence with bearing on the question of the Austroasiatic Urheimat and, more specifically, its relationship to the homeland of a smaller language family, Hmong-Mien. At the moment when I was supposed to be turning toward a dissertation—the biggest independent undertaking I could imagine at that point—it seemed that there was no escaping the family business. Was I doomed to perpetually reinvent the wheel… and what would Kulturkreis theorists say if I did?

This focus on Schmidt gave me an excuse to read Bastian, Ratzel, Graebner and a raft of contemporary scholarship that subsequently informed my dissertation project. But Schmidt was fascinating in his own right as well: here was the exception that proved the ruling fieldwork imperative in early-twentieth-century anthropology, an armchair missionary, a proponent of an ethnological theory that justified its own conservatism. In ways that I couldn’t appreciate at the time, Schmidt also prefigured my current interest in long-range comparative linguistics. He emphasized deep history—“the time factor,” as he called it—allowing connections to be drawn between spatially discontinuous groups. Fast-forward to Ed Vadja’s 2010 proposal of The Dene-Yeniseian Connection, linking Alaskan languages to a mostly extinct family based in central Siberia. Describing core commitments of the culture historical school, Schmidt wrote, “it does, of course, recognize but few culture circles for the beginning, which go back to the oldest one.” Was that a whisper of Proto-World? Suffice it to say, the independent study was, eventually, absorbing despite the initial flush of embarrassment.

It was only after arriving at the MPI that I started thinking seriously about what it might mean to study the history of my mother’s chosen discipline. In Berlin, I enjoyed talking with other members of Department II who found themselves—always partly accidentally, it seemed—tracking the imprints of their parents’ lives in science. We talked about how to seriously interrogate figures who might have stopped by for family picnics when we were children; what memories to trust and which ones to question; how to negotiate areas of tension between our own narratives and those put forward by our mothers and fathers. The last question is one that I continue to mull over daily.

I had always explained my interest in linguistics on methodological and historiographic grounds. Methodologically, I was intrigued by a number of parallels with evolutionary biology; historiographically, I thought the instability of linguistic research might highlight the importance of a contextual definition of science. With the characteristic defensiveness of a graduate student, this latter investment in the organization of knowledge grew to outsized proportions. It took a long time to realize that my preoccupation had much to do with the personal—and explicitly feminist—transition my mother had undergone in her own career as a student of language.

1 Wilhelm Schmidt, Handbuch der Methode der kulturhistorischen Ethnologie (Münster, Westfalen: 1937).
Ein Affe ist ein Affe, ist ein Affe?

Doris Kaufmann

Der Artist Fritz Roth hatte starke Bedenken. Es war eine Sache, die Bewegungsabläufe von Menschenaffen gründlich studiert zu haben und so das Publikum bei den abendlichen Auftritten als „King Kong“ am Hochseil unter der Zirkuskuppel erfolgreich täuschen zu können, aber in einem Affenkostüm realen Schimpansen im Münchener Zoo Auge in Auge gegenüberzutreten, war eine andere Sache. Galten diese Affen doch in der Verteidigung ihres Reviers gegen fremde Artgenossen als äußerst aggressiv und kampfbereit. Warum sich der Artist ebenso wie der Hellabrunner Zoodirektor und der zuständige Tierpfleger schließlich auf diese Begegnung einließen, kann nur vermutet werden, lässt sich jedoch als deutliches Zeichen für eine zeitgenössische Popularität der (Tier-)Verhaltensforschung


A onetime English major, my mom was teaching ESL at Senn High School on the North Side of Chicago around the time I was born. She liked her coworkers and felt sufficiently compelled by the service aspect of what she was doing to don a pink collar and board the Green Line from Oak Park to Edgewater five days a week. But eventually, she came to realize that the job was unfulfilling. “Science,” as I always heard her tell it, set her free. For the first time it allowed her to be a disembodied mind hunting down the truth of how it (language) actually was. This is not to say that social roles completely fell away in the process: she passed over an opportunity to specialize in Mayan hieroglyphs to work on the phonology of white Hmong instead, as this could be studied with a local refugee population in Chicago and she did not want to uproot me so young.

The shift from English to linguistics was enormously important for my mother—an example that taught me to indulge the kind of curiosity that led me to consider the work of Wilhelm Schmidt in the first place. More than that, I am so grateful to be a part of a discipline with such inspiring women leads. It all allowed me to grow up with the luxurious delusion that being a female academic didn’t matter. Now I am trying to recover all the ways in which it does.


brach an dieser Stelle das Experiment ab und forderte den Artisten auf, den Maskenkopf abzunehmen. Mit Erleichterung und Freude reagierten alle Schimpansen auf den Anblick des Menschen, untersuchten und umarmten ihn anschließend ausgiebig. Diese Stimmung schlug allerdings in ihr Gegenteil um, als der Artist seinen Affenkopf wieder aufsetzte und so erneut Fluchtbewegungen der Schimpansen hervorrief.\footnote{Gerhard Gronefeld, „Der Affenmensch und die Menschenaffe trauen einander nicht,“ Foto, 1956. Deutsches Historisches Museum, Bildarchiv, 96/771.}


Funktion als Stellvertreter für die Ordnung des Archivs an den Regalkompartimenten konnte ich an dem einzigen Exemplar wiedererkennen, das sich noch als Trennblatt (sic!) in einem Ordner mit verschiedensten Unterlagen zur Sammlungsgeschichte im Büro der Sammlungskuratorin befand. Überhaupt stellte sich das Schneiden, zu meiner Überraschung, als eines der wichtigsten Handlungen im Fotoarchiv und als wesentlich für viele Transformationen der Sammlungen heraus.

Zum einen sind es Zufallsfunde wie diese, die sich nicht in sorgfältig geordneten und systematisch abgelegten Aktenbeständen einer Sammlung befinden, sondern für die man sich häufig die Hände im wörtlichen Sinne schmutzig machen muss. Nur so lassen sich in den oft als „Reste,” „Unsortiertes” oder „Varia” titulierten Kisten, Schubern und Kästen Objekte finden, die das Verständnis von einer Sammlung, von ihrer Ordnung und Geschichte plötzlich verändern.


Es sind gerade diese – häufig überraschenden – Irritationen des Forschungsprozesses, die sich für das eigene Arbeiten als äußerst produktiv erweisen. Ausgelöst werden können sie durch Kommentierungen des eigenen Blicks aus anderen disziplinären Positionen und Traditionen. Vor allem aber sind es auch die Foto-Objekte von den „Rändern” des Archivs, die Dissonanzen erzeugen, Wissensstrukturen offenlegen und damit epistemisch fruchtbar sind. Um überhaupt auf diese in den Sammlungen marginalisierten Objekte aufmerksam zu werden, muss man sich die Finger schmutzig machen.

3 Schneider et al., „Materialität,” 230.
If pleasure courted surprise in the eighteenth century, risk married it in the prior centuries. And the marriage was full of violence. Readers of early modern texts would probably have found William James’s sentiment that “it is only by risking our persons from one hour to another that we live at all” incoherent in its formulation of what it means to live. Death, not life, lay at the doorstep of surprise.

Stories of surprise appear even in the more didactic texts of the period, including those of medicine. Take the bloodletting manual of the ambitious Roman barber Pietro Paolo Magni. Magni knew that all the operations of the barber were “annoying and displeasing to the patients.” For his reluctant patients—those noncompliant figures who help us to see the bounded nature of medical authority—Magni recommended the following: “in a friendly way, say to him [the patient] that you do not wish in any way to take up the knife but only to see the arm, tied with a rag and anointed with oil, where the vein would be cut.” Then, tell him, “I do not have the soul to let blood from you,” and “with a rested soul [animo riposato],” “with a knife hidden in the sleeve of my left arm or in another place, I am able to make the operation with quickness [prestezza] and without him seeing it.”

1 Pietro Paolo Magni, Discorsi di Pietro Paolo Magni Piacentino intorno al sanguinar i corpi humani, il modo di attaccare le sanguisuche e ventose e far frizioni e vesicatorii (Rome: 1584), 10.

Ouch.

Admittedly the strategy had certain limitations. For starters, it couldn’t be used repeatedly on the same patient. It also couldn’t be revealed to patients beforehand, and thus we must conclude that Magni did not intend the reader to be a patient. This vignette appears in a chapter on “wimpy men” (pusillanimi) and children and is posed as a more efficacious procedure than the routine one whereby family members had to hold down the limbs of these patients so that the barber could cut them. All too frequently, Magni knew from experience, these patients screamed at the sight of the knife, causing the family members to let go of their bodies. To deal with that reaction, Magni developed his innovative procedure, the sudden, swift, unexpected attack, substituting the touch of the practitioner and his knife for the touch of kin. He called this one of his “good deceptions” (buoni inganni).

The theatrics of the vignette might surprise us—attack metaphors in modern medicine are more familiar as features of chemical therapy, chemotherapy—but they reflected a persistent feature of medicine. In Hippocratic and other early medical texts, the techne of the practitioner was sometimes figured through the language of agonism: “the agon of the techne,” explains Heinrich von Staden, was not only with diseases but also with the patient, with his nature (physis). This figuration was more widespread than we might think.

It appealed to Magni and also to the roughly contemporary playwright, Ben Jonson. In The Alchemist, Jonson turned to barbering in a scene that toyed with the agonistic orientation of techne.

Face: But, Dol, Prithee go heat a little water quickly; Subtle must shave me. All my Captain’s beard Must off, to make me appear smooth Jeremy. You’ll do it?
Subtle: Yes, I’ll shave you, as well as I can.
Face: And not cut my throat, but trim me?
Subtle: You shall see, sir.

Face and Subtle have proven themselves to be cutthroats—the wordplay is evident—but the techne of the practitioner (Subtle) is here potentially but nevertheless tantalizingly agonistic. Smooth Jeremy is not the essential character, hidden just beneath the surface, waiting to be revealed with the help of Subtle’s techne. No, Jeremy, for all his smoothness or subtlety, is a more radical transformation of Face, and the passage implies that he is born out of an agonistic and antagonistic struggle between Subtle and Face, art and nature, techne and physis. The heady concoction raises the question of trust, for these

characters are engaged, along with a third character named Dol, in a joint venture, one brokered on an exceedingly precarious notion of trust (that will evaporate in the final scenes of the play). Can Face trust Subtle? Or in Face’s words: “And not cut my throat, but trim me?” Subtle reminds rather than diminishes the risk that Face, as it were, faces: “You shall see.” Trust is a weak antidote to the agonistic forces of techne and to the agonistic orientation of the practitioner. Such agony was a part of the earliest medical interventions that we know about, though Magni reframed it as a surprise.
Aus heiterem Himmel

Charlotte Klonk


Viele erinnern sich noch genau, wo sie waren, als die Nachricht von den Einschlägen der Flugzeuge in das World Trade Center in New York am 11. September 2001 eintraf. Man sah die Bilder mit Fassungslosigkeit und reagierte wie im Ausnahmezustand. Mit der Zeit jedoch wurde deutlich, dass zwar das Attentat an Spektakularität kaum zu überbieten war, die Bilder in ihrer Sequenz aber einem hinlänglich bekannten Muster folgten, denn weder war das höchstsymbolische Anschlagsziel im Herzen einer westlichen Metropole und der Einsatz modernster Technologien neu, noch die Tatsache, dass es sich um Selbstmordattentate handelte.1


---

1 Charlotte Klonk, Terror: Wenn Bilder zu Waffen werden (Frankfurt am Main: 2017), 33–93.
tagon in Washington, auf das fast zeitgleich ein Anschlag verübt worden war. Doch auch hier war der Einschlagsort nur als Sachschaden und aus der Distanz zu sehen. Im Kern nichts anderes boten die Bildschleifen im Fernsehen, die viele in den Stunden und Tagen nach den Anschlägen wie gebannt verfolgten, obwohl es wenig Neues zu sehen gab.

Charlotte Klonk | Aus heiterem Himmel


Urweizen

Fabian Kraemer

On June 18, 1906, a young agronomist and self-fashioned botanist with a sturdy physique, the Romanian-born Zionist Aaron Aaronsohn (1876–1919), made a surprise discovery. He had returned to the northern part of Galilee earlier that month to search for specimens of a plant whose significance for the history of human civilization could not be overestimated: *Triticum dicoccum* var. *dicocoides*, or Urweizen, the wild progenitor of cultivated wheat. His attempt to locate it in 1904 had failed. And were it not for a group of German botanists whom he met in Berlin in 1905 and who had asked him to find the plant, he might not have picked up the thread of his quest again.1

But on that particular Monday in June, Aaronsohn happened to be preoccupied with a different (albeit related) question. He was in the vineyards of the Jewish settlement Rosh Pina trying to prove to his travel companion and friend, the agronomist M. Bernmann, that the area had its origin in the Eocene epoch, when a solitary plant growing in the crack of a nummulitic rock caught his attention. It was the fabled Urweizen. This finding caused quite a stir both for historical and political reasons since it constituted fresh evidence that the cultivation of wheat and other grains originated in the region.2

Aaronsohn’s account strikes the reader as strangely familiar because it reiterates a topos: that of the serendipity of the scholar or scientist who chances upon something when least expected. Dusty drawings by a famous painter found on a cupboard in an otherwise catalogued collection or an anomaly encountered in experimentation—narratives of serendipitous discovery are legion. But almost 200 years elapsed after the inception of the term before it became a widespread narrative device and a template for lived experience among scientists. Why?

It was the English author and Whig politician Horace Walpole (1717–1797) who invented the term. He introduced it in a letter to his namesake and long-term correspondent Horace Mann, dated January 28, 1754, drawing on his memory of “The Three Princes of Serendip,” a medieval detective story about three princes who hunt down a stolen camel (Walpole misremembers it to be a mule).3 It is key to Walpole’s neologism that throughout the narrative, the princes are keen observers and chance upon discoveries of different types, which occur “by accident and sagacity.” This inspired Walpole to create the word “serendipity” to characterize the sort of luck that had just enabled him to make a “critical discovery” about the arms of the Capello family in an old book on Venetian heraldry.4

It is arguably due to its double nature that academics eventually came to find this concept attractive. If serendipity only comes to the aid of the knowledgeable, then it allows you to be lucky and to deserve being so at the same time. But while the role of chance in research was discussed intensely throughout the nineteenth century, the term “serendipity” came to be regularly used in the sciences and in writings about science only from the mid-twentieth century onward, which warrants an explanation.5

One reason lies in the traits of the term’s inventor: Walpole made a point of stressing that he invested no real work in any of his pursuits. For this and other reasons, he did not have a good reputation with the early Victorians. It was only in 1833 that his correspondence with Horace Mann was first published, and by then a negative pattern of critical reaction to his letters had been established. They were at best considered amusing monuments of their author’s wit but, like their author more generally, hardly ever taken seriously. It was only

---

1 Aaron Aaronsohn, “Über die in Palästina und Syrien wildwachsend aufgefundenen Getreidearten,” Verhandlungen der k. k. zoologisch-botanischen Gesellschaft in Wien 59 (1909): 485–509, on 491–492. See also for the following reference to Urweizen: The author extends his heartfelt thanks to Donna Bilak and Dana von Suffrin for their insightful comments on earlier drafts of this article.


5 On the entire paragraph, see Merton and Barber, *The Travels*, 41–46 and ch. 7; on the following paragraph, see chs 3 and 4.
around 1870 that critical opinion became more favorable. And this also affected the reception of Walpole’s neologism, “serendipity”. It was late-Victorian collectors and literary men on the fringes of professional academe who started adopting serendipity into their vocabularies—and into their practices, as it were.

But it never ceased to be problematic. Several more decades elapsed before scientists followed suit because the concept of “serendipity” seemed too whimsical for professional researchers. Against the backdrop of a prevalent empiricist methodology that considers discoveries as a key to the progress of science, serendipity needs careful policing. It is for this reason that many authors who relate a case of serendipity of their own stress at the same time that serendipity does not pay surprise visits to just anyone. In the words of the microbiologist Salvador E. Luria (1912–1991), serendipity is “the chance observation that comes falling on a receptive eye.”

Aaronsohn is no exception. The narrative of his unexpected discovery makes up but a short passage in a lengthy article.

Now, on June 18 I was in the vineyards of the Jewish agricultural colony Rosh Pina with my loyal and always helpful friend and travel companion M. Bermann to prove to him that the area was of Eocene origin, when I noticed a solitary cereal plant in the crack of a nummulitic chalk rock. Upon first sight, it looked like a type of barley but upon closer inspection it turned out to be a _Triticum_, the rachis of which was brittle and the small spikes of which became loose when shaken even very softly.

The other parts of the text leave no space for doubt about their author’s learning, his practical ability as a biologist and agronomist, and the diligence with which he scoured the region.

Finally, he left unmentioned that it was not in fact he who first spotted the isolated _Urweizen_ specimen but Bermann. In another article, aimed less at his scientific than at his Zionist community, he states, “Mister Bermann, whom I made aware of the plant’s characteristics, found the plant here [in the vineyards of Rosh Pina; F. K.] first.”

Aaronsohn had prepped him so well that the latter was sagacious enough to find the plant in a model serendipitous situation: when neither of them was looking for it.
Katja Krause

(_Albert dem Großen nachempfunden_) Nach der Komplet im Kölner Chorgestühl saß Albert tief versunken ins Gebet.


Philosoph bin ich! Von Profession kann Ich die Welt erschließen mir in voller Pracht. Derbei muten Geistes Grenzen reglos an, Deine Dignität entzieht sich meiner Macht.


_Als fast wie aus dem Nichts Epimetheus erschien und sprach ihn an._

E: Mein Magister, großer Albert, bitte lehre auf der Stelle mich die Wahrheit! Dieser Tag darf niemals enden ehe du mir nicht erhelst die unlösbare Frage, die ich habe.

A: Epimetheus, was auf dieser Welt kann es nur diesmal sein, das dich nicht schlafen lässt zu später Stunde?

E: Erinnerst du dich, Albert, großer Wissender, an das, was du uns letzten Sommer lehrtest?

A: Worauf genau beziehst du dich, Epimetheus?

_E: Auf Folgendes: Es notierte ganz erfahren dereinst Adelard von Bath in seinen Fragen zur Natur an seinen Neffen: „Was erstaun dich nur an diesem einen Ding so ausgesprochen? Wieso bist du so verwundert und warum nur so perplex? […] Deine Seele, voll und ganz erfüllt vom Staunen in Ermangelung der Kenntnis, wenn sie nun aus großer Ferne voll der Ehrfurcht den Effekt aller Objekte untersucht ohne dessen Grund mit zu bedenken, hat sie nie sich ihrer Aporie befreit. Doch genau schau hin und bedenke die Gegebenheit, schlage Gründe vor; und dein Staunen über den Effekt wird sehr schnell weichen.“_  


E: Diese Worte leuchten ein mir in der Tat, oh Meister Albert.


A: Noch nicht ganz, Epimetheus, nicht bevor du Folgendes bedenkt.

Da sein Schüler nun der Lösung ward gewahr, bot Albert mahnend ihm dies Fazit dar.

Begeh’ den Weg des Staunens und weiche Niemals davon ab. Erwirb’ der Weisheit viel, die dir im Hier zum Glück gereiche, und die dich führend, sanft ins Licht befreit.


So muss Er letzten Endes dich reißen Aus der Welt, muss das, was Er verheißen, dir kundtun klar, befreit. Muss schauen lassen dich, Sein Sein mentalen Auges fassen. Zum Hier steht dies in keinerlei Vergleich. Bei Ihm, da ist das wahre Himmelreich.3

3 Zentrale Textpassagen zu admiratio finden sich in folgenden Werken von Albertus Magnus: Metaphysica, XI.2.5 (Ed. Colon. XVI/2, 572.52–54); S. Eth., X.16 (Ed. Colon. XIV/2, 774.80–775.13); S. theol., I prol. (Ed. Colon. XXXIV/1, 3.5–4.14). Zentrale Passagen zum Ziel der menschlichen Erkenntnis und zum Verhältnis der Philosophie zur Theologie finden sich in S. I Lib. Sent., I.1 (Ed. Colon. XXIX/1, 10–11); De animo, III 3–4 (Ed. Colon. VII/1, 214.3–215.38); De animo, III 3–4 (Ed. Colon. VII/1, 214.83–223.33); De animo, III 3–4 (Ed. Colon. VII/1, 214.33–215.38); Metaphysica, I 15 (Ed. Colon. XVI/2, 7.83–8.4); Metaphysica, II 3 (Ed. Colon. XXIX/1, 5.8–4.6; Metaphysica, XI 7 (Ed. Colon. XXIX/1, 5.8–4.6); De intellectu et intelligibili, II 6 (Ed. Borgnet IX, 523A); S. theol., I prol. (Ed. Colon. XXXIV/1, 3.29–47); S. theol., I 1–6 (5–23).
Peculiar Expectations

Richard L. Kremer

Back in the 1950s, when history of science was a smaller, more familial discipline, referee reports could be blunt, as when T. S. Kuhn wrote Isis editor Harry Woolf, “Harry—you were a bastard to send this to me. ... I don’t know altogether what to say to you about it. After a good deal of wrestling with my soul ... I conclude it is a fundamentally silly piece. Hanson seems unable to separate his own initial surprise at discovering how hard Kepler’s job really was ... from his [Hanson’s] scholarship.” The paper, “The Copernican Disturbance and the Keplerian Revolution,” had been authored by the philosopher of science N. R. Hanson. Reading Kepler under the guidance of C. S. Peirce, Hanson found himself personally amazed at how the astronomer came upon the idea of elliptical orbits. The other referees were scarcely more temperate. “This paper adds nothing to existing knowledge of the subject” (Edward Rosen); “the author’s thesis is not at all novel. ... I find no information—aside from the errors—which is not commonplace among historians of astronomy” (William Stahlman). Hanson’s paper did not appear in Isis (but it did in the JHI).¹

That Kuhn in 1959 disparaged surprise as an epistemic tool for the historian might seem ironic to readers of the famous opening paragraph of The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1962): “I was a graduate student in physics ... [when] a fortunate involvement provided my first exposure to the history of science. To my complete surprise, that exposure to out-of-date scientific theory and practice radically undermined some of my basic conceptions about the nature of science.” In this case, Kuhn’s surprise about science’s history led him to write one of the classic books of the twentieth century, referee reports for this article have disappeared, but surviving correspondence between Kennedy and O. Neugebauer illuminates some of the expectations in play.²

In 1954, Kennedy, teaching a history of math class, assigned Roberts to work on Ibn al-Shāṭir’s planetary theory. By December 1954 the two had “some results to announce ... the solar model uses an epicycle ... my man ... is now looking through the manuscript to see if any observational data are given justifying the new model.” In February 1955: “The enclosed slip of paper [not preserved] gives essentially al-Shāṭir’s lunar model. It is supposed to be based on observational data the which [sic] he has written up in a previous treatise. ... I think the former is non-extant, but we must check in Brockelman.” Neugebauer replies, “As to ibn al-Shāṭir it seems to me you should sent [sic] a short paper about it to the ‘Centaurus.’” No mention of Copernicus.

The next month, however, Kennedy began thinking about transmission: “There is no notice we can find of any translation of the work ever having been made into Latin or otherwise, and I would be surprised to find one.” In April 1955: “We had a quick look at the diagrams for the other planets, and all of them have more than the usual number of epicycles, hence are not like the Copernican planetary models. I think this supports the natural assumption of Copernicus having worked out his things in ignorance of Ibn ash-Shatir.” Now Copernicus is granted independence.

By August 1955 Roberts had sketched al-Shāṭir’s Saturn model and drafted an article on the solar and lunar models that Kennedy edited “severely.” Kennedy hopes that Roberts can “get the same material for the other planets.” In May 1956 Kennedy reports, “We sent off the Ibn al-Shāṭir paper to Isis, ... Full title is Roberts, V., ‘The solar and lunar theory of Ibn al-Shāṭir.’” Note that the title submitted does

¹ History of Science Society Papers, Smithsonian Institution Archives, acc. 95–152, box 15. I thank Jay Malone, executive director of the History of Science Society, for granting me permission to examine these editorial records and Amy Ackerberg-Hastings for help with this archival research.

² Neugebauer Papers, Institute of Advanced Study, Princeton, Box 13.
not mention Copernicus. At this point, the Kennedy-Neugebauer correspondence dries up as Kennedy spent a sabbatical year in Princeton with Neugebauer. In the 1957 edition of his The Exact Sciences in Antiquity (p. 197), Neugebauer cited Roberts’s forthcoming article and announced, without comment, that Copernicus and al-Shāṭir used the “same method” for correcting Ptolemy’s lunar model. At some point, Roberts’s article acquired its subtitle: “A Pre-Copernican Copernican Model.”

In February 1958, Kennedy and Roberts submitted a second article to Isis (50, 227–235), in which they claimed that the “planetary machinery” in Copernicus’s De revolutionibus “show a remarkable similarity” to those of Ibn al-Shāṭir. “To assume,” they concluded, “that the later astronomer operated in total ignorance of the work of his predecessor would be to ask a good deal.” The referee reports for this article are extant (figure). The leading Copernicus scholar of the 1950s, Edward Rosen, was exceeding terse: “Excellent. I’ve made some stylistic suggestions.” Slightly less pithily, medievalist Marshall Claggett wrote, “Looks like an excellent piece of analytical work, but rather awkwardly presented.” Neither referee expressed surprise at the article’s claim; both worried more about writing style than Copernicus’s originality.

In the late 1950s, Kennedy flipped from the “natural assumption” that Copernicus had no knowledge of earlier Arabic astronomy to the opposite view, undoubtedly with nudging from Neugebauer. Arguably the leading historian in his generation of the early “exact sciences” (Babylonian, Egyptian, Greco-Roman, and Islamic), Neugebauer expected ideas to circulate. In his notorious 1951 jeremiad on “the study of wretched subjects,” Neugebauer wrote that “to the historian of science the transmission of ideas is rightly one of his most important problems” (Isis 42, 111). That Copernicus might have borrowed some mathematics from Ibn al-Shāṭir certainly did not surprise Neugebauer. That it surprises some scholars today shows how expectations change. Historians’ surprises tell us little about history, much about historians.

---

In 1970, economic historian Halil Sahillioglu used the 11-day difference between the lunar and the solar year as an explanation for the financial crises that occurred around 1644 and 1677. Such crises came as very unpleasant surprises, both to the administrators and to those who drew salaries from the treasury, and calendar reform was only one of the tools in the administrative arsenal. Both before and after calendar reform, the empire turned these hard corners by transferring funds from the sultan's inner treasury to the public treasury. And by the second half of the eighteenth century, when the 1677 calendar reform was finally made universal beyond financial matters, the inner treasury had been almost completely drained.

And so, when in 2016 Saudi Arabia switched from the traditional Hijri calendar to the Gregorian calendar in order to cut public spending, it was not the first time a Muslim state introduced a new temporal regime of finance. That honor goes to the Ottoman Empire’s 1677 reform, which switched from the lunar calendar to a luni-solar calendar, with the sun determining the year. As the ruler of a Muslim agrarian state, the sultan collected taxes according to the seasons but paid salaries on a schedule set by the moon, meaning that about every 33 years, state expenditures were a full year behind. After the reform, the financial officers used the Rumi, or Roman Julian calendar, without completely eliminating the Hijri calendar, which continued to coordinate religious observance. Once, with the help of Istanbul’s astrological almanac named for the fifteenth-century Sufi Sheik Vefa, they skipped a whole Hijri year: nothing could be more Ottoman than relying on saintly charisma to justify tax collection.

It is hard to lionize tax collectors, but they were certainly among the most reasonable individuals in Istanbul, perhaps also the best of the city in science and scholarship. Long before the treasury had been entirely emptied, bureaucrats were observing financial matters with a cool numeracy. In the 1650s, Ottoman historian, geographer, and accountant Katip Çelebi opined that the state was paying salaries to too many people and that the number of Janissaries on the payroll was unreasonably inflated. Other erudite bureaucrats, such as ‘Ayn Ali (fl. 1607) and Hezarfen Hüseyn (d. 1691?) responded to financial woes by sitting down to calculate the imperial budget, also known as the Canons of the Ottoman State, without having the luxury of centralized records. The most extreme measure, violently levied emergency taxes, repulsive to any bureaucrat, could permanently damage imperial legitimacy and did in fact lead to the deposition of Sultan Mehmed IV in 1687. But before that, the calendar reform of 1677 came in a year when the public treasury borrowed a whopping 140 million akçe, roughly 160,000 English pounds, from the sultan. Not a single akçe was ever paid back.

But how did the Ottoman Empire formulate and implement a new calendar when, apparently, it did not have the technologies or the institutions to do so? The entire Catholic Church and innumerable ambitious printers had propped up the proposed Gregorian calendar reform after 1582, but the new Ottoman calendar had neither religious legitimacy nor the benefit of print. When the Ming dynasty was considering calendar reform in the early sixteenth century, it could rely on the massive Astro-Calendric Bureau that printed and sent out millions of almanacs across the empire. In addition, China had hundreds of thousands of bureaucrats to enforce its temporal regime, compared to far less than 1,000 at the disposal of the Sultan.

The answer was that the reform was implemented very slowly and with the help of a growing number of bureaucrats, who, one by one, demonstrated their astrological talents until the balance of authority finally tipped in their favor in 1662. The astrology-accounting connection went all the way back to the early seventeenth century. The same ‘Ayn Ali who had calculated the imperial budget was, for example, also the author of the most popular version of the Almanac of Sheik Vefa, which was part tax calendar and part natural

---


astrology. In 1662, Grand Vizier Fazil Ahmed, who is often credited with creating a centralized financial bureaucracy, had in his winter camp in Belgrade no less than five heavenly practitioners who did the bookkeeping for the campaign and cast horoscopes for the siege of Neuhäusel.

This group included Panagiotes Nikousios (d. 1673), the grand dragoman to the Imperial Treasury and an astrologer of remarkable skill, and Ibrahim of Szigetvar (fl. 1660), a tax registrar and the now-well-known translator of Noël Durret’s *Nouvelle théorie des planètes* (1635). Fazil Ahmed’s bureaucrats had proven their mettle by outcalculating the sultan’s astrologer, Mūneccimek Mehmed (d. 1668). Ishak Efendi, chief accountant in 1677 and one of the protagonists of reform, was a junior accountant at that winter camp.

The best-known and most common artifacts of the new Ottoman fiscal calendar are the innumerable two-meter-long almanac scrolls of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, a nod to the bureaucratic faith that the Ottoman state would last forever. These calendars no longer contained the astrological annotations, pointing to a bureaucratic rationality that prized long-term planning and administrative continuity over fortune and war, thus ensuring Ottoman longevity. The taming of chance created a clearer sense of the future, one with much less room for surprise.

---

At some point in our training in history of science, we have all come across Newton’s ink drawing of a prism experiment in a room, his diagram of the “philosopher’s stone,” or that disconcerting figure of an eyeball with a bodkin thrust into its underside—the one to which Derek Gjerston felt compelled to add, “The reader is urged not to replicate this experiment.”

Perhaps less well known is the fact that Newton drew when he read, as he did with Robert Hooke’s *Micrographia* (1665). His manuscript notes, better known to Newton scholars interested in his early work on fluxions, include a pen drawing of the figure of frozen urine and snowflakes copied from scheme VIII of Hooke’s book. The first line of Newton’s note reads,

> The Ice on ye surface of frozen Urin is insipid, & branched from a center (a) with six branches (of various lengths from ¼ inch to 4 foot) and from those proceeded others in ye same angles of 60 degrees, like herring bones and feathers.

In *Micrographia*, Hooke described the figure as branching out of “centre (a)” at the start of the section on frozen urine (88); the taste of the frozen urine as “insipid,” and the analogy with feathers is mentioned toward the end (90); the herringbone pattern is mentioned in the next section on figures of snow (92). Newton thus did not copy out Hooke’s words verbatim as he read but rather read through chunks of text and then made notes. Hooke, taking into account the thickness of the branches, had pointed out that the angles between the branches were “very neer” but a little less than 60 degrees (89), while Newton jotted down “the same angles of 60 degrees” without qualification. Hooke described (88) the size of these figures as “no bigger than a two-pence, others so bigg, that I have by measure found one of its stems or branches above four foot long,” which Newton reduced to “from ¼ inch to 4 foot.”

When Newton copied out the image of Hooke’s frozen urine, he copied out only the lettering, “a” to indicate the center, from which six branches issued, three of them showing knots in the middle section of the branch (as in Hooke’s scheme), which Hooke described in

---

packed in geometric shapes (85f. scheme VII) into dotted patterns. After all, this is Isaac Newton, whose mathematical acumen is not in doubt, while Hooke was writing for a nonspecialist audience: the king. But it seems worth emphasizing that Newton still thought it worthwhile to copy out some of the figures from *Micrographia* and that this is not the only example where he bothered to do so. Images could capture variety better than textual description, and the act of drawing must have helped him to grasp the images and thus dispense with copying out lettering or the accompanying textual description. Hooke said of the figure of the frozen urine, “The exactness and curiosity of the figuration of these branches, was in every particular so transcendent, that I judge it almost impossible for human art to imitate” (90). Newton concurred: “A most admirably curious figure.”

More than half a century ago, Newton’s reading notes for *Micrographia* were published as an example of his “strange habit” of note taking, and while the edition included all the diagrams and notations found in the other parts of the manuscript, the drawings in Newton’s reading notes were not included. As the editors explained, “We have omitted the sketches which Newton made from Hooke’s figures and to which he occasionally refers in lettered points.”2 This omission may have been a financial decision on the part of Cambridge University Press, but it may also represent the historiographical preoccupations of the time.

We are no longer surprised that Newton took reading notes and that such reading notes could include images. Raine Daston incisively pointed us to the usefulness of reading practices in tackling assumptions held about the universality of scientific texts. It is in no small part due to her example and encouragement that the threshold for surprises in history of science has advanced—curiously, admirably and irrevocably so.

---

Psychedelics opened the Wunderkammern of the scientific mind. At a time when God had long lost the spontaneity that made for the unexpected in the established order of things, the Euro-American discovery of mescaline, psilocybin, and ayahuasca—drugs that Native Americans had long used in shamanic ceremonies—confronted anthropologists, botanists, pharmacologists, psychiatrists, and other scholars with vast inner worlds that bordered on the preternatural. Shouts of surprise resound through this literature. The English physician Havelock Ellis expressed his amazement in the face of an “artificial paradise” he had stumbled upon after eating peyote buttons.1 Perpetually new kinds of imagery appeared in his field of vision, sometimes a dull, somber richness of color, sometimes glitter and sparkle, once a startling rain of gold, glowing effects, as of jewels, fibrous structures, as of insect wings, objects made of exquisite porcelain, and exotic architectural forms resembling Maori buildings and the carved wooden balconies of nineteenth-century Cairo. Throughout the twentieth century, such gasses of amazement would continue to set many serious scholars on the track to an intellectual demimonde filled with the curiosities and wonders that their colleagues had come to sneer at.

In his address to the Parapsychology Foundation’s 1954 annual symposium, Aldous Huxley suggested that both mescaline and hypnosis could serve as vessels to cross the ocean between the Old World of personal consciousness and the uncharted New Worlds where “the naturalist of the mind” could gather his data on “all sorts of creatures at least as odd as kangaroos […] as they go about their mysterious business.”2 These antipodes of the mind were not just psychologically but also ontologically different. For the exotic beings populating this terra incognita similar to the heavens and fairylands of folklore and religion “exist ‘out there,’” the writer maintained.

Huxley amalgamated this modernist appetite for the new with a rearticulation of the Neoplatonic philosophy perennis, assuming eternal truths shared by all peoples across all times. He attributed this “metaphysic that recognizes a divine Reality,” which he considered “immemorial and universal,” to Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz.3 But the German polymath had borrowed the idea from the Vatican librarian Agostino Steuco’s 1540 book De perenni philosophia. At the dawn of modernity, the Renaissance theologian did not proclaim a break with the past as the Protestant reformers did when seceding from the Roman Church. At a time when Europeans began to encounter more and more ethnic groups unlike themselves, Steuco explained the corruption of the divine wisdom, in which men in paradise had still participated, by the human race’s scattering into all parts of the world. But, in principle, all people, including pagans and Protestants, continued to have access to the same original wisdom.4 Half a millennium later, when Vedanta yoga began to seep into Huxley’s Hollywood, the British intellectual sought to reconstruct the transhistorical and transcultural core of all religions in the form of an anthropological potpourri, including mystical thinkers from many different traditions that ranged from Hinduism and Sufism to Christianity and Taoism while ignoring Confucianism and Judaism.5 His 1953 mescaline experience suggested to Huxley that the drug provided a shortcut to the mystical experience as the “highest factor” shared by all spiritual traditions: it temporarily impaired “the cerebral reducing valve” that filtered out biologically useless perceptions but also prevented the finite human mind from communing with the cosmic Mind at Large.6

To this day, Huxley’s perennial philosophy has left its mark on the psychedelic intelligentsia but also on neuroscientific and clinical research with hallucinogenic drugs, from so-called gating paradigms to psilocybin-assisted psychotherapy for end-of-life anxiety in termi-

nal cancer patients. When psychedelic research blossomed in the underground after the prohibition of the late 1960s, the former industrial chemist Alexander Shulgin invented about 200 new compounds in a shack on his farm in Lafayette, California. He tested each substance in a series of self-experiments, learning especially from those bewildering and sometimes dangerous trips when he experienced effects that diverged from the expected structure/activity relationship. Following Huxley’s idea that psychedelics opened the “doors of perception,” he suggested, “different drugs open different doors.”

One day, he ingested 500 mg of mescaline and hit upon the very core of perennialism: “Funny, I’d forgotten that what comes to you when you take a psychedelic is not always a revelation of something new and startling; you’re more liable to find yourself reminded of simple things you know and forgot you knew—a seeing them freshly—old, basic truths that long ago became clichés, so you stopped paying attention to them.” This sense of surprise by the always-already known exemplifies the very tension between the psychonautic exploration of new frontiers and the perennialist anamnesis of eternal verities that has animated psychedelia since the mid-twentieth century.

---

10 Shulgin and Shulgin, PIHKAL, 262.
In one vignette of his *Berliner Kindheit*, Walter Benjamin describes a didactic device called a *Lesekasten*, a box full of small wooden tiles printed with the letters of the alphabet that could be ordered into different combinations on the slender rails of the open lid. Since its invention by the teacher and pedagogical innovator Johann Peter Hundeiker (1751–1836) in the late eighteenth century, the “reading box” had become one of the most widely used educational tools of literacy training in German primary schools. When Benjamin shared his personal recollection of handling and arranging the wooden tiles as a child, he also described what must have been a shared collective childhood memory—or at least a shared glimmer of recollection—among many of his contemporaries.

For Benjamin, however, the *Lesekasten* was more than one among a wide range of common childhood objects. It was the instrument that formed enduring habits and abilities in him—the “Lesen und Schreiben” that would become one of the central activities of his life. The *Lesekasten* thus becomes a bridge between the child and the adult Benjamin, albeit a bridge that can no longer be walked across. Recollecting the tactile sensation of manipulating the tiles, Benjamin senses a feeling of loss. The hand that once moved the tiles to arrange them hesitantly into words “kann diesen Griff noch träumen, aber nie mehr erwachen, um ihn wirklich zu vollziehen.”

The hand’s inability to awake and replicate the uncertain Griff of the preliterate child contains all of Benjamin’s longing and nostalgia for a childhood lost irrevocably. But beyond this wistfulness, Benjamin’s reflections also speak to the nature of learning in general and, more to the point, the difficulties—or even the impossibilities—of unlearning and relearning. The last few lines of the vignette leave the *Lesekasten* behind and venture even deeper into early-childhood development: “So kann ich davon träumen, wie ich einmal das Gehen lernte. Doch das hilft mir nichts. Nun kann ich gehen; gehen lernen nicht mehr.”

Benjamin’s conclusion here is absolute and unconditional: once we have learned, we may recall glimpses of the process of learning, but we will not be able to go back to a state that antecedes the experience of learning; nor can we replicate the learning process in either...
its original or any alternative form. This is not an outlandish conclusion, and it may even seem intuitive. It is almost impossible to will ourselves back into a state of ignorance and, what may be even more difficult, back into a state before the acquisition of a particular ability or piece of knowledge has impacted other parts of our activities and our thinking. While learning enriches, it also erases.

Despite the apparent impossibility, unlearning and relearning may be among the most important (if rare) skills of any scholar and, in particular, the historian. To avoid going down ever-narrower paths of specialization and fragmentary history, to avoid seeing the current path as the only feasible one, the historian has to be unafraid to go back to the drawing board, to tackle the big issues and topics anew, from alternative perspectives, with different time frames, and with new methods and collaborations. Without forgetting what has come before, the historian has to unlearn the prevailing ways to think and write in order to relearn to think and write in ways that open new avenues for research, pose new questions, and point toward new answers. It is only then that the reader will experience that moment of wonder and surprise, which is ultimately nothing other than the recognition that some authors do come close to achieving the impossible. These authors, rare as they may be, allow us all to believe that we may, after all, be able to learn to walk, to read, and to write all over again.

The 2014 BBC Two television program *The Human Universe* ran a segment in which host Brian Cox visited NASA’s Space Power Facility outside Sandusky, Ohio, in order to run a simple experiment. The crew hoisted a bowling ball and a clump of feathers up to a height and then released them, with entirely predictable results. But a second run of the same experiment changed a single one of the variables: it removed all the air from the massive chamber. In this second experiment, the bowling ball and the feathers, in the absence of a resistant medium, fell in exactly the same time and struck the target together. Although this outcome should be expected in a post-Galilean universe, the observers in the video—filmmakers, NASA technicians, and spectators alike—universally expressed both surprise and delight at the outcome. My question is this: What, precisely, is surprising about an experiment that produces entirely predictable results? When everyone in the room and everyone watching at home knew—absolutely knew—what would inevitably happen under the vacuum’s test conditions, what is it that still manages to trigger surprise at the result?

The clip is at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E43-CfukEgs. (Take a minute now, it’s fantastic.)

To begin, there are three moments in particular that I would like to highlight in the video.

(1) [2:36]
“We are go for drop.”

---

1 I find it particularly astounding since I would expect many of the crew to have seen the experiment as performed on the actual moon by the Apollo 15 crew in 1971. See “Apollo 15 Hammer and Feather Drop,” YouTube video, 1:22, posted by “Stop And Think,” April 27, 2009, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4_rceVPVSY. I note that the Apollo crew is unfazed. Perhaps astronauts are a different breed of human. Many thanks to Jay Foster here and throughout.

It’s amazing just how seriously everyone takes the experiment. They do a countdown! Yes, it makes for good television, but this is also a NASA control room. I suspect this is just how they do everything. On the other hand, keep in mind how big the machine is that they are working—how much power does it take to remove 800,000 cubic feet of air from a (now highly depressurized) chamber? Look at the size of that thing. Just two grams of matter by the end — this amazes me.

(2) [2:52]
Watch the feathers as they are released in the vacuum. The barbs actually move — on semiplume feathers these structures are so sensitive as to show us what pure inertia looks like. Lovely. But then something strange happens. Is it just me, or does the clump of feathers actually spread as it falls? (Compare their relative spreads at 3:00 and 3:15.) How much resistance could a few molecules of air offer? Could it be due to gravitation to the massive walls of the chamber? What, I want to shout at my screen, could possibly be causing that?!?

(3) [3:24]
Technician 1: They came down exactly the same. Wow!
Brian Cox: Look, look, look. Look how they hit. Right there. [Laughs delightedly]
Technician 2: Holy Mackere!!
Brian Cox: Exactly. Exactly the same.
Technician 2: Feathers don’t move. Nothin’.
Brian Cox: Look at [vocal fry] that. That’s just... brilli-ant.

I will let this section speak for itself about the vanishing line between surprise, wonder, and awe. It makes for fascinating viewing. Again: everything in the vacuum chamber happened exactly as everyone knew it would.

But now a question: Does the video prove Galileo at the expense of old Aristotle? My first history-of-science teacher said that our instincts about physics were fundamentally Aristotelian — he was wrong, but it got me thinking. It is a commonplace to characterize Aristotle’s law of falling bodies thus:

(L1) The speed of fall is proportional to a body’s weight.

Where many accounts still miss the point, though, is that weight is only one variable for Aristotle. The medium also matters.

At the same time, however, Aristotle doesn’t actually have a lot to say on the relationship between weight and speed of fall. He occasionally says something vague about weight, speed, and “proportionality,” but in only two passages does he say that speed and weight are, to be specific, inversely proportional:

(L1a) For two bodies, the times of fall from the same height will have the inverse proportion that their weights have. (De caelo 273b32.)

What is assumed throughout is that everything happens in the same medium. Turn to the Physics, and we get a second law:

(L2) The speeds of a body through two different media are inversely proportional to the densities of the media. (215b1 ff.)
And the relative densities of the two media at the NASA facility are:

\[ 30t : 2g \text{ (of air)} : : 30,000,000 : 2 \]

So, both bodies should fall 15 million times faster in the vacuum than they did in the air. Their relative speeds due to (estimated) weight give us 7000 : 100, or 70 : 1. Now, in the air, the bowling ball takes two seconds to reach target, whereas the feathers take more like nine (Aristotle’s in trouble!). In the vacuum of space, 15,000,000 times thinner than the air, Aristotle should, following (L2), expect their fall times to be

Bowling ball: 0.0000013 sec.
Feathers: 0.0000006 sec.

This is a difference of just 47 ten-millionths of a second—nowhere near enough to be detectible by the eye. The conclusion? Aristotle should have expected the bowling ball and the feathers to hit the target together over this distance. And now our suspicions are raised. We note that the BBC never shows that fall in real time, even the technicians are only ever shown watching in slow motion. So who knows whether this didn’t happen exactly as Aristotle might have predicted? And I bet the real-time version of feathers falling in a vacuum was even more delightful than what the BBC showed us. Too bad for television tropes and dramatic music, I suppose.

Epilogue: a blue-sky wish. Look at the ceiling shot at 3:54. They did their experiment from merely partway up. Shouldn’t someone go back and try it from the tippy top? Maybe we don’t know everything about what would happen after all. (Those spreading feathers are still bothering me.)

---

3 There is a quick glimpse of what looks like real time at 4:15–17, but if you pay attention you can see that chicanery is afoot! Watch the barbs on the feathers: this is a reuse of the slow-motion nonvacuum shot from 1:40 (oh, BBC!). Can we really trust that 4:16–17 is not similarly hijinksical?
In 1998, I visited the archives of the social relations department, an extensive experiment from 1948-1976, but most my interest was in the early years of the late 1950s and 1960s. I was a graduate student in Cambridge, MA at Harvard University, where I was a member of the "Brick" group, a group of social scientists working on the "Elusive File." Five simultaneous studies would take place, and I was one of the "founders" of the social relations department. The archives contained a wealth of information on RAMAH, a camp for Jewish children in the United States. The archives were housed in a building on the Harvard campus, and I spent many hours there studying the records of the camp.

Field Notes on File

These notes arrived "fresh from the field" in Cambridge, where I was a graduate student at Harvard University. The notes were handwritten in ink, and they were a treasure trove of information about the camp. The notes were kept in a box in the archives, and I was able to read them carefully. I spent many hours reading through the notes, trying to pieces together the story of RAMAH.

In 2006, I received an email from a friend who had worked at the camp, and he told me about some of the fascinating stories he had heard from the camp staff. He said that there were some amazing stories about the camp, and he suggested that I should look into them. I was intrigued, and I decided to follow up on his suggestions.

In 2008, I was in Santa Fe, New Mexico, and I knew that there were some fascinating stories about the camp. I decided to spend a few days in Santa Fe, and I went to the archives to look for more information. I was able to find some fascinating stories about the camp, and I was able to piece together a fuller picture of the camp's history.

A voice rang out in the back of the room: "I know where they are!"

The voice belonged to William Powers, a scholar and former curator at the Laboratory of Anthropology. The files were about a prehistoric culture, housed in the lab.
NINE YEARS LATER...

In 2017, I returned to Santa Fe in a hunt to track down the elusive Roman archives, files of letters, notes, and other documents that were said to exist in the museum.

I was told that the files were "restricted," but I was also told that the museum was moving to a new location. I called and asked to speak with a museum staff member.

"The files were moved to a new location," they told me. "It turns out the files were not in Santa Fe. I visited the museum and found nothing.

Rebecca Lemov

Archivist, Department of Anthropology

THE FILES, IN THEIR ENTIRETY

In the lab, I walked up to a large cabinet filled with documents. The archivist told me that the Roman archives were "restricted," but he let me look through them.

Some people were odd about their archives. One person was very nervous, and I noticed that she was smoking cigarettes. I asked her if she would like to talk about her work. She said yes.

"In the end," she said, "we need to find out what is in the archives. They are important for understanding the history of these ancient civilizations."

In the lab, I looked through the files and saw that there were letters and notes from various Roman officials.

In the end, I realized that there was not so much an end as a beginning..."
The Dog Days of Summer

Elaine Leong

The day was swelteringly hot. Emerging from the oven-like tunnels of the London underground, I slowly meandered toward the cool rooms of the British Library. We were indeed, as Renaissance physicians and astrologers would say, in the midst of the “dog days of the summer,” when Sirius reigned high. The heat of the sun, combined with the humidity, felt oppressive to the body and mind. No wonder early modern writers warned against bloodletting, the taking of physic, sex, and so much more. As I entered the welcoming doors of the library, I thought to myself, Surely this is the perfect place for a day like this. After all, libraries are for archival work and not the activities forbidden by Renaissance physicians. And archival work, mostly, is not so taxing on one’s body.

Seated in 135, my favorite spot, I “unboxed” my first manuscript. The brown leather-bound notebook was unassuming. It was one of the many notebooks created by various members of the Brockman family at Beachborough, Kent. Opening the volume, I began to read through pages of personal and rental accounts, interspersed with dance tunes. And then, per my usual practice, I flipped the book upside down. And it was here that things began to get interesting. The page was headed “Whelpes by Bonny bitche whelped the last day of Aprill 1606.” Four curious entries followed, each describing in detail the puppies (white, tawny, motley, and spotted on their ears, backs, and rumps) and the name of the person who adopted the dog, perhaps receiving the animal as a gift.

The entries continued. Damsell had a litter of nine puppies on the May 6, 1606. Blouse gave birth to a litter of three puppies on the May 20. A few months later, in August, the Brockmans gained another three puppies by Tomboy and Roller. After a long fall and winter break, additional puppies were born in June 1607. Over that summer, the kennels welcomed (and said good-bye) to 21 additions. The spring and summer of 1608 saw similar movements in and out of the kennels with the arrival of another 10 puppies. Contrary to contemporary advice that spring is the best time to breed animals, the Brock-

1 British Library, Additional Manuscript 45206, fol. 38v. The records can be found at 34v–38v.
mans certainly did not shy away from timing the births to the height of summer.²

Over the three-year run of data, the Brockmans’ attitudes toward record keeping (and perhaps dog breeding) changed gears ever so slightly. The initial entries functioned much like a ledger of gifts and obligations, noting on whom each puppy (from which mother) was bestowed. Starting in 1607, the Brockmans began keeping more detailed records, carefully detailing not just the parents of each litter but also the appearance of each puppy. In 1607, they mated Rockwood with Ladie, Bonnie, and Flower and Roller with Damesell and Tomboy. In 1608, they both retained particular pairings—Damesell with Roller and Ladie with Rockwood—and tried new parent pairings, each time observing and describing the resulting puppies in minute detail. For example, the September 20, 1608, entry for “Whelpes by Bonnye & Swilbowbe” reads as follows:

1. Tawney pyde dog, with the right eare red
   the left eare halfe white halfe redd, with motely spotts
   in the whyte, with a Tawney spott on the left lippe,
   and with twoe Tawney twelvepeny spottes on the forhead,
   and with other Tawney spottes kept by Thomas Harrison.
2. whyte Bytch with Tawney eares, a Tawney
   spott about the middle of the backe; and a Tawney
   spott on the Rumpe, kept by Thomas Pelham.³

It is clear that the Brockmans were engaged in structured practices of animal breeding, consciously experimenting with mating pairs and observing resemblances between parent and offspring. In choosing to breed their own hounds, they participated in a common contemporary pastime. Hunting manuals of the period were filled with instructions on breeding hounds but tended to offer advice on the right season for coupling and whelping and on strategies for raising whelps to adulthood. In line with contemporary notions of genera-

tion where mothers often passed on characteristics to their offspring, authors encouraged breeders to select “Fair Bitches ... strong, and well-proportioned in all Parts, with great and large Ribs and Flanks.”⁴

Little is said about her partner in coupling. The Brockmans might show more curiosity than some in constructing their dog-breeding practices, but, of course, domestic animal breeding is not an unfamiliar topic to historians of science. Medieval (and earlier) hunting and husbandry manuals often offer advice, and we might draw a line (though indirect) to well-known episodes such as Charles Darwin’s study of pigeon breeding, described by some as an “intensive research program.” Would the Brockmans’ activities in their kennels also qualify for such a designation?

As I returned the manuscript to the librarian, I reflected a little on the Brockmans’ “puppy records,” if we can call them that. The notebook containing this information is one of dozens of domestic manuscripts discovered in a boarding school in the 1930s and subsequently donated by Phyllis Brockman to the British Museum (in that sense, my encounter was only one of a number of surprising unboxings in the life story of the object). The Brockman manuscripts offer a glimpse into the minutiae of the everyday from French exercise books to sketch books to diaries of the grand tour to recipe collections. And certainly the “puppy records” belong to the everyday in more ways than one. The conclusion of each entry with the name of the puppy’s new owner highlights that the records acted as accounts of the Brockmans’ social obligations and networks, constructed through animal gifts. This was not only about observation of the quotidian but also about meticulous notation of social knowledge.

One final thought about dogs, whelps, and the summer. Like so many things in the early modern everyday, there is a recipe involved. For those whose dogs might be shy in the act, a remedy made of garlic and castorum would move things right along.⁵ Though, as one should definitely avoid welcoming puppies in the dead of winter, one assumes that this remedy was not intended for the dog days of summer.

2 On contemporary advice, see, e.g., George Gascoigne, The Noble Art of Venerie or Hunting (London: 1575), ch. 8: “Of the Seasons in Which It Is Best to have young Whelpes, and How You May Best Governe Them.”
3 British Library, Additional Manuscript 45206, fol. 34v.
5 Blome, The Gentlemans Recreation, 70.
Jan Brueghel the Elder, “Animal Study (Dogs),” ca. 1616.
Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, Austria.
The notion, taken from cybernetics, that “the less probable a message, the more information it contains,” served as a guiding precept to post–World War Two psychoanalysts seeking an alternative to the linearity and predictability foundational to their discipline. Setting spontaneity and surprise against the compulsion to repeat, authenticity and the real against “as-if” construals of the psychoanalytic relationship, and the accidental and fortuitous against the fatalism of the analytic mainstream, they proposed that unbidden thoughts and perceptions and unformulated experience offered a way into the patient’s unconscious—a relational, democratic, and decidedly not royal road.

What interests me here is the need to reinscribe spontaneity and surprise into the analytic encounter. Freud was himself a connoisseur of the unexpected. Indeed, the unanticipated finding figured centrally in his autobiographical narrative. Years after the fact he characterized himself as surprised, in the 1880s, to discover that the hysterics’s symptoms disappeared once he’d led her back to the traumatic scene that had provoked them, a discovery foundational to his nascent clinical science. From this followed, in 1897, the horrified realization that so many hysterics meant so many guilty, perverted fathers, a reckoning at once surprising and inconceivable that snuffed out his dreams of “eternal fame,” dependent as they were on whether hysteria “would come out right.”

Receptivity to the unexpected also figured centrally in his recommendations on technique. In 1912, he counseled his colleagues to enter the clinical setting with a mind open to spontaneity, “free from any presuppositions” and ready “to be taken by surprise” by what the patient had to offer: “the most successful cases are those in which one proceeds, as it were, without any purpose in view.” Finally, bewildered observation accompanied by fervent disavowal was central to Freudian theory,

perhaps nowhere more so than in his treatment of the penis. The boy-turned-fetishist who can never accept that his mother hasn’t got one; the girl-turned-bluestocking who likewise can’t accept she hasn’t one either: both are iconic figures in the Freudian oeuvre, optimistic fantasists unable to accept the “fact” of female castration.

But what was at first unexpected could become routine, conscripted into theory that was startling only to the uninitiated. Freud retained his capacity for astonishment to the end, but his theorizing increasingly fixed individuals into exemplary narratives, casting them as fated to drearily reenact by now familiar roles. That the boy would want to murder his father so as to sexually possess his mother might shock and dismay the laity attending Freud’s “Introductory Lectures” in 1916 and 1917, but to him and his like-minded colleagues the Oedipus complex had by then achieved the status of shibboleth, fealty to which usefully discriminated between friend and foe. More and more, it would be no matter for surprise that, for example, the mother remains the boy’s love object or that the girl reproaches her mother for depriving her of “the only proper genital.”

Freud’s penchant for issuing ex cathedra dicta, applicable to everyone and every situation, only drew the net of inevitability tighter. “A dream is the fulfilment of a wish,” without exception (even if the wish was only to prove Freud’s theory wrong). His own experience of being in love with his mother became “a universal event in early childhood.” And, famously, anatomy became inescapable destiny, at least for the girl. Fate overwhelmed serendipity.

Freud’s certainties calcified into inflexible dogma in the hands of the émigré Viennese ego psychologists who installed themselves at the center of the American analytic establishment in the postwar years. With system replacing spontaneity, the mysteries of the unconscious that had delighted Freud (think here of his Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconscious, published in 1905) were minimized as the ego—its structure and functions, “equilibrium and harmony”—

3 Freud, “Female Sexuality (1931),” in SE, 21:221–244.
4 Freud, The Interpretation of Dreams, SE, vols. 4 and 5.
5 Freud to Fliess, October 15, 1897.
assumed a more central role. Notably, in 1945 no less an exemplar of
Viennese orthodoxy than Anna Freud characterized the ego’s func-
tioning as “as accurate and reliable as a mechanical apparatus.”
Ego psychologists held that only a strictly enforced orthodoxy of by-the-
book technique would yield the patient (and analyst) the autono-
mous and well-adjusted ego, in conflict-free harmony with “external
reality,” that was treatment’s Holy Grail. Analysis was a hard slog (“working through” being the watchword), governed by emotional
abstinence and the refusal of all gratifications. Cast as objective, neu-
tral, and scientific by its adherents, this forbidding technique, in the
estimation of one particularly sharp contemporaneous critic, sacri-
ficed the analyst’s humanity at the altar of “schematic perfection,”
treating patients as if surgically anesthetized, comatose, or even
cadaverous and making of the analyst a “robotlike” figure more ma-
chine than fellow human possessed of “warmth, decency, reliability”
and so on. Psychoanalytic treatment had become so rule bound and
predictable by the 1960s that glimpses of the analyst’s individuality
could occasion astonishment, and, relatedly, the question of whether
Freud was actually a Freudian could be seriously debated.

The reclamation of an alternative, vigorously suppressed ana-
lytic tradition by the Viennese-born, Chicago-based analyst Heinz
Kohut in the 1960s and 1970s offered analysts one way out of ego
psychology’s many dead ends. So, too, did the freedom offered by
the new theory of cybernetics, which some analysts configured as
another escape route. The equation of mind and machine that seemed
so apt—signifying cool certainty—to Anna Freud and that discom-
fitting our contemporaneous critic had first to be recast in a decades-
long project that saw its emotional logic inverted. Now, spontaneity
and “the opposite of business as usual” could be aligned with, not
against, the machine, cast as roughly analogous to the feedback loops
cybernetics. Analysts impatient with ego psychology’s fixities and

reaching for “something more” than predictable interpretation
twigged that cybernetics, as well as field theory and dynamic sys-
tems theory, could lend the imprimatur of science to their endeavors,
allowing them to legitimately celebrate moments of improvisation,
creativity, and authenticity between analyst and analysand and to
break decisively with ego psychology’s linear maturational teleo-
8

8 For an example, see Gary Taerk, “Moments of Spontaneity and Surprise: The Nonlinear
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337–349.

7 On egopsychology, see Robert Wallerstein, “The Growth and Transformation of American
Mirabile est, cum primum discipula discipulusve per perspicillum aut microscopum spectat, admirationem amoremque novum reperiéndi videre flagrantem, hac admiratione ipsa persimile admirationi Galilei et Leeuwenhoek ipsorum cum primum per organum spectavissent. Hic sensus, haec facultas admirationis, vel potentissimus est omnium Scientiae potestatum — sed vero in nostris ludis nimium rare doctus. Discipuli quidem saepe attoniti sunt cum audient philosophos attonitos posse.

Galileus perspicillo iterum atque iterum admiratione replebatur. In figuris celebribus Siderei Nuncii Lunae cavitatem magnam imitatus est in medio, Sole illuminatem, quam ‘non nisi aliqua cum admiratione adnotavi’—etiamsi nulla cavitas istiusmodi, admiratione Galilei sola ficta, exstat, et quae, si exstisset, spectabilis non modo perspicillo sed etiam oculo libero esset.

Perspicillum Galileum ad reperiendum duxit miraculi necopini vel maximis historia scientarum. ‘Die itaque septima Iauarii,’ scriptis, ‘instantis annis millesimis sexcentesimi decimi, hora... noctis prima, cum caelestia sidera per Perspicillum spectarem... tres [Jovis] adstare Stellulas, exiguis quidem, veruntamen clarissimas, cognovi; quae, licet e numero inerrantium a me crederentur... nonnullam tam inuiternunt admirationem, eo quod secundum exactam lineam rectam atque Ecliptae parallelam dispositae videbantur, ac caterris magnitudine paribus splendidiore.’ Sed inter mirabilia innumerabilia iam perspicillo elata, tres stellulae novae initio fortasse minora erant, etiamsi Ecliptae parallelae. Die octava tamen, ‘nescio quo facto ductus, ad inspectionem eandem reversus essem’ stellaram. Attonitus quidem hac nocte erat, quod ‘erant enim tres Stellae occidentales omnes, a Love atque inter se, quam superiori nocte, vicinior.’ Primum haesitavit, utrum contra omnium tabella repperisset Iovis orientalior—id est, dubitavit intelligentiam suam philosophorumque, quae dixit Iovem plus quam decem dies ab occidentalior esse, magis quam aspectum caeli noscere. Diebus decima et undecima tandem intellexit, ‘apparentem commutationem, non in Love, sed in Stellis adnotatis repositam esse.’

Die decimatercia habuit, verbis J. L. Heibronis, ‘another stupefying surprise,’ cum ‘primum a me quatuor conspectae fuerunt Stellae’ (erat cum in dies intellegeret significationem motionum stellaeorum quod Galileus coeperat observationes suas lingua Latina scribere et non Italiana). Galileus intellexerat stellulas circum Iovem vagare; neque Telluri neque Soli solum centrum universi convertendum licuisse. Galileo hypothese Copernicenso iam convicto, hoc repertum nihilominus numquam expectatum erat.

Experientiae Galilei perspicillo nobis ostendunt admirationem scientis duobus modis venire. Primum est admiratio repens improvisoque saepe perspicillum aut microscopum occasione spectabilis non modo perspicillum sed etiam oculo libero esset.

Admiratio oei quidem facilior est discipulis ostendere. Non modo perspicillum sed etiam microscopum occasione praebet admirationi (et opportunius cum diurnam). Dulcissimum est, puellae aut puero assidere, ut simul per microscopum ista ‘animalcula’ Leeuwenhoek spectat. Attoniti semper sunt; attoniti, mundo invisible invistique subito exsiliente, attoniti, tota arte in corporibus talibus minus ostensa. Talis admiratio erat Leeuwenhoek ipsi: ‘I saw to my great...’
admiratio such moving instruments all over the Body within, that not one of a thousand would be persuaded to believe, that in such a contemptible Insect there is so much to be seen.’ Saepe nihilem dies multas volunt discipuli nisi per organum spectare illumque novum mundum scrutari.


(Philosophi novissimi fortasse quaerent utrum haec admiratio in rebus Naturae gignatur an in acto intelligendi, hoc modo discriminem novum creantes. Immo discriminem vero creant, ubi non existare oportet. Factum intelligendi quidem miraculum plane aperiat, sed creator solus non potest.)

Discipuli discipulaeque saepius credunt omnias scientias iam inventas esse et nulla eis permanere. Librum Naturae pensunt existere, non quidem illum librum Galilei, mathematicis scriptum, sine quibus mundus non intellegi possit, quem librum legere vix incepimus et qui infinitus est, sed magis credunt commentarium scriptum esse simplicum sicut sese in ludo legere. Hic liber, ut opinio fert, iam integralis perfectusque est, omnibus responsis cognitis magistris suis—atque illa responsa ad examinationes dumtaxat memoria comprehenda sunt.

Ludus Magnus novas investigationes inveniendi saepius deest. Hanc voluptatem tum discipulis apportare tempus egit et consultum, eis opportunitatem dare intelligendam et admirandam. Necesse quoque est ut propensi sint ipsi animis commutari. Cum pictor, quae petit, res videre cum sunt, ut admirationem spectatrix creet novis

picturis suis, tum oportet philosophum Naturae praebere sensum curiositatis fortiorum quam ‘ego’.

Necessa est discipulis quoque ut frustrarentur. Nam voluptas intelligendi tanta commoda est, quantus conatus expenditur. Qui miraculum necopinum intellexit, se putare possit, cum Galileo, doctissimum vero, nam illi periti scientarum bene sciant responsuum vel frequentissimum Naturae ‘erras’ esse, nam cum admiratione est enim frustratio prope complexa. Ad admirationem ociorem opus est quidem nonnihil praeparationis, ad admirationem lentiorem autem nihil posit sine consuetudine cogitationis attentionisque et tempus multum, omnia quae fructus addunt conatus. Admirationo numquam vili philosophus emitur, at gaudia sempiterna donabit.

Gratias J. L. Heilbron et K. Murray et S. Leleu consiliis ago.

Galileus Galileus, Sidereus Nuncius Venetiis, MDCX
J. L. Heilbron, Galileo Oxon., MMXII
Antonius van Leeuwenhoek, ‘Part of Two Letters from Mr. Antony van Leeuwenhoek, F.R.S., concerning Worms pretended to be taken from the Teeth.’ Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc., v. XXII
(anni MDCC et MDCCI), dcxxxv–dcxlii.

On Surprise

A tiny work laying out some older marvels worthy of admiration and proposing a novel distinction

It is wonderful to see, when a student looks for the first time through the telescope or the microscope, surprise, wonder, astonishment (the Latin *admiratio* encompasses all of these), and a new love for discovery flame up, this wonder being just like the surprise of Galileo or Leeuwenhoek themselves when they first looked through their instruments. This feeling, this capacity for surprise, is perhaps the most powerful of all the powers science has—but is rarely taught in school. Students are often astonished, indeed, when they hear that scientists can be surprised.
verse. Galileo was already a convinced Copernican, but this discovery was nevertheless entirely unexpected.

Galileo’s experiences with the telescope show that surprise can come in two ways in science. The first is the quick and unforeseen surprise (the mountains and craters on the moon, for example), whose significance is immediately apparent. There is, however, also a kind of surprise whose importance is only understood after much observation and thinking (that the little stars were not stars but satellites of Jupiter). Perhaps I may be permitted to call these fast surprises and slow surprises. Students today should have the opportunity to experience both.

Fast surprises are, of course, easier to share with students. Not only the telescope but also the microscope works well to inspire surprise (and more conveniently, since it can be used during the day). It is delightful to sit next to a girl or boy who is first looking through the microscope at Leeuwenhoek’s “animalcula.” They are always astonished: astonished, at the invisible, unexplored world that suddenly jumps out at them; astonished, at the intricacy and detail revealed in such minute bodies. Leeuwenhoek felt such marvel himself: “I saw to my great admiration such moving instruments all over the Body within, that not one of a thousand would be persuaded to believe, that in such a contemptible Insect there is so much to be seen.”

Often students want to do nothing in class for days afterward except look through the microscope and explore this brand-new world. Slow surprise, however, is harder to show and to teach and is very difficult for pupils to understand. Galileo did not immediately recognize the importance of his observation of Jupiter’s satellites—nor could he have recognized it. Only a series of observations, made according to a plan, made this possible, and, even more importantly, careful thought. The first night, they were just little stars. Only the following nights could bring home their significance to him, and only to a willing and ready mind. It was nature that had arranged the surprise (which, indeed, had always existed), but this sensation of surprise was created only slowly and stepwise, as Galileo himself wrote, with “doubt transforming into wonder.” Understanding and
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marveling create slow surprise together, which is perhaps the greatest pleasure in science.

(There are, perhaps, modern scholars who may ask whether this surprise is engendered in the phenomena of nature or in the act of understanding them, thereby creating a new distinction. But they are making a distinction where none such need exist. The act of understanding of course makes the surprise apparent but cannot be its sole creator.)

Pupils often believe that all of science has already been discovered and that nothing is left for them. They believe that there is a Book of Nature, not indeed that book of Galileo’s, written in mathematics, without which we cannot understand the world and which we have barely begun to read, but rather they think it is a textbook like the ones they read for school. This book, they think, is already entire and finished, and the teachers already know all the answers—and all they have to do is memorize them for the tests.

The great game of devising new investigations is too often missing for them. Bringing this pleasure to students, however, takes time and planning, to give them the chance both to understand and to marvel. It is also necessary that they themselves accept that they must be able to change their minds. Just as a painter, who tries to see things as they are so that she can create a sense of wonder in the viewer with new pictures of the world, so also the scientist has to cultivate a sense of curiosity stronger than her sense of self.

It is also necessary that students be frustrated and fail, for the pleasure of understanding is in proportion to the effort expended. She who understands the meaning of a surprise may think herself, along with Galileo, very clever indeed—for experienced scientists know very well that nature’s most frequent answer to our questions is, “You’ve got it wrong”; and surprise is tightly bound up with failure. One must have no little preparation to be ready for a fast surprise, but no slow surprise can ever happen without the cultivated habits of thinking, attention, and time, which all add enjoyment to the endeavor. Surprise is never sold cheap to scientists, but it will give eternal pleasure.

Excitement, Déjà Vu, Boredom

Christoph Lüthy

Not only in private life but also in the domain of science, we encounter the classical sequence of emotions that goes from initial surprise to bored indifference. An illustrious example is the public response to Antoni van Leeuwenhoek’s reports on microscopic life. Contemporaries were at first enthralled by his news, but after an unending sequence of nearly identical announcements, they began to respond with yawns. The tale is known but not often told well. It starts with a 1673 letter of introduction in which Dutch anatomist Renier de Graaf presented fellow countryman, Antoni van Leeuwenhoek, to the Royal Society: draper, haberdasher, city hall chamberlain, land surveyor, and assessor of wine in the city of Delft. “Leeuwenhoek hath lately contrived Microscopes excelling those that have been hitherto made by Eustachio Divini and others,” de Graaf explained.1 And, indeed, Leeuwenhoek’s microscopes were very powerful.

At the time, all compound microscopes suffered from chromatic aberration: behaving like multiple prisms, they produced blurry images. Leeuwenhoek’s solution was a single-lens microscope, composed of a minuscule glass bead inserted between two small metal sheets. The magnifying power of these beads was impressive, but given their short focal length, Leeuwenhoek literally had to press the microscope into his eye, trying to avoid his lashes. Had he not been extremely myopic, the instruments he made would have had no use to him. In fact, only about 1 percent of users are able to recognize anything through the extant exemplars, and even fewer can do so without feeling acute pain. Even Leeuwenhoek reported that at times, in the act of observation, “I break into a sweat.”2

De Graaf’s recommendation letter initiated a relationship between Leeuwenhoek and the Royal Society that was to last for a full 50 years. More than half of Leeuwenhoek’s roughly 300 scientific letters were addressed to the Royal Society, which elected him a fellow


in 1680—a rare honor for a Dutch artisan who had, as he himself confessed, “not been brought up in language or arts.”

In the days when Leeuwenhoek started to report his findings to the Royal Society, the adepts of then fashionable mechanical philosophy were imagining a world of invisibly small material particles, corpuscles or atoms, which possessed shapes and movements such that the visible phenomena of the physical world could be deduced from them. Microscopists eagerly participated in this enterprise. When, for example, René Descartes imagined screwlike corpuscles as an explanation for magnetism, microscopists like Henry Power tried to find them; Nathanael Highmore actually reported that he had observed them swarming about. Very much in keeping with these expectations, microscopists, including Leeuwenhoek in his earliest letters, sought and found corpuscular structures: “cells,” “pores,” “bladders,” “utricles,” and “globules” were everywhere.

But Leeuwenhoek’s story soon developed in an unexpected direction. As he studied liquids—infusions, and later murky pond waters, rain water, spermatic liquids—in search of particles that might explain their respective properties, Leeuwenhoek saw under strong magnification, for the first time in 1674, minuscule forms of life. Initially, he mentioned these “animalcules” only in passing, as something he had noticed while looking for more important things. But as these little creatures popped up everywhere, Leeuwenhoek began to pay attention, sending dozens of letters over almost five decades in which he described them in great detail. Nineteenth-century biologists, who with their achromatic lenses had overcome the limitations that had previously hampered microscopic research, hailed Leeuwenhoek as the first to have seen bacteria, unicellular algae, flagellates, and spermatozoa. These attributions are both correct and false. They are correct in the following sense: among the types of animalcules that Leeuwenhoek found in 1683 in the tartar of teeth—his own, his wife’s, and their daughter’s—whose tiny shapes he asked Abraham de Blois to engrave (figure), a modern bacteriologist would recognize Selenomonas sputigena (B), Pseudomonas spec. (E), Leptothrix buccalis (F), and Spirillum (G).

But these claims are also false, because what Leeuwenhoek saw and reported on were “little animals,” not “bacteria” or “protozoa.” Indeed, it is doubtful whether one can claim a discovery if it is given no distinctive name, assigned to no taxonomic place, or given no function or explanatory role. “Our” bacteria fulfill important functions in myriad respects pertaining to health and disease; Leeuwenhoek’s not only served no purpose but did not even constitute a

3 Letter of Antoni van Leeuwenhoek to Henry Oldenburg, October 15, 1673, in Brieven, 1:43.
separate kind, for he viewed them as the offspring of what to us are “protozoa.” What for us are different species of bacteria, protozoa, algae, or flagellates, for Leeuwenhoek, all belonged to that endless stream of minuscule life; both he and Robert Hooke, who concurred with him, reckoned that “millions of millions might be contained in one drop of water.” ⁴⁴ Admittedly, this infinity of life forms enchanted the monadologically minded Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, who famously remarked, “I prefer a Leeuwenhoek who tells me what he sees to a Cartesian who tells me what he thinks.” ⁴⁵ On the other hand, it stirred critics of microscopy like Jonathan Swift to laughter: “So, Naturalists observe, a Flea / Hath smaller Fleas that on him prey, / And these have smaller Fleas to bite ’em, / And so proceed ad infinitum.” ⁴⁶

Whether it was applause or laughter that was elicited by the unending descent of animalcules into unknown depths of invisibility, there was no call for further research. Neither Leibniz nor Swift needed additional observations or a taxonomy to make their points. Nor, for that matter, could Leeuwenhoek have offered anything beyond stating that his animalcules were everywhere, had a variety of appearances, and engaged in curious movements to and fro.

Despite its sponsorship of pan-European microscopical research, even the Royal Society was quickly bored by Leeuwenhoek’s ubiquitous animalcules and tried to steer his research elsewhere. In fact, microscopy as a whole started to look stale. Surely, if the strongest available magnification produced ever new life forms, it was useless to seek any longer for the ultimate constituents of matter or life. Enthusiasm for the microscope, which had reached its peak in the 1660s, gave way to a sense of disenchantment. In 1692, Robert Hooke lamented that microscopical studies “are now reduced almost to a

single Votary, which is Mr. Leeuwenhoek.” ⁷ According to bibliometric analyses, between 1685 and 1723 Leeuwenhoek’s published letters accounted for a full three-quarters of all microscopical studies.

To be sure, Leeuwenhoek died a famous man. And yet, it is telling that in remembering his achievements, the Royal Society only mentioned one type of “little animals”: “that famous Discovery of the Animalcula in semine masculino, which has given a perfectly new Turn to the Theory of Generation.” ⁸ Their innumerable siblings in other liquids had failed to cause any “new Turn.” They had provoked initial astonishment but, because of their apparent uselessness, were soon forgotten, invoked only occasionally by the parson who, in his Sunday sermon, wished to provide an example of God’s incomprehensible subtlety.

---


Harro Maas

In May 2010, my former student Andrej Svorenčík and I organized a witness seminar to document and examine the history of laboratory experimentation in economics. We invited a mix of 12 economists, some of whom were surprised by the invitation, as they did not and do not perceive themselves as experimental economists, and some of whom considered their participation self-evident, such as the late Reinhard Selten, Vernon Smith, or Al Roth. As is typical for a male-dominated discipline like economics, we had only one female economist at the table, Elizabeth (Betsy) Hoffman, who had started her career as an economic historian only to become infected by the “experimental bug” after taking Charlie Plott’s course in experimental economics at Caltech in the early 1970s, a course that was at the time considered the “hottest thing in town.”

Plott taught that course in a master-apprentice fashion. He asked students to choose a topic they considered fit for an experiment and then worked with each student individually to tailor and narrow the initial question to manageable proportions; only then did he trust them sufficiently to actually perform the experiment. In quite a few cases this led to joint journal publications. Hoffman remembered a famous experiment, in which experimental subjects—students, housewives, staff, basically anyone who wanted to earn some easy money—were spread out across the building after hours to participate in a market experiment aimed at testing the efficiency of different market pricing rules. Seated in separate offices, after hearing the blast of a horn, subjects were supposed to start trading by phone. In those days, technology was such that telephone communication got jammed up very quickly, and participants simply decided to take the offer from whomever they managed to get on the phone. The published article argued that it was the pricing rules that made the difference, but participants such as Hoffman wondered afterward whether it was the pricing rules or the communication technology that explained the different outcomes.

Indeed, for Hoffman, the potential instability of test environments became a matter of lifelong concern. At the witness seminar, Charlie Plott gave some other down-to-earth examples of why experiments could fail. In market experiments where subjects were supposed to buy and sell, they might buy but forget to sell; they might read tables from left to right where the experimenter intended them to be read from top to bottom; or they might simply forget to watch the screen. Philosophers nicely classify such issues under the Duhem-Quine problem, but classifying issues does not solve them in practice. Prompted by the witness seminar’s moderator, Chris Starmer, Hoffman explained her concerns.

I have always taken the approach that anything you change can make a difference. If you change experimenters, if you change location, and if you are going to—so if I am going to do—trying to replicate an experiment or do a variation on an experiment. Since I have moved a lot, I have a lot of experience with this. My view has always been that you have to be sure that your new subject pool and your new collaborators can get the same results as the previous subject pool and the previous collaborators. I always had a set of experiments that I would insist on replicating at the new place.¹

When asked for details, Hoffman further explained that when she moved from Northwestern to Purdue and her regular coauthor Matthew Spitzer, moved to USC, in order to rule out any influence of the experimenter on the results, they would run half of the experiments at Purdue and half of the experiments at USC and then trade places and run the other half. The experiments she used to establish a trustworthy baseline were the ultimatum and the dictator game, a choice that spurred a lively discussion between the participants of the witness seminar, because these two seemingly innocuous games continue to produce outcomes that some experimentalists considered “just notoriously unstable.” In both games, a proposer is endowed with a sum of money (tokens) from which she can offer an amount to a receiver, who can either accept or refuse, and who can punish the proposer (or not, as in the dictator game) if the offer is considered too

¹ This and all following quotations are from Andrej Svorenčík and Harro Maas, The Making of Experimental Economics: Witness Seminar on the Emergence of a Field (Dordrecht: 2016), 130–133.
low. Typically, proposers offer more than the theoretical minimum (one token), and receivers refuse what they should accept (that very one token). But that seems to be about the only stable fact in such games.

The specific rules of the game as well as small changes in its wording and framing all matter substantially to the outcome. If subjects are told to donate to a charity, they give everything away. Do subjects feel it is their own money or the experimenter’s money from which they are supposed to make an offer? This was a question about which our seminar participants had “no idea, what the full implications” might be. Vernon Smith suspected that “almost certainly, for many experiments, it will make no difference at all, but if you have got one counter example where it makes all the difference, you have got to ask: ‘Whoops, how far does that go?’”

Not only the auxiliaries but in fact everything about such experiments was up for grabs. Neither rules nor procedures could guarantee stable outcomes from experiments that were inherently unstable. “Things like that” brought Smith back to Betsy Hoffman’s initial point about experiments, “and it is a really good starting point because you will be less surprised.”

Le dispositif expérimental de Mourly Vold s’élargit à une étude de masse à laquelle participent ses propres étudiants, des professeurs et élèves d’école de deux sexes. À l’instar de la psychologie expérimentale telle qu’elle s’organise à partir du laboratoire de Wilhelm Wundt à Leipzig, les étudiants sont les meilleurs collaborateurs : non seulement ils doivent être des « bons rêveurs », mais aussi des « bons sujets », donc instruits et honnêtes à la fois, pour assurer l’objectivité des résultats recueillis.

C’est à la fin de son ouvrage, fort volumineux, où son lecteur tombe sur la surprise. En raisonnant sur des expériences dans les-

---


quels le professeur attachait plusieurs bûches à son dos, action qui déclenchait des rêves de vol ou de suspension, il se rend à l’évidence que le motif de ces rêves se trouve dans une force qui est « sans doute de nature sexuelle ». Et il n’hésite pas à donner en latin plusieurs détails sur ses érections et pollutions nocturnes. Cette discussion est le seul moment où il lie ses propres expériences à un exemple historique, à savoir les « hallucinations des sorcières » se rendant au sabbat nocturne. Dans une page de médecine rétrospective qui fait exception dans son ouvrage, le philosophe livre une explication de ces rêves ou hallucinations qui réduit le voyage imaginaire de ces femmes, selon lui pour la plupart atteinte d’hystérie, à leurs sensations corporelles et notamment à la « vibration érotique » accompagnée d’un sentiment de réalité et d’orgueil pendant la nuit.

Le rêve de vol porte l’expérimentateur onirique donc sur un terrain qui dépasse le cadre restreint de son champ d’investigation. Depuis l’Antiquité ce genre de rêves est considéré comme relevant d’un phénomène collectif que l’on retrouve dans une même culture chez différentes personnes ou même dans différentes cultures à des époques différentes. Dans sa version diabolique, ce rêve se rapporte à une image stéréotypée que Carlo Ginzburg, dans sa grande étude comparative sur le sabbat des sorcières, qualifie de « formation culturelle de compromis »4. Ajoutons que cette image culturelle se forge lors du XIXe siècle aussi à travers une littérature et une iconographie médicale, telle qu’elle émerge dans le sillage de la clinique des maladies nerveuses de Jean-Martin Charcot. L’explication de l’expérience collective des femmes accusées de sorcellerie en termes d’hallucinations et de contagion par imitation ancre l’image stéréotypée du sabbat dans la sensibilité du corps de la femme hystérique, entièrement soumise à des dispositifs et mesures physiologiques. Les idées avancées par Mourly Vold sur la nature sexuelle de ses propres expériences de rêves de vol s’articulent ainsi sous une forme ambiguë :

4 Ainsi, Charles Richet dénomme en 1880 les femmes hystériques de la Salpêtrière les « démoniaques d’aujourd’hui » et l’alieniste D.-M. Bourneville se livre dans sa « Bibliothèque diabolique » à la republication d’ouvrages historiques traitant de la possession diabolique et de la sorcellerie comme d’autant de cas de médecine rétrospective. d’un côté, la sexualité du rêveur apparaît sous une forme purement physiologique, de l’autre, elle la dépasse de façon inattendue par une féminisation qui met le rêveur dans la peau d’une sorcière.

Cette ambiguïté n’échappera pas à Freud et à ses disciples. Dans la quatrième édition de la *Traumdeutung* (1924), Freud revient sur Mourly Vold, en affirmant que la production expérimentale de sti-
"Le fait d’Omdurman“ was a gem of a fact, one of many collected in the quarantine laboratories of Egypt. Two soldiers in garrison, hence of known health and environment, suddenly dead of cholera in April 1914: no cases could be found nearby, no contacts tested positive. Then there was the “Russian pilgrim on his way from Djeddah,” seized with cholera: typical lesions at autopsy, “no trace” of vibrios. Or the postman struck “one fine morning” in 1916 by cholera at its most textbook—relentless vomiting, profuse diarrhea, pronounced cyanosis (turning blue) of the face, cramps, aphonia, hypothermia—except that he recovered in one day and intensive microscopy found no vibrios. Or the five immigrants from Anvers succumbing to those same symptoms upon arrival in New York. Vibrios: nonspecific. Autopsy verdict: phosphoric acid poisoning. Trying for order in the quarantine laboratory of Alexandria only made it more a Wunderkammer, as in the devilish collection of sera confectionné from 31 typical cholera cases yet testing into an “almost complete absence of groups,” an “individual autonomy,” the director shook his head, even as he went on running microbial traffic control in the world’s epidemiological entrepôt before global air travel: the Egyptian ports and cities that funneled the Hadj from Africa and the Indian Ocean to and from Mecca every year.

A modern laboratory for mastering disease was also a premodern cabinet of curiosities. That’s the argument here in a nutshell—and a Petri dish.

We are as far from premodern virtuosi as we can get while still collecting microscopical surprises; as though not far at all from those illustrated in Hooke’s Micrographia, Leeuwenhoek’s reports “met verwonderingh” of identical globules in the bile of rabbits and cows, or from the millions of intricate creatures in a drop of water, which John Ray compared to the rare miniatures of art “beheld with admiration, ... treasured up” by “the Curious.” Both premodern cabinet and technoscientific laboratory accumulated observations made and
specimens seen with a gasp. “Almost incredible,” one investigator had exclaimed in 1891 of the days, weeks, months that a rabbit and the deadly bacilli injected into it had gone on living together. Knowing about the rabbit did not keep another from finding his analogous human case “not a little surprising.” Still another, knowing neither, narrated the “surprise” with which he showed hospital colleagues a similar “anomalous fact.” Throughout its growth from a few laboratories to a global system, the technoscience that bore no resemblance to Leeuwenhoek’s letters and wonders was nonetheless in a state of recurring amazement—at infection without disease, disease without infection, and varieties of each that would not match.

Anomaly accumulated within a paradigm yet precipitated no crisis and even became part of normal science. Bacteriology both exemplifies and contradicts Thomas Kuhn’s model. It belonged to the model’s genealogy via Kuhn’s reading of the “thought styles” and “thought collectives” that had become visible to bacteriologist Ludwik Fleck through the same long growth of anomaly displayed in the quarantine and hospital laboratory reports quoted above. Even more genealogical of STS models, through the work of Bruno Latour, bacteriology built the world of its own validity and success—domesticating actors (microbes), making the laboratory an obligatory passage point, translating interests and aligning forces to build and maintain networks, winning trials of strength (against spontaneous generation), extending the Archimedean lever of the laboratory to turn farms into theaters of proof, making the immutable mobiles and metrology by which universals exist through the circulation of particulars (whichever navy’s volt you could get in Sinai ports in 1919, you could definitely get Berlin sera). Yet bacteriology thereby also built the world of its surprises and limitations, built the unknown into the interstices of the known, what it could not do into what it could, the inexplicable into the explained. Winning and losing, strength and weakness, laws of nature and “individual autonomy” went hand in hand.

Anomalous rabbits did not vanish with a wave of Jastrow’s pen into the gestalt-switch of paradigm shift or get neatly lost in translation into an actor network. They were treasured up. Modern or premodern, this was far from the singular surprise of discovery; far, too, from the unexpected in investigative pathways (F. L. Holmes) or the creativity of experimental systems (H. J. Rheinberger). Their productive unpredictabilities did not accrue. Such accumulation is unlikely to happen everywhere in science, not even in natural history, where iterative confrontation with possible novelty became annotative and additive; Linnaeus’ copies of his books interleaved with blank pages ready to place whatever came next, monuments to an open yet unsurprisable system.

Cabinets of things made curious by their exception to what nature does most of the time or what most people can do with a chisel or paintbrush; anomaly accumulating within paradigms and becoming part of normal science; embarrassing facts and their continual generation and preservation woven into technoscience: what these share is collective experience of disjunction (not private notebook surprise), created by shifts in human organization on a grand scale, ever since the emergence of “new worlds” heavenly, microscopic, exotic. Across centuries and sensibilities runs a history of recurrent openness to anomaly, indefinitely prolonged, rather than an age of wonder turning to disenchantment.

There may be more under the sun—and in dark larders and bright bureau—than strange facts and Gradgrind ones, customs and laws of nature, *miscellanea curiosa* and scientific disciplines, delighted virtuosi and disenchanted technicians. Global technosciences like those of bacteria or electromagnetism, building up technical systems yet also kicking up the sparks of novel effects, could tolerate and even cultivate the unexpected; the laboratory master of quarantine, an amasser of its *faits embarrassants*.

---


Hinzuan, an island in the Indian Ocean, surprised Sir William Jones on his way to India. It came upon him unexpectedly although he had prepared himself for it. On Monday, July 28, 1783, after two months aboard the ship Crocodile, there it was.

It was the sun rising in full splendour on the isle of Mayata (as the seamen call it) which we had joyfully distinguished the preceding afternoon by the height of its peak, and which now appeared at no great distance from the windows of our cabin; while Hinzuan, for which we had so long panted, was plainly discernible ahead, where its high lands presented themselves with remarkable boldness.1

For Britons traveling east, Hinzuan was their first experience of the Orient. Jones, though, had made a career of experiencing the Orient through reading. The structure of its languages was familiar to his eye and spoke to him of the truths of its nature. Hinzuan exceeded the grasp of that reading and changed its affect. Pleasure turned to perplexity.

Remarks on the Island of Hinzuan or Johanna opens with a comfortable proposition, in the traditions of conjectural history, on the historical development of societies: the slow approach to civilization made by a small community with many natural advantages but few means of improving them. Jones invites his readers to contemplate the sylvan verdure of the island, whose natural diversity would have failed the best pencil. He had known mountains in Wales and Switzerland of stupendous height but never before those “round the bosom of which the clouds were almost continually rolling.” Here were palms, tall and graceful Arecas on the shores, so regular they might have been planted by design. Such picturesque observations on natural bounty weave through the account of his days on the island—ripe dates from Yemen, the fresh milk of coconuts, and the finest pomegranates he had ever seen. His remarks on the island’s people are less certain. Surprise breaks through the calm surface of the telling.

Hinzuan had been colonized by Arabs, who represented a peak of civilizational achievement for European Orientalists. The king of the island was a black man but of Arabian politeness. He had Arabs in his train and views on the benefits of trade, “which could hardly have been expected from a petty African chief, and which if he had been sovereign of Yemen, might have been expanded into rational projects proportioned to the extent of his dominions.” Jones was among a people who could not read English. Yet Alwi, second cousin to the king, perused the opening of an Arabic manuscript and explained it in English “more accurately than could have been expected.” Alwi astonished with his questions about the independence of America, the power and resources of England, France, and Spain, and the character and strength of the Russian and Ottoman armies.

An intrepid Arab, it was said, had had the courage and address to establish a form of government on the island. That government, bad in itself (a violent oligarchy), was administered with advantage to the original inhabitants. Or was it? The theft of a pair of blue Morocco slippers from the Crocodile by Alwi’s son-in-law “proves, that no principle of honour is instilled by education into the gentry of this island.” Alwi himself was knowledgeable but equivocal. On remarking that it was unlawful to paint with henna or tell lies during Ramadan, he was asked by Jones whether both were lawful the rest of the year. “Lies were innocent, if no man was injured by them,” he replied. Jones heard from Alwi, though, how he had personally rescued the captain and crew of a wrecked European ship from slavery to an African prince, and having “supported them at his own expence, enabled them to build another vessel, in which they sailed to Hinzuan,

---

1 William Jones, “Remarks on the Island of Hinzuan or Johanna,” Asiatick Researches, 5th ed. (London: 1807), 2:77–107, here 77–78. The quotations that follow are from this essay and are to be found (in order of appearance) at pages 79, 101–102, 78, 103, 103, 107, and 106. The modern name of Hinzuan is Anjouan. It forms part of the Union of the Comoros, a sovereign archipelago island nation off the eastern coast of Africa.
and departed thence for Europe or India." Perhaps the black man
could not be further improved. His generosity represented the outer-
most limit of his development: "I hope that neither an expectation of
riches, nor of any other advantage, will ever induce an European
power to violate the first principles of justice by assuming the sover-
eignty of Hinzuan, which cannot answer a better purpose than that
of supplying our fleets with wholesome refreshment."

Knowledge produced through reading was beginning to acquire
a geography. The surprise that accompanied it, like its offspring
wonder, limned cultural boundaries between the domestic and the exo-
tic, between the West and the Orient, which disarrayed certitudes
about the stages of human progress. "All of these boundaries were
electric, thrilling those who approached them with strong passions:
to run up against any of these limits was necessarily to challenge the
assumptions that ruled ordinary life." Jones's life in India was witness
to the truth of this statement. Darkening surprise would colour
the Oriental quotidian. It would move him from the declaration of
love with which he greeted two visitors from Yemen to Hinzuan, to a
description of the shock of borrowing money from a black man: "it
was like touching a snake or the South American eel."

In 1981 Kurt Vonnegut and his second wife, Jill Krementz, stepped
foot on the Galápagos Islands. "Of course I was fascinated by the
island's natural life," he reported. "I spent as much time there as
Charles Darwin did—two weeks." He added, "We had advantages that
Darwin didn't have. Our guides all had graduate degrees in biology.
We had motorboats to move us around the islands more easily than
rowboats could when Darwin visited the Galapagos in the 1830's.
And, most important, we knew Darwin's theory of evolution." Vonnegut had another benefit, too: an extensive familiarity with the
popular writings of Stephen Jay Gould. Thanks to Gould, Vonnegut
saw in evolution an intriguing, playful capriciousness.

Soon after returning, Vonnegut gave a lecture in New York City at
the Cathedral of St. John the Divine. (According to its advertising ma-
terials, the cathedral is the length of six blue whales.) He spoke about
the strange creatures he had seen on the Galápagos Islands—espe-
cially the blue-footed boobies, who in courtship iteratively and sol-
emnly raised each beautiful, bright foot to show their mates. He
thought about the millions of years needed to create such natural
intricacies, a span of time vast to us but a mere wink of Nature's eye.
However long it had taken for nature to craft humans, he feared we
were running out of time. Death itself was old, he noted, but the scale
of our destructive capacity threatened our very existence as a spe-
cies. The previous night, Vonnegut told the gathered crowd, he had
dreamed of meeting the descendants of humanity in 1,000 years. In
his dream, he asked these survivors how humanity had managed to
survive for so long. Their reply? "By preferring life over death for
themselves and others at every opportunity, even at the expense of
being dishonored." Three years later, Vonnegut published a longer reflection on
what would be required for humanity to survive for a million years

---

1 Lorraine Daston and Katharine Park, Wonders and the Order of Nature, 1150–1750
2 William Jones to John Macpherson, February 27, 1786, in The Letters of Sir William Jones,
In Vonnegut’s fantasy, an ill-fated celebrity cruise to the renowned islands stranded a handful of lost souls on the entirely fictional Santa Rosalia. At the same time, civilization collapsed as a result of growing economic inequality around the world. Also, a voracious strain of bacteria consumed human egg cells and rendered all but a handful of women infertile. This remarkable confluence of events marooned a small group of people who became humanity’s sole future progenitors. The members of this genetic bottleneck were rich, poor, likeable, insufferable, and ethnically diverse. Vonnegut took great care in establishing the random circumstances that had led each individual to a place on Bahía de Darwin, humanity’s new ark.

Humanity’s sleek, furry future as “innocent fisherfolk,” descended from this small band of fellow travelers, was greatly speeded up by the opportune presence of one female child born to this new population. An unpredictable consequence of her grandmother’s exposure to nuclear radiation after the American government had detonated two atomic bombs in Japan, Akiko’s fine dark pelt of fur protected her from the sun and kept her warm in the water. She represented a punctuated leap in humanity’s destiny, a fate sealed by her many furry children. As Vonnegut painstakingly showed, evolution depended on accidental preservation. Yet he suggested, too, that our aquatic future would have come eventually, the gradual result of natural selection favoring humans with keen fishing skills and small brains. Akiko merely spurred things along.

Shortly after its publication, Gould read Galápagos quickly, over one weekend. He wrote to Vonnegut the following Monday, praising his novel as “beautifully accurate” in its depiction of evolution’s quirkiness and punctuated progress. Vonnegut replied immediately, admitting that Gould had been constantly on his mind as he wrote.

Like Gould, he sought to undermine sociobiological arguments that implied the most successful members of society had attained their positions because they were smarter or more attractive. In Galápagos, no one survived because they were more fit than their neighbors; they survived thanks to sheer chance.

Vonnegut’s wry account of humanity’s foibles additionally posited that our most flamboyant characteristic was also our most dangerous: our three-kilogram brains. If evolution could cure us of our self-destructiveness, Vonnegut appeared to ask, would that be worth sacrificing the creativity that had allowed Beethoven to write his Ninth Symphony? There is no satisfying answer in Galápagos, but throughout the novel its narrator repeatedly compared human brains to the massive antlers of the extinct Irish elk. (Despite its name, it was neither Irish nor an elk.) Biologists had long blamed the disappearance of this massive deer on the size of its antlers, and Vonnegut followed suit, using the metaphor to invoke human brains as responsible for our own potential demise. Yet if Vonnegut really had read Gould as closely as he claimed, he likely knew that evolutionists no longer propagated this monocausal tale of the Irish elk’s extinction. Gould argued that the immense antlers of this deer were ideally suited for mating displays. Their extinction thus came not from self-destructive evolutionary trends but as a result of changes in climate at the end of the ice ages. The metaphor between brawn and brains in the novel then quickly breaks down. This opens the possibility that, for Vonnegut, humanity might not have been as doomed as the narrator—already reconciled to humanity’s fate as fisherfolk—insisted.

In Galápagos, Vonnegut’s depiction of the interconnectedness of life, with its random connections and intricate patterns, was thus both pessimistic and hopeful. He embraced chance and yearned for progress, crafting happenstance into evolutionary adventure. Vonnegut and Gould alike, by invoking disparate pasts and imaginative futures, each wrote hoping their words would defamiliarize the present and challenge readers to be newly surprised by the world in which they live. Historians, in our braver moments, do the same.
On October 10, 2003, Eleanor collapsed to the ground while walking in the semiarid savanna of Samburu National Reserve, a popular destination for wildlife safari tours, located approximately six hours north by jeep from Nairobi. Within a few minutes, her companion, Grace, had successfully helped lift Eleanor back onto her feet. Shaken by the fall, Eleanor wobbled under the heavy weight of her body. Grace tried to nudge Eleanor along. But Eleanor fell again as she tried to walk. Grace appeared distraught as she tried in vain to get Eleanor back to her feet. As night fell, Grace stayed by Eleanor’s side. By morning, Eleanor had died. Over the next few days, kin, distant relatives, and acquaintances came from the surrounding area to gather around and attend to Eleanor’s body.

Eleanor was an elephant. Her death and the events that transpired around it caught ethologist Iain Douglas-Hamilton by surprise. Her story is one of the most cited anecdotes among ethologists and animal rights activists as evidence of a widespread behavioral response among elephants to suffering and death among their kind.

Anecdotes abound in the history of animal behavior. The power of their telling lies in the element of surprise. Charles Darwin, himself, scoured far and wide for anecdotes of curious behaviors across the animal kingdom in gathering evidence for his work, *The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals*. Darwin was particularly fascinated with an anecdote told by Sir James Emerson Tennent of his witnessing Indian elephants weeping upon being captured and bound in Ceylon. Eager to verify Tennent’s observations, Darwin made a number of trips to the London Zoological Gardens to interview the keeper of Indian elephants, who confirmed that he had “several times seen tears rolling down the face of the old female, when distressed by the removal of the young one.” A handful of trusted correspondents, the word of a knighted British politician and Fellow of the Royal Society, and the intimate knowledge of an animal keeper were enough for Darwin to transform Tennent’s anecdote into evidence to support his claim that the distance between humans and animals was one of degree and not kind. Tears, Darwin argued, were an outward expression of “grief, dejection, and despair.” As in man, so, too, in elephants, Darwin reasoned.

But the anecdote has had a rather sordid past in the annals of science and nowhere more than in the study of animal behavior. In the dogmatic days of behaviorism, the Columbia comparative psychologist C. J. Warden wrote in 1928 a stinging criticism of what he described as the anecdotal school that followed in the footsteps of Darwin. Darwin’s extension of evolution by natural selection to include explanation of human mental and moral traits sent his followers in search of concrete evidence documenting animal behavior in an effort to prove the continuity between man and beast. This was all well and good. But, lacking firsthand observations, they appealed, much to Warden’s dismay, to the anecdote, long a staple in natural history writing. By the early twentieth century, scores of anecdotal collections had appeared in which the tendency to humanize and eulogize the mental power of higher animals, Warden exclaimed, “reached the ridiculous.” Even Teddy Roosevelt used his bully pulpit as president of the United States and reputation as a sportsman-naturalist to denounce what he saw as a plethora of tales being told about the mental life and behavior of wild animals that he regarded as false to Nature. Among Warden’s criticisms against the anecdote as evidence, one stands out. The anecdote, in Warden’s view, most often represented “highly selected and atypical behavior,” which, he argued, had little, if any, statistical validity.

And there’s the rub. It is the chance encounter, the rare event, that often sparks one’s curiosity, captivates the attention, and sends one down a path of inquiry. When, in 1960, the young Jane Goodall saw a large male chimpanzee in the Gombe rainforest huddled over a termite nest, she paused to take notice. With binoculars, she watched as he broke off the twig from a plant, stripped it of its leaves, and poked it into one of the mound’s many passages. A few moments later, the chimp pulled out the twig coated with tasty termites and promptly

---

popped the morsels into his mouth. Goodall remarked with astonishment and disbelief at what she observed. “I remember the day as vividly as it was yesterday,” she recalls. Her observations of toolmaking among nonhuman primates swept the scientific community by storm. What began as an anecdote, after repeated observations, became what the late paleontologist Stephen Jay Gould regarded as one of the “Western world’s greatest scientific achievements.”

Warden may have thought behaviorism had banished the anecdote from science forever. Yet few ethologists can resist its appeal. Over the last century, a new range of techniques has developed to shore up the anecdote in the study of animal behavior. The permutations ethologists now perform to make the anecdote statistically respectable would dazzle even the most strident skeptics. In the case of Eleanor, GPS tracking of three females, each with different genetic relationships to her, permitted Iain Douglas-Hamilton and his team to statistically analyze the time each spent with her body. They hoped to ascertain whether the alleged compassion displayed was confined to Eleanor’s closest kin. It was not.

Surprise and wonder in coming to know the life of another organism have often drawn the curious observer into the world of science. Should we be shocked at the continued reticence to jettison the anecdote and deny the emotional life of animals among contemporary ethologists? After all, who can resist a good story? And it is storytelling, which in its many forms has been animating the meaning making of humans for millennia, that might set our species apart from the rest of the animal world.

---


In early Greek epic, words of the family θαῦμα (thauma) occur fairly often to denote a specific variety of joyous, overwhelmed surprise. Derived from θαύματι (thaomai), a verb that means “to gaze upon” but also “to contemplate, to observe,” these terms indicate a rapturous, astonished admiration: never for an unexpected outcome, or indeed for an event of any sort, but instead always for some entity, a person or an object. Almost always, the admiration is the result of a sensory perception, originally sight, though with time this is enlarged to include hearing. In most cases, the subjects who feel the surprise are one or more human beings, and the single, indeed singular, object that provokes it is divine in nature or origin or fabrication—or else monstrous. In any case, it far transcends ordinary humanity.

Very often, the noun is combined with an epexegetical infinitive denoting sight—above all in the epic phrase θαῦμα ἰδέσθαι (thauma idesthai), “a wonder to look upon”—emphasizing that it is the visual impact of the astonishing object, which strikes its viewers once and then continues to affect them, that causes this effect. These terms denote the startled human recognition that there is a realm that transcends humanity; it provokes neither consternation nor dread but a kind of hypnotized joy. While in some passages the astonishment may imply a certain uncanniness or intractability, there is no implication of terror. But, by the same token, there is no cognitive component or effect to early epic θαῦμα: this wonder stupefies and exhilarates, but it does not teach.

So it is all the more surprising that Plato, in his aporetic dialogue about the definition of knowledge, the Theaetetus, shows Socrates prominently asserting an essential link between θαῦμα and philosophy. Socrates and the young Theaetetus have been debating Theaetetus’s first proposed definition of knowledge, that it is simply identical to sense perception, and Socrates has had little difficulty in enwrapping his inexperienced interlocutor in inextricable swaths of objections and paradoxes. When Theaetetus announces that perplexities like Socrates’s last barrage of absurd consequences make him feel an extraordinary wonder (ὑπερφυῶς ὡς θαυμάζω, 155c) and even dizziness, Socrates replies, “Theodorus...”
Plato’s greatest pupil, Aristotle, took up the link between wonder and philosophy that Plato had established, but in conspicuously reasserting it, he gave it a characteristic twist. In the second chapter of his *Metaphysics*, Aristotle demonstrates by reference to the first philosophers that wisdom is not a practically productive science.

It is through wonder (τὸ θαυμάζειν, to thaumazein) that men now begin and originally began to philosophize; wondering (θαυμάσαντες, thaumasantes) in the first place at obvious perplexities, and then by gradual progression raising questions about the greater matters too, e.g., about the changes of the moon and of the sun, about the stars and about the origin of the universe.

Now he who wonders (θαυμάζων, thaumazôn) and is perplexed feels that he is ignorant (thus the myth lover is in a sense a philosopher, since myths are composed of wonders [θαυμασίων, thaumasiôn]); therefore if it was to escape ignorance that men studied philosophy, it is obvious that they pursued science for the sake of knowledge, and not for any practical utility.


Aristotle retains Plato’s interpretation of wonder as a dynamic impulse that pulls men from ignorance of the world to awareness of their ignorance about it to a desire for knowledge of it to, finally, knowledge itself. But he universalizes wonder and the desire for knowledge beyond Plato’s tiny elite to all human beings. In the words of the very first sentence of the *Metaphysics*, “All men naturally desire knowledge” (A.1 980a22).

We may contrast this Greek view of the joyous wonder that leads to philosophical knowledge with another ancient tradition, one that likewise posits the recognition of human limits as the first step on the way to true wisdom—except that in this other tradition the recognition occurs under the sign not of joyous admiration but of sacred dread: “The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom” (Proverbs 1:7, 9:10, cf. 2:5, 15:33).
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seems to have made quite a good guess about your natural disposition. For this feeling, to feel wonder (τὸ θαυμάζειν, to thaumazein), belongs especially to a philosopher, for there is no other beginning of philosophy than this, and the man who said that Iris was the child of Thaumas created quite a good genealogy” (155d).

The genealogy asserted derives ultimately from Hesiod’s *Theogony* (lines 265–266, 780), but it is doubtless Plato himself who invents the pseudo-etymological link between Thaumas and θαῦμα and who attributes a philosophical significance to the Hesiodic genealogy. We can easily see, in phonic terms, why Socrates could associate Thaumas with θαῦμα; but why should Iris signify “philosophy”? Elsewhere, Plato’s Socrates etymologizes the name of Iris as meaning “to speak” (from εἴρειν, eirein, “to speak”; *Cratylus* 408b), but this sense seems far too general to be of much help here. Instead of looking to the name of Iris, let us think instead of her function as the divine messenger who brings humans the announcements of the gods. If she is the mediator between gods and men, then, in Platonic terms, she can be seen as embodying the activity of philosophy itself: for philosophy is the insatiable human desire (philo) for a divine wisdom (sophia) that belongs by right to the gods and that humans can never fully attain (Apology 20d–23c).

So too, Eros is a philosopher (*Symposium* 204b), for Eros is neither a god nor a human but instead a daimôn, a being intermediate between gods and men who carries human things to the gods and divine things to men (*Symposium* 202e–204c). And so Socrates can claim that he himself possesses an “erotic art” (*Phaedrus* 257a) or that he knows nothing about anything except eros (*Symposium* 177e). To be a philosopher is to feel dizzy, astonished by aporia—but also to be able to move beyond momentary stupefaction, in the direction of a better argument, a truer doctrine. Plato insists that not everyone is up to the challenge of this philosophical wonder: at the beginning of the dialogue, Socrates goes to great lengths to ascertain from Theodorus that Theaetetus really has a natural aptitude for philosophy (143d–144b)—indeed, Theaetetus even has the very same snub nose and bulging eyes as Socrates does (143e).
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Déjà Vu in Lapland

Staffan Müller-Wille

On May 22, 1732, a day before his 25th birthday, Carl Linnaeus left Uppsala to journey through Sweden’s northern regions. It would take him 55 days by foot, horseback, and boat to reach his ultimate destination, Lapland’s fell in Norrbotten. In June 2016, I boarded a plane at Arlanda airport near Uppsala to fly to Luleå, the capital of Norrbotten on the shores of the Gulf of Bothnia. With me were James Prosek, an American artist, writer, and fly fisherman, and Kristof Zyskowski, an ornithologist from Yale’s Peabody Museum of Natural History. In Luleå we were met by another writer, fly fisherman, and bird-hunter, this one the public relations strategist of the Swedish Lapland Visitors Board, Håkan Stenlund. “Team Linnaeus” was now complete. We would spend the next four days retracing the leg of Linnaeus’s journey, which took him inland along the Lule River, through the market town Jokkmokk, and on from there to the former silver-mining outpost of Kvikkjokk, where he finally ascended to what the Sámi call “the higher land,” or Padjelanta, now a national park.

“Team Linnaeus” makes it sound as if we had a plan. With the likely exception of Håkan, none of us quite did. James wanted to come to terms with the hubris of Linnaeus, imposing order and names on a fluid nature that had already been given names from time immemorial. Kristof, among other things, saw the trip as an opportunity to extend his personal “life list” of observed bird species. I had brought high-resolution images of the manuscript of Linnaeus’s Lapland journal but was skeptical that anything mentioned therein would reveal itself simply and directly to the modern observer.

I was wrong, and Florence Caddy (1837–1923), who had herself journeyed through Sweden, was right: Linnaeus’s journals were “as clearly descriptive as Baedeker.” On the very first evening I was stunned by the accuracy with which Linnaeus had documented the local flora and fauna. Not only the endless variety of willow shrubs along the shores of Lule River but also the tiny black flies that pestered us were readily recognizable from the terse descriptions and lifelike little drawings in his journal (see figure). The next morning, we visited the imposing fourteenth-century church in Luleå Old Town. The procession statues that Linnaeus described—with their moveable limbs and eyes “weeping” from cupped heads filled with water—were sadly gone. But a small round hole in the wall next to the choir entrance, which Linnaeus had measured with a hilarious level of detail, was still patently there. We decided to set the stakes high and look for a pine tree that Linnaeus reported had been “marked with the yearly elevation of the water” of the Lule River in 1667 and 1669. It was not difficult to find. When we stopped at a river islet once famous for its salmon fishery, Håkan asked an elderly local man about it. “Funny that you should ask,” he answered, “years ago, people came here all the way from London to see this tree.” The pine stump that he showed us only bore a mark from 1758, but that was good enough. When we arrived in Stáloluokta—a village within Padjelanta used by Sámi communities for fishing and pasturing reindeer during the summer—we were no longer surprised to recognize many of its features, like the architecture of the goahti in which our hosts treated us to cold-smoked arctic char and freshly baked flat bread.

Has Lapland been standing still, as traditional as it is remote? It is not standing still at all, as we witnessed when passing by windowless “server farms” or groups of young refugees bent over their smart-
Linnaeus therefore built on a long tradition of writing (and talking) about Lapland. In addition, he was never alone during his journey. In the old Luleå church, he wrote that “they showed me” the statues; the salmon migrating up Lule River “were said” to come all the way from the Atlantic, and Norwegian-style fishhooks found in the fish “were produced” to prove the point; on Padjelanta, finally, Linnaeus was accompanied by a Sámi guide, spoke of his “hosts” and himself as a “guest.” He spent a whole evening with “a Lapp who was citizen of both Sweden and Denmark, and gave me liquor, which I refused, but he made me swig, the same with tobacco.” The next day, he set out with two other Sámi in order to cross the mountains into Norway (during this time unified with Denmark), and at this point, his narrative suddenly switches to the first-person plural.

Just like ourselves, Linnaeus was on a guided tour through Lapland. Producing the same tokens and telling the same stories creates a feeling of having been there already, of being at home, wherever we are. Without that feeling, we would not be able to navigate the world or produce anything new and surprising about it.

---

8 Caddy, Through the Fields, 169.

9 Nils Hackzell, Dissertatio historica de urbe Lula eique adjacentibus paroecis (Uppsala: 1731), 26.
András Németh

**Gallic Acid**

Recently, 196 lines were discovered from a previously unknown comedy of the Athenian Menander (342–292 BC) in addition to 296 lines of his Dyskolos, both copied in the fourth century AD, each on a double parchment leaf. These leaves would be recycled twice. First, in the seventh or eighth century, they were overwritten with Nemesius of Emesa’s (390 AD) renowned work On Human Nature; then, two centuries later, in 886 the latest layer of texts, a collection of Christian sermons in Syriac, was copied over a massive collection of recycled parchment sheets (Vat. sir. 623, pt. 2). In addition to other recycled texts in Greek, Palestinian Aramaic, and Armenian, the same collection of Syriac sermons hid other writings of high significance for the history of science, for example, a Greek version of Ptolemy’s Handy Tables, an Arabic translation of Theon’s Small Commentary on Ptolemy’s latter work (a copy itself witnessing to the Arabic translation movement in Bagdad, which was the ‘Abbāsid capital in the ninth century), and a Syriac translation of Galen’s treatise On the Qualities of Simple Medicines completed between the seventh and ninth centuries. Although the number of similarly rich and exciting palimpsests is small, hundreds of textual fragments, long hidden, have been waiting to be uncovered and identified. For more than two centuries, this challenge has stimulated productive collaboration between cutting-edge science and philology.

Driven by the desire to uncover old and important texts, in the late eighteenth century scholars began to make major discoveries by experimenting with substances offered by chemists. From Wolfenbüttel to Paris, from Milan to Verona and Rome, from London to Oxford and Cambridge, textual scholars busied themselves with revealing forgotten and unknown classical texts in palimpsests much as Poggio Bracciolini and his humanist colleagues had sought new texts in the fifteenth century. Among these scholars, Angelo Mai (1782–1854) gained prominence for the many significant discoveries he made using Gallic ink to remove the uppermost texts from recycled parchment sheets. In addition to his own industrious publishing activity, he was a pioneer in the use of chemistry in the service of philological and codicological studies. In Milan’s Biblioteca Ambrosiana and other libraries across northern Italy, Mai studied many codices written on recycled parchment sheets, discovering hidden texts. In 1819, he was appointed custos of the Vatican Library, where he immediately began a systematic survey of palimpsests. He usually published the new texts with critical notes, including, among others, perhaps his most important discovery: Cicero’s Republic (Vat. lat. 5757).

The criticism that Mai received from many scholars, frustrated by lack of access to his new finds and relegated to correcting his abundant mistakes, was perhaps justified by an unfortunate consequence of his method, applied mostly on the pages of promising new discoveries. The iron component of his reagent, the Gallic ink, reacted with animal skin, oxidizing and effectively rusting the parchment, often making both the upper and lower scripts illegible and rendering the parchment dry, broken, and blackened. Because of such damage, institutions including the Vatican Library eventually stopped authorizing ambitious requests from textual scholars who continued experimenting with chemical methods into the 1880s and 1890s.

Shortly after his appointment as prefect of the Vatican Library in 1885, Franz Ehrle, a German Jesuit scholar and the father of book conservation as an internationally accepted profession, paid special attention to the palimpsests treated with chemical reagents. At the international conference he convened at Sankt Gallen in 1898, Ehrle suggested the use of gelatin to stabilize and prevent the chemically treated parchment sheets from further deterioration. At the same time, he promoted document photography, a relatively new method at that time, as a useful conservation tool for the palimpsests and other significant, fragile, or damaged manuscripts. In 1906, for the

1 The abbreviation Vat. (Vaticanus) refers to manuscript collections within the Vatican Library, each distinguished by language such as sir. (Syriac), gr. (Greek), and lat. (Latin). The Arabic numeral identifies the individual manuscript within the respective collections.

Baby Ruth

Baby Ruth was lying in her crib, making cheerful little sounds, when, accidently, she uttered a short, high caw. The infant instantly fell silent, and “a ludicrous look and astonishment overspread her face.”

This fleeting moment would have gone unnoticed in most babies’ lives, but in Ruth’s case, her aunt Milicent Shinn fixed it on paper. Shinn reckoned that the muscular sensation in the infant’s throat, in combination with the odd sound itself, must have sparked the appearance of a new emotion in the six-week-old; that emotion was “genuine surprise: a simple nerve shock, closely related to fright.”

These notes were jotted down in November 1890, at the heyday of what became known as the American child study movement. As one of the first women to graduate from Berkeley, Milicent Shinn had been on the lookout for opportunities to engage in scientific work compatible with her day job as an editor of a literary magazine and her duties at home. Inspired by Charles Darwin and William Preyer, she viewed her niece’s arrival as a unique chance to participate in a citizen science project avant la lettre, unlocking the secrets of the evolving human mind, through minute, daily observations in the nursery. Quickly hooked, Shinn stuck to this project for years, amassing the most comprehensive individual data set from a single infant’s development that would be produced for decades to come. In the process, her family homestead in Niles, 30 miles south of San Francisco, came to resemble an observational habitat, where the baby’s grandparents, as well as her mother and father, all supported Shinn’s scientific observational zeal.

Not only had Angelo Mai been unsuccessful in reading this page, but his chemical reagents had very nearly destroyed it. But by washing off the upper text of the fourteenth century, he had nevertheless unintentionally removed the major obstacle to deciphering the text beneath it; something that is now manageable via multispectral photography. From this new find, we learn how Dexippus defines his role as a historian able to anticipate how immediate moments will influence and change the distant future. Indeed, his very presentation technique would provide future readers with the sensation of participating in crucial moments of a distant past.

1 This and the following quotation are from Milicent Shinn, The Biography of a Baby (Cambridge: 1900), 86.
see things that professionally trained observers overlooked, misled as they were by theories based on the adult mind. Against common perception, Shinn claimed that interest and pleasure steered the course of each infant’s development in a unique way. And along with interest and pleasure, Shinn’s observations uncovered surprise as central to this process.

When present at all, surprise had played merely an accidental role in other scientific baby diaries of the time and had, by and large, been only noticed in much older children. Introduced by Darwin as an emotion manifest in facial and bodily expressions rooted in deep evolutionary history, surprise was mainly regarded as an adaptive ability of heightened attention that enabled many organisms to react quickly in unexpected situations. In Shinn’s careful day-in and day-out account of Baby Ruth’s development, however, the emotion became apparent as one functionally linked to processes of cognition.

Ruth’s reaction in the crib had first seemed a singular event to Shinn. But the baby’s amazement developed into a “striking feature” when her visual attention expanded beyond fixation on faces. Her grandfather had the habit of playfully lifting Ruth above his head, and until the end of her third month, Ruth responded with delight. All at once, however, she displayed a completely different reaction, looking around silently, absorbed in the novel appearance of things. From up in the air, the baby inspected the familiar room for many minutes, fixing her gaze, in turn, on every single object within her field of vision. She would “then turn her head quickly, and examine another section; when this was done, she would fret till carried to another place, and there renew her inspection of the room in its changed aspect,—all this with an expression of surprise and eagerness, eyes wide and brows raised. … The habit was striking from the fourteenth week through the seventeenth, most of all in the fifteenth; it then declined, but would recur in a new room.”

Shinn’s findings, accomplished in at-home seclusion and published with much delay, went largely unnoticed. During the 1960s, more than 70 years later, the triad of surprise, pleasure, and interest made a comeback in research and theories of the infant mind, but without reference to her work. In the wake of Jean Piaget’s model of cognitive development, psychologists focused on the responses to rather than the occurrence of surprise. In so doing, they redefined the phenomenon from an emotion unrelated to other behaviors to a sequence of events constituting a cognitive mechanism crucial for the progression of the infant mind from sensorimotor intelligence to formal thought. Silvan Tomkins vividly described surprise as a “resetting affect,” or “circuit breaker,” imposing an interruption through which attention is turned away all at once from one thing to another. He asserted that this pause had a clearing function, crucial for arriving at heightened attention, which in turn enabled interest, pleasure, and curiosity (or fear and distress), ultimately contributing to changes in human cognitive structures. Especially younger children and infants were thought to have a low threshold for surprise, as the novelty of the world startled them with such intensity and frequency, giving way to maturation and experience.

Since the 1960s, models of cognitive structures as well as devices such as refined eye-tracking technologies have made it easier to detect surprise behavior in very young children as a means of further unlocking the capacities of infant thinking. If, as developmental psychologists following Piaget have put it, babies from very early on are “little scientists,” geared to learn and grow by surprise, then the most intriguing common feature in human nature may be the ability to see the world anew—ever and anon. Milicent Shinn, I believe, would have agreed wholeheartedly.

---

2 Milicent Shinn papers (Drafts 15th month, p. 8, rs), Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley.
Some animals come to you. In minutes, with a white sheet and a flashlight, a lepidopterist can summon thousands of moths. Most are more elusive. Hares, wrote the English divine Edward Topsell, sleep during the day and eat at night, far from their burrows, perhaps “by secret instinct of nature, to conceal the forms and lodging places unknown.” Any who has moved closer to get a good look at a bird, only to have the creature fly just too far away to identify, again and again, knows how skittish some wildlife can be. To study it, to catch nature in the act, the naturalist must take it unawares. The hunt reminds us that surprise is not only an emotion; it is also an act.

Hunting is, indeed, the paradigmatic form of taking nature by surprise. In times and places where zoology has emphasized anatomizing and classifying animals, the hunter and the fisher have been the naturalist’s chief allies. Those of us who love natural history must remember this fact—and remember that, in terms of the history of natural history, until very recently surprising animals for scientific purposes typically involved capturing or killing them. In the 1550s and 1560s, Ippolito Salviani visited the Roman fish market to find new species. A century and a quarter later, Nicolas Venette identified migratory restlessness in the behavior of caged nightingales.

We can surprise nature in other ways. Confronted with elusive or concealed animals, the naturalist might take another tack: rear a creature from its egg or an immature form. Artists and naturalists who studied and depicted insects and other small creatures often raised captives: Clara de Bock, the widow of the Middelburgh artist Johannes Goedaert who published three books on insects’ metamorphoses, complained about the bug jars cluttering her home. The French academician René-Antoine Ferchault de Réaumur employed a tripwire to activate a camera shutter and magnesium flash. Sometimes he used the Ojibwa technique of jacking: attracting animals to a canoe with a flame in the front, then identifying them by the glow of their eyes. At other times he employed a tripod to activate a camera shutter and magnesium flash.

Naturalists still surprise animals, but rarely with guns. The camera trap was invented in the late nineteenth century by George Shiras III, initially as a way to stalk animals outside hunting season. Shiras used hunting techniques to capture stunning images of often stunned animals. Sometimes he used the Ojibwa technique of jacking: attracting animals to a canoe with a flame in the front, then identifying them by the glow of their eyes. At other times he employed a tripwire to activate a camera shutter and magnesium flash. Like traditional trapping, successful camera trapping required an intimate knowledge of animals’ habits in order to know where to set up the camera, flash, and trigger.

In their names, the camera trap and the photo safari reveal the venatic ancestry of techniques still used in zoology and nature films. Movie cameras, fiber optics, infrared sensors, and a host of other

---

7 George Shiras III, “Photographing Wild Game with Flashlight and Camera,” *National Geographic Magazine*, 17, no. 7 (1906): 367–423.
technical improvements have produced astounding images. But they have also contributed to a surprisingly quick shift in attitudes in the industrial West. Victorians protested cruelty to domestic animals, especially those of the working classes, but had few qualms about killing wild animals for sport or science. George Shiras initially turned to the camera as a way to hunt out of season. But he soon adopted the motto “Gun gives way to camera” and urged other hunters to trade their rifles and shotguns for camera, plate, and flash. Museums and zoos continued (and continue) to surprise animals to capture and kill them, but image and data capture has largely superseded creature capture in the worlds of scientific and amateur zoology. Concern for invertebrates came later, but as Peter Marren has noted, the butterfly collecting that had been a common practice from the eighteenth century through his youth in postwar Britain went out of fashion over the course of the 1970s.8

The camera trap holds out the hope of surprising wildlife without disturbing it. Henry Carey, an enthusiastic early promoter of the device, made that bold claim, but the owl that fell from a branch into a river and “swore like a trooper” after the flash fired or the bull moose that overturned Shiras’s canoe would have disagreed.9 They remind us that observing nature is an intervention and that when we set out to surprise nature, we ought to expect, in return, to be surprised ourselves.

8 Peter Marren, Rainbow Dust: Three Centuries of Butterfly Delight (Chicago: 2017).

Katharine Park

L’admiration est une subite surprise de l’âme, qui fait qu’elle se porte à considérer avec attention les objets qui luy semblent rares et extraordinaires. Ainsi elle est causée, premièrement, par l’impression qu’on a dans le cerveau, qui représente l’objet comme rare, et par conséquent digne d’être fort considéré; puis ensuite, par le mouvement des esprits, qui sont disposés par cette impression à tendre avec grande force vers l’endroit du cerveau où elle est, pour l’y fortifier et conserver....Ce qui n’empêche pas qu’elle n’ait beaucoup de force, à cause de la surprise, c’est à dire, de l’arrivement subit et inopiné de l’impression qui change le mouvement des esprits; laquelle surprise est propre et particulière à cette passion....

-Descartes, Les passions de l’âme, 2.70 and 2.72

---

Weird idea. I wonder where it came from. Checking out the Perseus online Latin dictionary...

So surprise is particular to wonder but is not itself either a passion or the impression made on the matter of the brain by the object of wonder. It’s evanescent and abstract, more adverb than noun. It connotes the force, suddenness, unexpectedness, and all-at-onceness with which that impression is received...

Hmmm... Strange. Nothing under surprendo there. Or under superprendo either. What about surprendo? No

...Must be postclassical. Let’s check out Ducange’s Glossarium mediae et infimae latinitatis...

HOLY $***!
OK, get a grip… There’s got to be some kind of story in this morass of redundant and circular references. Let’s see…

1. So, the Latin ancestor of “surprise” is postclassical! First references are to the law code of the Ripuarian Franks (sixth/seventh century), where “surprise” (as a verb, superprendere) means spatial encroachment. For example, if you encroach even a little (quantulumcunque) on your neighbor’s land, you have to pay a fine of 15 solidi, but if you actually invade someone else’s land, you have either to “swear with six”* that you have authorization from the king or pay a fine of 60 solidi. There’s a related meaning in the law code of the Salian Franks: to bury a corpse in a grave that is already occupied. So the generic definition is to take more (originally, space) than is legal or permitted.

2. Then, by the thirteenth century, the meanings of “surprise” have ramified. The nominal form is now most common (supprisa/supprisia/ seurprisia/surprisia, sorprisia/seurprisia), and instead of land or space, we’re now talking mostly money. A “surprise” is an extraordinary tax, originally unsanctioned by custom but now accepted as legitimate, like the English “surtax”; you may be asked to pay both prises and surprises. There’s still a strong whiff of excess or injustice about the word, however: this word cluster is associated with usurpation or oppressive rule maintained by violence or the threat of violence.

3. Only in the fourteenth century do we find Latin usages suggestive of Descartes’s surprise. In 1311 Philippe le Bel issued a cartulary referring to a new tax, imposed preter consuetudine, as a novitas vel supprisa.** Ducange also records the introduction of a fancy new version of the verb superapprehendere, with a single witness: an agreement from somewhere (unspecified) in Tuscany in which an Italian individual (unspecified) promises not to seize and occupy church lands “unexpectedly” (improviso superapprehendere et occupare).

But Descartes is, after all, writing in the vernacular, so let’s move on to medieval French, with the aid of Classiques Garner online, starting with Godefroy’s Dictionnaire de l’ancienne langue française (1888). The first witnesses from the twelfth century: the noun surprise still mostly refers to taxation, though it’s nice to see a French source (1368) linking surprise

---

* I had a hard time with the meaning of cum sex jurare (swear with six) because of a rookie mistake: I initially read sex as fex, which I now know is the singular of feces. It turns out that swearing with six means that you find six legally eligible men willing to put their hands on a shrine or reliquary, one on top of another (uhm, not on a “fex”). You then put your hand on top of the pile and swear that you’re telling the truth. Apparently it’s one of the first references to the so-called Hantgemal. Whatever that is.

** For some reason this witness appears under superprisia.
and novalité, as in Philippe le Bel’s Latin carbulr. In contrast, the various verbal forms of “surprise” the verb—sourprendre, seurprendre, souprenbre, sospréndre, supréndre, souprendre, souprender, souprendre, suprendre, suprendre—have broader, mostly negative associations, as in “to get a nasty surprise,” examples being illness, death, enemies, and unexpected guests. Also, in a more elegiac vein, love, which is always depicted as bittersweet, as in Marie de France’s Eliduc (late twelfth century): “Lasse! Cum est mis quers suzpris/Par un hum d’autre pais.” NB: Men get all kinds of surprises. Women’s are mostly amatory or sexual.

So from the very first, in French, we’re in the world of (among other things) affect rather than merely struggles over territory. But how do we get from Marie’s heart in Eliduc to Descartes’s brain in the seventeenth century take Descartes’s unconventional use of surprise on board: “Supprise! C’est mis quers suzpris et Par un hum d’autre pais.” NB: Men get all kinds of surprises. Women’s are mostly amatory or sexual.

By the early seventeenth century we’re edging toward the realm of Descartes’s admiration: alongside the many unpleasant surprises recorded in Jean Nicot’s Thesaur de la langue francroyse (1606), we find the phrase surpris de joie. Even more resonant is the entry for sourprendre in Randle Cotgrave’s French-to-English Dictionary of 1611, where he defines surprise as in the first instance “a surprisall, or suddaie taking; an assailing, or comning upon, a man ere he is aware. Turn that usage into a metaphor for cognition, and it’s adversarial, with connotations of injustice: to “surprise” is to exploit or oppress by violence or deception, preying on the weak, ignorant, or unready, often in relation to taxes and dues. The most common synonym of surprise is oppressio.

Descartes’s admiration: alongside the many unpleasant surprises happens in an adversarial context, with connotations of injustice: to “surprise” is to exploit or oppress by violence or deception, preying on the weak, ignorant, or unready, often in relation to taxes and dues. The most common synonym of surprise is oppressio.

And indeed the two principal dictionaries of the late seventeenth century take Descartes’s unconventional use of surprise on board: alongside the more conventional prendre à l’imprvux et décevoir, Pierre Richelet’s Dictionnaire françois (1690) (1) defines surprise as étonner; and (2) imports this meaning into Richelet’s succinct definition of admirer. étonner, être surpris. Antoine Furetière’s posthumous Dictionnaire universel (1690) also links wonder and surprise, defining admirer as regarder avec étonnement quelque chose de surprenant, ou dont on ignore les causes.

But which came first, Descartes’s egg or Richelet’s and Furetière’s chickens? I’d say the egg ... but I might be surprised!

Gianna Pomata

In 1557, a little book came out in Venice under the title Peregrinaggio di tre giovani figliuoli del re di Serendippo, per opera di M. Cristoforo Armeno della persiana nell’italiana lingua trapportato. Almost nothing is known of this Cristoforo and his life, except for what he says himself in the dedication of his book to a Venetian nobleman. A Christian from the Persian city of Tabriz, Cristoforo arrived in Venice in 1554 and was the grateful recipient of the hospitality the city offered to poor foreigners. Wishing to give something in return for the courtesy received from the learned men of Venice, Cristoforo decided to translate a collection of Persian tales into their language with the hope of “giving them delight.”

The Peregrinaggio was the source of the concept of serendipity—that “pretty bauble of a word” coined by Horace Walpole in 1754 to name the happy circumstance of “making discoveries, by accidents and sagacity, of things one was not in quest of.” Much research has been devoted to the vicissitudes of the notion of serendipity in Europe in the centuries after Cristoforo’s Peregrinaggio. Much less, in comparison, has been done to understand the cultural transfer from Persian to Italian performed by Cristoforo, its context, and its sources. Recent scholarship, however, has identified the main source of the Peregrinaggio in the Hasht-Bihisht (The Eight Paradises, ca. 1302), a novella collection by the Indo-Persian Sufi poet Amir Khusrow.

The Hasht-Bihisht, which has the distinction of being the first Persian work to be translated and printed in a European language, is a masterpiece of Indo-Persian literature. Strangely enough, it has never been translated in its entirety into English or any other present-day European language. Except for Italian. Thanks to this serendipitous circumstance, I have been able to read it and compare it with Cristoforo’s work. What emerges from the comparison?

Bahram Gur in the Green Pavilion (left) and the Blue Pavilion (right), 1529, ink and pigments on laid paper, scribe: Pir Hussein al-Katib Shirazi, The Walters Art Museum, MS W.622 244B and 254B.
Both the *Hasht-Bihisht* and the *Peregrinaggio* present a sequence of tales embedded in a frame narrative, following a model that was typical of medieval and early modern novella collections East and West. But though the tales are, to a large extent, the same, the framing story is different. In the *Hasht-Bihisht*, the frame concerns the malady of King Bahram, a hero of Persian medieval legends. The malady is attributed to Bahram’s obsessive passion for hunting. To cure the king’s obsession, seven pavilions are built, each in a different color and each intended to be the residence of a beautiful maiden. Every day, the king is supposed to visit a different pavilion, to be entertained in turn by each pavilion’s lady with a story. The storytelling is set in the context of sexual intimacy—a feast of the senses steeped in the brilliant polychromy of the pavilions-paradises.

The intent of the treatment (moving from pavilion to pavilion, from mistress to mistress, from tale to tale) is to weaken the king from the hunter’s nomadism by luring him to some measure of settled life, its monotony tempered by the daily variation of residence, lover, and story. The frame narrative of *The Eight Paradises* centers on the tensions involved in the transition from the nomadic to the sedentary state and the exciting yet dangerous lure of the hunt—a central theme in premodern Arabic poetry.

In Khusrow’s work, the three princes of Serendip appear only once, in the first novella: they are not part of the frame narrative. Cristoforo, in contrast, turned the tale of the three princes, with their uncanny ability to learn from clues, into the frame of his work. In the *Peregrinaggio*, the king’s melancholic disease is due not to his obsession with hunting but to the disappearance of his lover, Deliram, and the therapeutic strategy is devised by the three princes with the goal of finding her again. In addition to the pavilion’s ladies, they decide to recruit seven *novellatori* from as many cities, hoping they will bring tidings of the lost Deliram. In *The Eight Paradises*, each tale is told by the pavilion’s lady, and storytelling is part of the king’s sexual entertainment. In the *Peregrinaggio*, the storyteller becomes a separate male figure, endowed with a specific cognitive role: through him, news from all parts of the world can be collected and shared.

In both *The Eight Paradises* and the *Peregrinaggio*, the therapeutic journey is a travel through knowledge acquired from listening to tales. In both, the sequence of stories mimics the wandering of the inquisitive mind “all over the world, wherever there is an enigma, wherever the researcher finds some kind of stratagem,” to use Khusrow’s own words. Serendipitous sagacity is a theme in both books, but in the *Peregrinaggio* it becomes the central theme. Moreover, and most importantly, the quality of the knowledge pursued is different. The art of detection practiced by the three princes is called by Khusrow “physiognomy”—the ancient Islamic art of *frāsa* whereby one can know hidden things from exterior signs. Cristoforo calls it *arte dell’indovinare*, *astuzia e sottile avvedimento*, and couples it, over and over again, with *esperienza*. And therein, in this emphasis on experience, lies another significant difference between the two texts. The knowledge that Khusrow celebrates is the *frāsa* of mystical intuition, which was an important feature of Sufi culture. The knowledge highlighted by Cristoforo, in contrast, is another form of *frāsa*: it is that training in guesswork that comes from *fare dell’arte l’esperienza*. In other words, the knowledge pursued in *The Eight Paradises* is sapiential, that in the *Peregrinaggio* experiential. By changing the frame narrative of Khusrow’s stories, Cristoforo presented *frāsa* to his Italian readers as experience-based sagac-

---


7 As noted by Piemontese, Postazione, in Khusrow, Otto novelle, 153.


ity rather than mystical wisdom, thus bringing an Eastern rivulet to the “broad river-bed” of Western empiricism.  

***

In the geographic imagination of the Middle Ages, in Christianity as in Islam, Serendip was the place where Adam fell from paradise and left his first footprint on earth. It was the place of the first clue, reminiscent of the prelapsarian condition, when knowledge and delight were one. A faint but discernible echo of that paradisal unity is in the act of storytelling, which remains the prototype of combining the search for knowledge with the giving and taking of delight. In the reminder of that unity, in a nutshell—the nut of the fairytales, which, when opened, discloses a whole world—lies the gift from Serendip. May the dear friend, to whom this nutshell essay is dedicated, long enjoy serendipity in her quest for knowledge.

---

12 I borrow the expression “broad river-bed of empiricism” from Daston, “Are You Having Fun Today?,” 30.
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Naworth Castle in Cumberland when, seeking refuge from a shower, he suddenly grasped that the laws of heredity should be expressed in statistical units, deviations from an average. This idea “flashed across me,” he explains, “in a reddish recess in the rock. I forgot everything else for a moment in my great delight.” Yet Galton’s cloudburst did not come from out of the blue. He had been brooding.

It may be easier to historicize what people say about surprise than surprise itself. There is a long tradition of moral arguments for science as a submission to facts, which keep us honest. Lorraine Daston has often recited Michael Faraday’s line evoking so many appealing thoughts and theories, silently crushed by scientific self-criticism. Karl Pearson’s *Grammar of Science*, from which she quotes, invoked Faraday’s thought in a section on the imagination, which he described as indispensable for science, even if it could not be allowed to run wild. Criticism, playing the role of natural selection, enabled the creative aesthetic sense to stimulate science without overwhelming it. This seems reasonable enough. Bursts of inspiration may have to be sacrificed on reflection, often with regret; yet can we get by without them? Surprise creates opportunity, whether by disrupting familiar expectations or by opening a new path.

Kuhn insisted on a structure of discovery. Can scientific surprise, which seems so personal and unregulated, be given a structure, and would a theory of the mental spark enhance our historical sense of science? The question is too hard. I will instead proceed with a few reflections on moments of unexpected realizations in the work of history. Each of my four books thus far shifted away from an original plan and left it smelling stale. In every case, there was a recognizable moment when I perceived how the research might expand into domains less trodden by historians of science, yet with some relation still to familiar forms of academic science. I experience it as an open-


In the interwar years of 1918 to 1939, a diplomat manqué and a Viennese psychologist decided to vent their frustration with what the world had become, and the imagined catastrophes to come, by writing a book denouncing the person they perceived to be the father of these calamities: Thomas Woodrow Wilson. The diplomat was William C. Bullitt, who had become disillusioned with Wilson's efforts at Versailles and had resigned (or was dismissed) in 1919. The psychologist was Sigmund Freud. The book was essentially completed in 1932, but because of Bullitt's desire not to jeopardize his career, publication did not occur until late in 1966.

The book's publication set off a firestorm. Anna Freud insisted her father could not have written such an ill-tempered book, a sentiment echoed by Eric Erikson and Richard Hofstadter in the *New York Review of Books*. Others, such as historian A. J. P. Taylor, used it as a bludgeon against Freud and psychoanalysis. As it turned out, an examination of Bullitt's papers left no doubt that Freud had been an active and equal collaborator.

A few months after the book appeared, my teenage self was going through the Freud shelves at the Toledo Public Library, determined to read everything he wrote (or at least what was translated). I thus came to peruse Freud and Bullitt's *Thomas Woodrow Wilson, Twenty-Eighth President of the United States*, completely innocent of the controversy and history outlined above. I was appalled; whatever Wilson's faults (and they were many), he certainly didn’t deserve the inane analyses on offer. The book caused a crisis: how could a great scientist and humanist, liberator of our innermost secrets and thoughts, be driven to write a work based on what were clearly political motives. Later, Arthur Koestler's *Darkness at Noon* provided a partial answer: if ideology could make one acquiesce in one's own execution, it could certainly drive us to fashion truth as we saw fit.

Science and its history seemed to provide a way out of the many pitfalls of ideological belief: here was a subject that was about unvarnished and transcendent truth, that was the closest we could come to our true, rational selves. Years later, I found myself happily studying the history of mathematics and astronomy of premodern Islam with a mentor who shared and encouraged my devotion to the rationality and objectivity of science. But a tsunami of counterarguments to this Panglossian optimism was heading our way; science might not be so Weltanschauung-frei as I imagined. And my own research began to uncover ways in which social and religious currents could influence and affect scientific change.

I first became aware of this when studying the eminent religious scholar Abū Ḥāmid al-Ghazālī (d. 1111) and realized that his criticisms of Aristotle and Ibn Sīnā (Avicenna) were not only cogent but in some ways rather “modern” in opening up alternatives to Peripatetic physics. Most scholars had emphasized what they perceived as Ghazālī’s antirationality and its implications for the decline of Islamic science, but I and others found that his views opened up interesting avenues. The culmination came with one ‘Alī Qushjī (d. 1474), the son of the falconer at the court of Timur’s grandson in Samarqand. Unlike Ghazālī, Qushjī was a working scientist whose roots were in the ancient Alexandrian tradition of the mathematical savants: Euclid, Ptolemy, and their siblings. But like Ghazālī, and unlike the Alexandrians, Qushjī was also committed to the Abrahamic God, the “volitional Omnipotent” of Islamic theology, who was not bound by the rules of Greek *physis* or physics. But how could one be a “scientist” studying an orderly universe when one also believes in a God who can upend that order at any time?

Qushjī’s solution was to evoke the venerable “pots and pans” argument that “after leaving a house the pots and pans inside do not turn into human scholars who take to investigating the sciences of theology and geometry, despite the fact that the volitional Omnipotent might make it thus in virtue of His will.” Lying beneath this assertion is a vast array of arguments and counterarguments regarding God and His creation, His omnipotence and will, and the human capacity to understand them. Qushjī, drawing on several centuries of Islamic philosophy and theology, was able to base his ontology and epistemology on a kind of provisional knowledge: some things are beyond question (such as geometrical theorems), but others, such as the nature of the celestial orbs, remain known only tentatively. But where there is a correspondence between our mental constructs and external reality, there is also a sense of wonder that God could give us
the ability to attain knowledge of the order underlying the universe. Yes, He could change it. But our direct experience, whether with pots and pans or observing the celestial spectacle, somehow allows us to believe that a loving God has provided us with an objective reality, called nafs al-amr, that contains both our correctly construed mental constructs and external reality. Shades of Popper’s Third World.

But this is still belief. And so, what happens to capitalized Knowledge and Truth? Qushji could live with provisional knowledge. But could I? Many years after my first encounters with Qushji, Raine Daston invited me to participate in a research project called “Knowledge and Belief.” Both in formal groups and over long, hearty meals in the evenings, my youthful optimism that Truth could win out over the ideological commitments of a Freud or a Rubashov gave way to an acknowledgment that my own knowledge was underlain by belief. But like Qushji, my belief was (hopefully) based on evidence and a shared human experience that belied my pots and pans turning into scholars. During the last few decades, we have witnessed the catastrophes caused by ideologies based on fanciful beliefs and alternative facts, ideologies far more dangerous than the psychoanalytical malpractice involving Little Tommy Wilson. For this nonbelieving Muslim, the antidote was in the writings of a fifteenth-century believer. No one could have been more surprised.

Making Manuscripts Confess

Sally P. Ragep

I take great comfort these days in reading medieval Islamic scientific manuscripts. The black-on-white confessions from the pens (or mouths) of authors, copyists, marginalia commentators, and others (re)affirm a respect for the written word and remind me of a common humanity of ideas expressed over time and place. The Islamic Scientific Manuscripts Initiative (ISMI) has given me a wonderful opportunity to examine hundreds of texts in the exact mathematical sciences and be privy to the hearts and minds of scholars past. Some two decades ago, Jamil Ragep and I, working in the trenches of research libraries worldwide, conceived of a database; our modest aim then was simply to manage (i.e., not lose) the valuable material we were amassing that was sandwiched within worn bindings of Arabic, Persian, Turkish, and other codices. We proudly watched our baby mature over the years, with much of its nourishment and support coming from its godmother, Raine Daston, and our MPIWG IT family.

One major perk of the ISMI collaborative has been to look beyond the offerings of a few individual texts and manuscripts, interesting in themselves but often unrepresentative of the tradition as a whole, and to view Islamic science as a social endeavor, not just the idiosyncratic outpourings of a few heroic individuals. Now, one would assume that any scientific tradition that stretched over well-nigh a millennium would be viewed as more than a series of solitary ventures; but, surprisingly, the insistence that the fate of Islamic science ultimately rested with a handful of talented, disconnected, and obviously financially resilient individuals still has currency. I’m not sure how adherents of this stance reconcile it with the tens of thousands of extant scientific manuscripts located in repositories worldwide; left unanswered are lingering questions as to who authored, read, and copied these works. Personal accounts affirm that scores of students showed up on the doorsteps of the madrasas and observatories of Marāgha, Samarqand, Constantinople (and countless less showcased locales, such as Bursa, Konya, Merv, and Tabriz) with prior training in the mathematical sciences, this well beyond a rudimentary level. Patronage is often dealt as a trump card to explain (or explain away) bouts of scientific flourishing; Islamic science becomes like Brigadoon, appearing miraculously every century or so. But
though patrons may pay for buildings, instruments, and salaries, they still can’t conjure scientists out of thin air.

Having access to a large pool of extant Islamic scientific treatises via ISMI—something inconceivable in a predigital era—has afforded us a means toward understanding the transmission of scientific knowledge within Islamic lands, both diachronically and synchronically. This has led to a number of surprises.

One is how deeply rooted is the tradition of scientific education within Islamic societies. Another surprise is its depth, evidenced by a plethora of original compositions as well as commentaries, super-commentaries, and glosses composed to elucidate the original compositions. (In the fifteenth century alone, there were almost 500 new astronomical works.) Countless readership, ownership, and copyist notes are embedded in the folios of these works. For astronomy, as for other disciplines, a standardized technical vocabulary develops, attesting to the ability to communicate over geography and centuries. Commonplace are unattributed references, puns, quotations—even whole passages—to unnamed works and authors (predecessors and contemporaries alike) with the expectation that any reader worth his salt will recognize them. That so many astronomical works survived through numerous tumultuous upheavals (including the Timurid and Mongol invasions) is testimony to the tradition’s tenacity; and this persistence highlights how swiftly texts found safe havens, most likely assisted by well-established scholarly pipelines that disseminated scientific knowledge throughout vast lands.

That the mathematical sciences were taught in Islamic religious institutions on a regular basis is only surprising given the standard narrative. If one depends solely on Islamic biographical dictionaries, where there is rarely an indication of where teachers taught scientific texts, one might well conclude that their study was banished to private homes, backrooms, or elsewhere. On the other hand, manuscripts may contain locales, including religious institutions (and ISMI has allowed us to document them), but detecting these demands a careful read of each text, a painstaking and time-consuming task indeed. Another consideration often overlooked is the discussion of scientific theories (and even the inclusion of sample passages from scientific texts) in other disciplines such as theological works, which of course were studied in Islamic religious institutions. Finally, the governmental sanctioning of scientific teaching in religious institutions is something that is easy to document. It is known that once the Ottomans appeared on the scene, theoretical astronomical works were officially taught within their madrasas, and these institutions were dispersed throughout three continents from the fifteenth to the twentieth centuries.

Islamic historical encyclopedias provide lists of specific titles of scientific treatises ranked according to designated levels of proficiency (categorized as beginner, intermediate, or advanced). It is not surprising that modern researchers have paid most attention to a select few advanced works in that these tend to deal with more seductively complex and sophisticated aspects of theoretical astronomy, such as planetary theory and modeling. But consequently, other scientific treatises have been overlooked, characterized as derivative and uncreative. Relegated to a nonunique status (a dime a dozen), it’s not uncommon for a library catalogue to describe yet another copy as “mème ouvrage,” “dasselbe werk,” or collectively as “etc.”

That a text’s value has often been depreciated because of its large number of copies (in some cases hundreds), and its worth often judged without even a quick perusal, is shameful. As a consequence, the extensive pedagogical careers of so many of these texts (in one case inspiring over 60 derivatives spanning seven centuries) has been ignored. Left buried in each copy is a treasure trove of goodies awaiting discovery beyond the rainbow of the text. Downplayed is that collectively these copies evidence a tradition of an Islamic scientific public. Overlooked is that this commentary tradition was being used to introduce new ideas and teaching methods, including those that would later come from European sources. So not surprisingly, attention must be paid. But surprising is that little did we know decades back that our database journey would become a quest to right this unrightable wrong. For among impossible dreams, this is such stuff as research dreams are made of.
The tiny town of Neuenstein in southwest Germany, population 6,500, is not a place you would expect to find either a beautiful castle or a valuable trove of documents. But it has both at once: a marvelous archive housed in an impressive Renaissance palace, a former residence of the counts of Hohenlohe. I spent a glorious week at the Hohenlohe Zentralarchiv (HZA) Neuenstein in the cold January of 2006 while writing my first book on noblewomen-healers. The HZA Neuenstein had several manuscript recipe collections owned by a series of local countesses. I was very pleased with what I found, if not exactly overwhelmed. Like any good archive rat, I had done my catalogue research ahead of time and had a decent idea of the holdings. Still, the manuscripts had some fascinating idiosyncrasies and exciting connections to texts and individuals in other parts of Germany. All in all, I viewed it as a successful archive trip and well worth the trek out to Neuenstein.

Then came the surprise. I was the only person working in the archive that week, and the archivist had been very helpful throughout: letting me take photographs and helping me find the sources I sought. On my last day, as I was paging through a manuscript, he approached me. “If you’re interested in the history of medicine in the sixteenth century,” he said, “you may want to take a look at an unusual file we have. It’s a case in which a criminal was used to test poison.” I had a train to catch and was short on time, but it sounded too good to pass up. The file contained records of a criminal trial for theft, accounts of the accused thief’s confession under torture, and several letters between the court and Count Wolfgang II of Hohenlohe discussing the possibility of using the prisoner to test an antidote to poison that his mother had recently purchased. I knew that Count Wolfgang was famous for his interest in alchemy, and his mother Anna was one of the women I had come to study. I desperately wanted to examine the file more closely, but I had to get to the train station. In one last act of kindness, the archivist made a copy of the documents for me.

Back in my study in Cambridge, England, where I lived at the time, I examined the file more carefully. The documents described the arrest and criminal trial in December 1580 of a horse thief named Wendel Tümler, who then became caught up in the experimental
interests of Count Wolfgang. Rather than hang the criminal as expected, the count wished to use him to test a new antidote to poison called Silesian terra sigillata. Count Wolfgang claimed he had decided such a trial was worthwhile after reading a “Hessian document” that described a previous test of the same antidote on poisoned dogs. My heart started beating faster: I had come across a manuscript in Heidelberg that included a four-page description of an extensive trial using poison on dogs, conducted by the Landgrave Wilhelm IV of Hesse-Kassel in 1580. In the Hohenlohe file, Count Wolfgang appeared to accept the results of this test and wished to see whether the antidote also worked on humans. In a third source, a printed text, I found descriptions of both the Hessian and Hohenlohe poison trials, as well as a third trial on dogs in Jülich. I realized that I had accidentally stumbled on the foundation of my next book. I began digging further into German poison antidotes and drew out a rough outline for a book on wonder drugs in the German-speaking world.

A second surprise came after I had moved to Tufts. When I told my PhD advisor, Katy Park, about my new project, she remarked that she had seen a sixteenth-century account of a poison trial on a condemned criminal in the Archivio di Stato in Florence, which sounded remarkably similar to the Tümler case. A year or so later, Bruce Moran recommended that I take a look at the famous herbal written by the Italian physician Pietro Andrea Mattioli because “there's poison all over his book.” I took his advice—and I found two accounts of antidote tests on condemned criminals, one directed by Pope Clement VII in 1524. Suddenly, the German book I had imagined took on European proportions. The more I looked, the more cases I found of attempts to test poison antidotes, often on condemned criminals. My book (which I am still finishing) unexpectedly became pan-European, and then global, as I found accounts of poison trials in drug treatises from the New World and Portuguese India.

And that is how my interest in early modern German women healers led me to very unexpected places, thanks to that archivist in the HZA Neuenstein and to Katy and Bruce. The historical phenomenon I found—the poison trial—astonished and fascinated me with the richness and complexity of discussions about religious, ethical,
Augustus De Morgan was a very cautious man who did not make statements he could not substantiate. But when he ventured into logic in the mid-1840s, he found himself in territory unfamiliar enough that it could be difficult to be sure he was on solid ground. When his first foray into the subject provoked an accusation of plagiarism from the Scottish philosopher William Hamilton, De Morgan defended his honor to the point of a duel. But then he found a positive message as well. That he and Hamilton had each, independently, seen the need to expand the number of Aristotelian propositions from four to eight struck him as “exceedingly remarkable.”

His surprise at this unexpected agreement supported De Morgan for a lifetime of logical exploration.

De Morgan was bracingly clear about the central importance of syllogistic logic to all human thinking: “All that is called reasoning, and which cannot be made syllogistic, is not reasoning at all; and all which cannot easily be made syllogistic is obscure.” His project was to open up Aristotle’s and Kant’s formal logic so that it would be adequate to this expansive vision. His challenge lay in explaining how a study that focused on language could be anything but empty. In the second chapter of *Formal Logic* he addressed this problem by explaining that language and words are our essential portal to the real world around us. We think with them.

De Morgan grounded this view of language as central in a form of the Cartesian *cogito ergo sum*: “That our minds, souls, or thinking powers (use what name we may) exist, is the thing of all others of which we are most certain, each for himself.” The advantage of this starting point was the certainty of the knowledge it generated; the disadvantage was that if a man “should affirm the whole creation to be a dream of his own mind, he would be absolutely unanswerable.” De Morgan found his way out of the trap of this “dreaming man” with

---

2. [Augustus De Morgan], *Penny Cyclopedia*, s. v. “Syllogism.”
the help of other people. What distinguishes the dreaming from a waking man is that “different [waking] minds receive impressions at the same time, which their power of communication enables them to know are similar.” As soon as this happens, all are forced to admit that “there must be a somewhat independent of those minds, which thus acts upon them all at once, and without any choice of their own. This somewhat is what we call an external object.” In this construction, it was the “power of communication,” that is language, that allowed De Morgan’s “sentients” to share their experiences with one another; this was the key to establishing the real existence of the external world.

Even as De Morgan thus answered the challenge of those who found the study of logic to be empty because it focused on language, he faced another question: What is the nature of this “somewhat”? What is the true nature of the world we speak of to one another? In response, he turned to the work of George Berkeley, who maintained “that our impressions of matter are only impressions, communicated by the Creator without any intervening cause of communication.” From this Berkelian point of view, the experiences that united all sentient beings, the “somewhat” that constituted external reality, were ideas beamed directly into their minds from a common God.

De Morgan recognized that there was no definitive way to establish the truth of the Berkelian vision, and he surrounded all of his written references to it with caveats. However, his commitment to it comes out in a series of carefully crafted, but never published, images, which he carefully bound into his personal copy of Formal Logic. The climax of the series is a sketch of the relations among his eight propositions—symbolized with parentheses and dots—in the logical system that he had developed. The result at first glance may look three dimensional, but on closer examination is not. The result is a figure that from a Euclidean point of view may appear troubled, haunting, and strange, but it is an image of logical, as opposed to geometrical, space. De Morgan was supported in his rendering of it by the agreement about propositions that he and Hamilton had so unexpectedly and unpleasantly stumbled upon a few years earlier.
De Morgan found this final image suggestive enough that he drew it twice. The first is a straightforward diagram that contains just the propositions with a line between them that reflects their relationship to one another. The second is the same with the addition of two little sketches: the heart-shaped face of a calmly alert, supernatural being and an image of the kind of lively human scene a father of seven might be confronting daily. Because of these crude images, this one might seem to be the least serious of the drawings De Morgan bound into his book, but it was more than a passing doodle. It is the only image that he labeled—“Table of Propositions and Syllogisms in the system which admits contrary terms”—and dated—February 22, 1853—and signed, with a flourish. With this titling, De Morgan marked his doodled image as the culmination of months of logical thought.

In De Morgan’s final picture, logic framed the relation between God and his reasoning creatures. His little pictures turned his diagram of propositional relations into a Berkelian image in which logic encompassed both human experience and the divine mind. With it, De Morgan had created a divinely saturated logical alternative to the geometrical space of Newton’s external world.

When working on a book about Charles Darwin’s theory of mind and behavior, I got a very pleasant surprise—of a kind I’ve never quite experienced again.¹ I knew that Darwin’s theory of moral judgment, as he worked it out in the Descent of Man, depended on a notion of community selection—natural selection operating on early, proto-human groups, essentially removing the “proto” from the equation. The problem that initially arose for Darwin was threatening: How could altruistic instincts be naturally selected, since moral behavior usually gives the advantage to the recipient and not to the individual exercising the trait. I also knew that Darwin drew his model of community selection from his theory of the evolution of the social insects, especially ants and bees. In On the Origin of Species, he had argued that natural selection worked on the entire ant nest or beehive. This application of natural selection would explain how soldier ants and bees might have developed their peculiar instincts to defend the colony even at the cost of their lives. Beehives, for instance, that by chance had more aggressive workers would have the advantage over those that had fewer such workers, and over the course of thousands of generations, the defensive instincts of the workers, now transformed into soldiers, would be honed to such a degree that only a honey-mad bear might brave a theft.

The historiographic issue had pushed me back to Darwin’s theory of the evolution of the social insects. I knew that Darwin, at some point in his theorizing, must have recognized that the problem was even more general than that of the soldier bees’ self-sacrificing behavior. It had been well established in the literature of the period that worker ants and bees were neuters; they could leave no progeny to inherit any instincts or special anatomical traits. In On the Origin of Species, Darwin admitted that the problem of the “wonderful instincts” of social insects—for example, “slave-making” behavior in certain species of ant—was “sufficient to overthrow my whole theory.”² Prior to having arrived at his solution, he had explained in-

¹ Robert J. Richards, Darwin and the Emergence of Evolutionary Theories of Mind and Behavior (Chicago: 1987).
discovery: “Therefore I say grant reason to any animal with social & sexual instincts... he must have conscience—this is capital view.”

Likewise for the historian, a slight advance in the narrative surprises and glues one to the chair. Even small advances must, after all, be surprises, since each advance begins in the dark. A conjecture is made blindly, which either works or doesn’t; if it works, then it’s retained, and forward movement now has a new base. Often enough, the happy surprise turns sour as one senses the presumed advance is sliding off into empty air. As I write this sentence, the words come, but not always the right ones, and I must keep pounding the delete key. It’s a Darwinian situation. In the terrain of the mind, a word comes skittering forth and is tested against the environment of words already printed and vaguely against the pile of words, one hopes, yet to come. The tentative word may not last, or perhaps it weakly survives only to be undone by later words. When the word appears to work in its conceptual environment, it elicits, at least from this writer, a small surprise and a momentary uplift. For the historian, however, some further art is required. He or she must shape the cumbersome object in a modulated way, to convey to the reader the series of small surprises that will result in a revelation of greater consequence. The artistic task is to formulate sentences that carry both semantic meaning and the music of swelling expectation. Often enough, in this writer’s experience, his words have the rhythmic quality of the sound of an L train taking a corner in Chicago.

3 DAR 73, “Darwin Manuscripts,” Cambridge University Library.

There are many kinds of surprise. Some things come out of the blue. Others are a matter of degree. Some are combinatorial: they put familiar elements together in new ways. This last sort of surprise was explored in a kind of Manhattan project in 1933. That year, two decades before he achieved fame for innovations in information processing at IBM, Hans Peter Luhn filed patent for a cocktail recipe guide.\(^1\) (Fig. 1a)

In his career, Luhn would earn more than 80 patents, often clever remixes of prior art. His 1929 Lunometer, which measured thread count, was a marvel of simplicity. A clear acrylic stick printed with fine lines, when laid on fabric, produced a moiré pattern that pointed to a thread-count number on the device’s edge. The optical effect was well known; Luhn’s insight was to use it as a calculator. His 1958 Keyword-in-Context index, toasted in academia and industry, implemented a concordance system first developed by thirteenth-century French Dominican Hugh of Saint-Cher; yet its application in punch-card computing was both novel and effective.\(^2\)

Though it didn’t seem so important at the time, US Patent 2,011,722 proved a base for Luhn’s later work.\(^3\) Its function was simple: you select ingredients; it tells you what you can make. On receiving his patent in 1935, after the repeal of Prohibition, Luhn renamed it the Cocktail Oracle and gave it a good slogan: “What you’ll get with what you’ve got.”\(^4\)

Tempting as it is to see the Oracle as a diversion for Luhn, his choice of the cocktail as an experimental problem was not frivolous. Because of the formality of its conventions, it offered a neat articulation of a combinatorial—or mixological—information system.

---

4. A copy of the Cocktail Oracle is preserved by H. P. Luhn’s son, Christopher Luhn. I am grateful for his assistance.
desired to ascertain readily different combinations resulting from various designated components." It was to the third of these, chemical formulae, that Luhn applied the principle again at IBM in the 1940s in the photo-electric “Luhn Scanner.”

Luhn might well have written his original patent around chemical formulae, but then we would have missed out on his spirited way of mixing ideas, not to mention his Bronx Cocktail, Golden Fizz, New Deal Cocktail, and Rye Cobbler, as well as his old-fashioned descriptions and how-to’s. For a taste, here are ingredients and descriptions from Luhn’s deck:

- **Grenadine**: If not, pretend you have it and use any other fruit syrup
- **Lemons**: You really should have these
- **Limes**: Pretend you have them and use lemons
- **Oranges**: You can’t fake this flavor … try pineapple juice
- **Mint**: If not fresh, forget it and weep
- **Sugar**: Bachelors! Watch this item!
- **Eggs**: Get ‘em young and healthy
- **Bitters**: Ground nutmeg and cloves will do in a pinch
- **Soda**: Watch for the bubbles
- **Bacardi**: This is not a soft drink
- **Gin**: What? No gin?
- **Rye**: Good old rye!
- **Scotch**: Don’t be stingy with this one
- **Vermouth, French**: Frenchmen can’t be wrong!
- **Vermouth, Ital.**: Be sure you know the difference

Wry humor notwithstanding, Luhn’s recipe guide deserves its place in the history of information technology. In this respect, the standard history is not wrong but too dilute. The experiments that produced US patent 2,011,722 stirred Luhn’s interest in information design. From the Oracle came the scanner and an allegory of invention, with a twist.
Descartes fait de l’admiration la première des passions et insiste sur sa spécificité. Les autres passions se rapportent à ce qui est bon ou mauvais pour nous ; elle précède toute évaluation, étant suscitée par la surprise que provoque le rare ou l’extraordinaire. Le désir excepté, les passions vont par paires (amour-haine, joie-tristesse, etc.) ; elle n’a pas de contraire. Elles s’accompagnent de mouvements du sang et du cœur ; elle touche seulement le cerveau. Indifférente au bien et au mal, cantonnée au cerveau, l’admiration est la passion cognitive par excellence. Aussi faut-il n’en avoir ni trop, ni trop peu. Les curieux en ont trop, leur attention ne se fixant pas assez longtemps pour connaître ; les hébètes, en ayant trop peu, prêtent attention seulement au déjà connu. Ainsi, l’admiration a trouvé sa place en tant que passion cognitive dans Wonders and the Order of Nature.1

Mais l’admiration ne serait pas la première des passions s’il s’agissait seulement de modérer les excès des savants. Son développement principal est la générosité, qui est la clef de tout vertu. L’estime du soi étant l’admiration de sa propre grandeur, la générosité est une estime du soi bien fondée, car elle porte sur ce qu’il y a de plus grand en nous, notre liberté de bien agir. Mais, si l’admiration est suscitée par le rare et l’extraordinaire, d’où vient que nous admirons notre liberté ? Notre liberté n’est pas rare : nous sommes libres et la générosité consiste à le savoir. Mais elle est extraordinaire : elle nous fait en quelque façon ressembler à Dieu. Une deuxième face de l’admiration apparaît : la générosité consistant à estimer notre liberté, c’est la passion morale par excellence.2

La troisième face de l’admiration cartésienne est l’effet qu’elle produit sur le corps. Étant purement cérébrale, elle ne cause par elle-même aucun mouvement corporel ; toutefois, la surprise qui la caractérise a la force d’augmenter d’autres passions. Ainsi, combinée avec un peu de joie et, parfois, avec un peu de haine, elle fait affleurer du sang dans le poumon et en chasse l’air présent, ce qui provoque le rire.3 Les philosophes avaient depuis longtemps lié l’admiration et le désir de connaître, mais aussi vu dans notre liberté le ressort de la vertu. L’association de l’admiration et du rire est plus énigmatique. Un peu d’histoire peut l’éclairer.

Avant la Renaissance, trois émotions avaient été associées au rire : le mépris de l’indigne (Aristote, Cicéron, Quintilien), l’admiration pour le nouveau (Ishāq ibn ‘Imrān et Avicenne), la joie en face du plaisant enfîn (Jean Louis Vivès).4 Jouant avec ces références, les médecins du milieu du xviie siècle discutèrent du lien entre l’admiration et le rire. Constatant que nous avons trois réactions face au nouveau, l’admiration, qui suspend l’âme, l’extase, lorsque cette nouveauté est immense, le rire enfin, Girolamo Fracastor lia l’admiration et le rire. L’inattendu suscite l’admiration, l’admiration, la joie, et la joie, le rire ; plus précisément, l’admiration et la joie provoquent deux efforts contraires, l’un de suspension, l’autre d’expansion, qui composent le rire.5 François Valeriole contesta le lien de l’admiration et du rire : on admire sans rire des phénomènes météorologiques extraordinaires ; on rit devant des bébés sans les admirer ; bref, l’admiration porte, contrairement au rire, sur de grandes choses.6 Enfin, François Vallès défendit Fracastor. Aux contre-exemples de Valeriole, il répondit qu’admiration et joie doivent être petites pour causer le rire : plus grandes, elles conduisent à l’extase. Surtout, si le rire exprimait la seule joie, il ne serait pas le propre de l’être humain, les bêtes aussi étant joyeuses ; mais nous comprenons qu’il le soit s’il résulte non seulement de la joie (passion de la partie animale de notre âme pour le plaisant), mais de l’admiration (passion de la partie rationnelle de notre âme pour le nouveau).7
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4 Jean Louis Vivès, De anima et vita libri tres (1538) (Zurich : 1563), lib. III, 211–214.
Cette controverse médicale eut un écho durable. Francisco Suárez prend le parti de Fracastor et de Vallès et soutient que le rire naît d’une sympathie entre la faculté vitale et la faculté rationnelle de l’âme, la joie étant l’acte de la première, l’admiration l’acte de la seconde.8 Laurent Joubert défend au contraire la thèse de Valeriole que le rire est indépendant de l’admiration, et ajoute qu’il suppose un certain dégoût.9 Les Conimbres examinent l’admiration et le rire pour réfuter l’objection que la division entre appétit intellectif et appétit sensitif ne suffit pas. Ils rattachent la première à l’appétit intellectif et expliquent, après Thomas d’Aquino, pourquoi elle cause de la joie alors qu’elle naît d’une certaine ignorance. Ils font du second un effet tantôt de la joie, tantôt du contentement, ce qui est dire qu’il dépend tantôt de la partie supérieure de l’âme, tantôt de sa partie inférieure.10 Adrien de Montluc argumente pied à pied pour défendre la thèse de Fracastor et Vallès contre celle de Valeriole.11 Marin Cureau de la Chambre réfute tour à tour les opinions de ceux qui associent le rire à la joie, à l’admiration, ou aux deux à la fois, pour défendre l’idée originale que le rire est une passion sociale.12 L’enjeu de ces discussions était de donner une description du rire, mais aussi de le situer dans l’économie des facultés. Il est lié à l’admiration, non seulement parce que la surprise provoque le rire, mais parce que, étant le propre de l’être humain, il devait être la manifestation d’une faculté proprement humaine.

Descartes connaissait cette controverse : il évoque le rire « sardonien », c’est-à-dire le rire purement corporel, et l’illustre par une anecdote empruntée à Vivès.13 En faisant du rire le mouvement corporel que suscite un peu d’admiration, de joie et de haine, il se rangeait dans le camp de ceux avaient considéré que, le rire étant le propre de l’être humain, sa genèse supposait l’intervention de la partie rationnelle de l’âme. Cependant, contrairement à eux, Descartes ne divisait pas l’âme en parties. Ainsi le rire se trouvait-il associé à la passion cognitive et morale par excellence, l’admiration.
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8 Francisco Suárez, Partis secundae summae theologiae tomus alter ... de anima (1571), 1621, lib V, cap 5, 11–13, on 213.
9 Laurent Joubert, Traité du ris (Paris : 1579), 16, 163–166, 238.
10 Conimbres, Commentarii ... in tres libros de anima (Lyon : 1600), In III, cap 13, Quaest I, art 5–6, 478–481.
Anne Secord

The reader observes as the flier prepares. A steep ascent, a momentary pause, then a sudden launch on a silken thread, which, when coiled and gathered together, acts like a balloon for floating through the air.

When Gilbert White included this observation in his *Natural History of Selborne* (1789), he could have called the flier a balloonist. Four years previously, he had witnessed the earliest Montgolfier flight undertaken in England. The great balloon, appearing in the sky no larger than a tea-urn, had passed over the small parish of Selborne and left White in a state of awe and exhilaration. White understood this aeronautic feat. Just a month earlier, his nephew Edmund and a companion had made a model balloon out of paper and supplied the “buoyant air” by burning a cotton plug of wool soaked with spirits of wine. The experiment failed outdoors, but in the vicarage belonging to Edmund’s maternal uncle, despite the propensity of the paper to catch fire, the mini-Montgolfier soared up the stairwell and rested against the ceiling until the fuel was exhausted. White thought this “small exhibition explained the whole balloon affair very well.”

But White had not seen a Montgolfier when he observed the flier that shot away on a silken thread. Nonetheless, he recognized that the wingless creature, a tiny spider that had run up his open book before launching itself from the top of the page, must, like the hot-air balloon, possess a locomotive power. He was sure of this because the spider had gone off at considerable velocity in a room where the air was still and with no assistance from White’s breath.

This observation caused White to wonder at the locomotive power of spiders, but it was not presented as a wonder. As he pointed out, the phenomenon of spiders ballooning had been noted by Martin Lister a century earlier. Instead, White’s observation of his minia-
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1 Gilbert White, *The Natural History and Antiquities of Selborne* (London: 1789), Letter 23 to Daines Barrington, June 8, 1775.
Gossamer at St Leonards-on-Sea nature reserve, East Sussex. Photograph courtesy of Ross Lawford. © Ross Lawford.
tion of surprise: that fleeting suspension of rationality at encountering the unexpected. Surprise itself does not last; it is only the states of mind it gives rise to, such as fear or wonder, that are sustained. This is apparent in White’s 1775 account of the 1741 shower, where his rational discourse is twice interrupted by the wondrous spectacle of falling gossamer flakes twinkling in the sun. According to Joseph Addison, the most surprising events are the most memorable.\(^6\)

In his *Natural History*, White supposed that the shower was a consequence of both spiders and gossamer threads becoming entangled in dew, rising up into the atmosphere through evaporation, and the spiders thickening their webs in the air until they were heavy enough to fall back to earth. But understanding why this should happen on one particularly fine autumn day was, he confessed, a matter beyond his skill. Despite his rational discourse, White himself continued to associate the gossamer shower with surprise because it was something he experienced only once. “Every thing that is new or uncommon raises a Pleasure in the Imagination,” Addison claimed, “because it fills the Soul with an agreeable Surprise, gratifies its Curiosity, and gives it an Idea of which it was not before possest.”\(^7\)

For White, the gossamer shower was not just an arresting sight but the moment he became possessed of the idea of the interconnectedness of natural occurrences. When, a few years later, observing nature became his pleasure, it no longer took a gossamer shower to excite his attention: it was the ordinary, regular workings of nature that would continually surprise his soul.

---


The most common expression of scientific surprise is “Eureka” (Εὐρήκα). The colorful story associated with the word, told by Vitruvius about Archimedes two centuries after the latter’s death, has had a fascinating career. Archimedes, asked by the king of Syracuse to determine if a golden crown was mixed with silver, found the answer while bathing. Archimedes realized that an object’s volume (and hence the crown’s density) could be measured by the water it displaced. Leaping out of the bath for joy, he ran naked through the streets shouting, “Eureka, Eureka”—I have found it, I have found it!

That is just about all anyone knows about the history of the word. It was only in the second half of the nineteenth century that “Eureka” began to be used in something close to the way that it is today. Before then, to think of discoveries in science as involving “Eureka” or “Aha” moments was unusual. After Vitruvius’ work became widely known among the learned in the fifteenth century, the “Eureka” story featured in accounts of the eccentricities of learned men. In rare cases, Εὐρήκα (always in Greek) signaled devotion to the great master of antiquity. In recalling his discovery of the “milky veins” (the lymphatics of the thorax) in 1622, Gaspare Aselli recalled telling the learned men nearby, “I say with Archimedes: Eureka, and at the same time I invite them to the spectacle of such an unusual thing.” Christian Huygens’ notes are emblazoned with the word in capital letters. A bemused assistant recalled how Isaac Newton “turn’d himself about, run up yᵉ stairs like another Archimedes, with an Εὐρήκα, fall to write on his desk standing, without giving himself the leisure to draw a chair to sit down on.”

By the eighteenth century, references to Eureka often had this kind of satiric connotation, recognizing (as a standard dictionary put it) “an affected importance annexed to an insignificant discovery.”

“Eureka” appears in comic poems such as Alexander Thomson’s mock-epic Whist (1792) and Peter Pindar’s Sir Joseph Banks and the Emperor of Morocco (1788). The magnitude of the discoveries “Eureka” had come to represent is evident in Henry Fielding’s Joseph Andrews (1742), when Mr. Adams hits upon a method of paying a bill despite his traveling party’s funds having been stolen. The word also had associations with Freemasonry, which traced its heritage back to ancient mathematical wisdom.

The toxic combination of naked enthusiasm and pedantry continued to render “Eureka” an unlikely candidate for regular use in the Romantic era. Yet it does crop up in Lord Byron’s Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage (1812–1818), though only to refer to a sighting of ruins which prove to be a mirage. The word makes a rare positive appearance in the mathematical diary of the 19-year-old Carl Friedrich Gauss, who in 1796 wrote, “ΕΥΡΗΚΑ. N=Δ+Δ+Δ,” recording his solution of the triangular case of Fermat’s polygonal number theorem. Satisfying though this result was, it had perhaps simply taken a frustratingly long time to work out.

How did “Eureka” gain its celebrity? To understand this, we need to look to the emerging culture of reporting inventions associated with the Industrial Revolution. By the 1830s in England, “Eureka” makes occasional appearances as a byword for novelty: a railway engine, a brand of hairbrush, a machine for making Latin verses, an offhand mention in a review of a biography of the chemist Humphry Davy. In America, with its optimistic focus on progress, the word was somewhat more widely employed. When New Yorkers first saw daguerreotypes in 1839, they immediately imagined that the inventor “must have exclaimed in the language of the philosopher of old—‘eureka—eureka!’” A steamship was named Eureka in 1840, and

1 The trend is clear in Google Ngram Viewer for “Eureka.”
six years later a journal appeared as *Eureka: A Record of Mechanism, Inventions, Patents, Science and News*. These were occasional references, although characteristic of a growing faith in progress and the power of individual genius. Edgar Allan Poe recognized the trend by calling his cosmological prose-poem *Eureka*.

What made “Eureka” a commonplace was gold. From March 1848, the same month in which Poe’s speculations appeared, reports began to leak out that the precious metal had been found in California. Although these never mention Archimedes or his bath, the connection was made late in 1849 by Major Robert Selden Garnett of the United States Army, who was in California from his native Virginia. Garnett had learned Greek at the Norfolk Academy and had studied engineering and drawing both there and at West Point. Clearly a devotee of Archimedes, he designed a state seal featuring the motto “Eureka” above a seated Minerva overlooking San Francisco Bay. California was henceforth the “Eureka” state, and subsequent findings of gold (as in Australia) were indelibly coupled with the word.

The linking of “Eureka” to the century’s greatest public sensation provided a wealth of positive associations that advertisers, journalists, inventors, and scientists were eager to exploit. “Eureka” became a keyword of the second industrial revolution, in which scientific and technical innovations went hand in hand—a name for oil wells, mines, engines, guns, household appliances, and clothing. “Eureka” also became retrospectively associated with a range of historic scientific insights, from Newton’s apple to Louis Pasteur’s discovery of left- and right-handed crystals in the tartrates. Such accounts were part of a conception of discovery that emerged with the mass circulation of print, a notion of epiphany and distracted genius that matched the Archimedean template.

It is no coincidence, then, that scientific discovery is today often thought to proceed by what early-twentieth-century psychologists began to call “Eureka moments.” That way of thinking, like so much of the framework still used to understand the workings of science, has its origins in a culture of marketing, commerce, and journalism that began to emerge in the nineteenth century. “Eureka” has become an advertisement for science: in books, museum displays, hands-on science galleries, television documentaries, and internet sites.

Yet, in a sense, the surprise invoked by “Eureka” is of a limited and even predictable sort; after all, Archimedes knew what he was looking for. We might do better to follow Isaac Asimov’s apocryphal dictum: “The most exciting phrase in science, the one that heralds new discoveries, is not ‘Eureka’ (I found it!) but ‘That’s funny...’”

---


On May 1, 1999, I learned of the sudden death of my father, J. John “Jack” Sepkoski, Jr. A professor of paleontology at the University of Chicago, he was a leading practitioner of an approach to the study of evolutionary patterns via quantitative analysis of data from the fossil record. Within a day I was back in Chicago, having the surreal experience of being interviewed over the phone for his New York Times obituary.

I knew very little about my father’s career, actually. Although growing up I often interacted with his students and colleagues, I had only a vague awareness that he worked with fossils and, more mysteriously, with computers. At the time of his death I was a PhD student in history of science, but I had never read any of his scientific articles or asked him about the details of his research. Busy with my own interests, I suppose I always assumed I had plenty of time for that in the future.

It was with a mixture of pride and regret, then, that I began to realize—as newspaper obituaries and testimonials from colleagues came out—that he had been part of an important scientific movement that changed the way we understand the history of life. To oversimplify somewhat, he and colleagues demonstrated that much of the pattern of life’s history has been determined by chance events: major episodes of mass extinction caused by unpredictable events like the asteroid impact that wiped out the dinosaurs (and many other groups) 65 million years ago. As mammals we ourselves are the direct beneficiaries of one of the major surprises in the history of life.

And then came the second surprise. In the summer of 2001, I was asked by my father’s colleagues to help figure out what to do with all of the materials in his office. By chance I knew an archivist at the American Philosophical Society (APS), who agreed to go through the office with me to decide what was worth saving. In truth, I had never visited an archive before, and so the weekend we spent sorting through filing cabinets and cardboard boxes was my first experience actually handling historical documents. Of course I couldn’t resist pausing now and again to read a letter or flip through an old notebook.

It was purely by accident, though, that I stumbled on a document that changed my career: while I was carrying a stack of yellowed manila folders crammed with miscellaneous papers, a thin sheet of paper slipped free and floated gently to the floor. It was a letter typed on old-fashioned blue airmail paper, and I glanced at it as I picked it up.

The letter was from Stephen Jay Gould, my father’s graduate mentor at Harvard, who, as even I knew, was one of the most important evolutionary theorists of the late twentieth century. It was written in what I would come to learn was Gould’s characteristic prose style (it began “the Procrustean dimensions of this air-letter assure that the reply will be neither Nietzschean nor Joycean”). It was dated April 1971 (a year before I was born) and was Gould’s response to learning, while on sabbatical in Oxford, that my father, a young PhD student, was considering transferring to UC Santa Barbara—in part because the Cambridge winters were long and cold! I had never known about this decision that might have changed both of our lives, but it was Gould’s argument for staying that caught my attention. While he conceded that “there’s probably more joy in California,” the case he made for staying was worded as prophecy: “There’s a revolution going on in ecology and biogeography,” he wrote, “and the next great innovator in paleoecology will be the man [!] who successfully learns to understand this revolution and transfer its insights into paleontology.” Gould strongly implied that my father had a choice between sunny California and being part of a major intellectual transformation. He stayed at Harvard.

But now I was curious about what Gould meant about this predicted “revolution” and whether my father did indeed play a part in it. I was too far along on my dissertation (on seventeenth-century mathematics) to change topics, but I held onto the letter until I had taken my first job, where I had some money to travel for research. And so my first real archive trip was to the library of the APS to look at my father’s papers in more detail, where I found all kinds of evidence that indicated that he had, indeed, been in the center of a remarkable period of intellectual ferment in paleontology. In the process, I also discovered both the joy of archival research and a latent fascination with evolutionary biology. I immediately turned my
attention away from the history of mathematics (in truth, I needed little encouragement) and haven’t looked back since.

The chance discovery of Gould’s letter was the start of my real career as a historian, but it was also the beginning of a long conversation with my father that I wish I had been able to have while he was still alive. In the process, I have learned about my own history and about the nature of history itself. After all, what makes history different from, say, physics is that the stories we tell (unlike the story of an atom or a projectile in flight) are contingent on chance or unpredictable events. As my father’s mentor Stephen Jay Gould put it when discussing the history of life, contingency is “no more nor less than the essence of history.” And the essence of contingency is surprise!

Consider Goya’s oil painting Spring (The Flower Girls) from 1786.1 Dressed as a Spanish lady, the absentminded Flora pauses her promenade to receive the floral gift of a maja. Meanwhile, a peasant has tiptoed up behind her. Hiding there, he holds up a rabbit, a symbol of spring, that will startle her when she turns her head. Goya vividly depicts the peasant’s delight—sparkling eyes, red cheeks—in anticipating Flora’s surprise. With a naughty smile and a finger about to cross his lips, the peasant asks the maja, and the viewer, to keep quiet, all thus becoming gleeful coconspirators, excitedly awaiting Flora’s reaction to the unexpected.

Here I will focus on the “collective performance of surprise,” which greatly depended on watching and being watched, in this case in what was perhaps the most fashionable site for promenading in late-eighteenth-century Spain: the gardens of El Capricho (The Caprice). In doing so, I will highlight how astonishment, gender, and knowledge grew together in the garden.

In 1783, the Duchess of Benavente bought a rural property on the outskirts of Madrid. She designed most of its 150 hectares in the Anglo-Chinese style (also called picturesque)—a supposedly English invention that stood in stark contrast with the grand geometrical French style. A novelty in Spain (except for the royal gardens in Aranjuez), Anglo-Chinese gardens were distinguished not only by serpentine tracks, irregular topography, and babbling brooks but especially by their follies: theatrical settings strategically placed here and there. The duchess’s guests might unexpectedly bump into a tiny chapel (with a real hermit), a two-floor cottage in the Petit Trianon style, a neoclassical apiary (housing 80 beehives that could be seen through glass walls), a navigable channel leading by gondola from a Chinese quay to a dancing pavilion, a hydraulic machine, a temple of Venus (featuring Bacchus instead), and a column (with Saturn eating his son at the top).

A promenade through the picturesque garden was carefully designed to inspire a “mouvement admiratif de l’amé,” as Denis Diderot defined surprise. This could vary from the “slightest emotion of pleasure” to agitation or terror. Designing an Anglo-Chinese garden required follies—and though catalogues offered models for the perfect eremite-house or Chinese pavilion, it was the owner who ultimately created the garden’s character. Smells, colors, sounds, even placement of the morning or evening light were all carefully considered to create unforgettable sensual experiences. In The Caprice, amazement was a collaborative effort that included an expert in theater sceneries (maestro tramoyista) and Goya himself. In addition to staid pastoral scenes, the duchess bought four shocking works by Goya that included witches and allusions to the Inquisition (pinturas de brujas). She also purchased the first exemplars of his Los Caprichos, a collection of engravings that used unexpected visual metaphors to criticize the Spanish upper classes and clerical behavior. Bound in an album, Goya’s work resided in the duchess’s library for visitors to leaf through.

Sensual experiences were laden with the moral and political. In Spring, Goya played with the symbolic and the quotidian: surprise intermingled with visual metaphors, literary references, and political agendas. The two-floor cottage in The Caprice, for instance, was customized with a figure of an old woman spinning. The cottage became the symbol of the ideal peasant house in accordance with actual policies promoted by the enlightened circles of Madrid. In order to stop rural migration toward urban textile production, reformers proposed to return this work to rural women. Moreover, from 1787 onward the duchess herself promoted spinning and other textile production among Madrid’s poor women through the women’s branch of the Madrid Economic Society.

Scholars have acknowledged the toing and froing between literary and real worlds, always inspiring and reinforcing one another. A promenade through The Caprice afforded upper-class female visitors the opportunity not only to play at farming but also to reenact the “woman philosopher,” a successful literary character. Consider, for example, the apiary. Transparent beehives and other instruments of
observation were widely used by literary and real characters alike for admiring the “wonders of nature.” In the Spectacle de la nature, for instance, the translation of which was freshly edited to much acclaim in Spain during the 1770s, the Countess of Jonval’s country house was the setting for her attentive observation of nature. As a fictional country house, The Caprice was home to fruit trees and tree nurseries, a silkworm breeding ground, greenhouses, exotic vegetables, and various agronomic experiments, to mention but a few. Sitting in the apiary, female observers of the hustle and bustle of bees might recall and perhaps reenact not only the countess’s study of insects but also her enlightened conversation—always brightened with philosophical and religious reflections—with the other guests in the room. Yet the beehives were placed in a surprising setting: to observe the bees, visitors sat in a luxurious hall decorated with Italian marble floors and columns with Corinthian golden capitals. One can only speculate if the intention was to invoke the lesson of Mandeville’s Fable of Bees: private vices such as desire for material goods could drive the wealth of society and bring public benefit.

In fact, it was widely thought that fashion-driven feminine behavior could have certain benefits. Mulling over the duchess’s Caprice, the secretary of the powerful Royal Academy of Fine Arts (Academia de bellas artes) concluded that for the prosperity of the country the best imaginable fashion among aristocratic women would be a vogue for country houses. Who but the landed gentry could afford to lose an entire harvest in an experimental garden, breed new species, invest in novelties? Thus, he pleaded, “May God grant that the elite gentlewomen bring about, for the benefit of their fatherland, that which has not been conceded to men.”

The joys of reading scientific periodicals are decidedly mixed: there can be the tedium of toiling through endless tables but also the excitement of the unexpected. In this case what the volume appeared to offer was a microcosm of nineteenth-century medical research, in its practical and cultural contexts, bringing together in unexpected ways diverse aspects of Victorian culture and medicine. The famous general periodicals of the Victorian age, such as the Fortnightly Review or the Nineteenth Century, are renowned for their interdisciplinary subject mix, with literature, politics, and science intermingling in their pages. Medical periodicals by the later century, however, were more focused and constrained. Not so the Asclepiad, which carries an extraordinary range and mixture of material, from an account of the reinterment of the remains of William Harvey (instigated by Richardson) to an article on aneurism of the coeliac axis;
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2. Benjamin Ward Richardson, ed., The Asclepiad: A Book of Original Research and Observation in the Science, Art, and Literature of Medicine, Preventive and Curative 1 (1894). All references in the essay will be to this volume.
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and from studies of the possibilities of living in a “factitious atmosphere,” as shown by Henry Fleuss’s invention of a diving suit, to instructions on how to maintain the temporary preservation of post-mortem specimens. Richardson also published the first of his series of medical biographies, starting interestingly with William Gilbert, the sixteenth-century physician and author of De magnete who Richardson labels “The First Electrician.” These biographies were subsequently collected as Disciples of Aesculapius (1900), making a significant, if idiosyncratic, contribution to the early historiography of medicine.

Richardson’s own work was consistently at the interface of medicine, science, and technology, and one can track these intersections in the essays (which draw on his work over the previous two decades): his accounts, for example, of his lectures at the Royal Polytechnic Institution using the great induction coil to measure the effects of electricity on the body or, in another version of testing the limits of the body, the series of measurements he conducted on the American “professional pedestrian” Edward Payson Weston, who walked a startling 5,000 miles in 100 days (resting, of course, on Sundays) and delivered a lecture at the end of each day, without showing (or so it was reported) any visible signs of fatigue. Richardson was constantly testing, pushing to see how far physiological, and indeed psychological, life could be analyzed and measured. In “Felicity as a Sanitary Research,” he takes Joseph Priestley (not Jeremy Bentham) as his guide, in an analysis of all the material, social, environmental, and physiological conditions necessary for felicity, offering a call to arms to all his fellow physicians to lead the political battles against slum housing, appalling factory conditions, and environmental pollution. Detailed analysis is mixed with stern missionary fervor: “Can we, scientifically, connect health with happiness? If we cannot we had better never have been born.”

Richardson rose to international fame in 1875 with a lecture on his vision of “Hygeia,” an ideal city of health. In this issue of the Asclepiad, he turns his attention to a call for plans for the reconstruction of the city of London. His essay, “Upper London,” is a visionary delight: the roof tops of London are to be leveled, so that they can be
turned into a series of green walkways or terraces, rather like those springing up in our own cities in recent years: “charged with flowers and trailing evergreens, they would be the empyrean gardens of the great city.” There would also be connecting bridges, so that those on foot or on “light noiseless vehicles, like tricycles” could move easily and freely across the city, in a pollution-free environment: such developments, he suggests, would lead to the purification of the air since houses would install the smoke-consuming furnaces designed by Sir Spencer Wells (surgeon to Queen Victoria’s household and famous for his ovarian surgery, but also a very active sanitary campaigner). The bridges between the houses would also carry electric cables and street lights: “Imagine the metropolis turned into a fairy land by this adventure of science into the domain of art, and art reciprocating the idea with all her rich resources, and we see in our mind’s eye what our children, when we are all of us gone, may really see, and perhaps thank us for proposing for their benefit.”

Richardson captures the romance of science but also the idealism and sense of responsibility to the future that lay behind so many public health campaigns in the Victorian era. He notes, in conclusion, that he writes without expectation that his plan will be accomplished in his lifetime but “forseeing it as a necessity and a practicality in the times to come.” When Richardson died, one obituary noted that he was the most best-known medical man in England; yet he has largely slipped through the nets of history of science, appearing only in occasional footnotes. That call to the readers of the future resonates, however, across the years, eliciting those flashes of identification identified by Bain that lie at the heart of intellectual pleasure and excitement and also, dare I say it, responsibility.
In the early 1830s, Moritz Hermann Jacobi wrote in his diary that his recent invention was “eine Erfindung, die mir viel Spaß macht, weil sie die Not erzeugte.” Indeed, he was about to construct an electromagnetic machine in which magnetic force directly induced a rotational mechanical force. He wrapped metal wire around cylindrical bars of soft iron. Sixteen bars of equal size were produced; eight of these were mounted at equal distance in a circle on a wooden frame. The other eight bars were positioned opposite to the fixed bars but mounted on an axle so that they were able to rotate. A battery provided the necessary electric current running through the bent wire. The electric current produced in this way effected a magnetic force, which interacted with the field created by the bars positioned opposite. If the magnetic forces were of the same kind, they would repel each other, and the rotating part of the machine would move.

By means of an ingenious method of connecting the different circuits and installing a control mechanism called the “commutator,” the magnetic poles were periodically reversed, and a continuous rotation of the bars was possible. This “commutator” was made of a copper disc with wooden sections inserted at regular intervals on its edge. Four of these discs were mounted on the rotating axis. The conducting and nonconducting sections of the discs allowed the reversal of the magnetic poles that made the coils spin. It was the centerpiece of the whole setup. And, after long and stressful trials, much to his surprise, it worked fantastically: “I have advanced, after all my experiments, that magnetism is a force, acting like universal gravitation, purely as some function of space. ... The reversion of the poles being brought about instantly, there would thus be an infinitely accelerating velocity. But a system, moveable on an axis and capable of having continued circular motion is the only one which could be susceptible of such a velocity.”

Machines had fascinated Moritz Jacobi since his student days. The son of a wealthy Jewish merchant family in Potsdam, he had ini-
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order to do something very different than what [these agents] wanted to do according to their sensuous state of being, that their blind actions become efficient \( \text{zweckmäßig} \), the contrary to one’s self: reasonable behaviour of nature, \textit{laws}, in their external \textit{state of being}. … Here the driving force \( \text{Trieb} \) steps back fully from work. He [man] lets nature score oneself, observes calmly and governs the whole easily: \textit{List}. \(^3\)

Jacobi’s electromagnetic machine embodies this way of thinking. His remark about the commutator, “eine Erfindung, die mir viel Spaß macht, weil die Not sie erzeugt hat,” now makes much more sense. Being in “Not” did not mean to be in a miserable situation, in despair at the hopelessness of that situation, in need of help—no, it meant to catch the necessity, “die Not-wendigkeit,” of turning around the physical constraints that nature provided in such a way that the natural force does something very different from what this agent is meant to do due to its natural state of being. In the flow of the event, man, this observing intelligence, chooses and arranges just those natural elements that suffice to achieve the envisaged goal. The result was far beyond Jacobi’s expectations. It was a surprise, indeed, and even fun.

---

\(^2\) Moritz Hermann Jacobi, “Von der eigentlichen Bedeutung des Luxus und der Mode” (unpublished lecture manuscript, undated [possibly 1835]), St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences Archive, fond 189/op 1/dele 330, St. Petersburg.

An anonymous resident of sixteenth-century Toulouse, perhaps a goldsmith or foundry worker, set down in writing a remarkable vernacular compilation of practical recipes for diverse art and technical objects. Based on both firsthand experience and hearsay from other workshops, most objects would have fit nicely into a *Kunstkammer*. The instructions in the manuscript’s 962 entries introduce a delightfully eclectic range of expertise, encompassing metalcasting and coloring, pigmentmaking and drawing, imitation gemmaking, cannoncasting, treegrafting, landsurveying, papier-mâché masks, and even the composition of “monstrous” preserved animals like winged rats. Amid this cabinet of human artifice, we also find a burn salve recipe—or is it a prayer?—through which spirit is materialized in an ointment.

**Against burns, excellent**

Heat linseed oil on a light fire, without letting it boil and simmer, but once it is hot put in a quarter as much of the newest wax you can. After all this has melted, let it cool. And once it begins to curdle, stir continuously with a new wooden spatula for as long as it takes you to say 9 *pater nosters*, and while you say them, wash this composition with holy water, stirring all the while. Having said the first 9 *pater nosters*, pour out the first water and put in new, and wash and stir the composition for the time it takes you to say 8 *pater nosters*, and the 3rd time for as long as 7, and thus successively you will add new water, doing the same as above, until the last and single *pater noster* of nine. Then you shall have a soft white ointment, with which you shall smear the burn for 9 days. But do not apply it any longer, since it would cause an overgrowth of flesh. You shall dress your burn twice a day, and each time you shall wash your face with water and wine mixed together, a little tepid, not rubbing but so to say pressing with wet linen, and you shall wipe it similarly with fine linen. And then apply the ointment, over which you can put ivy leaves. This causes hair to regrow and leaves no scar. I was taught this by a powder maker who had almost completely burnt himself but showed no sign of burns (BnF, Ms. Fr. 640, fol. 103r).
Oil-based salves and ointments were widely employed in early modern Europe to cure wounds and relieve swellings and joint pain. Linseed oil and wax are the basis of this salve, both common in cooking, lighting, and all types of industrial processes. Versatile and useful materials, they appear in multiple recipes in the manuscript—mostly for artistic rather than medical purposes. Linseed oil was not usual in medicinal preparations, whereas wax had many healing properties, often deriving from anagogical power, being compared to the light and humanity of Christ: its malleability a metaphor for the Creator’s handwork.

For the salve, one part wax was melted in three parts hot linseed oil, then the mixture washed several times in holy water, the process being timed, as was common in craft procedures, by reciting the paternoster. Like wax candles and other material objects—known as sacramentals—that played a role in devotional practices, holy water was a bridge between material and spiritual realms, sometimes being used as a cure-all or to expel evil spirits. The burn salve requires nine iterations of mixing holy water with the salve while reciting the paternoster, nine times at first, then decreasing incrementally by one, 45 times in all. Nine was a significant, sometimes magical number, connected to the Trinity, conveying perfection, and defining the norm for human gestation. The white ointment that results is to be applied to a burn twice a day for nine days, no less, no more. The final covering of ivy leaves makes the beard grow back—a regeneration engendered by this evergreen plant?

The symbols and rituals are obvious, but what did this salve look like? Only recreating the recipe can make this clear. Our reconstruction in the Making and Knowing Lab (www.makingandknowing.org) revealed that bringing the burn salve into physical being turned out to be a surprising process of spiritual materialization.

We heated the one part new yellow beeswax to four parts yellow linseed oil somewhat higher than the melting point of beeswax to about 85°C. On cooling, the mixture began to “curdle,” as noted in the recipe. As we did not have time to order holy water on Amazon.com, distilled water sufficed. With some skepticism, we added the water to the curdling mixture. The lab intern, Ludovic Touzé Peiffer, intoned

(Latin being appropriate to a literate sixteenth-century Catholic), “Pa-

ter Noster, qui es in caelis, sanctificetur nomen tuum; adveniat reg-

um tuum; fiat voluntas tua, sicut in caelo, et in terra. Panem nos-

strum supersubstantialem da nobis hodie; et dimitte nobis debita

nostra, sicut et nos dimittimus debitoribus nostris; et ne nos inducas

in tentationem; Sed libera nos a malo. Amen.” To our surprise, the

mixture immediately transformed, becoming whiter, creamier, and

lighter with each washing, increasing in volume about five times by

the end of 45 paternosters.

The anonymous author-practitioner of Fr. 640 claimed he learned

the recipe from a “Pouldrier,” a gunpowder maker. Gunpowder mak-

ing was dangerous work; this maker apparently sustained disfigur-

ing burns of which the author-practitioner saw no trace. Such a salve

recipe is perhaps unremarkable—in modern chemical terms, it is an

emulsion, commonly employed today to make lotions and ointments.

The surprise revealed by reconstructing this recipe (as opposed

to simply reading it) was that the process of mixing [holy] water

while repeating paternosters caused a tangible “purification” and

“inspiriting” of the raw materials. Our reconstruction was of course

inauthentic; we could not capture the spiritual significance of the

process—we didn't even use holy water—but, even so, the material

transformation converged with and made tangible the spiritual pro-

cess. Was this the secret that healed the gunpowder maker’s burns?

* Xiaomeng Liu, a student in the Making and Knowing Lab in spring 2017, wrote an

annotation on this entry for the digital critical edition of Ms. Fr. 640 being prepared

by the Making and Knowing Project.
Indeed, experts were so little prepared that they mostly dismissed the first *Australopithecus* remains (the Taung Child) as an unimportant ape. It took decades of hard work, additional bones, and sometimes aggressive negotiations to change the minds of anthropologists worldwide.²

For British geologist William Sollas, among other scientists, the development of instruments for precise measurement and numerical comparison was required before he could be properly taken aback by the importance of African apemen. Sollas also suspected other forces at play in the controversy. In 1936, Robert Broom, writing from the institute of paleontology and physical anthropology at the Transvaal Museum, had submitted a description of an adult australopithecine fossil from near Pretoria and identified it as a “missing link.” Sollas was upset about the fact that Broom’s piece had not yet appeared in *Nature*, while the journal had published opinions of negators such as the great British trio of Grafton Elliot Smith, Arthur Smith Woodward, and Arthur Keith.

Sollas wrote to Broom, “I am surprised that your Taungs has not yet appeared in *Nature*. … Keith may be keeping things back. Keith has great influence on this Scotch periodical. In submitting things I wonder if whether they appear or not depends on personal considerations.” Sollas was particularly angry that the “British oracle” of paleoanthropology voiced his strong opinions through the press and did not shy away from open controversy on this platform: “Sir Arthur Keith … is indeed the most arrant humbug and artful climber in the anthropological world. You will probably have read his communication in “Nature” by the time you read this. I am truly astonished. He makes the rashest statements in the face of evidence. Never quotes an author but to misrepresent him, generalises on single observations, and indeed there is scarcely a single crime in which he is not adept. Journalism, my dear boy, journalism pure and simple, and
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backed by all the journalists, poor dears. He has gone up like a rocket, and will come down like the stick.”

However, with an increasing number of fossil specimens, Keith eventually agreed that Broom had found what he had thought impossible: an anthropoid with human dentition. Nonetheless, while one could be astounded by what seemed the grossest unscientific behavior, it was more difficult to allow amazement in the presence of strong theoretical stances. The British expert in primate phylogeny, Wilfrid Le Gros Clark of Oxford University, still subsumed the australopithecines under the fossil remains of African anthropoid apes in his *Early Forerunners of Man* (1934). He positioned himself against the stochastic view of evolution advocated by the selectionists and followed others in the assumption of evolutionary trends programmed into the germplasm that would lead the evolution of related forms into similar directions. Even at the risk of vitalism, Le Gros Clark thought orthogenesis preferable over pure contingency as shaper of primate evolution. Within a model of parallel evolution, the humanlike traits of *Australopithecus* could be explained without inference to a relatively close phylogenetic relation.

However, during the Second World War, Broom started a voluminous correspondence with Keith and Le Gros Clark despite the slow mail service. Broom sent Le Gros Clark information on all the latest discoveries and casts of the apeman material to the effect that the latter became his mouthpiece at British scientific meetings. At the first Pan-African Congress on Prehistory in Nairobi in 1947, Le Gros Clark presented the insights gained from his studies of the australopithecine material during a short visit to South Africa: “The general conclusion was reached that the *Australopithecinae* must at least be regarded as having a fairly close relationship to the ancestral stock which gave rise to the *Hominidae*.” The resemblances had become too numerous and detailed to be explained by parallel evolution, so that the amount of evidence in the end indeed could “astonish the world.” As a happy (first) ending of the australopithecine story, Broom’s book *Finding the Missing Link* appeared in 1950 and Le Gros Clark’s *The Fossil Evidence for Human Evolution* in 1955, both of which advocated the important role of the australopithecines in hominid evolution. It might therefore come as a surprise that, as a survey of British museumgoers reveals, even today a part of the public has problems accepting Africa as “their birthplace.”

---


In early modern French history, the term “surprise” was often associated with violence: in politics, it meant the capture of a territory or throne by force of arms. In the 1694 edition of the Dictionnaire de l’Académie française, the first example of its proper usage was “Il s’est rendu maistre de cette Place par surprise.” When the court preacher Bossuet lamented the death of Madame, the king’s sister, he remarked that death could come as a “great and terrible” surprise for the residents of the enchanted palace of Versailles, isolated from the less comfortable realities of life in the city and surrounded by wonders. Surprise here was used less in the sense of shocking news than in that of a blow or buffet from fate, a reminder of mortality: “il faut des coups de surprise à nos coeurs enchantés de l’amour du monde.”

It could be argued that Versailles was the crucible of an important transformation in surprise. Whereas at first the word had referred to power captured from an unready foe, in the grounds of the king’s new château, to which the court definitively removed in 1685, it came to denote intriguing or perplexing experiences: a way to keep courtiers distracted, off balance. In this sense surprise was the very essence of Versailles, from the waterjets that soaked unsuspecting visitors perambulating the gardens to the dazzling spectacles of light and sound orchestrated by high-ranking household servants. The famous fountains were designed by the very same engineers who made the cannon with which the king captured city after city across Europe. Even eating was an endless play of artifice; courtly cuisine was centered on disguise. Voltaire was critical: “As for the cooks, I can’t bear the essence of ham, nor the surfeit of morels, mushrooms, pepper and nutmeg, with which they disguise dishes that are very healthy in themselves.”

Courtly delights were part of a program of defeating or rather deflecting noble opposition, an attempt to prevent any resurgence of frondisme. If you like, Versailles was a gigantic machine of the passions, with the monarch as puppetmaster.

Versailles was a hydraulic device not unlike the body itself, where the artful management of fluid economies allowed the exercise of power.

The palace’s springs were moved by a series of experts. Early on in Louis XIV’s reign, the surprise makers were among the many Italians arriving at court with Cardinal Mazarin: actors, marionettists like the Briocci family from Bologna, acrobats like Filippo del Campo, known as Cardelin, cooks like Vicenzo Pronti. These individuals specialized in different skills of spectacle and illusion. It is perhaps hard to imagine nowadays that marionettes and acting could have caused genuine fear among early modern European populations, but these simulacra of life were held by many to be witchcraft; until the eighteenth century, for example, actors could not be buried in hallowed ground. Excelling at the mastery of the body, actors also commanded a series of increasingly elaborate mechanical skills, brought to court in the so-called machine plays featuring automatons, stage lighting and explosions, or special effects like moving scenery, thunderclaps, gods, or ships. As time went by and these well-known figures died, Louis did not replace them. Instead, he co-opted their technical expertise for Versailles: its elaborate waterworks, menagerie, hall of mirrors, and fireworks displays were all, as numerous historians have noted, parts of an attempt at éblouissement, a project for amazing, amusing, and shocking the humans present. Unlike touring performers or artisans who moved between courts seeking patronage, Versailles was wholly within the French king’s control. Siphoning off the skills of his clients—their ability to produce complex visual, mechanical, and emotional effects—he used these to keep his courtiers and visiting ambassadors in a perpetual state of “surprise”: entertained, awed, and confused in equal measure. This new kind of surprise was a conquest from within. Courtly spectacle was characterized by lights and mirrors, by displays at which the brilliant variety of material goods was such that “the eyes could hardly bear their
sparkling diversity.” Onlookers were deliberately dazzled, overwhelmed, and kept guessing: What was artifice and what reality?

Yet in the early eighteenth century, surprise became a more suspect enterprise. It now generically referred to any “unexpected object” or sudden emotional shock, but for critics of the Crown its political undertones remained apparent. Fénelon, tutor to the king’s grandson, the duc de Bourgogne, who died before inheriting the throne, turned the barrels back onto Louis XIV himself. In Télémaque, an idealized account of good rule by a prince who spends an entire lifetime waiting for his father’s return, Fénelon acerbically remarked that “les meilleurs rois étaient malheureux en ce qu’ils... faisaient souvent, par la surprise des flatteurs, les maux qu’ils ne voulaient pas.” Many at court were anxious about the ability of certain individuals, particularly mistresses, to exercise covert (or more obvious) power over the king’s decisions. The notion that one would yield to, or be seduced by, superficial brilliance was already troubling by the reign of Louis XV, great-grandson to the Sun King, when the comte de Caylus described surprise as “toujours le premier mouvement des sots.” Concerns about the optical superficiality of high society, the ease with which its attention could be commanded by dazzle and illusion, echoed across the remaining decades of the Old Regime. The mathematician Henri Decremps specialized in disclosing the hidden mechanism of magical spectacles “dont le charme consiste... dans l’erreur & le mensonge.” For in reality, there was insufficient water power to run all the fountains at Versailles simultaneously: the king had to write and rewrite itineraries around the gardens for ambassadors to ensure they were properly surprised. The power of Versailles lay in these carefully stage-managed illusions where advanced technology encountered disciplined bodies.

---

Like a tsunami or a volcanic eruption, AIDS appeared unexpectedly, an unknown that seriously challenged taken-for-granted realities. The twentieth century's two world wars, though unimaginably brutal and devastating, had their logic; they fit predictably into historical patterns. AIDS did not.

It is well known how AIDS surprised the medical profession, how its humanitarian image, cultivated through invincible antibiotic magic bullets, lay in tatters. Public health and epidemiology were revealed to be little more than Cinderella subjects. Shocking at the time, too, was that victims of AIDS did not behave as was expected. Their untreatable suffering and inevitable death could not be pacified by the promises of orthodox medicine.

In the then rising neoliberal regimes where older rhetoric, perceptions, and metaphors of sociability, civic trust, and power were being reworked by new consumer-driven global market models based on individual performance and self-fashioning, AIDS exploded like a star shell. It provoked a reaction to traditional values, while at the same time exposing the bankruptcy, not just of sexual freedom, but also of the new ideals of a neoliberal “fractured society” and its emergent operating values—above all, individual choice and desire. As the literary critic Susan Sontag soon realized, the homophobic reaction to AIDS victims, their demonization as morally depraved threats to heterosexual family life and politics, was also a wider reaction to the new market-driven consumerist model of governance, in which people felt their conventional social identities becoming atomized.

Yet, less well-known is how the surprise of AIDS shook the world of academia. Cutting-edge scholars in the sociology, philosophy, and history of medicine and science in particular had been confidently critiquing the production of scientific knowledge, arguing that it was a sociocultural construction, a process shot through with political, economic, and cultural considerations. Scientific truth was no longer seen as timeless, objective, or universal. This was a view shored up in the late 1970s and early 1980s by social-constructionists and post-structuralists, the latter considering all of human reality through the lens of language and its theory. As Michel Foucault and others taught,
the human body and diseases were not what they seemed but rather a complicated discursive construct of power and knowledge. The very experience of disease was therefore not transparent, “true,” or “real” but an ever-shifting fabrication. While earlier generations of scholars had hoped to cut through the veil of language, to penetrate its ideologies and metaphors, and thus get at what disease “really” was, poststructuralists undermined the realist search.

The AIDS crisis posed serious intellectual problems to this thinking. How was one to answer the voice of the realist from the back of the conference room: “Are you telling me my child/partner/lover/friend is dying of a sociocultural or linguistic construction?”

It was a question hard to answer, far easier to avoid. Some historians did so by focusing on the sociocultural impact of AIDS, drawing ready analogies with earlier epidemics, notably plague and venereal disease. Others, who were already thinking that social relativism and linguistic reductionism had gone too far, sought to strengthen their hand. Didn’t people in the past feel pain, suffering, birth, or death as something “real”? Even those who embraced the crisis of AIDS in postmodernist terms, those who wrote that it provided an “object lesson in the binary hierarchies of language,” were forced to pull back. Some came to wonder whether certain realities—such as AIDS—needed to be brutally essentialized in a postmodern world that too easily fragmented and isolated the sorts of experiences which could not be fit into the consumerist market model.¹

As a PhD student in the 1990s, launching into an investigation of the sixteenth-century French pox (one of the first fatal “surprise” epidemics that hit Europe), I was not fully aware of how AIDS had attenuated the discussion of disease. I only knew that certain methodological routes could no longer be safely traveled. Among them was framing disease in terms only of social-cultural reactions, for these frames ultimately depended upon a conception of disease as timeless and universal, an ahistorical assumption equal to that of retrospective diagnosis. All scholars agreed—and they agreed on little else—that AIDS had unveiled the limits of modernist obsessions with scientific medicine based on reason and its virtues; indeed, it exposed them as myth. Neither could I approach the surprise of French pox in an older sense of a motivational force driving rational scientific medicine, for now the idea of modernity as the ostensible spark that ignited the motor of progress was also regarded as part of the mythmaking. AIDS, as well as my debut into academia, was somewhat beyond “surprise.”

But another option emerged: the practice and epistemology of surprise. It was a diversion of sorts from the radical relativism of the “linguistic turn” and essentialism of sociocultural constructionism. In this fast-growing area of scholarship, surprise and related human passions such as wonder, puzzlement, and marvel were transformed from external motivational forces in the production of scientific knowledge into forces inherent within the epistemic preoccupations of early modern scientific practitioners. In this revision, surprise and wonder became emblematic epistemic virtues as intrinsic to the practice of medicine and science in the early modern period as reason and rationality became in modernity. Passions like surprise became productive forces in the very making of knowledge about early modern diseases. The surprise of the French pox did not undermine traditional early modern medical thought and practice, I came to argue. It strengthened them. Early modern contemporaries were far from being paralyzed by the surprise attack of the French pox, as earlier scholarship had argued. In fact, they appropriated and understood the unknown disease precisely through the very uttering that they were surprised by it.

As in early modernity, so in late modernity. Surprising? Looking back, was I, too, not also complicit in the taming of AIDS?

in his 1999 work *Kommentar zu Kants Anthropologie*, the term *Sagazität* is the translation of the Greek ἀγχινοία, which contains at its root νοῦς: the faculty of intuitive insight. Other than this, little is known about the background of Kant’s idea. Sagacity is so little considered that you can still write the English Wikipedia entry on it if you would like to: the term appears, but the page is blank. The German entry on *Scharfsinn* claims that *Sagazität* is just *Scharfsinn*, but when it comes to Kant and his predecessors, the topic treated is a broader one, namely “wit” (*Witz*). For Kant, *Witz* is the ability to compare, relate, and connect things that appear to be different. In Zedler’s *Universal-Lexicon*, *Scharfsinnigkeit* is rendered as a translation not of *sagacitas* but of *perspicacitas*.

However, what interests me here is a different problem. What sagacious scientists know, and how they come to know it, must be surprising to those who do not have the power of sagacity. If you simply either have this power or you don’t, if you can only display it but not teach it, then untalented others cannot but marvel at the innovative processes and products of sagacious scientists. Or perhaps they think that it is all pretence. Kant, oddly, does not enter into this issue. He simply takes for granted that some scientists possess the power, much as exceptional inventors possess what he calls “originality.” However, in his lectures on logic, Kant warns against blindly trusting or following great exemplary minds.

History of science becomes pragmatic if one simply observes how scholarship is related to human reason, progress, and the things that impede it. It has been noted that great examples retard the sciences for a while, because everyone follows the model and none strive for originality. This happened with Aristotle, Leibniz, *[Des]Cartes*, and Newton.

When scientists focus too exclusively on “great examples” like Newton, there is the risk that they emulate these models mechanically and thus obstruct progress. A “pragmatic” history of science could help out here, since it tries to study the general conditions that
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further or impede such progress. Scientists should “strive for originality”: for example, they should relate things that have hitherto been treated as unrelated or invent instruments that open new paths for discovery. These claims are in line with another of Kant’s famous maxims that we must learn to think for ourselves. But, if scientists can strive for originality, then it must be possible to improve one’s own given disposition to originality and, consequently, also one’s sagacity.

If and insofar as improvement and learning are possible, this could in turn reduce the surprise or lack of understanding that others experience when faced with the processes and products of sagacity. But this is problematic: Kant cannot have it both ways, declaring sagacity to be an immutable power that cannot be taught, while also claiming that we can intentionally improve it. Some Kant scholars—those who are trained in what Lorraine Daston has called the truly hard science, namely philology—will point out here that I used a logic lecture, produced by a student of Kant’s, against a text published by Kant himself, namely the Anthropology. So, one might throw the problem out. Even so, it exists: still today, we tend to think of the emergence of certain discoveries as difficult to explain, because, in some cases at least, they seem to be built on tacit abilities. But we also reject the view that some products of scientific research are the result of a mysterious process that we cannot understand or teach. The puzzling topic of sagacity requires further clarification and reflection by historians and philosophers of science.

Collecting is at once a form of madness and a calling to order. The impulse to amass, to arrange, to hold and behold the sort of array that qualifies as a collection often defies the strictures and the structures that hold such assemblages together. Wunderkammern exemplify this in several respects, beginning with the etymological: chambers of mirabilia are containers for fantasy and repositories for the exceptional. The vast assortment of objects housed in early modern collections often adhered to general categories (crystal vessels, aquatic animals, resins and gums, antiquities, ivory lathework, armor), but the overall impression of inventories and other records is pretty chaotic. Were the stringent categories (inscriptions) that Samuel Quiccheberg devised ever actually enforced? It comes as a relief when collectors attest to the challenge of containment and order, as did Ulisse Aldrovandi in 1595, when he enumerated the contents of his collection, which he immodestly called “the eighth wonder of the world.”

Today in my microcosm can be seen more than 18,000 different things, including 7,000 plants in fifteen volumes, dried and pasted, more than 3,000 of which are painted “al vivo”… in fourteen armoires, my so-called Pinacotheca. I also have sixty-six chests, divided into 4,500 boxes, where there are 7,000 subterranean items, with various fruits, gums, and other very beautiful things from the Indies, marked with their names, so that they can be found.

Thank goodness for containers and labels. His microcosm, like many others, is a world on the verge of order.

Many descriptions of collections fall back on numbers; in light of the numbers, words fail. This is markedly so in the case of collections of works on paper, where thousands of prints and drawings were
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artist. “A book full of sketches by Rembrandt” is followed by “a book of wood prints by Lucas van Leijden” and numerous others containing works by Netherlandish and Italian artists—Pieter Bruegel, Hendrick Goltzius, Raphael, and several others. Item no. 199 “A [book] with drawings by the foremost masters of the entire world” supports what the rest of the list implies: Rembrandt belonged to and collected a canonical microcosm.

Today, large private and institutional collections of prints and drawings are organized by artist—and many of the artists Rembrandt collected still form the backbone of collections of early modern graphic art. Standard curatorial and academic art historical taxonomy adheres to era and geographical region, with artists’ names or specific media serving as more particular references. Scholars of the graphic arts who consult institutional collections are accustomed, therefore, to translating their interests into the categories born of centuries of collecting in the shadow of the canon. At times this can result in chance encounters, sidelong glances at works one has not requested but that are stored (as all well-kept freestanding prints and drawings are, in acid-free boxes) alongside works one has—where alphabetical ordering and available space do not coincide and artists share storage space. A request to view works by a given artist may elicit others whose surnames begin with the same or similar letters, depending on the girth of a given artist’s work and the size of the boxes in which her work is stored. Every time this happens, a feeling of surprise is inevitable—but getting this close to curatorial housekeeping also feels mildly illicit.

The canon of identified artists exercises a firm grip on curatorial practices and scholarly expectations alike, and it is therefore unsurprising that this canon is exercised in times of crisis. Generally, when works are selected for preservation from destruction, it is also according to the order or criteria of recognition/fame and value. When U-boats approached the East Coast of the United States, 15,000 prized works in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art and addi-

Surprise is transient, by definition, but its echoes survive in memory and in writing. It often crops up at pivotal moments in narratives of eighteenth-century scientific investigations. For naturalists, surprising occurrences might have sparked a systematic investigation in the field or in the laboratory; at other times, an experiment or test offered up its own surprises. At a remove of centuries, the historian can vicariously experience these reactions filtered through the medium of ink on paper and occasionally finds herself surprised by the naturalists as well as the objects of their attention.

For my short excursion into the realm of unexpected observations, I turn not to an earthshaking surprise like Galileo’s moons or Leeuwenhoek’s animalcules but to a rather mundane, if colorful, occurrence of the sort that punctuated the daily efforts of naturalists. The scene plays out on the Atlantic coast in Poitou, in the autumn of 1710, where the consummate observer René-Antoine Ferchault de Réaumur explored the tidepools not far from his provincial estate. Enjoying the ocean air on his annual vacation from the demands of the scientific and academic life in Paris, Réaumur was looking for a particular kind of sea snail, a common whelk known as *Buccinum*.

The previous year, his colleague Bernard de Jussieu had brought a specimen from these same shores into the academy’s meeting room, where he produced a striking purple color from liquid squeezed from the mollusks. The academicians watched the color develop from pale yellow to an intense purple, a color they interpreted as comparable to the purple dye made in ancient times from the murex, another species of shellfish. Réaumur wanted to further investigate the physics of the gradual color change and hence found himself scanning the shore for whelks. He found plenty of them, but he also noticed masses of unidentified tiny bodies nearby, tightly attached to the rocks. Were they eggs, or perhaps seeds? Though quite familiar with

---


the local marine life, he did not recognize these structures, each one shaped like “an elliptical spheroid, or an elongated ball.”

On closer examination, the tiny bodies contained a fluid that seemed similar to the *Buccinum* fluid demonstrated by Jussieu. Perhaps this liquid, squeezed from the mysterious little balls, would also produce color? “In truth, a conjecture could hardly be more tenuously founded, but the experiment necessary to enlighten myself on this point was simple as could be.” He plucked some from the rocks where they clung, and “using the first cloth (linge), and the least colored, available to me at that moment, I squeezed their juice onto the manchettes of my shirt.” (These are the ruffled ends, often embellished with lace, of a gentleman’s shirt sleeves.) He could see a pale smear on the linen, with a bit of unremarkable yellow in some places, but otherwise no color. Then other things caught his eye, and he thought no more of his conjecture until, some minutes later, he glanced “by chance” at the ruffle: “I was struck by a pleasant surprise: I saw a very beautiful purple color just where the grains had been crushed.” Surprised but hardly immobilized, he quickly gathered up more of the gelatinous grains, careful to choose those with no evident color, and crushed them onto clean sections of his shirt sleeves. Sure enough, as he watched, the color appeared and deepened to purple over the course of two or three minutes.

Réaumur emphasized that he had unexpectedly discovered “a new purple dye that I was not looking for.” Reading his retrospective account, I was myself surprised at the casual way he used the ruffles on his sleeves to test the slimy substance. A handkerchief seems a more likely candidate. We might expect a servant to be involved—there were certainly servants present, ready to carry specimens and seawater back to the house. Was their linen perhaps not white enough to serve as test material? Was this simply a spontaneous gesture? In any case, it was the start of a long series of experiments.

“You can well imagine that the curiosity natural to those who love physics did not permit me to leave it at that.” Enlisting the servants to help with gathering a large quantity of the little “grains” before the tide came in, he took them back to his study, where he crushed them and applied the liquid to clean pieces of linen. “I was nearly as surprised as I had been the first time I saw the purple color appear when, having regarded my linen cloths for a very long time, there was no change in their color at all.” Indoors, he could not reproduce the color change he had seen on the shore. Later on, he noticed small spots of reddish purple on the wall near the window where the liquid had splashed. By moving the soaked cloths to different locations he was able to get the color to appear, and eventually concluded—another surprise—that the movement of air over the surface initiated the color change. “Who would ever have guessed that a little more or less air circulation could have produced such an effect so quickly?” Ultimately, to cut a rather long story short, he interpreted this result in terms of the agitation of the air acting on the arrangement of the particles of the liquid. By the end of a long chain of experiments, including various chemical tests, the various unexpected effects had been tamed into reproducible results and even a mechanical explanation of sorts.

I should not perhaps have been surprised to find Réaumur smearing snail eggs, or whatever they were, onto the gathered ruffle of his fine linen shirt. (He mentioned that the color never did come out, even after repeated launderings.) The image of the genteel naturalist experimenting on his linen is an engaging one, and the narrative deployed the circumstances and his own surprise to good rhetorical effect. It served not only as the engine driving his subsequent investigation but also as the dramatic crux of the discovery narrative.
Viktoria Tkaczyk

Washington Allston (1779–1843) is celebrated for being the first American-born Symbolist painter, essayist, and poet. His Symbolist style avant la lettre characterizes the second half of his career, when he left the United States, toured through Europe, resided in London for a decade, and finally settled in Cambridgeport, Massachusetts. Allston’s opulently colored and highly expressive oil paintings of this period are rich in references to the old masters and in biblical and literary motifs. Among them is his most sophisticated work of art, The Dead Man Restored to Life by Touching the Bones of the Prophet Elisha (1811–1814) and the incomplete Belshazzar’s Feast (1817–1843).

But let us turn to the artist’s early years at Harvard College, where he obtained a classical education and searched for new horizons. During his first years at college, Allston—the offspring of a plantation family from Brook Green Domain near Georgetown, South Carolina—mostly filled his letters, notebooks, and manuscripts with drawings that recall the style of pictorial satirist William Hogarth. A series of four of such brown pen-and-ink sketches, produced between 1797 and 1799, is preserved in Harvard’s Fogg Museum and was recently considered for the exhibition The Philosophy Chamber: Art and Science in Harvard’s Teaching Cabinet, 1766–1820 at the Harvard Art Museums. The series of caricatures illustrates problems in geometry. One of them, “Problem VI,” shows the problem of finding the height of an accessible object from a rising ground. Following mathematical rules, Allston gives an example and solves the problem correctly. Interspersed between his calculations, we find the sketch of a land surveyor who appears to be agreeably surprised by what he sees through his telescope. He is standing unsteadily on the shoulders of a woman. What exactly, the drawing seems to inquire, is a rising ground? A grassy hill, a tree, or something that keeps rising, moving, or turning—the earth? What can an observer additionally see from a constantly moving position? Inaccessible, faraway objects? New continents? New worlds?

That surprises arise from changes in position, especially if those positions—or both positions and targets—keep moving, has long since become a truism. Probably the most famous case in point is Galileo Galilei, who suggested to his readers in one of his renowned
thought experiments that they imagine having themselves shut up “in the main cabin below decks on some large ship, and have with you some flies, butterflies, and other small flying animals.” Is there any difference, Galileo asked, between observing the creatures’ flight when the ship continues its progress and when it stands still, and if there is a difference, then for whom? For centuries, Galileo’s vessel and other famous vehicles have been passing up and down the highways and byways of the history of science: Think of a train that travels at the speed of light (Einstein)! Imagine the sound of a police car’s siren as it overtakes its quarry (Mach)! Neither sound, nor time, nor space, nor gravity, nor the shoulders of giants, nor truth, nor even the histories of science themselves remain stable. Time and again, terra firma seems worth trading in for surprise. Going back to Allston’s sketch, the “problem” might just be to ask whose shoulders have to bear the weight of those attempts to gain new perspectives.
I tried to warn the editors of this collection—on no less authority than Adam Smith’s—that they are playing a dangerous game. In its substance and delivery, this volume takes monstrous chances with the well-being of its recipient.

Smith’s unpublished *History of Astronomy* was actually a treatise on the sentiments’ relation to knowledge. He opened with “surprise,” whose consequences could be deadly. He cited an anecdote from Livy: “a Roman lady,” who believed her son killed in battle, “was sitting alone bemoaning her misfortunes” when that same son, having escaped his captors, “came suddenly into the room to her.” In a horrible irony of maternal affection, she cried out “and expired instantly in a transport of joy.”

For Smith, the nicer the surprise, the greater the risk. Unhappy surprises are more tame: “Let us suppose the contrary of this to have happened, and that in the midst of domestic festivity and mirth, he had suddenly fallen dead at her feet, is it likely that the effects would have been equally violent? I imagine not.” Since Smith describes philosophy “as one of those arts which address themselves to the imagination,” his last three words carry weight.

Smith attributed the difference between fatal joy and survivable sadness to the rhythm and trajectory of each. Surprise involves a change between what is expected and what occurs, with a corresponding internal alteration: “Grief comes on slowly and gradually, nor ever rises at once to that height of agony to which it is increased after a little time. But joy comes rushing upon us all at once like a torrent.” This sudden change is “more violent and apt to have more fatal effects, than that which is occasioned by a Surprise of grief.”

The account may seem odd—indeed, surprising—yet for Smith its truth was confirmed by common sense: “Most men who can take the trouble to recollect, will find that they have heard of more people who died or became distracted with sudden joy, than with sudden

good, his work on the passions was a visible intervention. He offered a venerable balm: “Philosophy, by representing the invisible chains which bind together all these disjointed objects, endeavours to introduce order into this chaos of jarring and discordant appearances, to allay this tumult of the imagination, and to restore it, when it surveys the great revolutions of the universe, to that tone of tranquility and composure, which is both most agreeable in itself, and most suitable to its nature.” Smith saw polytheism as the offspring of imagination run wild, of philosophizing without tranquility.

For Auguste Comte, who embraced Smith’s analysis, fetishism—belief in the intelligence and benevolence of natural objects—preceded polytheism. Yet both forms of religion always existed alongside their more patient sibling, philosophy (or positive science). Comte envisaged a future return to fetishism as a way of encouraging “altruistic” emotions, yet under the authority of a new science, sociology, administered by society’s natural directors: historians of science, of course.

Someone once said that philosophy begins in wonder. But for wonder to have a chance, it needs a safe place to play. According to Smith, when “subsistence ceases to be precarious, the curiosity of mankind is increased, and their fears are diminished. The leisure which they then enjoy renders them more attentive to the appearances of nature, more observant of her smallest irregularities, and more desirous to know what is the chain which links them together.” From Smith’s analysis, it appears that the ideal conditions for cultivating such sentiments and weaving such chains would be a quiet place, with books, conversation, and large windows, under a benevolent and wise director—and not too far from the U-Bahn. The fewer surprises coming in, the more surprising the work going out (though with minimal fatalities, we hope).

If these words are being read, however, I rest assured. My hyperbolic fears were unfounded. Happily—on the matter of happy surprises, at least—Smith was wrong.

---


Not everyone likes surprises. Consider, for example, naturalists and scientists in the field. Following the nineteenth-century rise of the laboratory to prominence, the field was increasingly thought of as the messy, complex world outside its walls. One might imagine, given the unpredictability and uncontrollability of the natural worlds studied by field scientists, that the field would be a wonderland of new discoveries. However, in looking more closely at the wide range of primary source notes that I have gathered from published and archival sources from the interior American West during the railroad era, what I have found is a far more ambivalent—even anxious—relationship with the unexpected. Indeed, for many field scientists, surprise was more often synonymous with disappointment.

Why should this be? It seems to me that the key was how field scientists responded to the messy conditions of the field, which often turned the unexpected to disappointment. In a world of epistemically ascendant labs, anyone wishing to justify time and expense for fieldwork endeavored to show that they had some idea what they were looking for—that they were not engaged in the proverbial fishing expedition. This meant knowing about what was likely to be found in advance, even if the exact details remained uncertain: Which geological formations were most promising for rich fossil remains? Which local environments were likely to be fertile ground for collecting plants and animals? Where could the natural world be investigated most profitably, even if the exact details remained uncertain? In this context, “surprise” meant, in many cases, that something was not found, even though it was anticipated. In a word, disappointment.

Even those who built their careers in the field could be disappointed, such as the Carnegie Museum paleontologist Earl Douglass, best known for leading on-site excavation of rich fossil deposits in Utah, which later became the centerpiece of Dinosaur National Park. On a “day to be remembered” in 1909, when his field crew “took down the first really big specimen,” Douglass nevertheless expressed “surprise” to find “only one series of the vertebrae of the neck instead of two as I supposed.” Another highly skilled field man, Vernon Bailey of the US Biological Survey, astonished his colleague E.W. Nelson by failing to find as many elk in the northern part of Yellowstone as had been found at Jackson Hole. Nelson wondered if Bailey had “overlooked some elk” and asked him to make sure he was counting them all, “so that it can not be claimed that an imperfect job has been done.” At countless other field sites, still less fortunate field scientists and naturalists found very little or even nothing in the geological formations, environmental conditions, and topographical settings where they expected better, based on their advance planning.

But disappointment was not just a matter of failures of cognitive preparation—of unsuccessful mental roaming over the landscape or of insufficient consultation of maps and other kinds of preexisting stores of knowledge to predict when and where to go. It was also, in practical terms, about justifying investments of time and resources. Fieldwork cost money and devoured the precious time of trained personnel. While mid-nineteenth-century exploring expeditions were often open-ended and opportunistic—especially when accompanying military campaigns or Pacific railroad surveys—a few decades later nearly all fieldwork was carefully planned to maximize returns on time invested and money spent on supplies, railway fare, meals, hotels, camping equipment, horses, and instruments. In this context, too, “surprise” often meant that the payoffs in collecting, observing, or mapping failed to meet expectations. S.F. Emmons of the US Geological Survey’s Colorado Division reported in the mid-1880s that “two or three months” anticipated for finishing a map of the Denver Basin were insufficient due in part to “unexpected complication in the structure,” which made it impossible to complete the fieldwork in the time allotted. In the annals of field science, unexpectedly low returns on investment of time and money in fieldwork were at least as common as surprisingly rich discoveries.

1. Earl Douglass, Diary 25, December 14, 1909, Earl Douglass Papers, University of Utah.
Finally, a third kind of failure of expectation evident in fieldwork may not have been tied to disappointment, but it too transcended the simple positive novelties of field discovery. This was when field researchers received incredulous responses from lay people because their scientific perspective challenged popular beliefs about the natural world. The secretary of agriculture declared in 1889 that careful work by his statistics division in the Rocky Mountain region would “surprise the Eastern States with new views” of what was regarded as part of a “Great American Desert.” Likewise, two Bureau of Soils field researchers found that farmers near Billings, Montana, were “not a little surprised” at their chemically informed expertise on alkali soils. Carefully collected field data on climate or soil conditions thus might challenge popular assumptions that were based on more limited or partial experience, failing to confirm what lay people expected, desired, or feared.

It is true that one can also find examples of welcome mismatches of reality and expectation. Earl Douglass once rejoiced at an “unexpected upward turn of the neck” of a fossil dinosaur, which “saved perhaps $500 to $1000 in work and shortened the time” his team would have to spend excavating the specimen. Even with the best cognitive preparation and investment of resources, some things truly were astounding, bringing unexpected delight. But for field scientists who systematically prepared for fieldwork, and who carefully budgeted their time and expenses, surprises could bring disappointment as easily as joy.

6 E. Douglass to D. Stewart, October 12, 1909, Earl Douglass Papers, Carnegie Museum of Natural History.
At 12 years of age, a girl invented the following system:

- Sun with clear sky: 4 doors
- Sun with 1 cloud: 3 doors
- Sun with 2 clouds: 2 doors
- Sun with 3 clouds: 1 door
- Sun with 4 clouds: 0 doors

The system includes 29 kinds of days, depending on the presence of clouds and the position of the sun. In summer, she calls “dayhigh” a day with high sun and no clouds. In winter, “daynothing” refers to a clear sky. The system classifies not only days but also the affective consequences of the state of the sky on the classifier: the sun brings happiness to her days, while any cloud will ruin her mood. When she gets up, the girl rushes to look at the sky. Terrifying surprises are always possible. A day could be a “dayhighdarkcloud.” Despondency, sadness, and despair will follow. Over the years, she establishes diverse relationships within her system. The different types of days correlate with numbers, flavors, and gum wrappers. For her, number 3 is “rainbow-colored when cloud has color outside looks like rainbow and white inside.”

Because of its affective connotations, the system also helps to organize and evaluate other experiences in the girl’s life. She assigns four doors and no clouds to hard rock music because it brings her such intense pleasure that she needs to put four doors in between her and the sound to make it bearable. She allocates two clouds and two doors to classical music. For her evening meal, she measures the green juice she pours in her green cup. The amount of juice she’ll drink depends on the clouds in the sky that day.

The unique character of this system reveals the remarkable mind of the person who elaborated it. Jessica is autistic. And, as her mother put it, “She is the center of her universe.”

---

5 Clara Park, in Oliver Sacks’s documentary “Rage for Order” (part of his BBC series The Mind Traveller, Rosetta Pictures for the BBC, directed by Christopher Rawlence).

brings “to mind the elaborate, pseudoscientific systems of numerology and astrology.” Indeed, we too have looked to the skies for guidance and have tried to find meaning in the stars.

Is there meaning in Jessica’s system? Her father, physicist David Park, and mathematician Philip Youderian analyzed it and pointed out the gap that separates her “from the rest of us.” They discovered that Jessica’s “obsession” with systems helps her to bring clarity but also excitement into her life: “One need not go beyond her wide swings of emotion as the sun came and went, or the trembling excitement with which she filled her glass in the evening, to see that Elly [Jessica] found her own ways to live a life as rich in excitement and

---

6 Oliver Sacks, “Foreword,” in Park, Exiting Nirvana, xi.
happiness as any of us have found.” However, looking for what sets her apart, I believe they also found what unites Jessica with “the rest of us.”

For sure, her principles of classification are not our principles. Jessica’s system is exceptional, not only in its uniqueness but in dispelling with the basic goal of scientific systematizers: to fix referents in order to enable communication, comparison, and thus agreement or debate. Organized around subjective affects, Jessica’s system cannot be the basis for scientific knowledge today. As Daston and Peter Galison have shown, in an effort to “hold subjectivity at bay” the modern scientific ideal of objectivity requires emotional detachment.9 In its uniqueness, Jessica’s system reminds us of the great variety of human experiences and the intricate ways of the human mind. But it also reveals that her intentions are the same as those that Daston told us guided the makers of cloud atlases: “to discover order in apparent chaos.”10 Thus, Jessica’s system teaches us that containing surprises is not only a goal for apothecaries, cosmologists, archivists, and naturalists. It seems to be a universal human desire as well, a deep, basic need of the human mind.

We all search for principles to order our universes, to assuage the terror of chaotic realities. Like Jessica, we too get up every morning and look through the window, wondering how many clouds the day may bring. It is exciting, and terrifying, to live in a world full of surprises.

---

earth,” Joseph simply said, “Sta allegremente Cavalier,” and bid the boy go home, healed and praising God.9

Surrounded by witnesses in awe, Joseph and Baldassare are depicted as leaving or returning; either way, they are portrayed in the “most pregnant” moment, which alone leaves free play to the imagination and from which, Gotthold Ephraim Lessing argued in Laokoon (1766), the preceding and subsequent moments are comprehensible.

The picture gives an impression of aloofness and stiffness that seems to run counter to the circumstances, but which actually derives from the rules that shape the image and the emotional and cognitive dynamics of the represented action.

As in much seventeenth- and eighteenth-century art, the chief semiotic scaffolding of the painting is a strictly codified *eloquencia corporis.*4 Bodily positions, hand gestures, and facial expressions contribute to a pictorial choreography that operates as a rhetorical device; postures and attitudes enunciate the passions of the soul. The passions that dominate in *A Miracle* are rapture, hope, and wonder—and surprise binds them together. To understand how, we may rely on Charles Le Brun’s influential 1688 lecture on expression.5 The lecture is noteworthy for its use of René Descartes’s *Les Passions de l’âme* (1649) to rationalize visual codes and aesthetic norms that remained current well into the eighteenth century and still framed Costanzi’s representational practice.6

The facial expressions of the two female figures on the right and the priest behind them most clearly render the sentiment of hope. According to Descartes, the hoping soul is convinced that its desires will be realized; it fears frustration, yet can also incline toward assur-

---

3 I here draw on Domenico Bernino, *Vita del venerabile padre Fr. Giuseppe da Copertino...* (Venice: 1726), 504 and 74, and *Acta Sanctorum Septembris* (Antwerp: 1755), September 18, 5:1022.


5 Charles Le Brun, *Conférence de Monsieur le Brun... sur l’Expression générale et particulière* (Amsterdam and Paris: E. 1698). I here draw on the initial “Conference tenue en l’Academie royale de peinture et sculpture” (1–24) and the subsequent iconographic discussion (beginning with *Admiration* on a new page 1).

wonder “only produces a suspension of movement,” which allows the soul to consider attentively the object of interest. We may now understand the paradoxical motionlessness of Costanzi’s painting as the skillful articulation of wonder as a species of surprise and as a pictorial reminder that, in knowledge as in belief, only those who are prepared for such passions are able to experience them.7

With thanks to Mechthild Fend, Tatiana Senkevitch, and Claudia Swan for their friendly art-historical guidance.

7
Annette Vogt

Die Philosophie- und Wissenschaftshistorikerin Anneliese Maier (1905–1971) formulierte im März 1954 in ihrer „Denkschrift“ für eine geplante aber nicht realisierte Abteilung für Philosophie- und Wissenschaftsgeschichte an der Bibliotheca Hertziana (MPI) in Rom ein Credo:

Bei mediävistischen Untersuchungen kommt immer etwas heraus, und fast immer etwas Interessantes und Überraschendes, wenn auch nicht immer gerade das, was man gesucht und erhofft hat. Man muss mitnehmen, was sich bietet und was das handschriftliche Material an Entdeckungen schenken will.


---


---


\(^7\) LA Berlin, Rep. 200-02-03, Nr. 237.
out some chapters. After a year of quality time in that cozy Kabine, it would all but write itself. Kein problem.

Imagine my surprise and dismay as that plan slowly crumbled during that fall and winter. As I kept reading, my well-ordered proposal came to seem more of an impediment than a support. It boxed me in. I was stuck, with nothing new or interesting to say. And that cozy Kabine in the SUB started to lose its luster, feeling more like a cell than a refuge.

We all discover what we expect to find, but it is harder and more rewarding to seek unanticipated things. The former teaches us what we already know; the latter makes for interesting history. In that sense, my theme is not so much about surprise in the history of science as it is about serendipity. Horace Walpole coined the word in 1754. Unlike surprise, which takes one unawares and off guard, serendipity is something you can cultivate and encourage. One can develop a talent for serendipitous discoveries. It is something that the best historians do—whether it involves a certain kind of openness, a gift for following hunches, or a talent for seeing unorthodox connections.

Kant famously wrote that Hume had awoken him from his dogmatic slumber. My case was much less grandiose or dramatic: let’s just say that miner-archivist Hans Hofmann flat-out woke me up when I arrived in Freiberg early in 1997. After wallowing in my self-constructed cameralist mess in Göttingen Kabine, I headed to the little mining town of Freiberg, in Sachsen, on a hunch. One of the patterns I had noted in those hundreds of cameralist texts was simple: mines everywhere. But there was very little written about them in the secondary literature. Soon enough, Hofmann had convinced me to don an old East German army uniform and go spelunking in the mines under Freiberg. It was there that I became acutely aware of my limitations, of how much more there was to interpret and understand; it was there that I first got a glimmer of a world that cameralist texts had ignored, that what I had been reading was but one side of a much richer and deeper story. It was, as Walpole might have said, a moment of accidental sagacity.

Hans Hofmann had a big booming Saxon voice, both underground and in the archive, which could be a little jarring if you were used to the vibe in the Library of Congress or in my Kabine in Göttingen. “Glückauf Herr Wakefield!” he used to bellow, when I came in for the morning’s research, as if we were part of a miner’s crew. When we did head underground, it blew my mind. Not here the well-ordered shafts and adits of camerlist imaginings. Instead, a dizzying array of markings, dead ends, crawl spaces, flooded adits, and rotting timbers. As we walked, ducked and eventually crawled from the mine shafts of the nineteenth century all the way back to their sixteenth-century predecessors, the tunnels and shafts narrowed and constricted as if you were being squeezed by the sheer weight of time. My stupid assumptions, gleaned from reading too many books, and then conflation of those textual descriptions with some kind of imagined lived reality rapidly fell away. In their place came new questions. How did the mine foremen possibly exercise oversight down here? How could a Berghauptmann, perched safely above ground in his Kammer, really hope to organize and arrange every facet of work? Neat Foucauldian frameworks came crashing down. Those questions eventually led me to abandon the strictures and structure of my original thesis altogether. It was a liberating day; it made me rethink not only how I would write about the topic but also how I approached history.

---


The best surprises spark curiosity, joy, and (if one is the owner of a clever terrier) pride. But when we chase after the surprise, we find that as soon as we grasp it and pull it close enough to scrutinize it, it vanishes, and with it evaporate all the pleasurable feelings it brought. The extraordinary, properly viewed, reveals itself to be ordinary after all. So it goes, at least, in the model of surprise in which surprise is a balloon and science a struck match. James dutifully plays bubble burster through most of the Principles. In place of surprise and its constant companion, wonder, James swaps in their supposed opposite: knowledge. We are surprised, James notes, when our bodies respond with reflex action when presented with a mental or visual stimulus: “It is just cause for wonder, as our chapter on Instinct has shown us, that such bodily consequences should follow such mental antecedents.” But wonder yields to understanding: “We explain the mystery tant bien que mal by our evolutionary theories, saying that lucky variations and heredity have generally brought it about that this particular pair of terms should have grown into a uniform sequence.”

Understanding’s tendency to snuff out surprise has ramifications for ordinary life, James saw. Wisdom and professional accomplishment were yoked to a world-weary wonderlessness worthy of Ecclesiastes because surprise, along with the other emotions, was governed by a general principle: “They blunt themselves by repetition more rapidly than any other sort of feeling,” James proclaimed.

A friend of the writer gave as a proof of the almost human intelligence of his dog that he took him one day down to his boat on the shore, but found the boat full of dirt and water. He remembered that the sponge was up at the house, a third of a mile distant; but, disliking to go back himself, he made various gestures of wiping out the boat and so forth, saying to his terrier, “Sponge, sponge; go fetch the sponge.” But he had little expectation of a result, since the dog had never received the slightest training with the boat or the sponge. Nevertheless, off he trotted to the house, and, to his owner’s great surprise and admiration, brought the sponge in his jaws. Sagacious as this was, it required nothing but ordinary contiguous association of ideas. The terrier was only exceptional in the minuteness of his spontaneous observation. If the reader will take the trouble to analyze the best dog and elephant stories he knows, he will find that, in most cases, this simple contiguous calling up of one whole by another is quite sufficient to explain the phenomena.
must be confessed, for feeling. For the world-worn and experienced man, the sense of pleasure which he gets from the free and powerful flow of thoughts, overcoming obstacles as they arise, is the only compensation for that freshness of the heart which he once enjoyed.

There is some pleasure in accomplishment, then; but accomplishment, as it is described in this passage, precludes surprise. (James, ever fretful about the perils of professionalizing, perhaps spoke from painful experience.)

But the reader damned to discouragement by one passage in the Principles can be almost assured of finding salvation on some other, contradictory page of the book. Buried in a seemingly mundane passage about lifting boxes with unknown contents, James offers an alternate conception of the relationship between advancing knowledge and surprise: “Surprise can only come from getting a sensation which differs from the one we expect. But the truth is that when we know the objects well, the very slightest difference from the expected weight will surprise us, or at least attract our notice.” Here, there is hope that surprise might signal something more sophisticated than naive mistake or mere absence of knowledge. The kind of surprise James describes in this passage arises from deep knowledge. A surprise, in this understanding of it, is both a source of pleasurable emotion and a new piece of knowledge. It may after all be the mark of the truly probing and generous thinker that she finds the line between surprise and knowledge faint and sees, all around her, just cause for wonder.

Kelley Wilder

At the other end of the rope my lab partner flexed her wrist up and down, and then, with more force, her forearm from the elbow. I did the same, awkwardly, against her rhythm, up and down until a single wave emerged from our competing waves. “Congratulations,” said the teacher, “you’ve created a standing wave.” At 15, it didn’t interest me much. If only he’d told us then that color photography could be made out of these waves alone, I’d have paid more attention.

While the 1839 articles and reports about the invention of photography were hyperbolic in their praise and incredulity of the new image-making automaton, that single elusive element of full, natural color hovered in the background. It seemed churlish to ask the daguerreotype and photogenic drawing to be even more perfect. And yet, there were rumours. Hushed reports of Louis Daguerre’s first attempts to fix the image of the camera obscura with phosphorous were accompanied by Edmond Becquerel’s astounding modification of the Daguerreotype and publications on full-color photographs in 1848. But Becquerel’s heliochromes were still susceptible to light. Shrouded in near darkness, they were viewed by the light of a single candle at the 1855 Exposition Universelle in Paris. Today, the last remaining plates are kept in the dark, rarely available for inspection. Mystery and secrecy, darkness and caution surrounded the full-color photograph.

So much more thrilling, then, was Gabriel Lippmann’s announcement on the February 2, 1891, that he had fixed the color spectrum permanently on a photographic plate of his own devising. In the tiny 4 × 4 cm square (later 6.5 × 9 cm) the panchromatic emulsion recorded spectra, or blue skies, green foliage, and beds of red flowers, but only for the observer looking at the correct angle. Look at the wrong angle and the colors change, or a darkness covers the plate. Imagine the sensation. A small block sits on your table in the archive. It is covered in a rough, off-white cloth, with a hinged opening and a tab to pull it. You pull back the door and look, cocking your head first one way, then another. Then suddenly, perhaps in the bottom corner, you catch a flash of red. You move, but too quickly, it is lost. You move again, and this time, blue appears in the upper left-hand side. Finally, after adjusting your eye and your body to gather together these inci-
dent rays, blocks of color emerge. Shapes eventually resolve into Versailles and its gardens (George Eastman Museum) on what looks like a sunny day, in perfect color. The light from a nineteenth century sun never looked brighter.

Lippmann’s foray into Fourier mathematics, optics, and the resolving power of ultra-fine emulsions did not go unnoticed. His research galvanized similar-minded experimenters across Europe. Among the most famous of these are the Lumière brothers, August and Louis. Not only did the Lumière factory produce some of the finest emulsions in Europe, they were already deeply involved with the scientific establishment, altering photography almost beyond recognition in order to supply scientists with designer photographic plates. Louis Lumière was able to replicate the Lippmann plates and create a portrait in 1893 by improving the speed of the plates. It was the same laboratory that would later develop the commercially successful Autochrome plate and released it to market in 1907, albeit colored by a very different method.

The Lippmann plates depended on the agency of light in a way that recalled the sense of early wonder and disbelief in photography itself. In 1844, William Henry Fox Talbot, on finding some misunderstanding about the manufacture of the images in Pencil of Nature, inserted a “Notice to Readers” in the fascicles. It read “The plates of the present work are impressed by the agency of Light alone, without any aid from the artist’s pencil. They are the sun-pictures themselves, and not, as some persons have imagined, engravings in imitation.” Lippmann plates, with their promise of perfect color, were never commercially viable for color photography. But they brought about a revolution in imaging science that lives on in the formation of present day holograms.
Benjamin Wilson

In his unfinished masterpiece *Vom Kriege*, the Prussian military theorist Carl von Clausewitz wrote that, in war, “surprise lies at the root of all operations without exception.”1 In 1812, he had resigned his post with the Prussian military to assist Tsar Alexander I’s effort to halt Napoleon’s eastward march. Clausewitz observed as the once-mighty French armies were dissipated and reversed by a combination of Russian tactics and unforgiving Russian territory. Years later, writing his book at the Kriegsakademie in Berlin, he described the experience of approaching the firing line, where “shot is falling like hail, and the thunder of our own guns adds to the din. The air is filled with hissing bullets that sound like a sharp crack if they pass close to one’s head.” Muskets and cannons had increased the lethal reach of infantry and artillery, but they had not altered war’s traditional rhythms. Soldiers still met on the field of battle, commanded by generals who plotted their advances and retreats. Napoleon’s misfortune convinced Clausewitz that defensive campaigns were superior to the offense, because “it is easier to hold ground than to take it.” The advantage of surprise, he concluded, belonged as much to defense as to attack.

On July 16, 1945, an explosion generated by splitting plutonium atoms shattered the predawn darkness over a southern New Mexican desert known as the Jornada del Muerto—the journey of the dead man. Three weeks later, the world learned what one such explosion, delivered by surprise, could wreak on an entire city and its people. “The pattern of the use of atomic weapons was set at Hiroshima,” said J. Robert Oppenheimer, who had directed the scientific project that made the weapons a reality. “They are weapons of aggression, of surprise and of terror. If they are ever used again, it may well be by the thousands, or perhaps by the tens of thousands.”2 The pacifist philosopher Bertrand Russell agreed. “If war comes,” he wrote in

---

1 Carl von Clausewitz, *On War*, trans. Michael Howard and Peter Paret (Princeton, NJ: 1976), 198. The book was first published posthumously, in three German volumes, between 1832 and 1834. For the following citations in this paragraph, see ibid., 113 and 357.

1946, “it will begin with a surprise attack in the style of Pearl Harbor. The aggressor will hope for a knock-out blow so severe as to make retaliation impossible.”

Physicists soon discovered that by fusing light atomic nuclei together, rather than cleaving heavy ones apart, they could boost explosive yields by a factor of 1,000 or more and make warheads portable enough to travel on rockets to the other side of the globe in 30 minutes. Dwight Eisenhower stood before the United Nations in December 1953 and warned that merely possessing nuclear weapons was “no preventive, of itself, against the fearful material damage and toll of human lives that would be inflicted by surprise aggression.”

As the Cold War deepened, the president was not alone in fearing a nuclear Pearl Harbor.

December 7, 1941: the template of military surprise in the American imagination. Many believed it had been a preventable disaster. In 1940, US cryptanalysts had cracked the code protecting secret communications between Tokyo and its foreign embassies, and radio traffic provided a decent picture of the whereabouts of the Japanese fleet. Still, American military and political leaders had been unprepared. To most analysts, Pearl Harbor was a stunning failure of intelligence analysis. But not to everyone. At the offices of the RAND Corporation in the early 1950s, Roberta Wohlstetter began to dig into the available documents. In her judgment, the positive signals of an imminent attack were mingled with disconfirming evidence and ambient noise. Anticipation was theory laden: without a prior belief that the Japanese were likely to strike, the data alone would never have revealed it. This disturbing thought shaped the work of Roberta’s husband, Albert, who joined RAND’s economics division in 1951. He developed the theory that the Soviet Union was hell-bent on exploiting any vulnerability. In a series of influential studies, he argued relentlessly that US nuclear forces needed better protection, the better to ride out an attack and retaliate. If America’s best guarantee of security wasn’t intelligence, then it was deterrence.

The view of deterrence held by most strategic thinkers was this: that beginning or averting nuclear war would come down to a decision, to strike or not. Yet, what if the verge of war were less like leaping into the pool or staying out and more like inching along its slip-

---


6 For an unclassified summary of these findings and arguments, see Albert Wohlstetter, “The Delicate Balance of Terror,” Foreign Affairs 37, no 2 (1959): 211–234.
The miracles of the Old and New Testament encompassed a number of good surprises and a few bad ones. Eve’s openness to a new taste experience and to acquiring knowledge and wisdom brought about the worst surprise of all: expulsion from the Garden, hard labor, pain, and death. Thereafter, Christian tradition offered further warnings against sampling the sensory world and investigating the unknown. It was not that more bad surprises might follow but rather that making amends for that original curiosity came through obedience to God and the mercy of God’s grace; everything else was not only not necessary but a hindrance. St. Augustine, who admitted to being interested in women, music, animals, pictures, food, perfumes, and ingenious products of human manufacture, strongly condemned curiosity in Book 10 of his *Confessions.*

John Calvin cited St. Paul in condemning “intruding into those things which he hath not seen” and “foolish curiosity in the investigation of things that are obscure, and even hidden from and transcending our mind.” The nature and composition of eternally burning hellfire is a topic “left to the disputations of foolish curiosity.”

English sermons published between 1650 and 1700 contain many references to curiosity, all unfavorable. The term appears in a distinctive semantic field accompanied by the terms “conceit,” “pride,” “vanity,” “ostentation,” “impertinence,” “anger,” “covetousness,” “idleness,” “drunkenness,” and “gluttony.” Curiosity is wanton, sinful, saucy, and useless. Woe to him who seeks to “satisfy” or “gratify” curiosity. William Sherlock, in a sermon on “the danger of corrupting the faith by philosophy” reminds us that we do not need to know “how Corn, or Fruit, or Herbs grow” to be nourished by them, nor what the nature of matter is. Nor do we need to investigate how...
God can lack a cause or be everywhere at once. The Platonist John Norris declared to Lady Masham, “The Principal care and concern of Man both because of his own interest, and out of compliance with the Designs of God, ought to be to Live a good and regular Life, to accomplish the Moral part of his Nature, to subdue his Passions, to rectify his Love, to study Purity of Heart and Life, in one word, to perfect Holiness in the fear of God.”

People listened to such sermons every week for their entire lives and read the published versions. How could a scientific culture requiring curious individuals, willing to invest time and resources, have emerged in this climate of hostility? Yet the journal books of the early Royal Society detail curiosity-driven and seemingly pointless investigations, offering a random selection of thoughts and visual presentations on clothes, varnish, shipping, trees, sulphur, the chameleon, quicksilver. Robert Hooke’s Micrographia of 1665 was one of the most sought-after publications of its era. Evidently, populations as well as individual minds can compartmentalize. The theologians fulminated, the experimentalists carried on with their work, and ordinary human beings went on being interested in animals, pictures, clothes, and romantic adventures, while probably wondering about real talking serpents, the Trinity, and whether a person could actually walk on water or rise from the dead.

Robert Boyle stands out as transforming, singlehandedly, the semantic field of the term “curiosity.” Curiosity is deemed “just” and “worthy of a Rational Creature” and taken as a legitimate motive to action. The New Experiments of 1660 refer to Pascal’s “commendable curiosity” and his own nephew’s “inbred curiosity and love of experimental learning.” Boyle announces frequently his desire to “gratify” and “satisfy” his readers’ curiosity and to “entertain” them with philosophical subjects. The contrast between scripture’s ability to “Quicken Obedience” and its ability to “Satisfie our Curiosity” began to tilt toward the latter.

As well as avoiding wading into points of theology and dogma—and avoiding Thomas Hobbes, the materialist who mocked religion—the experimental philosophers mediated and reconciled. They created a counter-rhetoric in which enquiry into obscure and hidden things was explicitly or implicitly praised and encouraged as a morally positive and useful trait, as leading to what Francis Bacon called the “improvement of man’s estate.” They pretended that they were recovering epistemological capacities lost in the Fall, preparing for the Second Coming, all in a divinely approved manner. Yet there were threats—naturalism, mortality—in the corpuscular-mechanical philosophy to which Boyle and his experimenting and observing associates subscribed. There was accordingly confrontation as well as compartmentalization, and Boyle, especially sensitive to these problems, oscillated between rapture and dejection over his scientific vocation.

One significant advantage the experimentalists had in making their case was that admiration for the “curiously wrought,” for the products of human craftsmanship and care (cura), was too deeply rooted in human nature for Augustinian injunctions to have full effect. The surprise presented by the newly invented telescope was a pitted and dented moon which, for Galileo, demolished the very idea of the incorruptibility and superiority of the heavens. Had God really made it and set it up there, in the realm of angels? The telescope promised such unwelcome surprises that—according to legend and testimony—certain of the clergy refused even to look. But the surprise presented by the microscope was the geometrical complexity, perfection, and intricacy of the microworld: the o-

4 William Sherlock, The Danger of Corrupting the Faith by Philosophy: a Sermon Preach’d Before the Right Honble, the Lord Mayor and Court of Aldermen at Guildhall-Chappel on Sunday, April 25 (London: 1697), 21.
5 John Norris, Reflections Upon the Conduct of Human Life With Reference to the Study of Learning and Knowledge: in a Letter to the Excellent Lady, the Lady Masham (London: 1690), 134, 130–133.
There are some creations that embody in their very concept the idea of surprise. One of these is the landscape garden, or English landscape garden, in reference to its eighteenth-century roots. By contrast with the baroque style, called absolutist and epitomized by Versailles, the English style aimed to express naturalistic freedom in both nature and society. Nature’s own forms would replace geometry: no spherically clipped trees, no rectangular hedges, no sensual leveling. Diversity of color and texture would take priority over the line. Thus the gently winding path rather than the broad straight promenade figured as the hallmark of the landscape garden.

Such a path might pass along a stream, itself meandering or tumbling over rocks; it might continue through shrubs or around tree groups, over a bridge, or up a hill. A strolling visitor would always have a sense of expectation, never knowing or predicting what might appear just around the next curve. Indeed, what might appear could be a completely unnatural folly: a statue of Venus, a Greek temple, or a Chinese pagoda, acting as an exotic contrast to trees and shrubs.

These characteristic features of surprise in the landscape garden may suggest why for many years it has served me as a methodological epitome or talisman for writing history, whether of science or of the garden itself (with Elaine Wise). Other aspects are less obvious. Paths never cross at right angles; they diverge as alternative choices that open up different perspectives, different vistas, either within the garden or onto a distant landscape. And there are no apparent boundaries. In the ideal of the country estate, looking out from the manor house, across the nearby pleasure ground, and into the surrounding landscape, one has a sense of continual transition, from a domestic scene of flowerbeds and herbaceous borders to a meadow with occasional trees in the middle distance and on into the countryside of forests and hills. Open vistas inspire the freedom to imagine, to invent, to wander unconstrained.

Of course, all of this sense of naturalistic freedom is in fact the product of carefully designed, excavated, planted, pruned, and nurtured artificiality. As in historical writing, the garden’s cultivated form assists its explorers in discovering the ordering ideas that assist
understanding. And it encourages humility in the face of nature's variety, maintaining the sense of expectation and surprise around the corner.

Another aspect of landscape gardens runs deeper and will bring me closer to a concrete example. Gardens themselves are historical objects. Their paths through history continually open up unanticipated vistas as they change in meaning with period and place. Imported from England to Prussian Berlin following the Wars of Liberation from Napoleon, they took on a variety of forms over the nineteenth century. Beginning as scenes of royal display, they acquired new identities with new contexts of ownership and purpose. One of the most surprising of those forms in the context of Berlin is the Volksgarten (garden of the people). It makes a striking contrast to the more famous gardens of the royal family centered around Potsdam, such as Sanssouci, Babelsberg, or the Pfaueninsel. No great fountains, no imposing follies in the form of statues and Chinese teahouses, and no profusion of exotic plants celebrate wealth and status in the Volksgarten. It emerged in Berlin only after 1840 in association with Prussia's late industrialization and the population explosion in the city. It was intended to provide a place of recuperation for the workers who now streamed in and out of the factories of the North and East beyond the walls of the city. In that local context, such basic conceptions as the difference between work time and one's own time, or free time, took on a new and fervently defended significance for wage laborers. Free time, free air, and fresh air (Freizeit, freie Luft, frische Luft) became closely identified with each other and with the winding paths and greenery of the Volksgarten. The children's playground entered the garden for the first time. The history of the landscape garden, moving through this new time and setting, quite surprisingly becomes a social history of industrialization and class identity.

One such Volksgarten is Humboldthain. Named in honor of the great explorer who opened up the landscape and vegetation of the Americas to European view, it also honored, in the view of the working classes, that singular member of the Prussian court whom they
most clearly recognized as their hero. The new historical meaning of this people’s garden has been captured in an eloquent portrayal from 1893.

“Humboldthain is a wonderful creation” said Wilhelm Bölsche in a series of probing vignettes drawn to evoke the distinct character of different districts of Berlin, each possessing “almost its own linguistic and ethnographic originality.” In Humboldthain he found “one of the most beautiful oases of the city.” But this oasis lay in the far north of Berlin, “where the sky is so grey,” painted with a dark brush by surrounding railroad lines, factories, smokestacks, and tenements.

It is the sky of Berlin North, of the factory north, by day a smoke cloud and by night a reddish brown cloud of fire. ... Whoever enters behind these signs of the heavens, turns forever in the same spot, with thousands together trapped in the wheelwork of the machines, compressed, churned, mangled.

Thus Humboldthain presented a distressing contrast.

At many hours it is completely empty; the plants then rule alone. For them everything goes on; the colorfully blooming bushes and the broad exquisite meadows gleam in unfading party dress. ... But noontime comes, and now the whistles of the factories shrill. Out of the airless factory rooms comes the humanity of Berlin North: hollow-faced workers who consume their lunch on the benches, grimy factory girls, tired schoolchildren trudging home. The contrast is bitter. Now there rolls by a ring-line train in its deep trench and hurls its smoke into the white scented clusters of the gold-green acacias. One feels somewhat faint in this so well-intended oasis, whose Sauerstoffküsse (kisses of oxygen) are profaned by hundreds of sooty chimney-snouts with the full brutality of our big-city fight for existence.¹

Sauerstoffküsse: what an engaging surprise in the Volksgarten.